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Abstract
We propose a unified mathematical framework for classifying phases of matter. The framework is based on different types of
combinatorial structures with a notion of locality called lattices. A tensor lattice is a local prescription that associates tensor net-
works to those lattices. Different lattices are related by local operations called moves. Those local operations define consistency
conditions for the tensors of the tensor network, the solutions to which yield exactly solvable models for all kinds of phases. To
make the connection to physics we provide a unified definition of phases of matter of local classical and quantum models with
arbitrary boundaries, defects or anyons by representing them as tensor networks. The main part of this work consists of different
implementations of the framework, reproducing many models of non-chiral topological order in a systematic way. Among those
are symmetry-breaking and topological phases in up to three space-time dimensions, their boundaries, defects, domain walls
and symmetries, as well as their anyons for 2+1-dimensional systems. Along the way, we also obtain combinatorial geometric
interpretations to algebraic structures closely related to *-algebras, their representations, unitary fusion categories, weak Hopf
algebras, and the representations of their quantum doubles. We also deliver ideas of how other kinds of phases, like SPT/SET,
fermionic, free-fermionic, chiral, and critical phases, can be described within our framework. We also define another structure
called contracted tensor lattices which generalize tensor lattices: The former associate tensors instead of tensor networks to
lattices, and the consistency conditions for those tensors are defined by another kind of local operation called gluings. Using
this generalization, our framework also covers mathematical structures like axiomatic (non-fully extended or defective) TQFTs,
that do not directly describe phases on a microscopic physical level, but formalize certain aspects of potential phases, like the
anyon statistics of 2+1-dimensional phases. We also introduce the very powerful concept of (contracted) tensor lattice mapping,
unifying a lots of different operations, such as stacking, anyon fusion, anyon condensation, equivalence of different fixed point
models, taking the Drinfel’d centre, trivial defects or interpreting a bosonic model as a fermionic model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why we should care about phases of
matter
Classifying phases of matter means dividing the space of mod-
els into families with the same qualitative properties. By model
we roughly mean the mathematical description of a physical
system with many degrees of freedom. A classical example
of such a model would be “the 2-dimensional classical Ising
model on square lattices”. Slightly more precisely a model is
a thermodynamic-limit sequence of systems (i.e., a sequence
of systems with more and more degrees of freedom) which is
homogeneous (i.e., it looks the same at different places and for
different systems in the sequence). The key property that such
a model needs to have in order to talk about phases is local-
ity, i.e., the interactions between the degrees of freedom have
to be local. All first-principle models, in particular models in
condensed-matter physics such as the Hubbard model, but even
the standard model of high energy physics, are local models of
this type. In contrast to how the word is often used, for us a
“model” has no free parameters, but represents a single point
in parameter space. So in the example above, we should have
fixed the parameters and talk about e.g. “the Ising model at
β = 0.5 and h = 0.1”. In Section (4) we will present a more
detailed discussion of the required properties of models such
that their classification into different phases is well defined.
Two models belong to the same phase if they can be mapped
onto each other under local deformations of the microscopic
degrees of freedom that do not change global properties. In
many formulations such a deformation consists of a constant-
depth circuit of local operations, each of which does not affect
the system outside of a small region. For example, this could be
a constant-depth circuit of local unitaries acting on the ground
state of a quantum many-body system [1]. For example such
local deformations include basis changes in the Hilbert space
of the local degrees of freedom. We follow a simpler, more
general, and more constructive approach by describing models
via tensor networks, see Section (4.1). Our framework unifies
and includes several tensor network based classifications put
forth in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], but at the same time goes
significantly beyond known approaches based on representing
quantum states as tensor networks. For quantum systems our
formulation in terms of tensor networks is done via a Trotter-
ization of the imaginary time evolution. The local operations
acting on the tensor networks are called tensor-network moves,
see Section (2.3). A comparison of the resulting phase defini-
tion to other notions of phases is presented in Section (4.2).
A physical theory consists of a mathematical model together
with a dictionary that tells us what part of the real world the
model describes and which observables in the model corre-
spond to which observations or experiments in the real world.
When condensed matter physicists write down a mathemati-
cal model they usually implicitly give this dictionary by the
names they choose for observables and terms in the Hamilto-
nian. For example, if some observable in the definition of a
Hamiltonian is called σx it is commonly assumed that a mea-
surement of this observable can be determined by a magnetic
field in the x-direction in the real world. In the general case,
however, we may have to choose such a dictionary explicitly. A
fixed model can correspond to different theories when choosing
different dictionaries, and conversely two different models can
correspond to the same theory when we choose the dictionaries
accordingly. In particular the same model can correspond to a
classical statistical system for one and to a quantum mechanical
ground state for another dictionary as is illustrated in the exam-
ples provided in Section (5). The only restriction that we have
for choosing a dictionary is due to locality: Local observables
in the model should correspond to local measurements in the
real world. In fact all measurements we can perform eventu-
ally in the real world are measurements corresponding to local
observables.
Consider a fixed dictionary and the set of all models that for-
mally fit to this dictionary (e.g., all models with fixed Hilbert
space dimension of the local degrees of freedom in quantum
mechanics). Now consider the local observable correspond-
ing to a fixed measurement (e.g., the single-qubit observable
σz , for all different qubit models). As the deformations that
do not change the phase essentially allow for arbitrary local
changes in the degree of freedom (such as, e.g., arbitrary local
basis changes), the phase of the model tells us literally noth-
ing about the specific measurement outcome of such a fixed
measurement. In that sense, as predictions for the outcomes of
local measurements are the only thing that we are interested in
practically, the phase of a model is a property of no practical
relevance to predict expectation values. More pedantically, the
entire idea of having different models with the same dictionary
does not fit into the mindset of phases of matter in first place:
A dictionary can only be chosen depending on a single model,
and there is no canonical way to state when two different mod-
els use the same dictionary (e.g., in quantum mechanics one
should not think of two different models being embedded into
the same Hilbert space, even they have the same dimension).
However, such a god-given fixed dictionary that is automati-
cally forced onto us when writing down a mathematical model
does not exist. Two models (without dictionary) can represent
the same physical theory (after an according choice of dictio-
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nary) exactly if they are in the same phase. So in that sense,
the phase of a model is the only property of practical relevance,
as long as we do not fix the dictionary connecting it to the real
world.
Although the phase does not say anything about the mea-
surement outcome for fixed observables, it does tell us some-
thing about the qualitative properties that certain (yet to be de-
termined) observables of the model have. E.g., in the case of
symmetry-breaking phases [7], the phase tells us that there ex-
its some local observables (known as order parameters) whose
2-point correlations do not decay (and how many independent
ones there are). How those observables are microscopically
implemented though depends on the microscopic model, and is
not a property of the phase. In a limited few-parameter family
of models, like “the 2-dimensional Ising model” there might
be a fixed candidate for such an order parameter, like “the lo-
cal magnetization”. However, in the space of all 2-dimensional
lattice models such a choice is not possible any more.
According to the previous paragraph, the phase is the only
important property of a model concerning all questions that are
independent of its microscopic realization. One such question
for example concerns the simulation of one physical system
via another: If two models are in the same phase, then we can
locally encode one into the other. Thus, one can efficiently sim-
ulate the other up to a constant overhead (apart from some fac-
tor which depends on how we compare the two space(-time)
volumes with each other). This implies that if an (n + 1)-
dimensional quantum system is in the same phase as an (n+1)-
dimensional classical system, then the ground state properties
of the former can be efficiently calculated by a classical statisti-
cal device. Another example is fault-tolerant quantum compu-
tation [8]. The question of whether a model allows for a noise
threshold below which quantum error correction is possible in
principle is only a property of the phase.
1.2 What this work is about
The main purpose of this work is three-fold:
1. We aim at providing a new viewpoint on phases of matter by
representing all different kinds of physical many-body models
as tensor networks, and classifying those tensor networks.
2. We give a unified mathematical framework that allows us to
construct fixed point models for all different sorts of phases of
matter.
3. We introduce a simpler presentation of specific known fixed
point models that we find is more natural and that eliminates
various technical details.
While the study of quantum phases of matter using tensor net-
works has a solid tradition in the recent literature [1, 2, 9,
3, 5, 10, 11], our approach is significantly different in spirit:
We do not use tensor networks to represent ground states of
quantum models, but to represent the imaginary time evolu-
tion. So though we use the language of tensor networks, it
is much closer to the approach via state-sum constructions
[12, 13, 14, 15]. However, our framework works on a much
more general and abstract level, using different lattice types and
tensor types: This way it includes e.g. fermionic phases or all
sorts of defects. We also believe that taking this generalized
viewpoint is the key to classifying chiral topological phases, a
task that has not been fully accomplished so far.
A unifying viewpoint on phases of matter
In Chapter 4, we put our mathematical framework for con-
structing fixed point models into the context of phases of mat-
ter. We see that various classical or quantum local many-body
models can be described in a unified language via different
types of tensor networks living on different types of lattices.
Consider the following examples:
• Classical statistical models in d spatial dimensions are tensor
networks of real tensors on d-dimensional lattices.
• Ground state properties of quantum models in d spatial di-
mensions are described by (d + 1)-dimensional (complex or
real) tensor networks via the Trotterization of their imaginary
time evolution. Unlike working with a Hilbert space associ-
ated to the space only, this viewpoint yields a simple all-in-one
picture for the whole situation.
• Classical or quantum models with a boundary are tensor net-
works on lattices with a boundary.
• Classical or quantum models with any sorts of defects or do-
main walls are tensor networks on lattices with special lower-
dimensional embedded sub-lattices.
The list of examples can be continued if we consider different
types of tensors. As we point out in the outlook of this work in
Section 6) we can extend our formalism to include
• Symmetries can be implemented in three different ways:
1) Space-group symmetries are encoded by using a lattice
type that has the desired symmetries, e.g., if a model is de-
fined on a square lattice without any arrows specifying a
direction, the associated tensor-network automatically has
to inherit the symmetries. 2) Local symmetries (i.e., ones
representable by a tensor-network operator) in quantum
systems can be seen as co-dimension 1 defects perpendic-
ular to the time direction, by inserting the tensor-network
operator into the Trotterized imaginary time evolution. 2)
On-site symmetries can be modelled by taking another
tensor type: Symmetric tensors are ones where each index
carries a group representation, such that the total tensor is
in the trivial symmetry sector. (This is the formulation of
symmetry that has to be used if we want to classify SPT
phases where the symmetry itself is trivial as a topological
defect, see Section 6.1.3).
• Fermionic quantum models are also modelled by tensor
networks. To this end we have to use fermionic tensors
instead of standard (bosonic) ones.
• If we want to restrict to quadratic fermionic Hamiltonians,
one can do this by working with Gaussian tensors.
Typically physical models describing condensed matter or sim-
ilar systems are translation invariant, i.e., the lattices they are
defined on are regular grids. The same is true for models arising
from field theories on a flat background after discretization. We
can now introduce moves that locally deform the local grids,
yielding e.g., what we call topological lattice types. For tensor
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networks on such lattice types the moves define consistency
conditions for the tensors, that make them what is often called
fixed point models. The more restrictive those consistency con-
ditions are the easier it is to classify those tensor networks and
to analytically compute properties of the models. Often, tensor
networks on regular grids can be extended to lattice types with
very powerful moves, such as topological lattice types. Some
examples for this are:
• Topologically ordered quantum models in 2 space dimen-
sions can be extended from 2 + 1-dimensional regular grids
(on which their discretized imaginary time evolution is defined)
to a lattice type on 3-dimensional topological manifolds, e.g.,
simplicial complexes with Pachner moves.
• Classical models in a symmetry breaking or trivial phase can
be extended to a topological lattice type.
• Anyons can be seen as 0-dimensional defects in 2-
dimensional space. They can be extended from 2 + 1-
dimensional regular grids with 1-dimensional special lines run-
ning in time direction to topological 3-dimensional lattice types
with 1-dimensional sub-regions that can be arbitrarily curved
and run in any space-time direction.
• Arbitrary topological defects can be extended to lattices on
topological manifolds with topological sub-manifolds.
• Symmetries implemented locally in topological models can
be extended to lattices on n-dimensional manifolds with an
(n− 1)-dimensional sub-manifold.
• Fermionic topologically ordered models can be extended to
topological lattices with a combinatorial representation of a
spin structure.
• We believe that 2-dimensional critical classical systems can
be extended to a conformal lattice type, however, we do not
know any entirely combinatorial structure modelling conformal
transformations, yet.
The examples above illustrate in which sense our framework
constitutes a unifying viewpoint on phases of matter, but the
list might be far from exhaustive. In the last Section of this
work (Sec (6.2) we hint at several further conceptual insights
provided by our framework regarding the robustness of phases
(Section (6.2.1) accessible via the structure of the solutions of
the CTL axioms and possible notions of a ’phase’ of real time
evolutions and dissipative models (Section 6.2.2). In addition
we present instructive and practical ideas, i.e., in Section (6.2.4)
we propose that one can find concrete fixed point models of a
certain type by numerically solving the consistency conditions
for the tensors and in Section (6.2.5), we propose an idea for an
algorithm that variationally determines whether two models are
in the same phase, based on the idea of tensor-network moves.
What the general framework captures
In Chapter (2) we give an extremely versatile framework to
construct families of fixed point models for lots of different
phases. In the following we summarizes the main strengths
of our formalism:
• Our formalism is mathematically very simple and involves
nothing but basic linear algebra (tensor products and index con-
tractions of vector spaces) and combinatorics paired with a lot
of geometric intuition. Because of that this work is completely
self-contained. Therefore we hope that it is also understand-
able for readers with no knowledge of category theory or alge-
bra. However, we do give the relation between our formalism
and the usual categorial or algebraic language, see, e.g., Sec-
tion (5.4.6, 5.8.7, 5.9.6, 5.11.5).
• We model the complex numbers in an unconventional way
(see Section (2.2.3)): Even though they are not explicitly part
of our framework, complex tensors emerge starting from real
tensors, via their realifications. This has several consequences:
1) The two seemingly different or unrelated concepts of the
absence of an orientation and the unitarity of quantum me-
chanics are one and the same thing in our formalism (see Sec-
tion (2.4.5)). 2) Anti-unitary symmetries are automatically con-
tained in our framework without having to include them explic-
itly.
• Our framework unifies fixed point constructions for various
different situations by taking different lattice types and tensor
types, as already outlined in the paragraph before. In particular,
it works in any dimension by taking lattices of that dimension.
It works for classifying topological phases in the same same
way as for classifying topological sectors of lower-dimensional
parts of a model, such as anyons (see Section (5.11)), topolog-
ical boundaries, domain walls and co-dimension defects (see
Section (5.5, 5.10)), twists (see Section (6.1.10)), global sym-
metries, or ground states (which are nothing but 0-dimensional
defects, see Section (5.1, 5.6, 5.7, 6.1.10)). To this end we sim-
ply need to consider lattices including lower dimensional parts
that corresponds to the aforementioned objects. Our formalism
captures SPT/SET phases by either using symmetric tensors,
or lattices with a combinatorial representation of a group ho-
mology class (see Section (6.1.3)). It captures fermionic topo-
logical models by taking fermionic tensors and lattices with
a combinatorial representation of a spin structure (see Sec-
tion (6.1.1)). We believe also critical/gapless/conformal models
can be classified by our framework by using a conformal lattice
type (see Section (6.1.6)).
• We introduce the concept of universality (which is not re-
lated to the notion of “universality” in the context of statistical
physics, see Section (2.3.2)) for a type of fixed point models:
Such a type is universal if any other type of fixed point model
on the same type of lattice can be encoded in this type (usually
by blocking). All the concrete implementations in Section (5)
in more than 1 dimensions are too simple to be universal. It
seems very plausible that there are phases that are captured by
a universal type of fixed point model, but that cannot be de-
scribed by the models in Section (5). We believe that this is the
case for chiral topological phases in 2 + 1 dimensions, such as
in the fractional quantum Hall effect: A universal type of fixed
point model for 2+1-dimensional topological lattices naturally
allows for many of the properties of chiral phases, such as the
absence of a commuting-projector Hamiltonian [16] or the ab-
sence of a gapped boundary (see Section (6.1.5)). It is not hard
to write down a universal type of fixed point model, though the
arising consistency conditions are relatively complex and it is
not easy to find solutions.
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• Our framework allows to systematically construct many dif-
ferent types of microscopic fix point models for various phase.
For example for topological phases in 2 + 1 dimensions we
give 1) one CTL type yielding fixed point models similar to
the Levin-Wen string-net models [17] (see Section (5.8)), 2)
one CTL type yielding fixed point models similar to the Ki-
taev quantum double models for Hopf algebras [18] (see Sec-
tion (5.9)) and 3) one CTL type that contains the colour code
[19] as one specific realization (see Section (6.1.11)). Even
though for the pure task of classifying phases of matter hav-
ing different types of fixed point models is not necessary, con-
structing different microscopic models for certain phases is of
great practical importance. One type of microscopic model
may be suited better for a specific practical purpose than an-
other model, even though they both correspond to the same
phase. Such purposes could be quantum computation, error
correction, or engineering of specific phases of matter using
certain components. E.g., the colour code allows for better
transversal gates for topological quantum computation than two
copies of the toric code string-net [19] even though they are
in the same phase [20]. On the other hand encoding the toric
code phase into the colour-code CTL type yields a model that
is much more complicated than the string-net representation of
the toric code. Another example is the implementation of topo-
logical Hamiltonians via mesoscopic circuits [21], where it is
of great importance to pick the right microscopic realization of
the phase.
• Our notion of tensor lattice (short TL) (see Section (2.3)) for-
malizes tensor networks on lattices describing fixed point mod-
els of microscopic physical systems. However, the mathemat-
ical literature on topological phases is dominated by effective
descriptions of physical systems that do not directly correspond
to a local microscopic realization. Those are so-called ax-
iomatic TQFTs [22] and variants thereof, such as spin TQFTs,
non-fully extended TQFTs, open-closed TQFTs, or TQFTs
with defects. In order to also capture those constructions we
define the more general notion of a contracted tensor lattice
(short CTL) (see Section (2.4)). Contracting cut-out patches of
a TL yields a CTL, but not every CTL can be obtained from a
TL by contraction of patches (see Section (2.4.6)).
• We introduce the concept of mapping (see Section (2.3.2,
2.4.3)) between different types of tensors, lattices, and (C)TLs,
which unifies many different operations on models and their
phases. Examples are of mappings are fusion of anyons, fu-
sion of domain walls or other types of defects, condensation
of defects/anyons at a boundary, stacking multiple layers of a
model, taking the Drinfel’d centre to obtain the anyon theory,
taking the overlap of a ground state PEPS with itself, explic-
itly breaking symmetries, interpreting free-fermion phases as
many-body phases, or equivalence of different types of fixed
point models. The concept of mapping also allows us to de-
fine different classes of lattices and (C)TLs: Lattice classes
roughly correspond to different kinds of deformability, such as
“2-dimensional topological”, “3-dimensional topological with
topological boundaries and spin structure”, or “2-dimensional
regular grids without any deformability”. TL classes corre-
spond to different classes of order, such as “2 + 1-dimensional
topological order”, “3 + 1-dimensional free-fermionic topolog-
ical order”, “anyons in 2 + 1-dimensional topological order”
• In the conventional approach to fixed point models one usu-
ally starts with some categorial or algebraic structure and then
shows that if we use this structure as input for a certain con-
struction, then this yields fixed point models with certain de-
sired properties. We present the story in a different order: (Con-
tracted) tensor lattices are arbitrary tensors that fulfill consis-
tency conditions directly connected to lattice moves, such as
Pachner moves for topological order. It then turns out that the
tensors fulfilling the consistency conditions are very similar to
known algebraic structures like fusion categories, weak Hopf
algebras, or *-algebras. However, for us this similarity is only
a side remark, and the objects that classify different phases are
the tensors themselves. A similar viewpoint can be found in
Ref. [23].
Concrete implementations of the framework
In Chapter (5) and Section (6.1) we discuss concrete implemen-
tations of the general framework, their properties, and connec-
tion to existing models.
• Section (5.1, 5.2, 5.3) cover rather trivial fixed point models
in 0 and 1 space-time dimensions, for the sake of completeness
and for a simple demonstration of the formalism.
• In Section (5.4) we construct fixed point models for (1 + 1)-
dimensional topological models. In the complex-real case, the
corresponding phases are known as symmetry-broken phases
(otherwise topological phases protected by time-reversal sym-
metry). The fixed point models are very similar to those in
Ref. [24].
• In Section (5.5) we study topological boundaries, co-
dimension 1 defects or domain walls of 2-dimensional topo-
logical models. In the complex-real case those are projections
onto one particular symmetry broken sector (and direct sums
thereof).
• In Section (5.6, 5.7) we give simple examples for CTLs that
do not come from TLs: Physically those correspond to collec-
tions of all ground states, or of all independent local observ-
ables.
• In Section (5.8) we give a type of fixed point model for topo-
logical (or symmetry breaking) order in 2 + 1 dimensions, that
essentially correspond to the Turaev-Viro model [12, 13] in the
state-sum language, or the Levin-Wen model [17] in the Hamil-
tonian language. Our formulations makes the simple transla-
tion between both languages quite obvious. Also we resolve
various technical restrictions, as, e.g., the tetrahedral symmetry
of the F -symbols in Ref. [17], or the trivalence of the underly-
ing graphs.
• In Section (5.9) we give another type of fixed point model for
topological order in 2 + 1 dimensions. Those essentially cor-
respond to the Kuperberg invariant [15] in the state-sum lan-
guage, or the quantum double models [8] in the Hamiltonian
language (or more precisely their generalizations to (weak)
Hopf *-algebras [18, 25]). Our formalism provides a simple ge-
ometric picture for the equivalence between Levin-Wen models
and quantum double models.
• In Section (5.10) we obtain fixed point models for gapped
boundaries, co-dimension 1 defects or domain walls of the
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models from Section (5.9) that to our knowledge have no ana-
logue in the literature. In Ref. [26] the authors give models for
gapped boundaries and domain walls in the language of fusion
categories. Our models cover equivalent phases, yet the micro-
scopic implementation is quite different.
We also make clear the connection of our formalism to the de-
scription of topologically ordered systems with projected en-
tangled pair states (PEPS) and virtual matrix product operator
(MPO) symmetries [3, 4]: Fixed point models for topological
boundaries (like the ones in Section (5.10)) yield PEPS repre-
sentations for certain ground states (see Section (4.4)). This
yields a very direct physical interpretation of the virtual MPO
symmetries: Those are simply topological defects living within
the physical boundary, see Section (6.1.10). From this view-
point it is also easy to see that there are topologically distinct
PEPS representations for one and the same fixed point model,
corresponding to the topologically distinct boundaries. Those
can have different virtual symmetries, corresponding to differ-
ent boundary defects (though the fusion categories that capture
their statistics are Morita equivalent).
• In Section (5.11) we obtain a type of fixed point model for
anyons in the models in Section (5.9) (or defects projecting
onto the different sectors of a symmetry-broken phase). Again
we do not know of any analogue construction in the literature.
However, it is well-known that anyons in quantum double mod-
els correspond to irreducible representations of the Drinfel’d
quantum double [27] of the input Hopf algebra, which we can
recover from our formalism. Yet the tensors consistency condi-
tions describing our fixed model for the anyon are simpler than
those for representations of the quantum double.
• In Section (6.1) we sketch implementations of the frame-
work for various other situations: In Section (6.1.1) we define
fermionic tensors and lattices with combinatorial spin structure,
which is all we need to define fermionic fixed point models.
In Section (6.1.2) we sketch the definition of Gaussian tensors
and how they can be mapped to fermionic tensors. This way
one can build a bridge between classifications of phases for
free fermions [28], and for quantum spin systems [1]. In Sec-
tion (6.1.3) we define symmetric tensors, which is all we need
to describe SPT phases. For certain SPT/SET phases it also
suffices to take another type of lattice, namely homology lat-
tices. In Section (6.1.4) we sketch the definition of lattices with
combinatorial orientation. TLs on such lattices do not have
the unitarity properties that are present in standard quantum
mechanics, so they describe non-Hermitian quantum phases.
In Section (6.1.5) we conjecture that if we take a universal
state-sum construction, then also chiral topological phases in
2+1 dimensions can be described by such a fixed point model.
In Section (6.1.6) we dream of a 2-dimensional lattice type
with moves corresponding to conformal transformations. This
would yield an algebraic classification of critical 2-dimensional
phases on a direct physical microscopic lattice level. In Sec-
tion (6.1.7) we demonstrate how axiomatic TQFTs can be for-
malized as CTLs. In Section (6.1.8) we sketch the same thing
for extended TQFTs. In Section (6.1.10) we briefly sketch fixed
point models for other types of defects, such as twists, defects
in the boundary of 2 + 1-dimensional systems, or general 0-
dimensional defects. In Section (6.1.11) we define yet another
microscopic representation of topological phases in 2 + 1 di-
mensions inspired by the colour code, in order to demonstrate
how easy it is to get new types of microscopic fixed point mod-
els from some geometric intuition using our framework.
1.3 How to read this work
To keep the structure of this work as clear as possible, we sepa-
rated the general formalism from the concrete implementations,
as well as the mathematical structures from their physical inter-
pretation.
The general mathematical formalism is presented in Chap-
ter (2). Chapter (3) is basically a list of many important con-
crete lattice types, and the intuitive continuum picture that they
describe. Chapter (5) is a list of concrete (C)TL types. Both
Chapter have a heavy encyclopedic character: Apart from a
few cross-references, the single sections are independent im-
plementations of the basic formalism in Chapter (2. Section
(6.1) contains various ideas for other (C)TL types that describe
other sorts of phases.
One of the main purposes of this work is to provide a clean,
simple, unified and self-contained language for talking about
phases and their fixed point models. In order to keep this work
self-contained and to avoid confusion we put relations to other
approaches from the literature and to the more physical lan-
guage only to certain specified places: The different physical
contexts in which the general formalism can be applied for clas-
sifying phases of matter given in Chapter (4). Each of the sec-
tions in Chapter (5) contains one subsection with giving the
physical context and the relation to known fixed point models,
as well as one subsection giving the relation to conventional al-
gebraic structures. All other statements that connect the formal-
ism to the conventional language or that are not self-contained
are marked as “comment”. Only in Chapter (6) we loosen this
strict separation.
The paper is not designed for a linear read-through: For the
understanding of the later sections it is not always necessary
to understand everything before in detail. In Chapter (2) and
Chapter (3) we payed a lot of effort to give or at least sketch
rigorous combinatorial definitions for all the concepts we in-
troduce. Those combinatorial definitions can also be regarded
as a proof of principle, and their detailed understanding will
not be important for the physical context in Chapter (4) and the
concrete (C)TL types in Chapter (5): In those section we will
work mostly with a lot of geometric intuition and pictures. To
facilitate this intuitive understanding we added many informal
definitions and examples to the Chapters (2, 3).
We suggest the following strategy for reading this work: Go
over the informal definitions and examples in Chapter (2) to
get a rough feeling for the important vocabulary (listed in the
beginning of that Chapter). Then take a look into Chapter (4)
to until the physical interpretation becomes sufficiently clear.
Then pick one or two of the concrete (C)TL types in Chapter
(5) (e.g., 2E-CTLs and 3E-CTLs) and try to understand those
fixed point constructions within the general framework. All the
vocabulary introduced in this work will be hyperlinked to the
place where it is defined, so if unfamiliar notions occur one can
easily follow the links till everything is clear. After understand-
ing the main notions of the formalism, the rest of this work can
be regarded as an encyclopedia of fixed point models, all of
them presented in a simple unified language.
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This paper is thought as a long-term project. In future ver-
sions we will expand the encyclopedia by adding new sections
presenting new types of fixed point models for all different
kinds of situations. In particular we will work out properly
the ideas in Section (6.1). We will also strive to simplify and
beautify the main formalism as much as possible, and make it
more accessible by adding many more examples. Also we will
improve the presentation for the (C)TL types in Section (5) and
add more comments and concrete examples. In particular we
will rewrite the CTL types that come from TLs in the language
of TLs which makes the way we obtain the basic tensors and
axioms conceptually much easier.
1.4 Notational conventions
Lattices
Remark 1. We will draw backgrounds of a CTL in three dif-
ferent ways:
1. We draw one complete lattice representative of the back-
ground.
2. We draw the index lattice and for the rest of the back-
ground draw the corresponding continuum picture. E.g.,
if the extended backgrounds are boundary (higher order)
manifolds, we will draw this manifold and draw the index
lattice onto its boundary.
3. We draw only the index lattice and assume that the rest of
the background is clear from the context, or just describe
in words what it looks like.
Remark 2. When we draw a higher order manifold we will of-
ten use different colours for the different regions, such that we
can see when multiple disconnected pieces belong to the same
region. We might use the same colour for different regions if
they can be distinguished by their dimension. If there aren’t
enough distinguishable colours we will put labels next to the
different connected components of the regions instead.
When we draw a higher order manifold we cannot in general
tell of what type it is, as we cannot tell whether there is another
empty region or not, and what the upper link of potential empty
regions is. If this is the case we will just say so.
Remark 3. Truly generic 3-dimensional objects cannot be
drawn on a sheet of paper without drawing multiple 2-
dimensional slices. We will thus not try to draw 3-dimensional
things, but instead 1) take the skeleton consisting only of the 0-,
1-, and 2-dimensional parts and 2) project this skeleton onto the
paper plain, i.e., “press it flat”. Thereby we will often end up
with multiple layers stacked on top of each other. We will draw
2-dimensional parts of those layers with a semi-transparent fill-
ing, such that they do not hide away the back layers. More
specifically, for drawing higher order manifolds, we will only
draw the 0-, 1- and 2-regions, and draw them on top of each
other by using semi-transparent colours for the 2-regions.
If there are (higher dimensional) parts of the object that can-
not be captured by the picture, we will simply describe them in
words.
Remark 4. For drawing lattices living on 2-manifolds accord-
ing to Remark (3), two layers (the front and back layer) will al-
ways suffice. Most of the times we will only draw the point-like
and line-like objects (i.e., edges and vertices) of the lattice, and
assume that the area-like objects (i.e., faces) are everywhere in
between. When the 2-manifold on which the lattice lives is not
a sphere but e.g., a torus, we will shade the layers in order to
indicate where the area-like objects (i.e., faces) are located.
In the back layer we will draw line-like objects dashed, and
point-like objects hollow, and labels grayed out.
Remark 5. For drawing lattices in 3 dimensions we will ei-
ther draw the 1-skeleton or 2-skeleton of the lattice, or draw
single local components and indicate by labels how they are
connected with each other.
Remark 6. In order to mark some lattice elements, we overlay
them semi-transparently with the following colour:
(1.1)
More precisely those markings look like:
a) b) c) (1.2)
a) is for point-like, b) for line-like and c) for area-like objects
of a lattice.
Remark 7. In order to indicate that two components a lattice
are glued, we will mark them as in Remark (6). If more than
one pair of components are glued we will try to make clear
which component is glued to which other component by plac-
ing the pairs of glued component near each other. If the latter
is not possible or unclear, we will put labels next to all glued
components instead of marking them, and use the same label
for two components that are glued.
Remark 8. When a (part of a) lattice is empty (i.e., the trivial
lattice) we will literally draw nothing and just leave some blank
space.
Remark 9. In this remark we summarize how we will draw
different components of lattices in general. Vertices will be
drawn as small dots,
(1.3)
Edges will be drawn as lines connecting the vertices,
(1.4)
When we cut out a patch of some lattice we will indicate this
by continuing the cut-off edges by three dots,
(1.5)
Faces will usually not be drawn at all. Whenever some region
is encircled by edges we will assume that there is a face in
between (if the lattice type has faces). When there are regions
where there is no face, we will shade all regions that have faces,
see also Remark (4).
An orientation of an edge is indicated by a simple arrow, e.g.,
the following edge is oriented towards the vertex on the right:
(1.6)
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If we additionally have a dual orientation we will use an arrow
that is only on one side, e.g., the following edge is oriented
towards the vertex on the right and towards the face on the top:
(1.7)
To indicate a favorite connected edge of a face we will place
a small half-circle at the favorite edge. E.g., in the following
example the edge on the right is the favorite edge of the 4-gon
face in the middle:
(1.8)
Tensors
We will use different notations for tensors throughout this
work.
Remark 10. In sub- or superscript notation, a tensor is de-
noted by a letter or symbol with a list of sub- or superscript
labels that represent the indices. More precisely each index
corresponds to a position in the sub- or superscript. The letters
or symbols used as label are arbitrary and only needed to spec-
ify how to match up the indices when we equate two tensors.
E.g., a tensor T with 3 indices is denoted by
Ta,b,c , or Tabc. (1.9)
The tensor product is denoted by placing two tensor symbols
next to each other. E.g., the tensor product A of two tensors B
and C with 3 and 2 indices
Aa,b,c,d,e = Ba,b,cCd,e. (1.10)
Contraction of two indices is denoted by using the same letter
for the corresponding labels. E.g., the contraction D of the first
and third index of a tensor E with 4 indices is
Da,b = Ex,a,x,b. (1.11)
Remark 11. In tensor-network notation a tensor is denoted
by a labeled box or any other shape with lines emenating from
the boundary whose endpoints carry labels. So each of those
lines corresponds to one index. E.g., for a 3-index tensor T , we
have
Ta
b
c
, or
Ta
b
c
, or
a
b
c
(1.12)
Again the labels tell us how to match up indices when we
equate two tensors. Often we will omit the labels and instead
use the position of the endpoints and/or the directions they are
pointing at to indicate the latter. Which index is which is de-
termined by where exactly the corresponding line sticks out of
the shape/box. Shapes/boxes might be drawn rotated but never
reflected. If the shape is round there might be no way to dis-
tinguish the indices by where they stick out. In this case the
notation is only consistent when the tensor is invariant under
cyclic permutation of its indices. Different index types are of-
ten reflected by using different line-styles for the corresponding
lines.
As for sub- or superscript notation, the tensor product is de-
noted by placing two tensors next to each other, e.g.,
Aa
d e
b
c
=
Ba
b
c
Cd e (1.13)
Contraction of two indices is denoted by connecting the corre-
sponding lines. E.g.,
Da b =
E
a
b
(1.14)
In this notations, tensor networks are represented by graph-like
pictures. E.g.
F
G
H
I
a b
c d
(1.15)
Two lines crossing does not have any effect. When too many
connections would clutter the diagram, contraction might also
be denoted by using the same label for the contracted indices
instead, as for subscript notation. E.g.,
Da b = Ex
x
a
b (1.16)
Note that the empty tensor-network evaluates to the number 1,
so the latter is represented by drawing literally nothing. In this
case we will just leave some blank space.
The identity tensor is consistently denoted by a free line,
where the two endpoints of the line represent the two indices.
E.g., for real tensors we have
a b = δa,b =
{
1 if a = b
0 otherwise
(1.17)
Remark 12. For CTLs there will be a very natural notation
for drawing the tensors associated to lattices: We can simply
draw the lattice (or only the index lattice, see Remark (1)). If
we want to equate the tensors from the CTL with tensors in the
above notations, we have to put labels. As indices of the CTL
tensors will be associated to places of the lattice, we can sim-
ply draw the labels near those places in the drawn lattice. E.g.,
if we have a CTL which associates indices to every edge of a
1-dimensional simplicial complex we denote the tensor associ-
ated to the triangle as
Ta,b,c =
a b
c
(1.18)
Remark 13. The three notations are actually not too different
from each other and will often be combined, e.g., a tensor in
subscript notation can be contracted with a tensor in tensor net-
work notation by using the same letter for the corresponding
index labels.
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Remark 14. We will use the above notations also if we have
tensors in the generalized sense of Remark (32). In this case
we will simply state the basis set of which indices depends on
the value of which other indices.
Remark 15. We will use the following ways of representing
concrete real/complex tensors:
First, in array notation we will arrange all tensor entries
in an array which has as many dimensions as indices. So for
one index this is just a sequence, for two indices we get a 2-
dimensional array with rows and columns, for three indices we
have a sequence of blocks that are 2-dimensional arrays, and so
on. Thereby the row, column, block, and so on of each entry
corresponds to an element of the basis set of the first, second,
third, and so on index of the tensor.
Second, sparse notation will be useful when many entries
of a tensor are 0. Then we will write down a comma-separated
list, with entries like a1|a2|a3| . . . : x, where a1, a2, a3, . . . are
elements of the basis sets of the first, second, third, and so on
index, and x is the tensor entry for this index configuration. All
basis set element configurations that do not appear in this list
have entry 0.
We will sometimes combine the two notations, and use ar-
ray notation for some of the indices, and sparse form for the
remaining indices. In this case the entries of the array form are
given as tensors in sparse form or vice versa.
Miscellaneous
Remark 16. Elements of lattices or (C)TLs that do already
exist for a sub-type of the lattice or (C)TL type will be often
referred to by giving the name of the sub-type as a prefix.
Remark 17. Many of the definitions will use “commutative
diagrams” (not always in the strict mathematical sense) as a
pictorial illustration. Thereby we will make use of two different
line styles for the relations between the objects to distinguish
whether there exists a transformation relating two objects, or
whether the diagram has to hold for all transformations relating
two objects:
: exists
: forall
(1.19)
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Chapter 2
General formalism
In this section, we define the general mathematical structures
underlying this work: A lattice type is a combinatorial data
structure with a particular notion of locality, and a lattice is a
particular instance of such a data structure. Those data struc-
tures will usually come with nice intuitive geometric pictures.
A TL is a local prescription that associates tensor networks to
all lattices of a fixed type. A CTL is a map that associates ten-
sors to lattices such that the indices of the tensors correspond
to different local components of the lattice. For both TLs and
CTLs those maps have to be such that certain local changes or
global operations in the lattice correspond to certain operations
on the tensor networks or tensors:
Lattices:
Symmetries,
Moves
Tensor networks:
Index permutation,
Tensor-network
moves
TL
Lattices:
Disjoint union,
Symmetries,
Moves,
Gluings
Tensors:
Tensor product,
Index permutation,
Invariance,
Contraction
CTL
(2.1)
There are different types of TLs and CTLs depending on which
lattice type we use and how the geometry of the tensor network
or the index prescription of the tensors look like. In the Sec-
tion (2.1) we will explain the general notions of lattice, move
and gluing. In Section (2.2) we define tensors in a rather ab-
stract way and then, and discuss different tensor types, most
importantly real and complex tensors. Finally we show how to
put the lattice and the tensor side together and define TLs and
CTLs in Section (2.3) and Section (2.4).
Index of important definitions
The following definitions in this will be important for under-
standing the other chapters. Note, however, that it is by no
means necessary to understand them on a complete formal
level, in most cases a rough intuitive understanding will suf-
fice.
• lattice, (type)
• place, location (type)
• lattice mapping
• restriction
• lattice class
• disjoint union
• product type, sub-type, joint type
• decoration
• move
• moved lattice type, basic move
• background
• circuit move
• gluing
• glued lattice type, basic gluing
• background gluing
• finitely generated, basic lattice
• history, history move
• defining history
• finitely axiomatized, basic history move
• tensor (type)
• index (type)
• basis (type)
• tensor product, contraction
• tensor network, evaluation
• gauge transformation
• tensor mapping
• real tensor
• complex number tensor
• complex tensor
• realification
• delta tensor
• preferred basis real tensor
• tensor-network move
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• TL (type)
• circuit tensor-network move
• TL phase
• TL mapping
• TL class
• product-, sub-, joint TL
• universal TL type
• normalization
• CTL (type)
• index lattice
• extended background
• finitely generated CTL type, basic tensor
• finitely axiomatized CTL type, basic axiom
• gauge family
• TL operator
• CTL phase
• CTL mapping
• product-, sub-, joint CTL
• delta CTL, direct sum, irreducible CTL
• local support convention
2.1 Lattices, moves and gluings
In contrast to how the word is often used, by lattice we do
not refer to a regular grid but to something far more general:
Lattices are a very fundamental concept of combinatorial data
structures that have a notion of locality. Because of its general-
ity there are many different ways to formalize this concept. For
every concept that we introduce we will first give an intuitive,
informal definition, and then sketch a formal definition within
one particular universal formalization. The situation is a bit
similar to what one has in compatibility theory: Computation is
a very fundamental concept and everyone who has programmed
something has a very clear intuition about what a computer can
do. In order to make it rigorous we have to choose a particular
formalization, as for example Turing machines, lambda calcu-
lus, or any Turing complete programming language.
2.1.1 Lattices
Informal definition 1. We can picture a lattice as a collection
of small objects called cells covering some sort of underlying
space called background. This background can be something
like a topological manifold (which will be the case for large
parts of this work), a manifold with boundary, a manifold with a
geometric, conformal or spin structure, something that we will
call higher order manifold, or even something completely dif-
ferent. The so-called connections provide a combinatorial data
structure that describes how cells near each other on the back-
ground are located with respect to each other. There are differ-
ent lattice types consisting of cells and connections of different
types. The types can be associated to different lattices classes,
corresponding to different sorts of backgrounds.
The actual lattice will be just the combinatorics of the cells
and connections. The background will not be an explicit part
of the description but rather emerges from the combinatorics.
Informal definition 2. A patch of a lattice is given by all cells
of the lattice inside a certain part of the background. Whenever
we call something small, we want to indicate that a it is of a
fixed constant size (but in principle arbitrary) size, relative to a
fixed lattice type, but that it cannot depend on a specific lattice
of that type. I.e., a small patch of a lattice is a patch that could
be regarded as a patch of different lattices of a fixed type, that
contains a constant number of cells, independent of the lattice.
Two cells in a lattice are called near each other if their distance
measured in the number of connections needed to get from one
to the other is small.
Pre-types, locations, places and mappings
Informal definition 3. A lattice pre-type refers to the informa-
tion of which different cells types and connection types there
are. A lattice of a pre-type is given by sets of cells with arbi-
trary connections.
Definition 1. A lattice pre-type is defined by a set of cell types
and a set of connection types, where to each connection type
we associate a source cell type and a target cell type. In other
words, it is a directed graph, whose vertices are the cell types
and whose links are the connection types.
Definition 2. The trivial lattice pre-type is the lattice pre-type
with the empty set of cell types and connection types.
Example 1. Consider the following (very simple) lattice pre-
type with only one cell type C and one connection typeD whose
source and target is both that cell type:
C
D
(2.2)
Definition 3. A lattice of a certain pre-type consists of one fi-
nite set for each cell type (whose elements will be called cells
of the given type) and one finite set for each connection type
(whose elements will be called connections of the given type).
On those sets we have the following data structure: For each
connection type there is a source map and a target map map-
ping from the corresponding set of connections to the set of the
source cell type and to the set of the target cell type. In other
words, we can identify the connections with pairs of source and
target cell, however, each pair can occur multiple times. If two
cells are source and target of a common connection we say that
they are connected.
Remark 18. Two lattices of a pre-type are called equivalent if
there is a bijection between their cells and connections of dif-
ferent type that leaves the source and target maps invariant. We
will think of equivalent lattices as the same lattice. In particular
when we denote lattices by drawing them graphically there will
be no way to distinguish different but equivalent lattices.
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Remark 19. For every lattice pre-type there is the trivial lat-
tice, with all sets of cells and connections being empty.
Example 2. Consider the lattice pre-type from Eq. (2.2). A
lattice of this pre-type is a set of cells, and a set of connections
to each of which a source and a target cell is associated. So if
we draw the cells as vertices and the connections as directed
edges, we can represent a lattice of this pre-type as a directed
graph. E.g.,
a) b) c)
(2.3)
Informal definition 4. A location of a specific type refers to a
collection of cells which are connected among each other in a
specific way. A location (type) is called place (type) if it only
involves cells in a small connected patch.
Definition 4. A location type for a lattice pre-type is a directed
graph where each vertex is labeled by a cell type and each link
is labeled by a connection type, such that: The labels of the
source and target vertex of a link are the source and target cell
type of the associated connection type. In other words, it is
a second lattice pre-type with a homomorphism to the given
lattice pre-type. A location type is called n-location type if the
directed graph has n connected components. 1-location types
are called place types.
Definition 5. A location (of given type) in a lattice (of the
according pre-type) is an injective map from the vertices and
links of the location type to the cells and connections of the
according type, such that: The source and target of the connec-
tion associated to a link are the cells that are associated to the
source and target vertex of the link. A place is a location for a
place type.
Remark 20. Each cell type defines a place type consisting of a
single vertex labeled by this cell type. Each cell of the type in
a lattice is a place of this type.
Remark 21. Each connection type defines a place type consist-
ing of a single link between two vertices. The link is labeled
by the connection type and the vertices by its source and target
cell types. Each connection of the type is a place of this type.
Example 3. Consider the following place type for the lattice
pre-type in Eq. (2.2):
C C
C
D
DD (2.4)
Consider the following place of this type in the lattice b) in
Eq. (2.3) (the corresponding cells and connections have been
marked according to Remark (6)):
(2.5)
Definition 6. A sub-type of a place type P is another place
type S together with an injective homomorphism from the la-
beled graph given by S to the labeled graph given by P . In
other words, the latter graph contains the former as a labeled
sub-graph.
Definition 7. Consider a fixed place type P together with an-
other place type S as a sub-type, and a place of type P in a
lattice. The sub place of the place with respect to the sub-type
is the place of type S that is obtained after restricting the place
to the sub-graph given by the sub-type.
Example 4. Consider the following sub-type of the place type
in Eq. (2.4):
C C
C
D
DD → C CD (2.6)
The according sub place of thee place in Eq. (2.5) is given by
→ (2.7)
Informal definition 5. A lattice mapping is a locality-
preserving prescription that transforms lattices of one pre-type
into lattices of another pre-type. I.e., how the lattice of the sec-
ond type looks like at one spot can only depend on how the first
type looks like at the same spot.
Definition 8. Let us consider two lattice pre-types A and B.
A cell mapping prescription is a pair of a cell type of B and
place type of A. A connection mapping prescription with
respect to two cell mapping prescriptions X and Y is a pair
of connection type of B and place type of A containing place
types of X and Y as sub-types. The cell types of X and Y have
to be the source and target cell type of the connection type of
B.
A lattice mapping (or just mapping if the context is clear)
from A to B consists of
• a set of cell mapping prescriptions, and
• a set of connection mapping prescriptions with respect to
pairs of the cell mapping prescriptions.
Definition 9. Given a lattice mapping, for every lattice A of
pre-type A, the mapping of A is the lattice B of pre-type B
constructed in the following way:
• For each cell mapping prescription, B has one cell of the
according type for every place of A of the according type.
• For each connection mapping prescription, B has one con-
nection of the according type for every place of A of the ac-
cording type. This place of B has two subplaces corresponding
to the two sub-types. The cells associated to those subplaces
are the source and target cell of the connection.
Definition 10. For every lattice pre-type, the identity map-
ping is the lattice mapping from this pre-type to the pre-type
again that has one cell mapping prescription for every cell type
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and one connection mapping prescription for every connection
type, such that the corresponding place types are given by the
same cell type/connection types. I.e., the mapping of every lat-
tice is the lattice itself.
Definition 11. For every pair of lattice pre-types A and B, the
trivial mapping fromA to B is the lattice mapping without any
cell mapping prescription of connection mapping prescription.
I.e., every lattice of type A is mapped to the trivial lattice of
type B.
Example 5. Consider the following lattice mapping from the
lattice pre-type in Eq. (2.2) to that same pre-type again: There
is one cell mapping prescription:
C : C CD (2.8)
and one connection mapping prescription:
D : C C CD D
Target: C C CD D
Source: C C CD D
(2.9)
i.e., in the graphical representation with edges and vertices
this mapping is the following operation: Replace place of type
given in Eq. (2.8) by a cell of type C, i.e., replace every edge by
a vertex, and connect two vertices if the corresponding edges
share a common vertex and their directions are aligned. E.g.,
a) →
b) →
(2.10)
Restrictions
Informal definition 6. A feature type refers to one particular
aspect of how a lattice can look like locally in a small patch
around places of a given type. The feature (of this type) around
some place in the lattice describes how this aspect is realized
around a given place in a lattice.
Definition 12. A feature type for a central place type P in
a lattice pre-type L is a mapping to another lattice pre-type X
such that every place type of all cell mapping prescriptions and
connection mapping prescriptions contains P as a sub-type.
Definition 13. The feature of a given type around a place P
(of type P above) in a lattice L (of pre-type L above) is the
mapping of L by the feature type, where we only take cells and
connections for places that have P as their sub place.
Example 6. For the cells of a fixed type C, the number of con-
nections of a fixed type D that have this cell as source (tar-
get) cell is a feature type: The corresponding lattice pre-type X
consists of one cell type, and no connection types. The central
place type consists of a single vertex labeled by C. There is one
single cell mapping prescription that associates to the only cell
type of X the place type given by a single connection of type
D. This place type contains the central place type as a sub-type
by taking only the source (target) cell.
Informal definition 7. For our final definition of a lattice we
will introduce certain restrictions that restrict how the lattice
can look like around different places. The key concept of lo-
cality will be imprinted by imposing that there can only be a
finite number of possibilities of how a lattice looks like around
a each place.
Definition 14. A restriction for a lattice pre-type is a feature
type together with a set of features of that type. A restricted
lattice pre-type is a lattice pre-type together with a set of re-
strictions.
Definition 15. A restriction is fulfilled at a place in a lattice
(of a certain pre-type) if the feature (of type given by the re-
striction) around the place equals one of the features in the set
of features of the restriction. A lattice of a given (restricted
pre-)type is a lattice of the corresponding pre-type that fulfills
all restrictions around every according place.
Definition 16. A lattice type is a restricted lattice pre-type
such that for all lattices of that restricted pre-type and every
feature type there can only be a finite number of features of this
type.
Remark 22. A restricted lattice pre-type is a lattice type if and
only if the number of connections connected to each cell type
can only take values from a finite set. So in order to get a proper
lattice type it suffices to add restrictions limiting this number of
connections.
Example 7. Consider the lattice pre-type Eq. (2.2) together
with the two restrictions that every cell has to be the source
and the target of exactly one connection. This directly defines
a lattice type. Lattices of this type are not arbitrary directed
graphs any more, but rather oriented loops of edges. E.g.,
a) b) (2.11)
Definition 17. A mapping from a lattice type A to a lattice
type B is a mapping from the pre-typeA to the pre-type B such
that for every lattice A of type A, the mapping of A is a lattice
of type B. I.e., for restricted lattice pre-types, a mapping has to
preserve the restrictions.
Informal definition 8. Two lattice types are in the same class
if they model the same kind of structure in a combinatorially
different way.
Definition 18. Two lattice types A and B are said to be in the
same class if there is a mapping TA fromA to B and a mapping
TB from B toA such that TA◦TB = id and TB◦TA = id, where
id is the trivial lattice mapping on A and B, respectively. As a
diagram:
A B
TA
TB
(2.12)
Example 8. Consider one the one hand the lattice type with one
cell type (called vertices) and no connections, such that lattices
of this type consist of an arbitrary number of vertices. On the
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other hand consider the lattice type with one cell type (called
vertices) and one connection type (called edges) with this cell
type as source and target, with the following restriction: Every
vertex is either source or target of exactly one edge. Lattices of
this type consist of an arbitrary number of pairs of connected
vertices.
Those two lattice types are obviously equivalent: Replacing
every pair of connected vertices by a single vertex and vice
versa yields a one-to-one correspondence between the lattices.
The corresponding lattice mappings act as, e.g.,
←→ (2.13)
Disjoint union, product, sub-types and joint types
Informal definition 9. The disjoint union of two lattices is
given by putting two lattices next to each other and interpreting
them as one single lattice.
Definition 19. The disjoint union of two lattices A and B (of
the same type) is the lattice (of again the same type) whose
sets of cells and connections are the disjoint union of the sets
of cells and connections of A and B (for each cell type and
connection type separately).
Informal definition 10. For two lattice types we can construct
the product type: A lattice of this type is just a pair of one lattice
for each of the two types. If there is a subset of lattices that only
uses a subset of cells and connections, this subset forms a sub-
type of a lattice type. When we have two such sub-types that
correspond to equivalent lattice types, we can build the joint
type for those two sub-types by identifying the two subsets of
cells and connections.
Definition 20. The product of two lattice pre-types is the dis-
joint union of the two directed graphs. The product of two lat-
tice types is the product of the two pre-types with the disjoint
union of the two sets of restrictions.
Definition 21. A sub-type of a lattice pre-type is another lat-
tice pre-type together with an identification with a sub-graph of
the former lattice pre-type.
A sub-type of a lattice type is a sub-type of the correspond-
ing pre-type, together with all the restrictions of the original
lattice type whose place types involve only cells and connec-
tions of the sub-type.
Observation 1. Consider a lattice type with a sub-type. Ev-
ery lattice of the sub-type can be interpreted as a lattice of the
original type.
Observation 2. The product of two types canonically contains
both original lattice types as sub-types. Every lattice of the
product type is a disjoint union of two lattices of each of the
original types, interpreted as lattice of the product type.
Definition 22. Consider a lattice pre-type containing another
lattice pre-type twice as a sub-type. The joint lattice pre-type
of the lattice pre-type is the lattice pre-type obtained by identi-
fying the corresponding sub-graphs. The joint type of a lattice
types with a double sub-type is the corresponding joint pre-type
together with the disjoint union of all restrictions. Thereby re-
strictions that are completely contained in the sub-types can be
equal, and in this case we can eliminate one of the copies of a
restriction.
Example 9. Consider the product of twice the same lattice
type. This contains the original lattice type twice as a sub-type.
The joint type for this is the original lattice type again.
Example 10. Consider blue 1-dimensional simplicial com-
plexes with green boundary together with purple 1-dimensional
simplicial complexes with orange boundary as a lattice type. 1-
dimensional simplicial complexes (without boundary) are con-
tained twice as a sub-type by restricting to the blue/purple sim-
plicial complexes with empty boundary. The joint type for
those two sub-types is given by (black) 1-dimensional simpli-
cial complexes with to sorts of (green or orange) boundary ver-
tices. Consider the following examples of lattices of the orig-
inal type in a) and b) and lattices of the joint type in c) and
d):
a) b)
c) d)
(2.14)
Informal definition 11. In Section (3) we define a few very
basic lattice types. The lattice types that will be used in Sec-
tion (5) build up on those basic lattice types but will be slightly
refined by adding additional combinatorial data. We will refer
to such additional data decorations.
Example 11. A typical example for a decoration is adding an
orientation to all cells of a type that have a geometric interpreta-
tion as edges. Or more generally, for each cell of a certain type
that is connected to multiple other cells with the same kind of
connection, specifying a favorite connected cell.
Examples
Example 12. The non-negative integers define a lattice type,
with only one cell type and no connections: The different lat-
tices are given by different numbers of cells.
Example 13. Directed graphs can be seen as a lattice type if we
add some restrictions, say, set the maximum number of links to
which a vertex can be connected to some n. There is one cell
type, corresponding to the vertices. There is one connection
type with the vertices as its source and target, corresponding to
the links. There is one restriction: For every vertex the number
of connections to this vertex (as source or target) has to be at
most n.
Example 14. Also undirected graphs form a lattice type: To
this end we use two cell types, corresponding to the vertices and
to the links. There is one connection type corresponding to the
pairs of link and connected vertex. There are two restrictions:
1) the number of vertices connected to every link is exactly 2.
2) the number of links connected to every vertex is a most n (as
in the directed case).
Example 15. Square grids with oriented edges can be seen as
a lattice type: Just as for directed graphs, there is one cell type
corresponding to the vertices, and one connection type corre-
sponding to the edges of the grid. But now we have the fol-
lowing restrictions: 1) The number of edges connected to every
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vertex is exactly 4. 2) Both the plaquettes and the edges in the
grid are a place type. So we can look at the feature around a
vertex that maps the plaquettes around the vertex to cells of one
type, and the edges shared between two such plaquettes to con-
nections between those cells. Then we restrict the features of
this type to be a 4-gon.
The lattices of this type arem×n square grids with periodic,
but potentially twisted boundary conditions.
Example 16. Trees (restricted by some maximum number of
children) cannot be seen as lattices: Trees by construction must
not have cycles, however, the acyclicity is not a local property,
as cycles can have arbitrary size. Thus, we cannot formulate
acyclicity as a restriction. One can of course exclude cycles up
to a fixed maximum size for any maximum size, but one cannot
exclude cycles of all possible sizes all-together.
Example 17. The paradigmatic example for a lattice type are
triangulations of n-manifolds (or n-manifolds with boundary),
for a fixed n also known as simplicial complexes. An according
combinatorial structure will be defined in Section (3).
Example 18. Blocking/fine-graining is a typical example of a
mapping. E.g., there is a mapping from 2-dimensional square
grids to 2-dimensional square grids by replacing each plaquette
of the square grid by 4 plaquettes:
→ (2.15)
2.1.2 Moves
In this section we will introduce local operations called moves
that connect different lattices. Moves will be important for
defining consistency conditions for TLs and CTLs later.
Moved types and backgrounds
Informal definition 12. A move is a prescription of how to
exchange a small patch of a lattice with another patch (or vice
versa).
Definition 23. A move for a given lattice pre-type consists of
• two place types P1 and P2. Places of those types will be
referred to as move places,
• a map that associates to every vertex of P1 a set of connec-
tion types (the dangling connections) that have the cell type
associated to the vertex as their source or target. The same for
P2, and
• a map from the set of connection types from the previous
item for P1 to the vertices of P2. The same for P1 and P2
interchanged.
A move can be applied to every place P1 of type P1 such that
for every cell of the place, the connections to this cell that
are not part of P1 are of a type in the set of dangling con-
nection types. Thereby 1) remove all cells and connections of
P1. 2) paste the cells and connections of P2. 3) After the re-
moval of P1 there are dangling connections that do not have a
source/target any more. The third item above tells which cells
of P2 to use as source/target of those dangling connections.
Conversely, a move can be applied to every place P2 of type
P2.
Definition 24. A moved lattice type is a lattice type equipped
with a set of moves that are consistent with the restrictions.
Those moves are called the basic moves.
Remark 23. Every lattice type can be made a moved lattice
type by choosing the empty set of basic moves.
Example 19. Consider the lattice type given by the pre-type
in Eq. (2.2) together with the restrictions in example (7). Con-
sider the following move: The pair of place types together with
dangling connections (dashed lines) to other parts of the lattice
is given by
P1 : C C CD DD D
P2 : C CD DD
(2.16)
The dangling connections of P2 on the left (right) are mapped
to the left (right) vertex of P1 and vice versa.
Applying the move means replacing a single edge in the lat-
tice with two edges and vice versa. E.g., (see Remark (6)):
←→ (2.17)
Informal definition 13. Intuitively the background can be
imagined as some sort of underlying space into which the lat-
tice is embedded. The basic moves change the lattice but not
this underlying space.
Definition 25. Two lattices A and B of the same moved type
are said to have the same background if B is connected to A
by a sequence of basic moves. I.e., as a diagram:
A B
basic moves (2.18)
For a given moved lattice type the equivalence classes of
lattices under having the same background are called back-
grounds.
Example 20. Consider the moved lattice type given by the
move in example (19) and the according lattice type. Lattices
of this type are given by a set of loops with different numbers of
edges. For each loop we can arbitrarily change the number of
edges by the basic move, however, we can never remove or add
a loop. Thus, there is exactly one background for each number
of loops.
Definition 26. A sub-type of a moved lattice type is a sub-type
of the corresponding lattice type together with all the moves
of the original moved type whose place types P1 and P2 is
contained in the sub-type.
Mappings and classes
Definition 27. A (lattice) mapping from a moved lattice type
A to a moved lattice type B is a mapping between the two lat-
tice types such that for every basic move relating two lattices A
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and A′ of type A there is a basic move (or a sequence of basic
moves) relating the mappings B and B′ of A and A′. I.e., the
following diagram commutes:
A
A′
B
B′
mapping
basic
moves
basic
moves
mapping
(2.19)
Definition 28. A parallel move is a map that associates dif-
ferent basic moves to all places of different types, such that
those moves act on non-overlapping patches and thus can be
applied in parallel. A circuit move is a finite sequence of par-
allel moves. Thereby the places where the moves are associated
to in later steps of the sequence are places of the original lattice.
A circuit move with respect to a lattice mapping is a circuit
move applied to the result of that lattice mapping, such that
the places where the moves are associated to are places in the
original lattice before the mapping. Applying such a circuit
move after a lattice mapping defines another lattice mapping.
Circuit moves (with respect to the trivial lattice mapping) define
lattice mappings between twice the same lattice type.
Definition 29. Two moved lattice types A and B are said to be
in the same class if there is a mapping TA from A to B and a
mapping TB from B to A, well as circuit moves CA and CB for
A and B such that both CA = TB ◦ TA and CB = TA ◦ TB. As
diagrams:
A
B
A
TA
TB
CA
A
B
BTA
TB
CB
(2.20)
Equivalence classes of moved lattice types under being in the
same class are called lattice classes.
Observation 3. If two moved lattice types are in the same class
then there is a one-to-one correspondence between their back-
grounds.
Comment 1. Different lattice classes often correspond to well
known continuum structures, such as “topological manifolds”,
“manifolds with boundary” or “manifold with orientation”, i.e.,
the backgrounds for those classes are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with equivalence classes of such continuum structures
under isomorphism. Such structures can in principle be de-
fined rigorously but their continuum nature makes dealing with
them very unconstructive. In our approach we will go a much
more convenient way: We define them in a purely constructive,
combinatorial and finite way via lattices and moves, avoiding
continuum technicalities.
However, we will still sometimes go the reverse way: We
start with an intuitive picture for some continuum structure we
want to describe, and use that intuition as a guide to define a
concrete moved lattice types in the corresponding lattice class.
Comment 2. The mathematical framework described so far
has some categorial structure that we will briefly outline for
the reader familiar with those concepts. Note, however, that the
categorial structure does not capture the most important con-
cept, namely locality.
A moved lattice type defines a symmetric monoidal category:
The lattices are the objects, and sequences of basic moves con-
necting them are the morphisms. Thereby two sequences rep-
resent the same morphism if they are related by 1) changing
the order of moves that act on non-overlapping patches and 2)
if a move is directly followed by its inverse, removing those
from the sequence. The tensor product is given by the disjoint
union. All morphisms are invertible, by taking the sequence
of inverse moves with the reverse order. The backgrounds are
isomorphism classes of objects. lattice mappings are functors
between the categories given by different lattice types. Cir-
cuit moves for lattice mappings are natural transformations be-
tween the lattice mappings. All those natural transformations
are invertible, and thus natural isomorphisms. The diagrams
Eq. (2.20) correspond to TA being the weak inverse of TB and
vice versa.
All moved lattice types together are the objects of a (symmet-
ric monoidal) strict 2-category: The 1-morphisms are given by
lattice mappings. The 2-morphisms are given by circuit moves
for those lattice mappings. All 2-morphisms are invertible, as
circuit moves can be undone. The lattice classes are the equiv-
alence classes of objects in this 2-category.
However, the categorial structure does not go much further:
We will not view the linear algebra side as a linear category.
This would be unnatural for classical or quantum mechani-
cal systems, as all quantities are tensors, which do not have
a canonical bi-partition of their indices as “target” or “source”
of a linear operator. In particular the mathematical structures
we define will not be functors to the category of vector spaces.
Examples
Example 21. Square grids do not allow for moves (at least not
for ones that can be applied to lattices of arbitrary size). This
is because the restrictions make it impossible to locally change
the lattice.
Example 22. Consider trivalent graphs as lattice type. We can
add the following basic move:
←→ (2.21)
With this basic move we can shrink any cycle of the graph to a
one-edge bubble, e.g.:
←→ (2.22)
So we can transform any lattice into a cycle-free graph with
additional one-edge bubbles. All such graphs are equivalent
under basic moves, so each background for this moved lattice
type is uniquely specified by giving this number of one-edge
loops, which corresponds to the number of independent cycles
of the graphs corresponding to those backgrounds.
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Example 23. Consider triangulations of n-manifolds (with
boundary) as in example (17). The canonical choice of a set of
basic moves are local changes of the triangulation that do not
change the topology of the underlying manifold. Then by con-
struction, the backgrounds are in one-to-one correspondence to
n-manifolds (up to homeomorphism). The according combina-
torial operations will be precisely defined in Section (3) and are
known as Pachner moves.
2.1.3 Gluings
For defining CTLs we need another kind of local operations
relating different lattices that we will call gluings.
Glued types and mappings
Informal definition 14. A gluing is a prescription of how to
remove two small patches from a lattice and replace it by one
single patch. I.e., parts of the lattice that were far apart before
the move can be near each other after the gluing.
Definition 30. A gluing is the same as a move, apart from the
following differences:
• The place types P1 and P2 can also be location types (i.e.,
consisting of two or more place types instead of one). We
will refer to locations of type P1 as gluing locations.
• There is only a map from the dangling connections of P1
to the cells of P2, but not vice versa.
A gluing can only be applied in one direction, by replacing a
location of type P1 with a location of type P2.
When pairs of places on multiple disconnected components
of a lattice are glued such that we get one connected compo-
nent, we will say that the components have been glued to-
gether.
Definition 31. A lattice type together with a set of gluings that
are consistent with the restrictions is called a glued lattice type.
We refer to those gluings as basic gluings.
Example 24. Consider triangulations of n-manifolds with
boundary as described in example (17). We can add the fol-
lowing basic gluing: Take two cells of the triangulation in the
boundary and attaching them, such that those two cells become
one single cell in the interior. We will give the combinatorial
definition of such gluings in Section (3).
Definition 32. For a glued, moved lattice type the basic glu-
ings can change the background of a lattice. We will call those
operations changing the background the background gluings.
Definition 33. A sub-type of a glued lattice type is a sub-type
of the corresponding lattice type together with all the gluings
of the original glued type whose location type is contained in
the sub-type.
Definition 34. A (lattice) mapping from a glued lattice type
A to a glued lattice type B is a mapping between the two lattice
types such that for every basic gluing relating two lattices A
and A′ of type A there is a basic gluing relating the mappings
B and B′ of A and A′. I.e., the following diagram commutes:
A
A′
B
B′
mapping
basic
gluings
basic
gluings
mapping
(2.23)
Basic lattices and histories
For CTLs to be a useful framework we want the glued, moved
lattice types to be finite in certain ways. In this section we will
describe two such finiteness conditions, namely being finitely
generated and finitely axiomatized.
Definition 35. We will call a glued, moved lattice type finitely
generated, if there is a finite set of lattices, called basic lat-
tices, such that: All lattices can be obtained by basic moves and
basic gluings from the disjoint union of many copies of basic
lattices. The backgrounds corresponding to the basic lattices
will be called the basic backgrounds.
Usually we are interested in finding sets of basic lattices that
are as small as possible, so normally we would impose that no
basic lattice can be obtained from the other basic lattices by
basic moves and basic gluings.
Definition 36. Consider a glued, moved lattice type that is
finitely generated. A history for a lattice is a prescription of
how a lattice with the same background can be obtained from
the disjoint union of many basic lattices by basic gluings. We
can take disjoint union of histories, yielding a history for the
disjoint union of the lattices. We can add gluings to a history,
yielding a history for the glued lattice.
A defining history is an algorithm that takes an arbitrary lat-
tice and yields a history for that lattice. The algorithm may also
be non-deterministic, i.e., the resulting history might depend
on non-canonical choices taken during the algorithm. Giving a
history mapping is the constructive way of proving that a lattice
type is finitely generated.
A history mapping is a local prescription that maps every
lattice to a history for that lattice. I.e., such a history mapping
associates basic lattices and basic gluings to all places of a fi-
nite set of different types in the lattice. A history mapping is a
special case of a defining history.
Definition 37. A history move is a pair of histories for the
same lattice. A history (as a set of basic lattices and gluings)
can occur as part of another history. A history move M can be
applied to a history H by replacing one history of M as part of
H with the other history of M .
Definition 38. Consider a glued, moved lattice type that is
finitely generated with a defining history. Such a type is called
finitely axiomatized if there is a finite set of history moves,
called basic history moves, such that:
• All defining histories for a fixed lattice are connected
by basic history moves (if the defining history is non-
deterministic).
• The defining history for a disjoint union is connected to
the disjoint union of the defining histories by basic history
moves (this is usually trivially the case).
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• The defining history after a basic gluing is connected to
the history where we add the corresponding gluing by ba-
sic history moves (this is often trivial for CTLs coming
from TLs).
• The defining history after a basic move is connected to the
history before the move by basic history moves.
Remark 24. In this remark we give a heuristic procedure to
obtain a set of basic history moves.
Given a glued moved lattice type that is finitely generated
we can construct another lattice type. We will call lattices of
this new type the history lattices. The cells of a history lattice
are the (copies of) basic lattices, the basic moves and basic glu-
ings. Two basic moves/gluings are connected if they act right
after another in an overlapping manner. A basic move/gluing
is connected with a copy of a basic lattice if it acts on that ba-
sic lattice. History lattices have to be closed, in the sense that
every basic move has to be connected to basic moves before
and after, or to basic lattices. Although history lattices consist
of basic moves, there is in general no order of the moves, such
that they yield a valid sequence of moves that can be applied to
a lattice.
One can define a canonical gluing for the history lattices,
which we will refer to as history gluing: The gluing locations
are given by the occurrence of two copies of the same basic
lattice in the lattice. When a history lattice is glued at those
two copies, we remove them both from the lattice, and connect
everything that was connected to the one copy with everything
that was connected to the other copy.
Every patch of a history lattice defines a history by only tak-
ing the basic lattices and gluings. A bi-partition of a history
lattice into two parts yields two histories for the same lattice,
which often (but not always) defines a history move.
One good strategy to search for basic history moves is the
following: Find a set of basic history lattices, from which
any history lattice can be obtained from disjoint union of many
copies and history gluing. Then take all history moves arising
from bi-partitions of those basic history lattices as basic history
moves.
2.2 Tensors and contraction
2.2.1 Tensors: General concepts
In this section we will define tensors of different type in an
abstract language.
Example 25. To already give the reader a feeling for what we
are aiming for, let us quickly describe real tensors (which are
defined within the abstract framework in Section (2.2.2)). By a
real tensor we simply mean an array of real numbers, labeled
by a collection of coefficients called indices. All indices have
the same range (called basis), at least if they are all of the same
type. Indices of different type can have different range. E.g.,
tensors with one or two indices are known as vectors or matri-
ces. Contracting two indices means forcing them to be equal
and summing over all values, as e.g., in taking the trace of a
matrix, or multiplying a vector with a matrix.
Note that this notion of tensor is different (simpler and more
fundamental) from the one used in differential geometry in that
we do not care for how a tensor transforms under coordinate
transformations (as we do not even have coordinates or a man-
ifold).
Definition 39. A tensor type consists of
• a set of index types to each of which we associate a data
structure called the basis type. This basis type has to posses a
notion of trivial element and product (that makes it a symmetric
monoidal category). A particular instance of a basis type will
be called a basis,
• a data structure defined with respect to a set of indices for
each index type and one basis of the corresponding type for
each index type. One particular instance of this data structure is
called a tensor. The set of indices (i.e., the number of indices)
of each type will be referred to as the shape of the tensor,
• an operation called the tensor product that maps two ten-
sors to one tensor whose shape is the disjoint union of the two
shapes (i.e., the disjoint union of the sets of indices for each
index type separately), and
• an operation called the contraction that takes two indices of
the same type of a tensor and yields another tensor with the two
indices removed. We then say that the two indices have been
contracted.
The tensor product must be commutative and associative and if
we contract multiple pairs of indices of one tensor, the order of
contraction must not matter.
Definition 40. A tensor network is a set of tensors together
with a set of contractions between their indices. Indices that
are not contracted are referred to as open indices. The evalua-
tion of a tensor network is the tensor resulting from taking the
tensor product of all involved tensors and then performing all
contractions. The indices of the evaluation are the open indices
of the tensor network.
Remark 25. For some special tensor types we might also ac-
cept slightly generalized notions of contraction that allow e.g.,
contracting groups of more than two indices. See, e.g., Sec-
tion (2.2.4).
Definition 41. Consider a tensor type and choose one index
type with a given basis. There are tensorsGwith two indices of
this type (i.e., “matrices”), such that: For each tensor T we can
take the tensor product with one copy of this matrix for each
index of the chosen type, and then contract each such index
with the first index of the associated copy of this matrix. I.e., in
tensor-network notation (see Remark (11)):
T → T G
GG
G
G G
(2.24)
This operation has to be such that it commutes with contraction.
We will refer to such a matrix as gauge transformation. I.e.,
for the usual notion of contraction it has to satisfy:
a
b
G
G
=
a
b
(2.25)
For slightly generalized notions of contraction we can get dif-
ferent conditions. See, e.g., Section (2.2.4).
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Definition 42. A tensor mapping from a tensor type A to a
type B is a way of blocking or reinterpreting the indices of the
tensors of typeA to obtain tensors of type B, that is compatible
with tensor product and contraction. More precisely, it is a map
M that associates
• to every index type of B one set of index types of A. This
set can be empty or contain the same index type multiple
times. It can be used to map every tensor shape I of B to
a tensor shapeM[I] of A by replacing each index by the
corresponding set of indices,
• to every set of bases (for the different index types) of A a
set of bases of B,
• for every tensor shape I of B, to every tensor of type A
with shapeM[I] a tensor of type B of shape I . The bases
of this tensor are given by the item before.
The following diagrams have to commute for all tensors T of
the according types and shapes:
TA
T ′A
TB
T ′B
M
contraction contraction
M
(2.26)
(T 1A, T
2
A)
TA
(T 1B, T
2
B)
TB
M×M
tensor
product
tensor
product
M
(2.27)
Definition 43. For every tensor type there is the identity ten-
sor mapping from this type to itself given by taking the same
tensor again. The trivial tensor mapping from a tensor type
A to a tensor type B associates 1) to each index type of B the
empty set of index types of A, 2) the trivial basis to all index
types of A, independent on the bases of B 3) the trivial tensor
of type A to the trivial tensor of B.
Example 26. Consider real tensors with two index types.
There is the following tensor mapping to real tensors with one
index type: It associates to the one index type a pair of the
two index types. The basis set of the one index is the cartesian
product of the basis sets of the two indices. The mapping takes
a tensor with two index types that occur in pairs, and maps it to
a tensor with only one index type by blocking each pair.
Definition 44. The product of two tensor typesA and B is the
tensor type whose set of index types is the disjoint union of the
sets of index types of A and B, and whose data structure is the
cartesian product of the two data structures.
We will now introduce some specific tensor types. We will
restrict to the very basic types only, however, in Section (6)
we will sketch many more, such as fermionic tensors, Gaussian
tensors or symmetric tensors.
2.2.2 Real tensors
Definition 45. Real tensors are a tensor type with one index
type, whose basis type are just finite sets (referred to as basis
sets. A real tensor with indices i, j, . . . with basis B is a map
that associates a real number to each element of B × B × . . ..
In other words an element of the vector space RB×B×.... The
tensors product is just the mutual product of all the real num-
bers, and contraction of two indices is given by forcing them to
the same value and summing over this value.
Observation 4. The gauge transformations for real tensors are
just orthogonal matrices, as the matrix G from Eq. (2.25) is a
real matrix in the usual sense and has to fulfill
GGT = 1. (2.28)
Remark 26. We can also define real tensors with more than
one index type. The only difference is that the indices of dif-
ferent type can have different sets as basis Bi, Bj , . . . and the
tensor is a map that associates real numbers to each element
of Bi × Bj × . . .. Also the gauge transformations consist of
applying independent orthogonal matrices for each index type.
2.2.3 Complex tensors
Definition 46. For every string s ∈ {in, out}n (called the com-
plex arrow orientations, define the complex number tensor
as the following real tensor C with n indices with basis set
{1, i}:
Csa1,...,an = χ
(
n∑
i=1
c(si, ai) mod 4
)
21−n/2,
c(in,1) = 0, c(out,1) = 0,
c(in, i) = 1, c(out, i) = 3,
χ(0) = 1 χ(1) = 0, χ(2) = −1 χ(3) = 0.
(2.29)
In tensor network notation we will denote the string s by putting
arrows to each index that point inwards for in and outwards for
out. E.g., for s = (in, in, out, out) we write
Csabcd = a
b
c
d
(2.30)
This notation is consistent because of the permutation prop-
erty from Observation (5). The normalization factor 21−n/2 is
included to cancel normalizations occurring from contracting
closed loops of complex number tensors.
Remark 27. One can view complex numbers as vectors in R2.
Then the multiplication, complex conjugation and the number
1 + 0i become real-linear maps from R2⊗R2, R2 or {0} to R2.
The structure coefficients of those real-linear maps are given
by the complex number tensors (just that we have to revert the
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normalizations in their definition):
〈ab, c〉 =
((
1 0
0 −1
)
,
(
0 1
1 0
))
=
(
21/2
)
c
a
b
,
〈a∗, b〉 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
= ba ,
〈11+ 0i, a〉 = (1, 0) =
(
2−1/2
)
a .
(2.31)
where the indices a, b and c correspond to the row, column and
block, and the 1 and i component correspond first and second
entry, respectively.
Observation 5. The complex number tensors obey the follow-
ing permutation property: They are invariant under arbitrary
index permutations that leave the arrow directions invariant.
E.g.
a
b
c
d
= c
d
b
a
(2.32)
Observation 6. The complex number tensors obey the follow-
ing arrow reversal property: They are invariant under invert-
ing all arrow directions. E.g.,
ab
c d
=
ab
c d
(2.33)
Observation 7. The complex number tensors obey the follow-
ing fusion property: Any connected tensor network formed by
complex number tensors that has matching arrow orientations
for every contraction evaluates to the complex number tensor
over the open indices. E.g.,
a)
a
b
= ba
b) =
c) =
d) =
(2.34)
Observation 8. The complex number tensors obey the follow-
ing arrow obstruction property: When we contract two in-
dices of a complex number tensor whose arrow directions do
not match, we get 0. E.g.
b
a
= 0 (2.35)
Together with the fusion property we get the more general state-
ment: Every tensor network formed by complex number ten-
sors that has a cycle of contractions along which the number of
contractions with non-matching arrow orientations is odd eval-
uates to 0. E.g.;
a b c d
= a
b c
d = 0 (2.36)
Comment 3. The permutation, arrow reversal and fusion prop-
erty of the complex number tensors correspond to the fact that
the real-linear maps over R2 given by the multiplication, com-
plex conjugation and number 1 form a unital, associative, com-
mutative real *-algebra. E.g., the associativity for the multipli-
cation follows as
(ab)c = a(bc)
a b
c
d
=
b c
a
d
(2.37)
Definition 47. Complex tensors are a tensor type with one
index type whose basis type is a finite set, just as for real ten-
sors. A complex tensor T with indices i, j, . . . with basis B is
a map that associates a real number to each element of the set
B × B × . . . × {1, i}. In other words, it is a real tensor Treal
with an additional index (the complex index) of another type
whose basis is fixed to the 2-element set {1, i}. E.g.,
Ta
b
c
↔
Treala
b
c
x
, (2.38)
where a, b, c ∈ B and x ∈ {1, i}. We cannot simply define the
tensor product of two complex tensors as the tensor product of
the associated real tensors, as we would end up with two instead
of one complex index. Instead we have to use the complex
number multiplication tensor from Eq. (2.31) to fuse the two
complex indices into one. E.g.,
T1 ⊗ T2a
bd e
c
↔
T1a
b
c
T2d
e
x
(2.39)
The contraction of two indices of a complex tensor in turn is
just the contraction of those two indices of the associated real
tensor. I.e., real and imaginary part are contracted separately.
Remark 28. Just as for real tensors, we can also think of com-
plex tensors with more index types.
Definition 48. The realification of a complex tensor T with
n indices and basis B with respect to a string s ∈ {in, out}n
is the following real tensor Treal: It has the same n indices but
the set B × {1, i} as basis. To obtain Treal we take the tensor
product with the complex number tensor with n+ 1 indices, n
of them associated to the indices of T and one special index.
The arrow direction of the special index is set to “in” and the
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directions of the remaining indices are given by s. Now we
contract the special index of the complex number tensor with
the complex index of T (when interpreted as a real tensor). Treal
is obtained by blocking each index of T with the associated
complex number tensor index. E.g.,
Treala
b
c
= Ta
b
c (2.40)
Comment 4. The realification of complex tensors is closely re-
lated to Dirac notation. The arrow directions in the realification
correspond to weather each index is represented as ket or bra.
Observation 9. The tensor product of the realifications of two
complex tensors is in general not equal to the realification of
the tensor product of the complex tensors. However, a tensor
product followed by a contraction of a pair of indices on each
component commutes with taking the realification. E.g.,
T1 T2a
b
c
d
= T1 T2a
b
c
d
=
T1 T2a
b
c
d
(2.41)
Remark 29. Consider the realification of a 2-index complex
tensor T with the following arrow directions:
a) Treala b
b) Treala b
(2.42)
Both realifications can be interpreted as real-linear maps from
the index labeled by a to the index labeled by b. However,
we can also interpret a) as a complex-linear map, and b) as a
complex anti-linear map.
Remark 30. The Hermitian conjugate of a complex-linear
map written as the realification of a complex tensor as in Re-
mark (29) is given by exchanging the two indices. This is be-
cause reversing the arrow orientations automatically includes
complex conjugation:
Lb a =
Lb a
=
Lb a
=
L∗b a
= L†a b
(2.43)
2.2.4 Preferred basis tensors
Definition 49. The n-index delta tensor for a basis set B is
the following tensor with n indices of type B:
δa,b,c,... = a
b
c
. . .
=
{
1 if a = b = c = . . .
0 otherwise
. (2.44)
So it is just a multi-variable generalization of the Kronecker-
delta symbol.
Observation 10. The delta tensors obey the following fusion
property: The evaluation of any connected tensor network
formed by delta tensors (for the same basis set) with n open
indices is equal to the n-index delta tensor. E.g.
a)
b
c
a
e
d
=
b
c
a
e
d
b) a b = a b
(2.45)
They also obey the permutation property: All delta tensors
are invariant under all permutations of their indices. E.g.
a
b
c
d
= b
a
c
d
(2.46)
Comment 5. The fusion property and the permutation property
are equivalent to saying that the 1-index, 2-index and 3-index
delta tensors are the structure coefficients of the unit, involu-
tion and product of a unital real *-algebra, namely the algebra
of real functions over the basis setB, under pointwise multipli-
cation.
Definition 50. A preferred basis real tensor is a real tensor,
just that we additionally are allowed to use the delta tensors for
contracting indices. E.g., we can contract three indices like:
T
a
b
c
d
e
(2.47)
Therefore, a gauge transformationG for this kind of index have
to obey by e.g.
a
b
c
= aG
b
G
c
G
(2.48)
So G has to be a permutation matrix.
Remark 31. There is a natural tensor mapping from preferred
basis real tensors to real tensors by simply forgetting about the
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delta tensors (i.e., preferred basis). As every usual contraction
for indices of real tensors is also a allowed contraction for in-
dices of preferred basis real tensors, this defines a tensor map-
ping.
Note that the reverse operation, i.e., adding a preferred basis,
is not a tensor mapping, as a contraction via delta tensors is not
a usual contraction of real tensors.
Remark 32. One can also consider mixed types of real tensors
and preferred basis real tensors. I.e., there is one (or more)
index type that are equipped with delta tensors, and another (or
more) index type that are not.
In this case one can consider a slight generalization of the
above notion of tensor: We can make the basis of the indices
of some type dependent on the value of one or more indices of
a type that is equipped with a preferred basis. I.e., the basis of
the former index type is a set Bi that depends on the value i
of some index of the latter type whose basis set I is equipped
with a preferred basis. E.g., if a tensor has one index of each
of the two types then such a tensor associates one real number
to every element of
⊕
i∈I Bi, where the sum denotes a disjoint
union of sets.
For tensors in those generalized sense we have to make sure
that whenever we contract two indices with variable basis set
we also contract the indices on whose value their basis set de-
pends on.
2.3 Tensor lattices
So far we have defined lattices and tensors/tensor networks. In
this section, we will show how to put together lattices and ten-
sor networks, and how the basic moves of a moved lattice type
naturally yield consistency conditions for the tensors of the ten-
sor network.
2.3.1 Definition
Definition 51. Consider a tensor network without any open in-
dices and a subset of its tensors together with a subset of the
contractions among those tensors. Such a subset defines an-
other smaller tensor network, but this time with open indices. A
tensor-network move is a procedure that replaces this smaller
tensor network with another tensor network (with possibly dif-
ferent geometry) that evaluates to the same tensor. E.g., con-
sider the following tensor-network move replacing a patch of
four tensors with a patch of four new tensors with a different
geometry:
→
=
(2.49)
Informal definition 15. A tensor lattice is a prescription that
associates a tensor network (without open indices) with each
lattice of a given moved type. The geometry of the tensor
network and the tensors themselves at a given place can only
depend on how the lattice looks like locally in a small patch
around that place. The prescription has to be such that the ten-
sor networks on a lattice before and after a basic move at some
place only differ by a local tensor network move around this
place.
Definition 52. A tensor lattice type (or short TL type) con-
sists of
• a moved lattice type, whose lattices will referred to as the
lattices,
• a mapping from the underlying lattices to another lattice
type whose lattices will be called tensor network geome-
tries,
• for every basic move of the underlying lattices, a prescrip-
tion to select a patch of the tensor network geometries
before and after the move, such that the complement of
this patch remains unchanged. We will refer to this as the
tensor-network move prescription,
• a map that associates to every cell type of the tensor net-
work geometries a tensor type, and
• a map that associates to every connection type of the ten-
sor network geometries an index type.
Definition 53. A tensor lattice (or short TL) of a given type is
a map T that associates
• One basis (of the according type) to every connection type
of the tensor network geometries.
• Consider a cell type and all possible tuples of numbers that
state how many connections of each type a cell of this type
can have. To each such type associate one tensor which has as
many indices of each according type as the tuple states. The
basis sets of the different index types are those associated to
the according connection types.
For a given lattice, a TL yields a tensor network by replacing
each cell of each type by one copy of the associated tensor,
and connections between cells by contractions of the associated
indices.
A TL has to fulfill the following axioms:
• Symmetry axiom: If a TL tensor has multiple indices cor-
responding to the same connection type, then the tensor
has to be invariant under arbitrary permutations of those
indices.
• Move axiom: For every basic move transforming a lat-
tice La into another lattice Lb, the tensor networks corre-
sponding to the two patches of the tensor-network move
prescription before and after the move have to evaluate to
the same tensor. In other words, the two associated tensor
networks Ta and Tb are related by a tensor-network move.
La Lb
Ta Tb
basic move
tensor-network
move
T T (2.50)
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Remark 33. The following picture illustrates a basic move
and the corresponding tensor-network move of a TL on a 2-
dimensional lattice:
A B C
D
→ X Y C
D
(2.51)
The smallest region represents the patch of the underlying lat-
tice that the basic move acts on. The change of lattice is repre-
sented by changing the colour from red to yellow. This change
of lattice implies a change of the tensor network inside the sec-
ond smallest region, represented by a change in labels from A
and B to X and Y . The tensor network move acts on the third
smallest region, so the evaluation of the patch A, B and C of
the tensor network equals the evaluation of the patch X , Y and
C.
Remark 34. It might seem like having the distinction between
the underlying lattices and the tensor network geometries is un-
necessary, and one could simply work with the latter alone.
However, the tensor network geometries often have much less
combinatorial information than the underlying lattices, thus
neither restrictions nor basic moves can be formulated in terms
of the tensor-network geometries.
Also it is often nice have a simple type of underlying lattices
and to compare different (more or less complicated) TL types
on the same underlying lattice type. For instance this allows
one to define the notion of universality for TL classes on a fixed
lattice type.
Definition 54. A normalization TL is a TL where the bases
of all index types are trivial. E.g., if we are dealing with real
tensors this means that all tensors are just numbers, and the
tensor network is just a product of real numbers.
2.3.2 Mappings and phases
Definition 55. A parallel tensor-network move consists of
many local tensor-network moves that are done in parallel on
subsets that do not overlap. E.g., for a tensor network on a 2-
dimensional lattice the following picture illustrates a parallel
tensor-network move: The grid in the background represents a
tensor network and the red shaded regions are the patches on
which the single tensor network moves happen:
(2.52)
Definition 56. A circuit tensor-network move consists of a
set of parallel tensor-network moves that are applied in se-
quence. E.g., the following picture of a circuit tensor-network
move in 2 dimensions is a sequence of the red, followed by the
blue, followed by the green parallel tensor-network move.
(2.53)
Definition 57. Two TLs A and B of the same type said to be
in the same phase if there is a circuit tensor-network move
transforming them into each other. The equivalence classes of
TLs of a fixed type under being in the same phase are called
TL phases. As a diagram:
A B
circuit
tensor-network move (2.54)
Definition 58. A tensor-network mapping from one type of
tensor-network geometry to another is a prescription of reshap-
ing and blocking the contractions of a tensor network with a
geometry of the first type to a tensor network with a geometry
of the second type. A TL mapping from a TL type A to a TL
type B consists of 1) a mapping from the underlying lattices
of B to the underlying lattices of A and 2) A tensor-network
mapping from the tensor-network geometries associated to the
underlying lattices ofA to the tensor-network geometries asso-
ciated to the mappings of those. This tensor-network mapping
has to be such that a tensor-network move of the TL of type A
is automatically a tensor-network move of the TL of type B.
A TL mapping is called exact if the corresponding lattice
mapping is a circuit move. Two TL mappings are equivalent if
they differ by an exact TL mapping.
Definition 59. Two TL types A and B are said to be in the
same class if there is a mapping TA fromA to B and a mapping
TB from B to A, such that both TB ◦ TA as well as TA ◦ TB are
exact. As a diagram:
A
B
A
TA
TB
exact
TL mapping
A
B
BTA
TB
exact
TL mapping
(2.55)
Definition 60. For every TL type there is the identity TL map-
ping from this type to itself given by the identity lattice map-
ping and the identity tensor-network mapping. The trivial TL
mapping from any TL type to any other TL type is the TL map-
ping given by the trivial lattice mapping and the trivial tensor-
network mapping.
Definition 61. Two TLs A and B of types A and B are said to
be in the same phase if:
• A and B are in the same class. I.e., there are mappings from
A to B and vice versa.
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• The TL mapping (from the previous point) of A is in the
same phase as B (and vice versa).
Definition 62. We say that a TLA of typeA extends to another
type B, if there is a TLB of type B together with a TL mapping
from B to A that maps B to A.
Observation 11. Consider a TL and a circuit move on the un-
derlying lattices. When we replace every basic move of the
circuit move by the corresponding tensor-network move of the
TL we get a circuit tensor-network move relating the TL on the
lattice before and after the circuit move.
This means that each TL is in the same phase as itself even
if we regard it as a TL of another type, as in Definition (61). So
our definition of TLs of different types being in the same phase
is consistent and does not depend on which of two equivalent
TL mappings between the two types we choose.
Definition 63. The product of two TL types is a TL type for
the product of the two underlying lattices types. The lattice
mapping to the tensor-network geometry is just given by the
disjoint union of the two lattice mappings.
The product of two TLs is the TL of the product type, whose
tensors and bases are just the tensors and bases of the original
TLs together.
Definition 64. A sub-type of a TL type is a TL type defined
for a sub-type of the underlying lattices. The mapping to the
tensor-network geometries is the same, just that we only map
the place types that are contained in the lattice sub-type.
The sub TL for a sub-type of its type, is the TL of the sub-
type that uses the same tensors, just that we restrict to those
associated to cell types that occur in the tensor-network geome-
tries.
Definition 65. Consider a TL type A that contains another TL
type B twice as a sub-type. The joint type of the TL type with
the two sub-types is a TL whose underlying lattices are the cor-
responding joint type of the underlying lattices of A. Thereby
we identify all pairs of place types in the lattice mapping to ten-
sor network geometry that in occur in the sub-type with each
other.
For a TL of type A such that the two sub TLs are the equal,
the joint TL is the TL of the sub-type using the same tensors.
Because the two sub TLs are equal, it does not matter which
tensors we take for the identified place types.
Informal definition 16. Ideally we would like to be able to
classify TLs on a particular lattice type/class. It would be cum-
bersome if to this end we had to look at an infinite set of more
and more complex TL types for the same lattice type. Luckily
it turns out that this is not the case: There are usually univer-
sal TL types for a given lattice type that cover all possible other
TL types. Other TL types whose tensor network geometries de-
pend on the lattices in a very complicated way can be reduced
to such a universal type by a mapping that usually involves a lot
of blocking. So TLs of such complicated type will be contained
in a universal type with large bases.
Definition 66. A TL type A on a moved lattice type X is uni-
versal if every other TL type for a moved lattice type that is in
the same class as X is in the same class as A.
Comment 6. The TL types corresponding to the CTL types in
the concrete implementations section Section (5) are in general
not universal. This leaves hope that there might be more gen-
eral TL types that allow for new ways of representing phases
by fixed point models that are yet unknown. For more details
see Section (6.1.5).
2.4 Contracted tensor lattices
In this section we will describe how one can associate tensors to
lattices, and how the gluings and moves of the lattices naturally
yield consistency conditions for the associated tensors. Note
that in contrast to TLs, 1) we do directly associate tensors, and
not tensor networks to lattices and 2) gluing is an essential lat-
tice operation for CTLs.
Every TL yields a CTL whose lattices are cut-out patches
of the TL lattices, and whose basic gluings consist in re-
connecting the cut-out patches. The CTL tensors are simply
the evaluations of the TL tensor network on the cut-out patches.
For more details see Section (2.4.6).
We will introduce CTLs in addition to TLs because of two
main reasons: 1) CTLs are more general than TLs: Whereas
TLs only represent truly microscopic local physical models,
CTLs can also describe effective theories for certain aspects of
a model. Examples for this are topological invariants, or (non-
fully extended) axiomatic TQFTs (with defects or boundaries),
which can e.g., describe the anyon statistics of a model without
referring to a potential microscopic realization. 2) CTLs often
provide a more practical and condensed language for TLs: If
we want to talk about physical quantities in a TL we always
have to specify on which patch we evaluate the TL to actu-
ally get numbers. In the CTL language we can directly talk
about tensors. Also for topological lattice types (which we will
mostly deal with) the CTL tensor only depends on the bound-
ary of the cut-out patch (apart from the topological properties
of the interior), so we can restrict our drawings to this boundary
which is one dimension lower.
2.4.1 Definition
Definition 67. An index prescription for a lattice type and
a tensor type is a map that associates to every index type one
place type. Given a index prescription and a lattice, for each
index type, we can associate one index of this type to each place
of the associated type.
Example 27. The easiest index prescription for a given lattice
type is to simply associate indices of a fixed type to the cells of
a fixed type. E.g., one could associate indices to the vertices in
a 2-dimensional square grid. Or one could associate one index
to each edge of a 2-dimensional simplicial complex.
Example 28. A slightly more non-trivial example for an index
prescription would be to associate one index to each corner of
a 2-dimensional cell complex, i.e., each pair of face and vertex
such that the vertex is part of the face.
Definition 68. Consider a glued lattice type and a tensor type
together with an index prescription, and associate one index of
each type to each place of the according type. Imagine a gluing
location in the lattice and the set of surrounding indices. If we
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perform the corresponding basic gluing this set of surrounding
indices changes. A contraction type is a prescription of how to
contract the indices before the gluing to obtain the indices after
the gluing. A contraction prescription is a map that associates
to every basic gluing a contraction type.
Remark 35. We sometimes allow for a slight generalization
of the formalism: In many of the CTL types presented in Sec-
tion (5) we allow the contraction types for certain gluing types
to involve some external parameters, that we will call the nor-
malizations. Those normalizations are tensors that vary for
different CTLs of the same type. In particular an CTL in this
generalized sense is not determined by the CTL tensors alone
but one also has to specify the normalizations.
However, we can always include the normalizations into the
CTL tensors at the expense of adding some decorations to the
index lattices, which tell whether a normalization has been in-
cluded yet.
Definition 69. A CTL type consists of the following:
• A glued, moved lattice type. Lattices of this type will be
referred to as the CTL lattices (or sometimes just the lattices).
• A lattice mapping from the lattices to another lattice type
with no basic moves. Lattices of the latter type will be referred
to as index lattices. We will refer to the result of this mapping
for a certain lattice as the index lattice of that lattice. The
gluing locations of the lattices have to correspond to location
types of the index lattices.
• A tensor type. Tensors of this type will be simply referred to
as the tensors.
• An index prescription for this tensor type and the index
lattices. Under the lattice mapping this index prescription is
mapped to an index prescription on the lattices.
• A contraction prescription for the lattices and the index pre-
scription on the lattices.
To summarize:
CTL type
lattice type
index lattices
mapping
tensor type
place type ←− index type
basic gluing −→ contraction type
(2.56)
Remark 36. As the index lattices do not have any basic moves,
the basic moves of the lattice cannot change its index lattice.
This will later be important in order to define the move axiom.
Remark 37. Gluing will usually involve a 2-location type con-
sisting of two copies of the same place type. In this case there
is a very natural choice for a contraction type: Simply contract
all indices surrounding the one place with the corresponding
indices surrounding the other place.
Example 29. Consider the glued, moved lattice type given by
triangulations of n-dimensional manifolds with boundary with
the basic moves and gluings described in examples (23, 24).
However, restrict to only basic moves that do not change the
triangulation of the boundary, but only of the interior. The in-
dex lattice is given by taking the triangulation of the boundary
only. Take an index prescription that associates one index of
one fixed type to each boundary (n − 1)-simplex. When we
glue two boundary (n − 1)-simplices they disappear from the
boundary. So the two surrounding indices before the gluing
become zero indices after the gluing. Thus, a consistent con-
traction type for that basic gluing is to simply contract the two
indices. CTL types like this will be defined more precisely in
Section (5).
Informal definition 17. For many CTL types there is a natural
way to use the basic gluings to define another set of moves (in
addition to the basic moves) that do change the index lattice,
in the following way: 1) Take the disjoint union with some
fixed small lattice and 2) glue the move place with a place on
this small lattice. We will call such moves the index moves
and refer to the backgrounds with respect to the basic moves
together with the index moves as the extended backgrounds.
Definition 70. A contracted tensor lattice (short CTL) T (of
a given type) is a map that associates
• to every index type one basis of the corresponding type.
• to every lattice L a tensor T [L]. Those tensors will be re-
ferred to as CTL tensors. The bases for the different index
types of the tensor are the bases from the previous item. T [L]
has one index for each place of L of each type in the index
prescription.
To summarize:
index type −→ basis
place −→ index
lattice −→ tensor
(2.57)
The map has to obey the following axioms:
1. Symmetry axiom: If a lattice L has some symmetry, i.e.,
the source and target maps are invariant under a permutation
of cells and connections, then T [L] has to have the same sym-
metry acting as the corresponding permutation of indices. As a
commuting diagram:
LA
LB
TA
TB
symmetry
T
T
index
permutation
(2.58)
2. Disjoint union axiom: The disjoint union of two lattices
LA and LB has to be consistent with the tensor product of the
associated tensors. I.e., T [LA ⊗ LB ] = T [LA]⊗ T [LB ], or as
a commuting diagram:
(LA, LB)
LC
(TA, TB)
TC
T
disjoint
union
tensor
product
T
(2.59)
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3. Move axiom: Applying a basic move to a lattice LA does
not change the associated CTL tensor TA. I.e., :
LA
LB
TA
basic
move
T
T
(2.60)
4. Gluing axiom: Applying a basic gluing to a lattice LA has
to be consistent with the contraction of the corresponding type
of indices of T [LA], i.e., the following diagram commutes:
LA
LB
TA
TB
T
basic
gluing contraction
T
(2.61)
Comment 7. Note that the symmetry axiom is actually already
implicitly enforced by the way we think about lattices: If two
sets of source and target maps are equivalent up to a bijection
between their cells and connections, they are equivalent and we
regard them as the same lattice. In particular when we draw a
lattice there is no way to distinguish two such equivalent lat-
tices.
2.4.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Definition 71. We will call a CTL type finitely generated if
its glued, moved lattice type is finitely generated. In that case
we will refer to the CTL tensors associated to the basic lattices
as the basic tensors.
Example 30. All CTL types that we will deal with in this work
are finitely generated. It is of course easy to construct counter
examples though: Take the CTL type with real tensors on n-
dimensional simplicial complexes with Pachner moves, but no
basic gluing and the empty index prescription. A CTL of this
type associates one number to every (triangulable) n-manifold.
This number can be arbitrary, except for the fact that disjoint
union has to be consistent with multiplication. So a set of “basic
tensors” is given by the numbers associated to all connected n-
manifolds, but there is infinitely many of them (except n = 0
or n = 1).
Observation 12. It might seem like CTLs involve dealing with
an infinite set of tensors with arbitrarily big number of indices
all together, which would be quite cumbersome. However, for
finitely generated CTL types, all lattices can be obtained by
disjoint union, basic moves and basic gluings from the basic
lattices. So according to the CTL axioms all CTL tensors can
be obtained from the basic tensors by tensor product and con-
tractions. So in that case a CTL becomes something very finite.
E.g., if the tensors of the CTL are real tensors then it is de-
scribed by a finite set of real numbers, namely the entries of the
basic tensors.
Definition 72. Consider a CTL type that is finitely generated.
Every history defines a tensor network by replacing every basic
lattice by the corresponding basic tensor and every basic gluing
by the corresponding contraction. Every history move defines
an equation between the two corresponding tensor networks.
We will refer to such equations as axioms of the CTL type. We
find that:
• Consider a history move A that is applied to a history
move B yielding a history move C. Then the correspond-
ing axiom C follows from the axioms A and B.
• The axioms corresponding to two history moves A and B
imply the axiom corresponding to the disjoint union of A
and B.
• The axiom corresponding to a history move A implies the
axiom corresponding to a history moveA′ ifA′ is obtained
from A by adding a basic gluing.
So if the glued, moved lattice type is finitely axiomatized all
axioms follow from the axioms corresponding to the basic his-
tory moves. In this case we will refer to the CTL as finitely
axiomatized and to the latter axioms as the basic axioms.
Observation 13. Consider a finitely generated and finitely ax-
iomatized CTL type with real tensors. The basic axioms are
equations between tensor networks formed from copies of the
basic tensors. Those equations are linear in each individual
copy of each basic tensor, so they are polynomials in the en-
tries of the tensors. So in this case a CTL can be boiled down
to a finite set of finite tensors whose entries obey a finite set of
polynomial equations.
2.4.3 Gauge transformations, phases and map-
pings
Just as for TLs we can define gauge transformations, phases
and mappings for CTLs. For CTLs coming from TLs those are
equivalent to the same notions for TLs.
Observation 14. Applying the same gauge transformation to
all CTL tensors simultaneously preserves all the CTL axioms,
and thus yields another CTL. We will refer to equivalence
classes of CTLs under gauge transformations as gauge fami-
lies of CTLs.
Observation 15. Consider a background with empty index lat-
tice. The associated CTL tensor does not have any indices,
so it is does not change under gauge transformations and thus
defines an invariant. For CTL types with real tensors those in-
variants are simply real numbers.
Definition 73. A TL operator is a slight generalization of a
TL with additional open indices. I.e., the tensor network ge-
ometries have special cell types that are only the target of ex-
actly one special connection type. To those special cell types
there are no associated tensors. Instead they represent the open
indices of the type associated to the according special connec-
tion type. Those special cell types representing open indices
are divided into two groups named input indices and output
indices. (Note that “operator”, “input” and “output” seem to
suggest some directionality, however, there is none).
Comment 8. A TL operator for real/complex tensors is a gen-
eralization to what is known as tensor network operator (with
small bond dimension).
In this case a TL operator can also be thought of as a circuit
of local linear maps of finite depth.
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Definition 74. Roughly, two CTLs A and B of the same type
T are in the same phase if there is a TL operator C on the
index lattices, such that
• both the input indices and the output indices of C match
the index distribution of T .
• Contracting all indices of A[L] with the input indices of
C[L] evaluates to B[L], for every lattice L.
• Contracting all indices of B[L] with the output indices of
C[L] evaluates to A[L], for every lattice L.
In pictures:
L
TA
TB
A
B
C (2.62)
More precisely, for every bi-partition of a fixed index lattice I ,
consider the bi-partition C[I] into two tensor networks C1 and
C2. Those two tensor networks have all the input and output
indices from their part of the bi-partition, together with addi-
tional open indices arising from cutting C[I] into two parts.
E.g., for an interval-like part of a 1-dimensional index lattice
we can illustrate C1 like the following thin brown stripe:
a
b
x x (2.63)
where the input (output) indices are summarized by a (b), and
x is the collective label for the additional indices arising from
the bi-partition.
Now for every lattice L with such a bi-partition of its index
lattice IL the following has to hold: Contracting the input in-
dices of C1 with the according indices of A[L] evaluates to the
same tensor as contracting the output indices of C2 with the
according indices of B[L].
e.g., consider a CTL on lattices whose extended backgrounds
are 2-manifolds with boundary, and the index backgrounds cor-
respond to the boundary. The following picture illustrates the
condition above for a lattice with 2-disk extended background
which has a circle as index background, and the bi-partition of
this circle into two intervals and their complement:
x
x
x
x
a
a b
b
=
x
x
x
x a
a b
b
(2.64)
Comment 9. Being in the same phase is closely related to the
categorial concept of Morita equivalence. E.g., a certain CTL
type on 3-dimensional simplicial complexes are closely related
to unitary fusion categories. Then there is a type of TL operator
such that such an operator between two CTLs in the same phase
is closely related to an invertible bimodule between the corre-
sponding fusion categories [26], which is the notion of Morita
equivalence for fusion categories [29].
Observation 16. Gauge transformations are TL operators, so
CTLs related by gauge transformations are always in the same
phase.
Remark 38. The more powerful the basic moves/gluings of a
lattice type of a CTL type are, the more axioms the CTL ten-
sors have to fulfill, the more rare are solutions to those axioms.
For types with very powerful moves we will find that the equiv-
alence classes of CTLs under gauge transformations form dis-
crete sets (up to maybe a few continuous parameters). “Clas-
sifying” the phases of the CTL type is then doable as we only
have to identify which elements of the discrete set are in the
same phase.
Definition 75. A CTL mapping from one CTL type A to an-
other type B consists of
• a lattice mapping X from the lattices of B to the lattices of
A.
• a tensor mapping Y from the tensors of A to the tensors
of B. This tensor mapping has to be local and formally
consistent with the lattice mapping, i.e., it has to map
the index distribution of A to the index distribution of B.
Usually this involves dividing the indices of A into local
groups and blocking those groups of indices.
X and Y have to be consistent in the following sense: Perform-
ing a contraction associated to a basic gluing of A and then
applying Y is equal to first applying Y and then the contraction
associated to the corresponding basic gluing of B. The whole
situation as a commuting diagram (where by I we denote tensor
shape corresponding to the lattices):
LA L′A
IA I ′A
LB L′B
IB I ′B
X
Y
X
Y
basic gluing
contraction
A A
basic gluing
contraction
B B
(2.65)
The mapping of a CTL A of type A is the CTL B of type B
given by B = Y ◦A ◦ X . As a diagram:
LB LA
TB TA
X
Y
B A (2.66)
Definition 76. For every CTL type there is the identity CTL
mapping from this type to itself given by the identity lattice
mapping and the identity tensor mapping. The trivial mapping
from any CTL type to any other CTL type is the CTL mapping
given by the trivial lattice mapping and the trivial tensor map-
ping.
Definition 77. A CTL mapping is called exact if the corre-
sponding lattice mapping is a circuit move.
Definition 78. Two CTL types A and B are said to be in the
same class if there is a mappingMA from A to B and a map-
pingMB from B toA such that bothMB◦MA andMA◦MB
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are exact. As a picture:
A
B
A
MA
MB
exact
CTL mapping
A
B
BMA
MB
exact
CTL mapping
(2.67)
Definition 79. Two CTLs A and B of typeA and B are said to
be in the same phase if the following holds:
• A and B are in the same class.
• B is in the same phase as the according mapping of A.
2.4.4 Product, sub-types and fusion
Definition 80. The product of two CTL types A and B is the
CTL type whose lattice type is the product of the lattice types
of A and B, whose tensor type is the product type of the tensor
types of A and B, and whose index distribution prescriptions
and contraction prescriptions are given by the disjoint union
of the index distribution prescriptions and contraction prescrip-
tions of A and B.
The product of two CTLs A and B of type A and B is the
CTL that associates to a pair of a lattice of A and a lattice of B
the product of the CTL tensors associated to the two lattices.
Definition 81. A sub-type of a CTL type is a sub-type of the
corresponding glued, moved lattice type with the subset of the
index prescription whose place types are contained in the lattice
sub-type, and the subset of the contraction prescriptions whose
basic gluings are contained in the lattice sub-type.
The sub CTL of a CTL of a type with a sub-type is the CTL
of the sub-type obtained by restricting to lattices of the sub-
type.
Definition 82. Consider a CTL type A together with another
type B that occurs twice as a sub-type of A. For this situation
the joint type is obtained fromA by identifying the two occur-
rences of B. I.e., the lattices are of the joint type, and the index
distribution prescription and contraction prescription that were
previously defined for the different occurrences act now on the
unified occurrence.
Every lattice of A yields a lattice of the joint type. So given
a CTL of type A we can associate CTL tensors to all lattices
of the joint type arising this way. However, not every lattice
of the joint type arises this way and if it does that way might
not be unique. Thus, in order to define the joint CTL for a
CTL of type A, the CTL tensors associated to lattices arising
from lattices of type A have to consistently determine the CTL
tensors associated to all other lattices of the joint type via the
CTL axioms. For this to be possible, at least the two sub CTLs
have to be equal. But even then the joint CTL might not defined
for every CTL type A. However, for CTLs arising from TLs it
is defined, and consistent with the notion of joint TL.
Definition 83. We say that there is a fusion from a set of CTL
typesAi to another CTL type B if there is a sequence of taking
CTL mappings and joint CTLs that yields B from the product
of all the Ai.
Observation 17. The stacking of two CTLs A and B of same
type is one of the simplest examples of fusion from twice the
same type to this type again. The corresponding lattice map-
ping is just duplication. The tensor mapping is a simple block-
ing of the two indices. So the CTL tensor associated to a lattice
X is the tensor product of the CTL tensors that A and B asso-
ciate to X .
(T1 ⊗ T2)[X] := T1[X]⊗ T2[X] (2.68)
Definition 84. Two CTLs of the same type are said to be in the
same phase relative to a sub-type, if 1) the CTLs correspond-
ing to the sub-type are equal 2) the two CTLs are in the same
phase and 3) the TL operator connecting them is trivial when
restricted to the sub-type.
2.4.5 Special solutions to the CTL axioms
Observation 18. For each CTL type we can choose the trivial
basis for each index type (a one-element set in the case of real
tensors), and all CTL tensors to be the trivial tensor (the num-
ber 1 in the case of real tensors). This obviously satisfies all
CTL axioms. We will call this CTL the trivial CTL, and the
corresponding phase the trivial phase.
Observation 19. For CTL types whose basis types of the ten-
sor type are given by sets (as for real or complex or fermionic
or similar tensor types), there is the empty CTL, which has the
empty set as basis for all index types. For real, complex, or
similar tensor types, and every choice of basis, there is the zero
CTL, where all entries of all CTL tensors are 0.
Observation 20. Consider some CTL type whose tensor type
is given by real tensors or similar. For each such type the delta
tensors for any basis set B define a CTL in the following way:
Set the basis for one selected index type to B and choose the
trivial basis set for all other index types. As CTL tensor for a
connected lattice (i.e., one that is not a disjoint union of other
lattices) take the delta tensor with as many indices as needed.
For a disjoint union of many disconnected components take the
tensor product of one delta tensor for each component.
We still need to check that this assignment fulfills the CTL
axioms: The symmetry axiom is follows from the permutation
property of the delta tensors. The internal move and disjoint
union axiom are fulfilled by construction. The gluing axiom
follows from the fusion property of the delta tensors.
We will call such a CTL coming from the delta tensors a
delta CTL.
Definition 85. Consider a CTL type with real (or similar) ten-
sors CTLs T1 and T2 of this type. The direct sum of T1 and T2
defined in the following way:
(T1 ⊕ T2)[X] := T1[X]⊕ T2[X], (2.69)
where basis set of each index type of T1 ⊕ T2 is the disjoint
union of the basis sets of the two corresponding types of indices
of T1 and T2. Its entries are equal to the entries of T1 when all
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index values are from the T1 part of the disjoint union of basis
sets, equal to the entries of T2 if all index values are from the
T2 part, and 0 otherwise. Alternatively the direct sum can be
viewed as a “controlled tensor product” with the delta CTL for
a 2-element basis set. E.g., T1 , T2
 → T1,2
T1 ⊕ T2
a
b
c
d = T1,2
a
b
c
d
(2.70)
where T1, T2 and T1⊕T2 denote the corresponding CTL tensors
associated to the same lattice.
In the same way we can define the direct sum of a set of n
different CTLs and view it as some kind of controlled tensor
product with the delta CTL for a n-element basis set. If two
CTLs share a common sub CTL, one can also build the direct
sum relative to this sub CTL. Thereby the index types corre-
sponding to the sub-type do not contain the direct sum compo-
nent.
Definition 86. We will call a CTL phase reducible if it is in
the same phase as a non-trivial direct sum of CTLs. Otherwise
we will call it irreducible.
Remark 39. For every CTL of a type with real (or similar)
tensors, we can always take a direct sum with a zero CTL. The
corresponding CTL tensors are then not fully supported on the
local indices (for which the zero CTL has non-empty basis set),
and if we restrict to the locally supported subspace we get back
the original CTL. So this embedding of a CTL in a larger space
filled up with zeros does not bring anything new. Thus, it makes
sense to impose the local support convention by restricting to
fully supported CTLs only.
Usually we find for a CTL type that there are very simple
lattices that can be glued to places of certain types of any lat-
tice without changing the background of the lattice. The corre-
sponding CTL tensors can be interpreted as linear maps acting
on the indices (usually only a single one) that are involved in
the contraction corresponding to the gluing. Those linear maps
are just the projectors onto the locally supported subspace. So
we can enforce the local support convention by imposing that
those linear maps are the identity.
Definition 87. Consider a fusion from a set of CTL types Ai
to B. Now for each set of irreducible CTLs Ai of type Ai and
B of type B, the corresponding irrep coefficient is the non-
negative integer that states how often B occurs as component
in the fusion of the Ai. We will refer to the collection of the
coefficients for all different irreducible Ai and B as irrep co-
efficients of the fusion.
Definition 88. Consider a CTL type with real tensors or similar
with one selected index type. Imagine choosing some kind of
orientation for the background of the lattices that allows to la-
bel every place where this index type occurs by a chirality “left
handed” or “right handed”. Combinatorially we can model this
by a chirality rule that asserts whether two places of such type
near each other have the same chirality or not. The chirality rule
has to be locally consistent, but it does not need to be possible to
find a global consistent assignment of chiralities for every lat-
tice. If such a global assignment is possible, we call the lattice
orientable, otherwise it is non-orientable. The chirality rule
has to obey the following properties: 1) Gluing two places of
a connected orientable lattice yields an orientable lattice if and
only if the two places have opposite chirality. 2) Gluing two
places on two different connected components of an orientable
lattice always yields an orientable lattice. 3) Gluing two places
of a non-orientable lattice yields a non-orientable lattice.
With such a rule, an orientation for an orientable lattice is a
consistent choice of chirality for all places on the lattice. This
choice of chirality is determined by choosing the chirality of
one single place for each connected component.
Now the complex number CTL is the CTL defined in the
following way: The basis set of the selected index type is the
2-element set {1, i} and all other basis sets are trivial. The
CTL tensor associated to a connected lattice is 0 if the lattice
is non-orientable, and the complex tensor with as many indices
as needed otherwise. The complex arrow orientations depend
on the chirality of each place for a fixed orientation. Due to
the arrow reversal property of the complex number tensors, the
choice of orientation does not matter.
We still need to check that this assignment fulfills all the CTL
axioms: The tensor product axiom and internal move axiom are
fulfilled by construction. The symmetry axiom is fulfilled due
to the permutation property and the arrow reversal property of
the complex tensors. The gluing axiom holds due to the fusion
property of the complex tensors together with the chirality rule
properties 1) and 2), and the arrow obstruction property of the
complex tensors together with the chirality rule property 1) and
3).
Observation 21. For a CTL on manifolds with boundary and
gluing at the boundary, the orientation defined by the chirality
rule as above really corresponds to what is known as an orienta-
tion of the manifold. If we calculate the invariant the complex
number CTL associates to a closed manifold, we get 0 if the
manifold is non-orientable and 2n otherwise, where n is the
number of connected components (note that the complex num-
ber tensor without any indices is the number 2). So apparently
the invariant just counts the number of possible orientations of
a closed manifold.
Definition 89. A real CTL (one whose CTL tensors are real
tensors) is called complex-real if it is gauge equivalent to a
CTL whose tensors for connected lattices are all realifications
of some complex tensor.
Remark 40. Consider a complex CTL (i.e., a CTL whose ten-
sors are complex tensors) on lattices that have an orientation
(defined by some chirality rule), with the following unitarity
property: There is a basis such that reversal of the orienta-
tion of a connected lattice equals complex conjugation of the
CTL tensors in that basis. Each such complex CTL defines a
complex-real CTL on the same lattice type without the orienta-
tions, in the following way: In order to get the CTL tensor for
a connected (non-oriented) lattice pick one orientation and take
the realification of the complex CTL tensor, where the arrow
directions of all indices are chosen according to the chirality of
the corresponding places. Because of the unitarity property of
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the complex CTL the choice of orientation does not matter. For
non-orientable lattices the CTL tensor of the complex-real CTL
is 0.
Conversely if we are given a complex-real CTL on lattices
without orientation, we can get a complex CTL on the same
lattice type where we add an orientation. The CTL tensors of
this complex CTL are obtained from the CTL tensors of the
complex-real CTL by reverting the realification. For this inver-
sion to be well-defined we need to choose the arrow directions
of all indices. Those can be chosen depending on the chiral-
ity of the associated places with respect to the orientation of
the lattice. This complex CTL automatically has the unitarity
property as inverting the arrow directions in the inverse realifi-
cation equals a complex conjugation.
So we see that complex-real CTLs are the much more nat-
ural formulation of complex CTLs on oriented lattice with the
unitarity property, because it is simpler in three ways: 1) We
only need to work with real tensors. 2) We do not need an ori-
entation. 3) The unitarity property is automatically inbuilt.
Definition 90. The tensor product of any real CTL with the
complex number CTL yields a complex-real CTL, which we
call complexification of the original CTL. Note that the com-
plexifications of different gauge-inequivalent real CTLs might
lead to gauge-equivalent complex-real CTLs.
Remark 41. CTLs provide a very simple mathematical frame-
work that yields very rich algebraic structures. For CTLs with
real tensors the basic tensors can often be identified with the
structure coefficients of known algebraic structures. Examples
that we find in Section (5) are *-algebras, their representations,
(weak) Hopf algebras, representations of their Drinfel’d dou-
bles, or unitary fusion categories. In general the algebraic struc-
tures emerging from CTLs on n-manifolds with boundary and
gluing at the boundary seem to be related to n-categories.
Linear algebraic structures can usually be written down in
terms of a set of linear or anti-linear maps of the form
T : V ⊗n −→ V ⊗m,
with V = CB for some finite basis set B. We can represent
such a linear or anti-linear map T as a complex tensor with
n + m indices simply by its coefficients with respect to the
canonical basis {|i〉}i∈B of V :
T abc...xyz... = 〈x, y, z, . . . |T |a, b, c, . . .〉 , (2.71)
with a, b, . . . ∈ B. Conversely, each complex tensor T defines
a linear map by taking
T |a, b, c, . . .〉 =
∑
x,y,z,...
T abc...xyz... |x, y, z, . . .〉 (2.72)
and also an anti-linear map by taking
T˜ = K ◦ T (2.73)
whereK is the complex conjugation in the canonical basis. The
complex tensor T itself does not contain any information about
whether the according map was linear or anti-linear. So in-
stead we will work with the realification of the complex tensor
T , to which we feed the information about linearity or anti-
linearity via the complex arrow orientations: For a linear map,
the ingoing indices a, . . . get ingoing arrow directions and the
outgoing indices x, . . . get outgoing arrow directions, whereas
for anti-linear maps, all indices get ingoing arrow directions.
For complex-real CTLs the CTL basic tensors will correspond
to the structure coefficients of the algebraic structures in this
realified form.
The axioms of known algebraic structures are usually given
in terms of commutative diagrams, i.e., equations between dif-
ferent ways of composing (tensor products of) the linear or anti-
linear maps. On the level of the realified structure coefficients,
such a composition is nothing but a contraction of the corre-
sponding indices. E.g.
T (V (a)) = U(a)∀a ←→ T ijV ki = Ukj , (2.74)
where the indices i, j or k also carry a label in {1, i} from the
realification which is important when anti-linear maps are in-
volved. Thus, the axioms for known algebraic structures have
the same form as the CTL axioms, namely equations between
different tensor networks formed by the realified structure co-
efficients.
2.4.6 Relation to TLs
Observation 22. Each TL yields a CTL by the following iden-
tification:
1. The CTL lattices will be a lattice type obtained from the
TL lattices by adding a boundary, which we will call the
cutting boundary. I.e., the CTL lattices are patches that
have been cut out from the TL lattices. E.g., for TLs on n-
dimensional simplicial complexes the CTL lattices would be
n-dimensional simplicial complexes with boundary. Or for
TLs on n-dimensional simplicial complexes with boundary,
this would yield n-dimensional complexes with two sorts of
boundary separated by an (n− 2)-dimensional simplicial com-
plex. One of the sorts of boundary is the old physical boundary
whereas the other sort of boundary and the (n−2)-dimensional
simplicial complex form the cutting boundary.
2. The index lattice is given by the cutting boundary.
3. All basic moves of the TL become the basic moves of the
CTL lattices, just that they are not allowed to change the cutting
boundary.
4. The cut-out patches of the TL lattices, i.e., the CTL lattices,
can be glued together again at their cutting boundary. This de-
fines a basic gluing for the CTL lattices.
5. When we put the TL tensor network on a CTL lattice (with
cutting boundary) get open indices at the cutting boundary. The
distribution of those indices is the index distribution prescrip-
tion of the CTL. This is consistent with the fact that the index
lattice is the cutting boundary.
6. When we join two patches of TL lattice together we can
also joint together the patches of tensor network on them.
Thereby we contract the indices across the cutting boundary
pieces where the two patches are glued together. This contrac-
tion is the contraction prescription of the CTL associated to the
gluing moves that glues the two cutting boundary pieces.
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7. The CTL tensor associated to a CTL lattice is the evaluation
of the patch of tensor network given by the TL on this lattice
with cutting boundary.
The symmetry axiom of the CTL follows from the symmetry
axiom of the TL. The disjoint union axiom and gluing axiom
of the CTL are fulfilled by construction. The move axiom of
the CTL follows from the move axiom of the TL.
Observation 23. For every TL on higher order manifolds (see
Section (3.1.3)) the procedure above yields a CTL on higher or-
der manifolds with boundary. The central boundary link of the
latter equals the central link of the former higher order manifold
type. Gluing happens at all boundary regions.
Observation 24. Each CTL that is finitely generated and
finitely axiomatized defines a TL on the history lattices: At
every cell of the history lattice coming from a basic lattice of
the CTL put the corresponding basic tensor, and replace every
cell of the history lattice coming from a basic gluing by the
corresponding contraction.
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Chapter 3
Concrete lattice types
In this section we will define different lattice types with dif-
ferent moves and gluings that will be important for the concrete
CTL constructions in Section (5). In the first part we will give
informal definitions and intuition about the continuum struc-
tures that the backgrounds of those lattice types will correspond
to, and how the backgrounds are affected by different types of
gluing. In the second part we will give precise combinatorial
definitions for lattices having these kinds of backgrounds.
Overview
lattice type geometric picture moves gluings continuum picture
nSC-lattices simplicial complexes Pachner moves simplex gluing n-manifolds
nCC-lattices cell complexes bi-stellar flips cell gluing n-manifolds
nSCb-lattices simplicial complexes
with boundary
Pachner moves,
boundary attachment
internal gluing,
boundary gluing
n-manifolds with boundary
nCCb-lattices cell complexes
with boundary
bi-stellar flips,
boundary flips
internal gluing,
boundary gluing
n-manifolds with boundary
n/oCC-lattices higher order
cell complexes
region bi-stellar flips region gluing n/o-manifolds
n/oCCf-lattices thickened higher order
cell complexes
thickened bi-stellar flips thickened gluing framed n/o-manifolds
3.1 Continuum picture for different
moved lattice classes
The continuum structures introduced in this section will only
serve as a guide to construct combinatorial structures represent-
ing them as mentioned in Remark (1). Therefore the definition
in this section are not to be thought as rigorous definitions but
should rather give the reader an as precise as possible picture
for those continuum structures.
3.1.1 Manifolds
Definition 91. By n-manifold we mean a compact topological
n-manifold. Thereby we consider two n-manifolds as equal if
they are homeomorphic.
To be a bit more precise, the lattice types described in Sec-
tion (3.2) seem to rather correspond to piece-wise linear n-
manifolds than topological ones. (It is known that there are
topological manifolds that to not allow for (unique) piece-wise
linear triangulations, and the latter are more or less the ones
that our lattice types describe. However, two notions are only
different for n ≥ 4.)
For reasons that will become clear later we also define −1-
manifolds. There is only one −1-manifold, namely the empty
one.
For every fixed n, the n-manifolds are the continuum picture
for the backgrounds of one moved lattice class.
Background gluings
Definition 92. A 0-surgery gluing is the following operation
that can be applied to any pair of points on a n-manifold: Cut
out a small n-ball around each of the two points. Each of those
n-balls has the (n − 1)-sphere as its boundary. Then identify
those two boundary parts. Note that for a fixed pair of points
there might be different identifications that yield different 0-
surgery gluings. Two such operations applied to homeomor-
phic n-manifolds with homotopically equivalent pairs of points
and identifications are considered to be equal.
For every fixed n, 0-surgery gluing is the continuum picture
for a background gluing for n-manifolds.
Example 31. Some examples of 0-surgery gluing for n =
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0, 1, 2 (see Remark (6), Remark (3)) are:
a) →
b) → =
c) → =
d) →
(3.1)
As a) shows that gluing of two points of a 0-manifold makes
them disappear. b) and c) show gluing of two points on a 1-
manifold. d) shows gluing of two points on a 2-torus, yielding
a genus 2 surface. Note again that the right hand side is not
uniquely determined from the left hand side as we still need to
specify how the two boundaries are identified. E.g., the gluing
in b) could equivalently yield a single circle again, or the gluing
in d) could also yield a Klein bottle with an additional handle
if we glue in an orientation-reversing manner.
Definition 93. More generally, for every 0 ≤ d ≤ n we can
define d-surgery gluing as the following operation that can be
applied to every embedding of Sd on a n-manifold: Cut out
a tubular neighbourhood of the embedded Sd, identify it with
Sd × Bn−d and paste Bd+1 × Sn−d−1. To this end note that
there is a canonical identification between the boundaries of
Sd ×Bn−d and Bd+1 × Sn−d−1. Thereby different identifica-
tions of the tubular neighbourhood with Sd×Bn−d correspond
to different gluings. Two d-surgery gluings acting on home-
omorphic n-manifolds with homotopically equivalent embed-
dings of Sd and identifications of the tubular neighbourhood
with Sd ×Bn−d will be considered equal.
For every fixed n and d, the d-surgery gluing is the contin-
uum picture for a background gluing for n-manifolds.
Observation 25. For n = d, a d-surgery gluing simply re-
moves a n-sphere as from the n-manifold. One could also de-
fine −1-surgery gluing as adding a n-sphere, however, this is
not a typical background gluing for a typical glued lattice type.
Example 32. Consider the following d-surgery gluings:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(3.2)
a) shows a 1-surgery gluing removing the circle times the point
and adding the disk times the empty −1-manifold. b) shows
the equivalent in one dimension higher, namely a 2-surgery glu-
ing removing a sphere. c) shows a 1-surgery gluing acting on
a sphere removing a stripe (the circle times the interval) and
pasting two disks (the 2-ball times the 0-sphere), yielding two
spheres. d) shows the same 1-surgery gluing applied to a torus,
for the circle winding around a non-contractible loop, yielding
a sphere.
3.1.2 Manifolds with boundary
Definition 94. By a boundary n-manifold we mean a com-
pact topological n-manifold with boundary. Boundary mani-
folds are considered equal if they are homeomorphic.
Again, technically we should rather talk about piece-wise
linear instead of topological manifolds.
For every fixed n, the boundary n-manifolds are the contin-
uum structure that is in one-to-one correspondence to the back-
grounds of a moved lattice class.
Background gluings
There are two kinds of gluings for lattice classes described by
boundary n-manifolds:
Definition 95. Interiour d-surgery gluings act on a boundary
n-manifold with a d-sphere embedded into its interior. They
are the same as the d-surgery gluings for n-manifolds (without
boundary). The boundary is not affected by such a gluing.
For every fixed d and n the interior d-surgery gluings are
the continuum picture for one background gluing for boundary
n-manifolds.
Example 33. Consider the following interior surgery gluings
for boundary 2-manifolds:
a) →
b) →
(3.3)
a) shows an interior 0-surgery gluing of two points on two disks
yielding an annulus. b) shows an interior 1-surgery gluing of a
circle on a disk yielding a disk and a sphere.
Definition 96. If we cut out pieces of boundary n-manifold we
get “manifolds” whose boundary consists of two parts: pieces
of the boundary of the original boundary manifold to which
we will refer to as boundary, and new boundary components
arising from the cutting to which we will refer to as cutting
boundary. The boundary and the cutting boundary are sepa-
rated by embedded n− 2-manifolds which we can view as the
cutting boundary of the boundary. Now let us define the fol-
lowing three cut-out pieces:
• By d-ball (Bd) we mean the d-ball with no cutting bound-
ary.
• By cutting d-ball (Bcd) we mean the d-ball with no bound-
ary but only cutting boundary.
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• By mixed d-ball (Bmd ) we mean the d-ball that has one d−
1-ball as boundary and one d−1-ball as cutting boundary,
meeting at an embedded d− 2-sphere.
A boundary d-surgery gluing for 0 ≤ d ≤ n−1 is the follow-
ing operation acting on boundary n-manifolds with a d-sphere
embedded into their boundary: Cut out a tubular neighbour-
hood of the embedded d-sphere. This yields a cut-out piece
that can be identified with Sd×Bmn−d. Now there is a canonical
identification between the cutting boundaries of Sd×Bmn−d and
Bcd+1 × Bn−d−1. Thus, cutting out the tubular neighbourhood
and filling in Bcd+1 × Bn−d−1 according to this identification
yields a boundary n-manifold again. Note that different iden-
tifications of the cut-out piece with Sd × Bmn−d yield different
boundary surgery gluings. Two boundary surgery gluings are
considered equal if they act on homeomorphic boundary man-
ifolds, and the embedded d-spheres and the identification of
their tubular neighbourhood with are homotopically equal, and
the identifications are equal.
Again, for each d and each n the boundary d-surgery glu-
ings acting on n-manifolds are the continuum picture for one
specific background gluing.
Example 34. Consider the following boundary surgery glu-
ings:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
f) →
g) →
(3.4)
a) to d) show boundary 0-surgery gluings on boundary 1-
manifolds and boundary 2-manifolds that should be self-
explanatory. e) shows a boundary 1-surgery gluing transform-
ing a disk into a sphere. f) shows a boundary 0-surgery gluing
transforming a 3-ball into a solid 3-torus. g) shows a boundary
1-surgery gluing transforming a 3-ball into a hollow 3-ball (i.e.,
the 2-sphere times the interval).
Proposition 1. Every boundary n-manifold can be obtained
from a disjoint union of n-balls by boundary surgery gluings
(being known as a handle decomposition of the manifold).
3.1.3 Higher order manifolds
Informal definition 18. Higher order manifolds can be imag-
ined as a space composed of several manifolds with boundary
of different dimensions. E.g., one can think of manifolds that
have different embedded sub-manifolds, as for example sur-
faces with pattern of lines that meet at points on them.
Each higher order manifold is of a specific type that says
what kinds of sub-manifolds of what dimensions can occur and
in which way they are put together.
Definition 97. A pre higher order n-manifold is a com-
pact topological space composed of (possibly non-compact or
empty) d-manifolds (0 ≤ d ≤ n) called d-regions. Two pre
higher order n-manifolds are called equivalent if they are re-
lated by a homeomorphism that leaves the regions invariant.
Example 35. Consider the following examples of pre higher
order manifolds (which are not higher order manifolds as we
will see later) (note Remark (2)):
a)
b)
c)
(3.5)
a) shows a pre higher order 1-manifold composed of two 1-
manifolds (one circle and one open interval). b) shows a pre
higher order 1-manifold composed of one 0-manifold (three
points) and two 1-manifolds (two and one open intervals).
c) shows a pre higher order 2-manifold composed of one 0-
manifold (two points), one 1-manifold (three open intervals)
and one 2-manifold (two open disks).
Definition 98. A higher order n-manifold M is a pre higher
order manifold such that: For every d-region there is a higher
order (n − 1)-manifold C whose x-regions are in one-to-one
correspondence to the (x + 1)-regions of M , such that: For
every point of the d-region there are arbitrarily small neigh-
bourhoods whose boundary is homeomorphic to C.
Note that this is actually a recursive definition as the defi-
nition of an n-manifold relies on the definition fo an (n − 1)-
manifold. The recursion is terminated by stating that a higher
order −1-manifold type has no regions at all, and that higher
order manifolds of this type are the empty set.
Remark 42. The examples for pre higher order manifolds
above are all not higher order manifolds: In a) the blue circle
has two points (where the red interval joins) where the bound-
ary of each (small enough) neighbourhood includes a red point.
In b) the boundary of a small neighbourhood of two of the three
points consists of a blue and a red point, whereas the boundary
of a small neighbourhood of the third points consists of two
blue points. In c) the neighbourhood for the two intervals at the
boundary of the disk looks different from the neighbourhood
of the interval in the interior, though all intervals correspond to
the same region.
Let us consider a few examples of higher order manifolds.
Example 36. Higher order 0-manifolds are sets containing dif-
ferent 0-manifolds, i.e., sets of sets of vertices. E.g., see Re-
mark (2):
a) b) c) (3.6)
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a) shows a higher order 0-manifold with 3 0-regions, consist-
ing of 3, 1 and 4 points each. b) and c) show higher order 0-
manifolds with one or two regions each consisting of one point,
respectively.
Example 37. Higher order 1-manifolds consist of a set of 1-
regions which have 0-regions as their boundary or meet at 0-
regions. Each vertex of a fixed 0-region has to connect the same
1-regions. E.g., (see Remark (2):
a) b) c)
d) e)
f)
(3.7)
a) shows a higher order 1-manifold with two 1-regions and two
0-regions. b) shows an example with four 1-regions and four
0-regions. c) shows an example with a single 1-region. d)
shows a higher order 1-manifold with four 0-regions, and three
1-regions. e) shows another example with three 0-regions and
three 1-regions. f) has one 1-region (consisting of one circle
and 8 intervals) and 4 0-regions (consisting of 1, 1, 2 and 5
points, respectively).
Example 38. Consider the following higher order 2-manifolds
(see Remark (3)):
a) b)
c)
(3.8)
a) shows a 2-sphere decomposed into a purple 2-region con-
sisting of 3 disks, and a blue 2-region covering the rest, sepa-
rated by a single black 1-region consisting of three circles. b)
shows a 2-torus covered by a single blue 2-region consisting of
two annuli, separated by a black 1-region consisting of two cir-
cles. One of the annuli has three punctures coming from an em-
bedded purple 0-region consisting of three points. c) consists
of two 0-regions (one point each), two 1-regions (one interval
each) and one 2-region (a disk).
Example 39. Every 3-dimensional cell complex defines a
higher order 2-manifold: replace each face of the cell complex
by a disk-like 2-region, each edge by an interval-like 1-region
and each vertex by a 0-region consisting of one point.
Definition 99. The d-ball completion of a higher order n-
manifold X is the following higher order manifold: 1) take
X×Bd (Bd is the d-ball), 2) add a (d− 1)-region S consisting
of the (d − 1)-sphere and 3) for every point s in the boundary
(d − 1)-sphere of Bd, shrink X × s to a single point that is
identified with the corresponding point of S.
Remark 43. The 0-ball completion is a bit special: It takes
the higher order manifold times the point, yielding the same
higher order manifold. As the point has no boundary there is
nothing to identify. So the 0-ball completion is the higher order
manifold itself.
Example 40. Consider the following higher order manifolds
and their ball completions:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
f) →
(3.9)
a) shows the 1-ball completion of a circle yielding a sphere with
two embedded points. b) shows the 1-ball completion of an in-
terval yielding a disk with two embedded points in the bound-
ary. c) shows the 2-ball completion of an interval yielding a
3-ball whose boundary 2-sphere is separated into two parts by
an embedded circle. d) shows the 2-ball completion of a point
yielding a disk. e) shows the 1-ball completion of two intervals
of different regions joined together. f) shows the 1-ball comple-
tion of three intervals meeting a one point, yielding three disks
whose boundary is divided into two intervals, with one of the
intervals of every disk being identified.
Definition 100. For any d-region of a higher order n-manifold
the boundary of a small neighbourhood has to be equal to the
d-ball completion of a higher order (n−d−1)-manifold, which
we will call the upper link of that region.
Remark 44. The x-regions of the upper link of a d-region are
one-to-one correspondence to the (d + x + 1)-regions of the
original higher order manifold. The upper link of a region in
the upper link of another region equals the upper link of the
equivalent region in the original higher order manifold. E.g., in
example (41) the upper link of g in w equals the upper link of
g in the overall higher order manifold.
Example 41. Consider the following higher order 2-manifold
(see Remark (2)):
h H
g
f
x
y
z
w
d
d
a b
c
(3.10)
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The upper links of some of the regions are:
a :
h : H
x :
z : g
w : g
d : f
y :
g :
H :
f :
orange boundary :
blue 1-region :
(3.11)
Definition 101. The type of a higher order manifold refers to
the information of what regions there are and what the upper
links of those regions are.
For every fixed type the higher order n-manifolds of this type
are the continuum picture for one specific moved lattice class.
If the class has no d-regions for d < n−o then we will also refer
to higher order n-manifolds of this type as n/o-manifolds.
Definition 102. A higher order manifold type is called central
if there is one region such that all regions in its upper link are
non-empty. This region is then called the central region. In
this case the class is determined by drawing the upper link of
this central region, which we will call the central link.
Definition 103. The disjoint union of two higher order mani-
folds of the same type is obtained by taking for each d-region of
the disjoint union the disjoint union of the two corresponding
d-manifolds. I.e., intuitively taking the disjoint union means
placing the two higher order manifolds next to each other.
Observation 26. n-manifolds form a (central) n/0-manifold
type consisting of only one single n-region, with empty upper
link.
Now let’s consider some examples of different higher order
manifolds of specific types:
Example 42. Consider a central 2/2-manifold type with the
following upper link of the central 0-region:
black 0-region: (3.12)
2/2-manifolds of this type are e.g.:
a) b)
c) d)
(3.13)
The 1-regions and 2-regions of the 2/2-manifolds of this type
correspond to the 0-regions and 1-regions of the central upper
link. The central 0-region (or any other region) can also be
empty as shown in d).
Example 43. Consider the following non-central 1/1-manifold
type: There are three 0-regions with the following upper links:
blue 0-region:
purple 0-region:
black 0-region:
(3.14)
Together with the according blue and purple 1-regions. 1/1-
manifolds of this type are e.g.:
a) b) c) (3.15)
Example 44. Consider the following non-central 2/1-manifold
type: There are three 1-regions with the following upper links:
blue 1-region:
purple 1-region:
black 1-region:
(3.16)
Together with the according blue and purple 2-regions. 2/1-
manifolds of this type are e.g.:
a) b)
c) d)
(3.17)
a), b) and c) show are 2/1-manifolds that can be embedded
into the plain and should be self-explanatory. d) consists of a
sphere decomposed into a blue and purple half-sphere, sepa-
rated by a black circle. The blue and purple 2-regions also have
a second connected component, namely a sphere and a torus,
respectively.
Example 45. Consider the 2/2-manifold type with one 0-
region, one 1-region and one 2-region, and the following upper
links:
black 0-region :
blue 1-region :
(3.18)
2/2-manifolds of this type are 2-manifolds with embedded
points and lines that do not interact with each other:
a) b)
c)
(3.19)
a) shows a sphere with two embedded circles and two embed-
ded points. b) shows a torus with two embedded circles wind-
ing around a non-contractible loop. c) shows a torus with one
embedded circle and various embedded points.
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Remark 45. If we want to constructively build a higher order
manifold of a specific type we have to start with the lowest-
dimensional regions. I.e., for a n/o-manifold type, we start by
choosing an (n − o)-manifold for each (n − o)-region of the
type. Then we add an (n− o+ 1)-manifold with boundary for
each (n − o + 1)-region of the type, such that their boundary
consists of the (n − o)-manifolds in a way that is consistent
with their upper links, and so on.
Remark 46. Consider a n/o-manifold type and one d-region
of that type. Take the central n/(n − d)-manifold type with
the upper link of the d-region as the central upper link. Every
n/(n − d)-manifold of this type is also a n/o-manifold of the
original type. E.g., we can take the blue 1-region in example
(44): The higher order manifold c) is of the according central
type.
Definition 104. The stellar cone of a higher order n-manifold
X is the higher order n + 1-manifold Y with the following
properties:
• For every d-region of X there is one d-region of Y and one
d+ 1-region of Y .
• The d-regions of Y corresponding the d-regions of X form
a higher order n-manifold which is just X .
• There is one additional 0-region consisting of a single vertex
(the central vertex) and for every d-region B of X the corre-
sponding d + 1-region C of Y (together with its boundary) is
homeomorphic to B × [0, 1] where B × 0 is identified with the
d-region corresponding toB andB×1 is contracted to a single
vertex that is identified with the central vertex. The boundary
of C consists of the d-region of Y corresponding to B and the
x-regions of Y corresponding to the x-regions of X that form
the boundary of B, and the x + 1-regions of Y corresponding
to the x-regions of X that form the boundary of B.
Example 46. Consider the following higher order manifolds
and their stellar cones:
a) −→
b) −→
c) −→
d) −→
e) −→
f) −→
(3.20)
Definition 105. We will refer to a specific n/(o− 1)-manifold
type as boundary n/o-manifolds if its regions are separated
into two sets called the bulk d-regions and the boundary d-
regions, such that:
• There is a one-to-one correspondence between bulk d-
regions and boundary (d− 1)-regions.
• The upper link of each boundary region is the stellar cone
of the upper link of the corresponding bulk region. The
central vertex of that stellar cone corresponds to that bulk
region itself.
Definition 106. The boundary regions of a boundary n/o-
manifold form an (n − 1)/o-manifold, that we will call the
boundary of the boundary n/o-manifold.
Definition 107. A boundary n/o-manifold type is called cen-
tral if there is one bulk (n−o)-region such that all other regions
are non-empty in the upper link of this (n−o)-region. This up-
per link is then called the boundary central link.
Remark 47. Boundary n-manifolds are a boundary n/0-
manifold type consisting of only one bulk n-region and one
boundary (n− 1)-region.
Observation 27. The stellar cone of a n/o-manifold is a
boundary (n+ 1)/o-manifold.
Let us consider a few examples of higher order manifolds
with boundary.
Example 47. Boundary higher order 1-manifolds look like
higher order 1-manifolds (without boundary) just that for ev-
ery 1-region there is one 0-region whose vertices are endpoints
of exactly those 1-regions.
a) b)
c)
(3.21)
a) shows a boundary higher order 1-manifold involving three
bulk 1-regions and three bulk 0-regions. There are three bound-
ary 0-regions, but only two of them are non-empty though. b)
shows the stellar cone of a higher order 0-manifold consisting
of two points. c) shows a higher order boundary 1-manifold
consisting of one bulk 1-region and one boundary 0-region.
Example 48. Consider the following boundary higher order 2-
manifolds:
a)
d
a
bc
d
a
b
c
b)
c) a
b
c
d
e
d)
(3.22)
a) shows a boundary higher order 2-manifold where we labelled
the bulk 2-regions together with their corresponding boundary
1-regions by the letters a, b, c and d, and there are four bulk 1-
regions with the corresponding boundary 0-regions. The bulk
2-region c is the disjoint union of a torus and an (open) disk.
The bulk 2-region d is the disjoint union of two (open) disks.
b) shows an example with two bulk 2-regions and one bulk 1-
region. Only the boundary region corresponding to the purple
bulk 2-region is non-empty. c) and d) show boundary higher
order 2-manifolds that are stellar cones of a higher order 1-
manifold.
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Example 49. Consider the following boundary higher order 3-
manifolds (see Remark (3)):
a)
a
b)
a ac
c)
(3.23)
a) consists of a bulk 0-region directly embedded into a ball-
like bulk 3-region which has a sphere-like boundary 2-region
as boundary. I.e., the 3-region is an open ball with a puncture
b) a bulk 3-region (a 3-ball) with the according boundary 2-
region (a 2-sphere), one bulk 0-region (a point in the middle
of the ball), one boundary 0-region (two points at the poles of
the sphere) and the according bulk 1-region (two intervals con-
necting the poles with the point in the middle). c) has two (blue
and purple) bulk 3-regions separated by a (black) bulk 2-region.
The corresponding boundary regions are two disk boundary 2-
regions separated by a circle boundary 1-region.
Observation 28. For every central n/o-manifold type, the
(n− o+ 1)-ball completion of the central upper link is a n/o-
manifold of that type. It can be somehow viewed as the canon-
ical representative of this type. Also for every d-region of a
n/o-manifold type, the (d + 1)-ball completion of the upper
link of this d-region is a n/o-manifold of that type.
Background gluings
Definition 108. Consider a n/o-manifold type, one of its d-
regions and an 0 ≤ x ≤ d. Consider the following two bound-
ary higher order manifolds:
• The (d − x)-ball completion Z of the upper link of the
d-region. Z is a boundary higher order (n− x)-manifold.
• The (d − x)-ball completion Y of the stellar cone of the
upper link of the d-region. Y is a boundary higher order
(n− x− 1)-manifold.
There is a canonical identification of the boundaries of the
boundary higher order manifolds Sx × Y and Bx+1 × Z.
A x-surgery gluing for the selected d-region and x is the
following operation that acts on a n/o-manifold of this type
with a x-sphere embedded into the selected d-region: The tubu-
lar neighbourhood of the embedded x-sphere can be identified
with Sx×Y . Cut out this Sx×Y and replace it withBx+1×Z
according to the canonical identification of their boundaries.
Note that different identifications of the tubular neighbourhood
with Sx × Y can yield different surgery gluings. Two surgery
gluings are considered equal if their higher order n-manifolds
are equal, the embedded x-spheres are homotopically equiva-
lent and the identifications of their tubular neighbourhood with
Sx × Y are equivalent.
For a fixed class of n/o-manifolds, a fixed d-region and a
fixed 0 ≤ x ≤ d, the x-surgery gluings are the continuum
picture for a background gluing for a moved lattice class.
Example 50. Consider the following examples of surgery glu-
ings for higher order manifolds:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
f) →
g) →
h) →
i) →
(3.24)
a) to f) are 0-surgery gluings that should be self-explanatory. g)
shows a 1-surgery gluing of the 1-region that divides an annulus
into two 2-regions, yielding one disk for each of the 2-regions.
h) shows a 1-surgery gluing acting on the boundary 1-region
of some 2/1-manifold. i) shows a 1-surgery gluing acting on a
2-region.
Remark 48. d-surgery gluings of manifolds and inte-
riour/boundary d-surgery gluings for boundary manifolds are
a special case of d-surgery gluings of higher order manifolds.
Proposition 2. Every boundary n/o-manifold of a fixed type
can be obtained from a disjoint union of copies of the d+1-ball
completion of the upper link of different d-regions by surgery
gluings for the boundary regions.
3.1.4 Singular manifolds
Definition 109. A singular n-manifold type is a higher order
n-manifold type such that 1) there are no regions that have the
same upper link and 2) the upper link of any d-region as an
overall topological space must never be the (n−d−1)-sphere.
A singular n-manifold is a higher order manifold of such a
type.
For each fixed n and each singular n-manifold type, the sin-
gular n-manifolds of this type are the continuum picture for one
moved lattice class.
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Example 51. Consider the following examples for singular
manifolds:
a) b)
c) →
(3.25)
a) shows a singular 1-manifold with one 1-region consisting of
two open intervals and a 0-region consisting of two points. The
upper link of the 0-region consists of three points. b) shows a
singular 2-region consisting of three disks that meet at an in-
terval. There is one 1-region, namely the interior of the three
disks. The central interval where the three disks meet is a 1-
region, whose upper link consists of three points. The other
three intervals form a 1-region with a single point as upper link.
The two points form a 0-region with the stellar cone of three
points as upper link. c) shows an example of a higher order
manifold that is not a singular manifold: The upper link of the
0-region is a 0-sphere, so if we compose all regions together we
get an ordinary manifold.
Remark 49. One can also define singular higher order man-
ifolds where each region itself can be a singular manifold.
3.1.5 Framed higher order manifolds
Definition 110. A framing type for a fixed n/o-manifold type
is a set of pairs of its regions (A,B) where the dimension of A
is smaller than the dimension of B. When a pair (A,B) is part
of the subset we will say that A has a framing with respect to
B.
Concretely, consider a region A of a n/o-manifold of a fixed
type, and the manifold Bl representing a region B in the upper
link of A. We can equip each point of A with its own copy of
the region Bl of the upper link, and identify it with the corre-
sponding intersection of the boundary of a small perpendicular
disk around that point. The space of all such copies ofBl forms
a fiber bundle of Bl over A. A framing of A with respect to
B is a section of this fiber bundle, i.e., a map that associates
to every point of A a point in the region Bl of the upper link
at that point, such that this map continuously varies as we vary
the point in A.
A framed n/o-manifold for a given framing type for a given
n/o-manifold type is a n/o-manifold of this type, together with
one framing for each pair of regions in the framing type. Two
framed n/o-manifolds are considered equal if the correspond-
ing n/o-manifolds are equal and their framings are equivalent
up to homotopy.
The framed n/o-manifolds for a fixed type and framing type
are the continuum picture for the backgrounds of a moved lat-
tice class.
Observation 29. A framing of A with respect to B is only
sensible if Bl is non-empty in the upper link of A, otherwise
no framed n/o-manifold of a type with such a type of framing
exists, unless the region A is empty.
Observation 30. A framing ofA with respect toB can be triv-
ial, in the sense that for every n/o-manifold of the correspond-
ing type there is exactly one possible framing. In this case re-
moving the framing of A with respect to B from the framing
type does not change anything. E.g., this is the case when Bl
has the topology of an (open) n-ball.
Example 52. Consider a type of 3/2-manifolds with the cen-
tral upper link given by a circle, i.e., . 3-manifolds with em-
bedded lines. Now introduce a framing of the 1-region with
respect to the 3-region. Such a framing can be pictured by re-
placing the 1-region by a thin stripe (or “ribbon”) whose two
margins are coloured differently. So for the 3/2-manifold con-
sisting of a 3-ball with an embedded loop, there is one framing
for every non-negative integer, corresponding to how many full
twists the ribbon along the loop has.
Example 53. Consider a 3/1-manifold type with the central
upper link given by a single 0-region with two points:
(3.26)
i.e., 3-manifolds with embedded 2-manifolds. Now introduce
a framing of the 2-region with respect to the 3-region. Such a
framing can be pictured by consistently adding to each point of
the 2-region an arrow that points perpendicular to the 2-region,
i.e., an orientation of the embedded 2-manifold within the 3-
manifold. For every connected component there are two such
choices of orientation, corresponding to different framed 3/1-
manifolds.
Example 54. If a framing is non-trivial, we will usually find
that there are more than one different framings for a fixed non-
trivial n/o-manifold. But there can also be no framing at all:
Consider for example 2/1-manifolds with the central upper
link given in Eq. (3.26). I.e., 2-manifolds with special em-
bedded lines, and consider a framing of the central 1-region
with respect to the 2-region, i.e., an orientation of the embed-
ded 1-manifold within the 2-manifold. Now consider the 2/1-
manifold that is a 2-sphere with n embedded circles, then for
every circle we can choose the orientation independently, so we
get 2n different framings for this 2/1-manifold. On the other
hand consider a Klein bottle with an embedded loop wind-
ing around the orientation-reversing cycle. When going once
around the loop the orientation changes, so there is no con-
sistent choice of arrow directions for the loop. So there is no
framing for this 2/1-manifold.
3.2 Combinatorial constructions
In this section we will consider concrete combinatorial struc-
tures corresponding to different lattice types. For each con-
struction we will first give some geometric intuition, then de-
fine the combinatorial structure, then see whether and how it
fits into our universal formalization, and finally give different
moves and gluings for it.
3.2.1 Simplicial complexes
Simplicial complexes are a quick and simple way to formulate
a moved lattice type whose backgrounds are described by n-
manifolds.
Geometric intuition
Informal definition 19. A simplicial complex can be imagined
as a decomposition of a n-manifold into n-simplices. All edges
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of the simplices carry orientations (known as branching struc-
ture) such that there is no 2-simplex (triangle) where the three
edges are oriented in a cyclic manner (all pointing clockwise or
counter-clockwise).
Example 55. Consider the following examples of 1-
dimensional simplicial complexes:
a) b)
c) d) e)
(3.27)
a) shows a patch of a simplicial complex. b), c) and d) show
complexes that are decompositions of a circle. As shown in c)
and d), simplicial complexes need not be drawable with straight
lines when embedded in the plain. e) is a simplicial complex
on the disjoint union of two circles.
Example 56. Consider the following 2-dimensional simplicial
complexes (see Remark (4)):
a)
b) c) d)
(3.28)
a) shows a patch of a complex. b) shows the boundary of a
3-simplex as 2-dimensional simplicial complex consisting of
4 2-simplices. c) shows a complex consisting of only two
2-simplices (both the back and front layer consist of one 2-
simplex only). d) also shows a complex with two 2-simplices
just that now there are two 1-simplices that are connected to the
same 2-simplex twice.
Combinatorial definition
Definition 111. A n-dimensional simplicial complex is a set
whose elements we call n-simplices together with a set of tu-
ples, each consisting of two pairs of one n-simplex and one
number between 0 and n. Those tuples are called (n − 1)-
simplices. There is the combinatorial constraint that every pair
of n-simplex and number occurs exactly once in a tuple.
Obviously the n-simplices ((n − 1)-simplices) in the com-
binatorial definition correspond to the n-simplices ((n − 1)-
simplices) in the intuative description. The two n-simplices
in a tuple indicate part of which n-simplices the correspond-
ing (n − 1)-simplex is. The branching structure allows us to
uniquely label the (n− 1)-simplices that form the boundary of
a n-simplex by numbers from 0 to n. This way the numbers
in the tuple specify at which position the (n − 1)-simplex oc-
curs within the corresponding n-simplex. The combinatorial
constraint models the face that every n-simplex is connected to
n+ 1 (n− 1)-simplices at all different positions.
Remark 50. x-simplices of dimension x < n − 1 are not ex-
plicitly part of our combinatorial definition of a simplicial com-
plex. Though we can define them implicitly: A x-subsimplex
of an n-simplex can be represented as that n-simplex together
with an ordered set of x + 1 different numbers from 0 to
n specifying the vertices of the n-simplex forming that sub-
simplex. Now when two n-simplices are connected via an
(n− 1)-simplex we can determine which of their subsimplexes
should correspond to the same simplex in the overall simpli-
cial complex. This defines an equivalence relation on the x-
subsimplices, and the equivalence classes can be defined as the
x-simplices.
Definition 112. For a fixed x-simplex in a n-dimensional sim-
plicial complex, consider all (n−x−1)-simplices such that the
vertices of the (n−x−1)-simplex together with the vertices of
the x-simplex are all vertices of one common n-simplex in the
lattice. Those form an (n−x−1)-dimensional simplicial com-
plex: The connections between the (n − x − 1)-simplices are
simply inherited by the connections between the n-simplices
spanned by them and the x-simplex. We call this (n− x− 1)-
dimensional simplicial complex the link the x-simplex.
Remark 51. The link of a n-simplex in a n-dimensional sim-
plicial complex is the empty set (the only−1-dimensional sim-
plicial complex). The link of an (n−1)-simplex is by definition
a pair of vertices. The link of a x-simplex with x < n − 1 is
always a connected simplicial complex (one where every n-
simplex can be reached from every other via connections): The
(n−x−1)-simplices in the link of the x-simplex correspond to
the n-simplices of which the x-simplex is a subsimplex. The x-
simplex is the equivalence class formed by those subsimplices,
and two subsimplices are in the same equivalence class exactly
when the corresponding (n − x − 1)-simplices are connected
in the link. Apart from those constraints it is easy to construct
simplicial complexes with x-simplices with arbitrary link.
Formalization
Definition 113. n-dimensional simplicial complexes can be
formulated as a restricted lattice pre-type in our universal for-
mulation: Take two cell types, corresponding to the n-simplices
and the (n− 1)-simplices of the complex. Take n+ 1 connec-
tion types between the n-simplices and the (n − 1)-simplices
that indicate which of the (n−1)-simplices are part of which n-
simplex in which way. There are two local restrictions: 1) Each
n-simplex has to be connected to exactly one (n − 1)-simplex
via each of the n+1 connections, corresponding to the fact that
each n-simplex has n+ 1 boundary (n− 1)-simplices labelled
from 0 to n. 2) Each (n − 1)-simplex is connected to exactly
two n-simplices via all the n + 1 connections together, corre-
sponding to the fact that each (n − 1)-simplex is in between
two n-simplices.
This restricted pre-type is already a lattice type as the num-
ber of connections connected to each cell is restricted, see Re-
mark (22).
Remark 52. The link of a x-simplex (apart from the trivial
cases x = n and x = n − 1) is itself not a feature type in
the restricted lattice pre-type given by simplicial complexes.
This is because for its determination the number of connections
we have to take from a starting subsimplex can be arbitrarily
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high. So we cannot directly add restrictions that control the
link. However, we can implicitly restrict the link to a finite
number of possibilities by imposing how local patches of the
link can look like.
For each finite set of possible links we get another lattice
type. We commonly refer to lattices of those types as nSC-
lattices.
Moves
Definition 114. Consider the (n + 1)-simplex. Each (non-
empty and proper) subset of its n-simplices forms a patch with
the topology of a n-ball in a n-dimensional simplicial complex.
A x-Pachner move is a move on nSC-lattices that replaces the
patch formed by x of the n-simplices of the (n + 1)-simplex
by the patch formed by the remaining n + 2 − x n-simplices.
The x-Pachner moves are inverses to the (n + 2 − x)-Pachner
moves. Due to the branching structure, every subset yields a
different x-Pachner move.
Example 57. Consider the following Pachner moves:
a) ←→
b) ←→
c) ←→
d) ←→
(3.29)
a) shows a 1-Pachner move for 1SC-lattices, b) and c) show
2-Pachner moves and 3-Pachner moves for 2SC-lattices, and
d) shows a 2-Pachner move for 3SC-lattices. The left picture
shows two tetrahedra separated by one horizontal face, whereas
the right picture consists of three tetrahedra, meeting at one ver-
tical edge in the middle, and separated by three vertical faces.
Let us consider the moved lattice type consisting of nSC-
lattices with all Pachner moves.
Definition 115. The n + 1-simplex defines a nSC-lattice with
n+ 2 n-simplices and (n+ 2)(n+ 1)/2 n− 1-simplices. We
will call the background of this nSC-lattice the sphere.
Definition 116. A x-simplex in a n-dimensional simplicial
complex is called non-singular if its link has a sphere back-
ground. Otherwise we call it singular. A nSC-lattice type is
called non-singular if the allowed links for x-simplices have
(n− x− 1)-sphere background, for all X . Unless stated other-
wise, nSC-lattice will refer to a lattice of such a type.
Remark 53. 1-dimensional simplicial complexes are automat-
ically non-singular, as the link of each 0-simplex is fixed to the
0-sphere background by construction. 2-dimensional simpli-
cial complexes are automatically non-singular as the link has
to be connected (Remark (51)) and connected 1-dimensional
simplicial complexes always have a circle background.
Observation 31. A Pachner move acts on the links of the x-
simplices nearby by Pachner moves as well. Also a Pachner
move inserts or removes simplices in the lattice, those have al-
ways a simplex as link, i.e., they are non-singular. So singular
simplices can never be removed by Pachner moves, and more-
over the background of their link can never change.
Remark 54. We can build a continuum space from a nSC-
complex by replacing every n-simplex with the corresponding
boundary n-manifold, and gluing all those manifolds accord-
ing to the combinatorics. This space looks like a n-manifold
within every n-simplex, but at the x-simplices there can be
x-singularities. Indeed each singular x-simplex leads to a x-
singularity whose upper link is exactly the background of the
link of the simplex. So the continuum picture for the back-
grounds of a non-singular nSC-lattice type is given by n-
manifolds, whereas for a singular nSC-lattice type it is given
by manifolds with singularities with the corresponding upper
links.
Gluings
Definition 117. Simplex gluing is the following operation that
can be applied to any pair of n-simplices in a nSC-lattice that
do not share a common (n − 1)-simplex: Remove both n-
simplices from the set of simplices. Each of the n-simplices
is connected to n + 1 (n − 1)-simplices numbered from 0 to
n. Now we replace every pair of (n − 1)-simplices that have
the same position within the two glued n-simplices by a single
(n − 1)-simplex that connects the two n-simplices that were
connected to the glued n-simplices via those (n− 1)-simplices
before.
Observation 32. On the level of the n-manifolds represent-
ing the backgrounds, simplex gluing corresponds to a 0-surgery
gluing.
Example 58. Consider the following simplex gluings of nSC-
lattices (see Remark (7, 4)):
a) →
b) →
(3.30)
a) shows a gluing of two edges of a 1SC-lattice with back-
ground consisting of two circles yielding a 1SC-lattice with
background consisting of a single circle. b) shows a gluing
of two triangles of a 2SC-lattice with background consisting of
two 2-spheres changing its background to a single 2-sphere.
Definition 118. More generally, level d simplex gluing is an
operation that can be applied to any pair of n-simplices in
a nSC-lattice that share d common (n − 1)-simplices. The
only difference to the ordinary simplex gluing is that the com-
mon (n − 1)-simplices are removed together with the glued
n-simplices.
Example 59. Consider the following level d simplex gluings:
a) →
b) → (3.31)
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a) shows a level 1 simplex gluing applied to a 1SC-lattice. b)
shows a level 2 simplex gluing applied to a 2SC-lattice.
3.2.2 Cell complexes
Cell complexes are another (moved) lattice type whose con-
tinuum picture for the backgrounds is described by manifolds.
Opposed to simplicial complexes they are more flexible and
natural at the expense of being a bit harder to define. Singu-
larities can be dealt with in a more direct way, and also non-
connected upper links are possible. Many lattice types in this
work will build up on cell complexes, just that there will be
additional restrictions or decorations.
Geometric intuition
Informal definition 20. A non-singular n-dimensional cell
complex can be pictured as a decomposition of a n-manifold
into cells, which are polytopes of dimension up to n, i.e., ver-
tices, edges, faces, volumes, and so on.
Example 60. Non-singular 0-dimensional cell complexes con-
sist of an arbitrary number of vertices. E.g.
a) b) c) (3.32)
This lattice with an empty set of cells shown in a) is a valid cell
complex in every dimension.
Example 61. Non-singular 1-dimensional cell complexes look
like a disjoint union of arbitrary polygons. E.g.
a) b) c) (3.33)
The polygons with one and two edges/vertices in b) and c) are
also allowed even if they cannot be drawn on a piece of paper
with straight edges.
Example 62. Non-singular 2-dimensional cell complexes look
like planar graphs embedded in some closed surface. E.g., (see
Remark (4)):
a) b) c)
d) e)
(3.34)
a) is a complex with two 1-gon faces, one edge and one vertex,
and c) consists of three 2-gon faces with three edges and two
vertices. Drawing b) is a bit special as there is only one face,
which is shared by the front and back layer. The face has the
shape of a 2-gon and is “wrapped” around a sphere such that the
two edges are identified. d) is is a rather generic cell complex
on a sphere. e) is a complex on a torus that consists of one
4-gon face. It is obtained by gluing opposite edges together.
When drawing it in the plain, the front and back layer have the
shape of an annulus.
Example 63. Non-singular 3-dimensional cell complexes de-
scribe decompositions of 3-manifolds into volumes, faces,
edges and vertices. Consider the following example (see Re-
mark (5)):
a)
a
a
b c
d
d
e
e
c b
f
f
(3.35)
a) shows a cell complex that is a decomposition of a 3-torus into
two cubes, separated by 6 4-gon faces. Note that for the above
drawing to uniquely specify the cell complex one should indi-
cate in which way the identically labelled faces are identified.
Here we assumed an identification “with the opposite side”.
Remark 55. Non-singular n-dimensional cell complexes and
higher order n-manifolds might seem like very related con-
cepts. Indeed, every non-singular cell complex yields a higher
order manifold by replacing each d-cell by an open d-ball rep-
resenting its own d-region. However, the two notions are con-
ceptually very different: Whereas cell complexes are a rigor-
ous combinatorial structure defining a lattice type, higher or-
der n-manifolds are only an intuitive continuum picture for
the backgrounds of a moved lattice class. Also the mapping
from cell complexes to higher order manifolds does not work in
the opposite direction: The regions of a higher order manifold
can themselves have arbitrarily complicated topology, whereas
the cells of a cell complex are always represented by a d-ball.
Also the d-regions of a higher n-manifold alltogether do not
have to form a n-manifold, whereas the cells of a non-singular
cell complex by definition represent a decomposition of a n-
manifold.
Combinatorial definition
Definition 119. A n-dimensional cell complex consists of sets
Ci for 0 ≤ i ≤ n and Rij for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n. We call the
elements of the setsCi i-cells, and we also call 0-cells vertices,
1-cells edges, 2-cells faces and 3-cells volumes. We will call
the elements of the sets Rij i, j-relation-cells.
On those sets we have the following data structures:
1. Two maps S and T from the relation-cells to the cells
Sij : Rij → Ci Tij : Rij → Cj . (3.36)
where S stands for source and T for target.
2. A map ◦ called junction taking two relations into one re-
lation
◦ : Rij ×Rjk → Rik (3.37)
such that a◦b is only defined when T (a) = S(b) and such
that S(a ◦ b) = S(a) and T (a ◦ b) = T (b).
The junction has to obey the following associativity con-
straint:
a ◦ (b ◦ c) = (a ◦ b) ◦ c (3.38)
Remark 56. Let us see how the intuitive notion of cell com-
plexes above is described by this combinatorial structure: The
n-cells are just the n-dimensional polytopes of the decompo-
sition. Each of the relation-cells tells that the source cell is
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contained in the boundary of the target cell. A source and tar-
get cell can also be connected multiple times, as in the example
of an edge ending two times at the same vertex. The junctions
describe the following observation: If one cell is contained in
the boundary of a second cell and the second cell is in turn con-
tained in the boundary of a third cell, then the first cell is also
contained in the boundary of the third cell. Thus, if there are
relations between cell a and b and between cells b and c, then
there is a corresponding relation between cells a and c.
Here is an example of an intuitive 2-dimensional cell com-
plex that is a decomposition of a sphere where we labelled all
cells and relation-cells and give the sources, targets and junc-
tions:
a d11 12e
9
10
b 19
f
13
21
g
14
22
c20 241
23
4 5
6
7
815
16
17
18
23
h
j
i
(3.39)
The cells of different dimensions are
dimension cells
0 a, b, c
1 d, e, f, g
2 h, i, j
(3.40)
The relation-cells, their sources and targets are
1: a→ e 2: a→ d 3: a→ f
4: a→ g 5: a→ d 6: b→ e
7: c→ g 8: c→ f 9: e→ h
10: e→ h 11: d→ h 12: d→ i
13: f → i 14: g → i 15: a→ h
16: a→ i 17: a→ i 18: a→ h
19: b→ h 20: c→ i 21: f → j
22: g → j 23: a→ j 24: c→ j
(3.41)
All possible junctions are given by
1 ◦ 9 = 18 1 ◦ 10 = 15 2 ◦ 11 = 15
2 ◦ 12 = 16 3 ◦ 13 = 16 4 ◦ 14 = 17
5 ◦ 12 = 17 5 ◦ 11 = 18 6 ◦ 10 = 19
6 ◦ 9 = 19 7 ◦ 14 = 20 8 ◦ 13 = 20
8 ◦ 21 = 24 7 ◦ 22 = 24 3 ◦ 21 = 23
4 ◦ 22 = 23
(3.42)
Remark 57. For n ≤ 0 there are no relation-cells at all. For
n ≤ 1 there are no junctions as all relation cells go from ver-
tices to edges. For n ≤ 2 there is no associativity constraint as
there is no possibility how three relation-cells could be joined
together.
Cell complexes as combinatorially defined above are more
general than the non-singular cell complexes defined infor-
mally before. This is because there can be arbitrary singulari-
ties. Consider the following examples:
Example 64. 1-dimensional cell complexes are similar to hy-
pergraphs, i.e., graphs where each edge is not nessecarily
connected to two but to an arbitrary number of vertices (and
slightly more general as an edge can also be connected multi-
ple times to the same vertex). E.g.
a) b) (3.43)
a) shows an edge connected to three vertices, and two addi-
tional vertices connected to no edge. b) shows a cell complex
containing a vertex that is connected to three edges, and an edge
connected to only one vertex.
Example 65. For 2-dimensional cell complexes the associativ-
ity constraint is still trivial, so they are something like “hyper-
graphs generalized to three kinds of objects”.
Definition 120. When we flip all dimensions of the cells of
a cell complex x → n − x, exchange source and target for
all relation-cells, and change the order of the junction, we get
another cell complex. This operation is known as Poincare´ du-
ality, and we will call the cell complex after application of this
operation the dual lattice.
Example 66. In two dimensions, Poincare´ duality exchanges
vertices and faces, e.g., consider the following patch of a 2-
dimensional cell complex (in black) and its dual (in red):
(3.44)
Informal definition 21. The upper link of a x-cell in a n-
dimensional cell complex can be obtained by 1) put a small
(n−x)-ball around a point in the cell perpendicular to the cell.
2) consider the intersection of the (n−x−1)-sphere that is the
boundary of this small ball with the sourrounding cell complex.
This yields an (n−x− 1)-dimensional cell complex that is the
upper link. The lower link of a x-cell is the (x−1)-dimensional
cell complex that forms the boundary of that cell.
Definition 121. The upper link of a x-cell X in a n-
dimensional cell complex N is an (n − x − 1)-dimensional
cell complex NX defined in the following way:
1. The y-cells ofNX are given by all x, x+y+1-relation-cells
of N whose source is X .
2. Consider a y-cell Y and a z-cell Z of NX with y < z, such
that y corresponds to the x, (x + y + 1)-relation-cell YN of N
and z corresponds to the x, (x+ z + 1)-relation-cell ZN of N .
The set of y, z-relation-cells of NX with source Y and target Z
is given by the set of (x+ y + 1, x+ z + 1)-relation-cells r of
N such that YN ◦ r = ZN . Note that the total set of all x, y-
relation-cells of NX is then given by the disjoint union of the
sets for all possible sources and targets Y and Z, which might
contain some relations-cells of N multiple times.
3. Consider a y-cell Y , z-cell Z and w-cell W of NX with
y < z < w, corresponding to a x, (x+y+1)-relation-cell YN , a
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x, (x+z+1)-relation-cell ZN and a x, (x+w+1)-relation-cell
WN of N . Further consider a y, z-relation-cell R with source
Y and target Z and a z, w-relation cell S with source Z and
target W of NX . Those correspond to (x+y+ 1), (x+ z+ 1)-
and (x + z + 1), (x + w + 1)-relation-cells RN and SN of N
with the property that YN ◦ RN = ZN and ZN ◦ SN = WN .
By associativity in N we get YN ◦ (RN ◦ SN ) = WN . So
RN ◦SN is a (x+y+1), (x+w+1)-relation-cell ofN , which
corresponds to a y, w-relation-cell of NX with source Y and
target W . We define this relation-cell as the outcome of R ◦ S.
Let us try to illustrate the situation in a picture:
X
YN → Y
ZN → Z
WN →W
RN → R SN → S
RN ◦ SN → R ◦ S
(3.45)
Analogously define the lower link of a x-cell X as the (x −
1)-dimensional cell complex whose cells are formed by the
relation-cells from cells of lower dimension to X . It is the dual
notion to the upper link.
Comment 10. What the above definition of a upper (lower)
link roughly does is to restrict the lattice to only cells and rela-
tions that are connected to the cell X that have higher (lower)
dimension. Just with the subtlety that e.g., if a cell is connected
twice to X the upper (lower) link will contain two copies of
that cell.
Example 67. Consider the following examples of cell com-
plexes (black) and the and upper links of specific cells (marked
red).
a) →
b) →
c) →
d)
x
yv w
v : w :
x : y :
e) →
(3.46)
a), b) and c) show the upper links of vertices in 1-dimensional
cell complexes. d) shows a 2-dimensional cell complex that is a
decomposition of a disk into a 1-gon and two 4-gons. The right
side depicts the upper links of two vertices v and w as well as
two edges x and y. e) shows the upper link of an edge in a 1-
dimensional cell complex which is always empty (i.e., the only
−1-dimensional cell complex).
Example 68. Consider the following lower links of cells in cell
complexes:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
f) →
(3.47)
a) shows the lower link of an edge of a 1-dimensional cell com-
plex consisting of two vertices. The lower link of vertices is
always empty (i.e., the only −1-dimensional cell complex), as
shown in b). c) shows an edge that is connected to three ver-
tices with the according lower link. d) and e) show the lower
link of faces in a 2-dimensional cell complex. As shown in d)
a cell of the original complex can occur multiple times in the
lower link when there are multiple relation-cells connecting the
two. The same situation arises in f) where the concerned edge
is connected twice to one vertex that thus appears twice in the
lower link.
Formalization
Remark 58. One can make n-dimensional cell complexes a
restricted lattice pre-type in the following way: The cells of
different type are formed by the i-cells and i, j-relation-cells as
well as triples of relation-cells a, b and c such that a ◦ b = c.
We call the latter cell types the i, j, k-triple-cells. The source
(target) maps become different types of connections between
the i, j-relation-cells and the i-cells (j-cells). In order to match
the original combinatorial definition we have to add the restric-
tion that each relation-cell is connected exactly once to a source
(target) cell. Additionally there are three other kinds of types of
connections between the triple-cells and the relation-cells that
are part of the triple. We have to add another local restriction
that for every pair of i, j-relation-cell and j, k-relation-cell that
are connected to the same j-cell as source or target there is ex-
actly one triple-cell to which both are connected exactly once.
The associativity constraint is another restriction.
However, a cell can be connected to arbitrarily many
relation-cells, so restricted pre-type described above does not
yet define a lattice type.
Observation 33. The upper and lower links of x-cells are fea-
ture types (for every x) of the restricted lattice pre-type defined
by cell complexes.
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Definition 122. Using the feature types given by the upper and
lower link, we can add further restrictions to the restricted pre-
type to make cell complexes a lattice type. I.e., we can restrict
the upper (lower) link of all cell types to a finite set of possible
(n− x− 1)-dimensional cell complexes ((x− 1)-dimensional
cell complexes). To such lattice types we will commonly refer
to nCC-lattices. Though for a specific type we will have to
state what precisely the possible upper and lower links are.
Moves
Definition 123. The cone product of two cell complexes X
and Y of dimension x and y is a cell complex Z of dimension
x + y + 1 with the following property: For every a-cell of X
(Y ) there is an a-cell of Z. Those cells are connected among
each other like the cells ofX (Y ). For every pair of a-cell ofX
and b-cell of Y there is a a + b + 1-cell of Z. Every cell of Z
associated to such a pair is connected to the cells associated to
the first and second cell in the pair. All cells associated to pairs
with a fixed first (second) cell of X (Y ) are connected among
each other like the cells of Y (X).
Example 69. Consider the following pairs of cell complexes
and their cone product:
a)
(
,
)
→
b)
(
,
)
→
c) ( , ) →
(3.48)
a) shows the cone product of a pair of vertices with a single
vertex, yielding one vertex connected to two other vertices by
two edges. b) shows the cone product of a 4-gon with a single
vertex yielding a 2-dimensional cell complex consisting of four
triangles. c) shows the cone product of two single edges with
vertices as endpoints, yielding a tetrahedron with 1 volume, 4
faces, 6 edges and 4 vertices.
Definition 124. The filling of a nCC-lattice is the (n+ 1)CC-
lattice obtained from adding a single (n + 1)-cell that has the
nCC-lattice as its lower link.
Definition 125. For every pair of x-dimensional cell complex
X and y-dimensional cell complex Y with x + y < n, the bi-
stellar flip with respect to X and Y is the following move act-
ing on nCC-lattices: The move can be applied to places where
the cone product of X with the filling of Y occurs as a patch of
cells in the lattice. This patch of cells is then replaced by the
cone product of Y with the filling of X .
Example 70. Consider the following bi-stellar flips:
a) ←→
b) ←→
c) ←→
d) ←→
e) ←→
(3.49)
a) shows a bi-stellar flip in 2CC-lattices, where X is the empty
−1CC-lattice, and Y is the 4-gon 1CC-lattice. b) shows a bi-
stellar flip on 2CC-lattices where X is the empty −1CC-lattice
and Y is the 0CC-lattice consisting of two vertices. For c) both
X and Y are equal to the 0CC-lattice consisting of two vertices.
d) shows a bi-stellar flip on 3CC-lattices that removes two pyra-
mides attached at their base with 4 tetrahedra sharing one com-
mon central edge. X is the 0CC-lattice consisting of two points
and Y is the 4-gon. e) shows a cube volume of a 3CC-lattice
that is decomposed into 6 tetrahedra by a bi-stellar flip with X
the empty −1CC-lattice and Y the 2CC-lattice formed by the
boundary faces of the cube.
Let us consider the moved lattice type consisting of nCC-
lattices with all bi-stellar flips that are consistent with the al-
lowed lower and upper links of the precise type of nCC-lattice.
Definition 126. Define the standard n-sphere as the n-
dimensional cell complex consisting of 2 x-cells for all 0 ≤
x ≤ n such that each two cells of different dimension have
exactly one relation between them. So the junction of two
relation-cells is already determined by what the sources and tar-
gets are. We will call the background of the standard n-sphere
n-sphere.
Example 71. Standard spheres in 0, 1 and 2 dimensions look
like:
a) b) c) (3.50)
The standard 0-sphere a) consists of two vertices, the standard
1-sphere b) is a loop of two edges, and the standard 2-sphere c)
consists of two 2-gon faces where one is in the front and one in
the back layer.
Definition 127. A x-cell is lower non-singular if its lower
link has sphere background, and upper non-singular if the up-
per link has sphere background. Otherwise it is called lower
singular or upper singular. A specific nCC-lattice type is
called non-singular if all the allowed lower and upper links
have sphere background. Those are the types that we will usu-
ally have in mind.
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Observation 34. The dual of a non-singular nCC-lattice is
again a non-singular nCC-lattice.
Proposition 3. If a non-singular nCC-lattice type allows for
enough possible upper and lower links such that there is a suf-
ficiently large set of consistent bi-stellar flips, then the back-
grounds really correspond to n-manifolds. So any two nCC-
lattice types with this property are in the same class.
Observation 35. A non-singular nSC-lattice type and a non-
singular nCC-lattice type are in the same class if they both
allow sufficiently many possible (upper or lower) links. To
demonstrate this we give two lattice mappings between them:
The first lattice mapping from the nSC-lattices to the nCC-
lattices is given by simply removing the edge orientations.
The second lattice mapping from nCC-lattices to nSC-
lattices is known as a barycentric subdivision: We replace
each cell (of any dimension) of the cell complex by a vertex of
the corresponding simplicial complex. In general we take one
x-simplex for each set R0, . . . , Rx of di, di+1-relation-cells Ri
with 0 ≤ d0 < . . . < dx ≤ n such that Tdi,di+1(Ri) =
Sdi+1,di+2(Ri+1) (i.e., a path of relation cells going through
x+ 1 cells). In particular, n-simplices correspond to full paths
with di = i.
Finally, consider the lattice mapping from nCC-lattices to
nCC-lattices given by a barycentric sibdivision followed by
removing the orientations. It equals a circuit move of bi-
stellar flips. Also the lattice mapping from nSC-lattices to
nSC-lattices given by removing the edge orientations and then
performing a barycentric subdivision equals a circuit move of
Pachner moves. Thus, the axiom Eq. (2.20) is fulfilled.
Example 72. Consider the following example of a barycentric
subdivision on a patch of a 2CC-lattices:
→ (3.51)
Remark 59. A barycentric subdivision can also be defined as
a map from cell complexes to cell complexes by not taking the
arrow orientations into account. Conjugating this variant of the
barycentric subdivision with taking the Poincare´ dual yields a
mapping that we will refer to as thickening of a cell complex.
Gluings
Definition 128. Consider an (n−1)CC-lattice Ll. Cell gluing
with respect to Ll is the following operation that can be applied
to every pair of n-cells of a nCC-lattice that do not have any
cells of their lower link in common, with an identification of
their lower links with Ll. First the two glued n-cells are re-
moved. Now the identification of the two lower links with Ll
yields for every cell connected to the first glued n-cell a cor-
responding cell connected to the second glued n-cell. Each of
those pairs of connected cells is replaced by a single cell that
inherits all the relations from both those cells (ecxept for the
relations to the glued n-cells that disappear).
Example 73. Consider the following examples of cell gluing
for nCC-lattices, for dfferent n (see Remark (7)):
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
(3.52)
As a) shows, gluing two vertices of an 0CC-lattice just makes
them disappear. b) and c) show gluings of two edges of a 1CC-
lattice. The two glued edges are removed and their adjacent
vertices are identified pairwise. d) and e) show 2CC-lattices
glued at two faces. This works because both faces have the
shape of a 4-gon. Note that in all examples the left side does
not specify the identification, so the results on the right side
could be different.
Definition 129. More generally, level d cell gluing is an oper-
ation that can be applied to two n-cells of a nCC-lattice with
equal lower link that are connected to d common (n− 1)-cells.
The operation is the same as for ordinary cell gluing, just that
the (n − 1)-cells to which both the n-cells are connected also
disappear.
Example 74. Consider the following examples for higher level
cell gluing:
a) →
b) →
(3.53)
a) shows level 1 gluing for a 1CC-lattice. b) shows level 1
gluing for patch of a 2CC-lattice.
3.2.3 Simplicial complexes with boundary
Geometric intuition
Informal definition 22. A (non-singular) n-dimensional sim-
plicial complex with boundary can be pictured as a decompo-
sition of a n-manifold with boundary into n-simplices, such
that the decomposition restricted to the boundary yields a de-
composition of the corresponding (n − 1)-manifold (without
boundary) into (n− 1)-simplices.
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Example 75. Consider the following (non-singular) simplicial
complexes with boundary (see Remark (2)):
a) b)
c) d)
(3.54)
a) shows a 1-dimensional simplicial complex with boundary on
an interval, b) shows one on the disjoint union of an interval
and a circle. c) shows a 2-dimensional simplicial complex with
boundary on a disk whereas d) is a decomposition of an annu-
lus.
Combinatorial definition
Definition 130. To model simplicial complexes with bound-
ary combinatorially, we can separate a set of special (n − 1)-
simplices that we will call boundary (n − 1)-simplices from
the rest in its own set. Those boundary (n − 1)-simplices are
also targets of the maps that associate to each n-simplex the
(n − 1)-simplices of their boundary. The combinatorial con-
straint that each (n − 1)-simplex has to be connected to two
n-simplices still holds in the interior. However, the bound-
ary (n − 1)-simplices must only be connected to one single
n-simplex.
Definition 131. x-simplices of a simplicial complex with
boundary can be defined analogously to the case without
boundary. The link of a x-simplex can also be defined anal-
ogously. Note, however, that for x-simplices in the boundary,
the link is not a simplicial complex, but a simplicial complex
with boundary.
Formalization
Remark 60. Simplicial complexes with boundary can be in-
terpreted as a restricted lattice pre-type just in the same way
as simplicial complexes without boundary. The restriction for
the boundary (n− 1)-simplices has to be adapted accordingly.
Again this restricted pre-type already forms a proper lattice
type.
Definition 132. The link is again not a feature type, however,
we can again implicitly restrict it to a finite set of possiblilities
by imposing that there are no patches of the link of a certain
size. We will refer to lattices of such a type with finitely many
possible links as nSCb-lattices.
Moves
Definition 133. A boundary attachment move is the follow-
ing operation that can be applied to nSC-lattices: Take a n-
simplex that has 1 to n of its n + 1 (n − 1)-simplices in the
boundary and remove it, or reversely, attach an n-simplex to
the lattice by gluing it to the complex at 1 to n of its boundary
(n− 1)-simplices.
Example 76. Consider the following boundary attachment
moves:
a) ←→
b) ←→
c) ←→
(3.55)
Remark 61. The Pachner moves defined for nSC-lattices can
also be applied to nSCb-lattices. They act only in the interiour
and leave the boundary unchanged.
Let us consider the moved lattice type consisting of nSCb-
lattices together with Pachner moves in the interiour and bound-
ary attachment moves.
Observation 36. nSC-lattices are a sub-type of nSCb-lattices.
Gluings
Definition 134. Boundary simplex gluing is the following op-
eration that can be applied to every pair of boundary (n − 1)-
simplices of a nSCb-lattice that do not share a common (n−2)-
simplex: Replace the two glued boundary (n−1)-simplices by
a single bulk (n − 1)-simplex that is connected to the bulk n-
simplices to which the glued boundary (n− 1)-simplices were
connected to.
Example 77. Consider the following examples of boundary
simplex gluing:
a) →
b) →
(3.56)
Definition 135. Level d boundary simplex gluing is an op-
eration that can be applied to every pair of boundary (n − 1)-
simplices of a nSCb-lattice that are connected to d common
boundary (n − 2)-simplices. The only difference to ordinary
boundary simplex gluing is that the common (n− 2)-simplices
become part of the bulk during the gluing.
Example 78. Consider the following examples of higher level
boundary simplex gluing:
a) →
b) →
(3.57)
a) shows level 1 boundary simplex gluing of a 2SCb-lattice. b)
shows level 2 boundary simplex gluing of a patch in a 3SCb-
lattice. Note that the blue parts of the lattice correspond to the
interiour.
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3.2.4 Cell complexes with boundary
Geometric intuition
Informal definition 23. Similar to simplicial complexes with
boundary, (non-singular) cell complexes with boundary are de-
compositions of a boundary n-manifold into polytopes of dif-
ferent dimension, such that the decomposition in the interiour
matches the decomposition of the boundary.
Example 79. Consider the following cell complexes with
boundary:
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
(3.58)
where we draw the boundary part in black and the bulk part
in blue, see Remark (2). a), b) and c) are 1-dimensional cell
complexes with boundary, where for b) the boundary is actu-
ally empty. d) and e) show 2-dimensional cell complexes with
boundary on a disk, whereas f) is a decomposition of an annu-
lus (where we also coloured the faces to make this clear).
Combinatorial definition
Remark 62. In fact cell complexes can already contain bound-
aries when we allow for singularities: Cell complexes with
boundary are cell complexes whose cells are lower non-
singular everywhere and upper non-singular everywhere exept
for the set of cells that form the boundary. Those boundary x-
cells have an upper link with the background of an (n−x−1)-
ball instead of an (n− x− 1)-sphere.
Definition 136. We will treat cell complexes with boundary as
cell complexes with singularities, but model them more explic-
itly. To this end we simply add sets of boundary x-cells (for
x < n) in addition to the bulk x-cells (for x ≤ n). There
are also three kinds of relation-cells, namely those between the
bulk cells, between the boundary cells, and between bulk and
boundary cells. All the cells and relation-cells together form a
n-dimensional cell complex (with singularities). The boundary
cells alone form an (n− 1)-dimensional cell complex.
Definition 137. The upper link of a cell in a cell complex
with boundary is just the upper link in the overall (singular)
cell complex, just that there are now different kinds of x-cells in
the upper link because there are different kinds of relation-cells.
The upper link of a bulk cell only consists of cells coming from
one kind of relation-cell, hence it is an ordinary cell complex.
The upper link of the boundary cells However, consists of two
kinds of cells coming from two kinds of relation-cells, i.e., it is
a cell complex with boundary itself.
The lower link of a x-cell in a cell complex with boundary
is just the lower link in the overall cell complex. In contrast to
the upper link, we do not distinguish between different kinds of
cells for the lower link.
Example 80. Consider the following examples for upper links
of cells in a cell complex with boundary:
a) →
b) →
(3.59)
a) shows the lower link of a boundary vertex being a 1-
dimensional cell complex with boundary. b) shows the lower
link of a boundary edge being a single vertex.
Example 81. Consider the following examples for lower links
of cells in a cell complex with boundary:
a) →
b) →
(3.60)
a) shows the upper link of a bulk face of a 2-dimensional cell
complex with boundary being a triangle. Even though the face
is connected to a boundary edge, the edges and vertices in the
resulting triangles are all coloured the same. b) shows the upper
link of a boundary edge consisting of two vertices.
Formalization
Definition 138. Cell complexes with boundary can be mod-
elled as a restricted lattice pre-type, just as ordinary cell com-
plexes can. The only difference is that for every dimension
(except for x = n) we have two types of x-cells, namely the
boundary and bulk cells, and three types of relation-cells.
Definition 139. The upper and lower link are still featuer types
in cell complexes with boundary. We can restrict the upper and
lower link for each type of cell to a finite set of possible cell
complexes/cell complexes with boundary. This way we get a
proper lattice type. We will commonly refer to lattices of such
types as nCCb-lattices.
Moves
Definition 140. For every pair of x-dimensional cell complex
X and y-dimensional cell complex Y with x + y ≤ n − 3,
the boundary bi-stellar flip is the following move: It can be
applied to every patch of cells in a nCCb-lattice that looks like
the cone product of X , the filling of Y , and a single vertex.
Thereby the cone product of X with the filling of Y alone has
to be part of the boundary. The patch of cells is removed and
replaced by the cone product of the filling of X with Y with
the single vertex.
Applying a boundary bi-stellar flip modifies the boundary by
an ordinary bi-stellar flip.
Example 82. Consider the following examples of boundary bi-
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stellar flips:
a) ←→
b) ←→
(3.61)
a) shows a boundary bi-stellar flip of a 2CCb-lattice exchang-
ing two neighbouring triangles at the boundary bi a single one.
b) shows a boundary bi-stellar flip of a 3CCb-lattice exchang-
ing two neighbouring tetrahedra at the boundary by two other
neighbouring tetratedra.
Remark 63. Ordinary bi-stellar flips for nCC-lattices can also
be applied to nCCb-lattices. Thereby the boundary remains
unchanged.
Let us consider the moved lattice type consisting of nCCb-
lattices together with all the bi-stellar flips and boundary bi-
stellar flips that are consistent with the allowed upper and lower
links.
Definition 141. The standard n-ball is the filling of the stan-
dard (n− 1)-sphere. In other words, it is the standard n-sphere
where we only take a single n-cell and interpret all other cells
as boundary cells. We will refer to the background of the stan-
dard n-ball as the n-ball.
Definition 142. A boundary x-cell in a nCCb-lattice is called
non-singular if its lower link has (x − 1)-sphere background
and its upper link has (n− x− 1)-ball background. Otherwise
it is called singular. For bulk cells, singularity is analogous to
singularity for cells in nCC-lattices.
A specific nCCb-lattice type is called non-singular if the
allowed lower and upper links for bulk cell types have sphere
background, the lower links for all boundary cell types have
sphere background, and the upper links of all boundary cell
types have ball background. When talking abound nCCb-
lattices we will mostly have in mind such types.
Gluings
Definition 143. For every (n − 2)-dimensional cell complex
L, boundary cell gluing is the following operation that can
be applied to any pair of boundary (n − 1)-cells of a nCCb-
lattice X that are not connected to any common (n − 2)-cells,
together with an identification of their lower links with L: First,
remove the two glued boundary (n−1)-cells from the complex.
Then replace every pair of boundary cells of X connected to
one of the glued cells, that are identified with the same cell of
L, by a single boundary cell that interits the connections from
both (except for the connections to the two glued cells). Third,
add a bulk (n − 1)-cell whose upper link equals L, and that is
connected to all the cells that the glued cells were connected to
before.
Example 83. Consider the following examples for boundary
cell gluing (see Remark (4)):
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(3.62)
a) shows gluing two vertices of a 1CCb-lattices on two intervals
yielding a 1CCb-lattice on a single interval. b) shows gluing
two boundary vertices of a 1CCb-lattice on an interval yielding
a 1CCb-lattice on a circle (with empty boundary). c) shows glu-
ing two boundary edges of a 2CCb-lattice on two disks yielding
a 2CCb-lattice on a single disk. d) shows gluing two boundary
edges of a 2CCb-lattice on a disk yielding a 2CCb-lattice on an
annulus. Note that different identifications of the upper links
(which we didn’t draw here) yield different gluings. E.g., in
the example d) one could also choose an orientation reversing
identification yielding a 2CCb-lattice on a Mo¨bius strip instead
of an annulus.
Remark 64. Similar to nSCb-lattices or nCC-lattices one can
also define level d boundary cell gluing. In contrast to the or-
dinary boundary cell gluing, the glued boundary cells are con-
nected to d common boundary (n − 2)-cells. Those common
connected boundary n−2-cells become bulk n−2-cells during
the gluing.
Example 84. Consider the following higher level boundary
cell gluings:
a) →
b) →
(3.63)
a) shows level 1 gluing of two neighbouring boundary edges of
a 2CCb-lattice. b) shows level 1 gluing of two adjacent bound-
ary faces of some patch of a 3CCb-lattice (note that the blue
lines are edges in the bulk of the lattice).
Remark 65. Every (non-singular) nCCb-lattice type is finitely
generated. The basic lattices are given by the fillings of all al-
lowed lower links of n-cells, interpreted as cell complex with
boundary with only one bulk cell. This is easily shown by
giving an according history mapping: In a given nCCb-lattice
associate to each n-cell the corresponding filling of the lower
link. When two n-cells in the original nCCb-lattice share an
(n − 1)-cell, glue those boundary (n − 1)-cells of the basic
lattices accordingly.
Example 85. Consider the history mapping above for a 2CCb-
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lattice (see Remark (7)):
←→
(3.64)
3.2.5 Higher order cell complexes
Geometric intuition
Informal definition 24. A higher order cell complex is a de-
composition of a higher order manifold into polytopes of dif-
ferent dimension. Thereby the decomposition of each regions
have to match the decomposition of the regions in the lower
link of that region. I.e., we could get such a higher order cell
complex constructively by choosing a cellulation for the lowest
dimensional regions, and then step by step adding cellulations
for the higher dimensional regions that are consistent with the
previous cellulations.
Example 86. Consider the following examples of higher order
cell complexes. The corresponding higher order manifolds of
which they are decompositions are drawn on the right:
a) →
b) →
c) →
(3.65)
Combinatorial definition
Definition 144. A n-dimensional higher order cell complex
type consists of a set of d-regions, for different d ≤ n. In
a n-dimensional higher order cell complex of a given type,
each d-region has its own sets of x-cells for all 0 ≤ x ≤ d.
There are relation-cells between the x-cells of all pairs of re-
gions, with its target and source cells corresponding to those
regions. There are junction maps that join together pairs of
relation-cells where the target cell of the first equals the source
cell of the second. The cells, relation-cells and junctions allto-
gether (forgetting that they were associated to different regions)
have to form a n-dimensional cell complex.
Definition 145. The upper link of a x-cell in a d-region of a
n-dimensional higher order cell complex is an (n − x − 1)-
dimensional higher order cell complex. It is defined as for or-
dinary cell complexes, just that now the x-cell is connected to
relation-cells of different types, that correspond to the different
y-regions for y > d. As the cells of the upper link correspond to
the connected relation-cells, they naturally form an (n−x−1)-
dimensional higher order cell complex whose y-regions are in
one-to-one correspondence with the y + x + 1-regions of the
original higher order cell complex type.
The lower link of a x-cell in a d-region is just the lower link
of that x-cell in the overall n-dimensional cell complex. I.e., for
the lower link we do not distinguish between cells of different
regions.
Formalization
Remark 66. n-dimensional higher order cell complexes (of a
fixed type) can be formulated as a restricted lattice pre-type
in the same way as ordinary cell complexes, just that there are
even more kinds of cells for distinguishing the different regions.
Remark 67. As for ordinary cell complexes, the upper and
lower links are feature types for the lattice pre-type given by
higher order cell complexes.
Definition 146. One can make n-dimensional higher order cell
complexes (of a fixed type) a lattice type by allowing only a
finite set of possible upper and lower links for the x-cells, for
all different x and regions. When d is the smallest dimension
of a d-region in the type, we will commonly refer to lattices of
such a type as n/(n− d)CC-lattices. Note that the precise type
However, depends on which regions of which dimensions are
there and what the possible upper and lower links are.
Moves
Definition 147. The cone product of two higher order cell
complexes X and Y is just the cone product of the underly-
ing cell complexes of X and Y . The only difference is that the
cells are associated to different regions. As the cells of the cone
product correspond to cells of X and Y as well as pairs of cells
of X and Y , the cone product has one region for every region
of the types of X and Y , and for every pair of such regions.
Definition 148. For every d-region in a n-dimensional higher
order cell complex and every triple of x-dimensional (ordinary)
cell complex X , y-dimensional cell complex Y (with x + y =
d− 2) and (n− d− 1)-dimensional higher order cell complex
Z, define the higher order bi-stellar flip with respect to X ,
Y , and Z as the following operation that can be applied to a
higher order cell complex: Consider a (x + 1)-cell of the d-
region whose neighbourhood looks like the cone product of the
filling of X times Y times Z. Remove this part and replace
it by the cone product of X times the filling of Y times Z.
When performing the cone product with Z, the cells of the cone
product that are related to a cell of Z are associated to the same
region as this cell of Z.
In other words, within the d-region the higher order bi-stellar
flip is just an ordinary bi-stellar flip with respect to X and Z.
Example 87. Consider the following higher order bi-stellar
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flips:
a) ←→
b) ←→
c) ←→
(3.66)
a) shows a higher order bi-stellar flip for a 1-region in a 2-
dimensional higher order cell complex, with X being two ver-
tices, Y being empty, and Z being two (blue) vertices. b) shows
a higher order bi-stellar flip for a 2-region in a 3-dimensional
higher order cell complex, with X being two vertices, Y being
two vertices, and Z being two (blue) vertices. c) shows a higher
order bi-stellar flip for a 1-region in a 3-dimensional higher or-
der cell complex, with X being two vertices, Y being empty
and Z being the (blue) 4-gon.
Let us consider the moved lattice type consisting of n/oCC-
lattices together with all higher order bi-stellar flips that are
consistent with the possible upper and lower links.
Definition 149. The d-ball completion of a n/oCC-lattice X
is the (n+ d)/(n+ o)CC-lattice obtained from taking X times
the standard d-ball and identifyingX times the boundary of the
standard d-ball with the standard d− 1-sphere.
Example 88. Consider the following examples of ball comple-
tions:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
f) →
(3.67)
a) shows the 1-ball completion of a single vertex yielding a
single edge. b) shows the 2-ball completion of a single ver-
tex yielding a single 2-gon face. c) shows a 2-ball comple-
tion of two vertices yielding two 2-gon faces that share their
two edges. d) shows the 1-ball completion of a 1/1CC-lattice
formed by 4 edges yielding a 2/2CC-lattice formed by 4 2-gon
faces. e) shows the 1-ball completion of a triangle yielding
three 2-gon faces each pair of which shares one edge. f) shows
a 1-ball completion of three edges meeting at one point yielding
a 2/2CC-lattice formed by three 2-gons meeting at one edge.
Definition 150. A d-region in a specific type of n/oCC-lattice
is called non-singular if 1) there is one (n−d−1)-dimensional
higher order cell complex L such that for every x ≤ d, the al-
lowed upper links for the x-cells in the d-region can be obtained
from the (d−x)-ball completion of L by higher order bi-stellar
flips. In this case we will call the background of L the upper
link of the d-region. 2) for every x ≤ d, the allowed lower
links of the x-cells can be obtained from the standard x-sphere
by bi-stellar flips.
A type of n/oCC-lattice is called non-singular if all of its
regions are non-singular.
Remark 68. In every non-singular n/oCC-lattice, we can “fill
in” the x-cells by x-balls, and get a higher order manifold. The
d-regions of the type of n/oCC-lattice are in one-to-one corre-
spondence to the d-regions of the higher order manifold type.
The upper link of a d-region of the higher order manifold type
is the background of the upper links of the corresponding d-
region of the non-singular n/oCC-lattice type.
Definition 151. We will refer to n/(o−1)CC-lattices of a type,
whose corresponding n/(o − 1)-manifold type is a boundary
n/o-manifold type, as n/oCCb-lattices.
Gluings
Definition 152. For every d-region in a n/oCC-lattice type,
and every possible upper link U and lower link L for the d-
cells of the d-region, higher order cell gluing with respect to
U and L is the following operation that can be applied to a pair
of d-cells in the d-region together with an identification of their
upper and lower link with U and L. The two glued cells should
have non-overlapping lower links.
1. Remove the two glued d-cells.
2. For every cell l of L, replace the cell connected to the first
glued cell identified with l and the cell connected to the second
glued cell identified with l by one single cell. Those cells are
connected among each other in the same way as before, and
inherit all connections to other cells from the two cells that were
identified (except for the connections to the glued cells).
3. For each x-cell of U add one (d + x)-cell, such that those
cells are connected among each other just like the cells of U .
Consider the (d+x+ 1)-cell in the original n/oCC-lattice cor-
responding to the x-cell of the upper link. The new (d+x)-cell
is connected to this original (d + x + 1)-cell. Finally, each of
those new (d + x)-cells is connected to all the identified cells
associated to cells of L from point 2).
Remark 69. Cell gluing and boundary cell gluing are just spe-
cial cases of higher order cell gluing, where U is empty, or the
single vertex, respectively.
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Example 89. Consider the following examples for higher order
cell gluings:
a)
→
b) →
c) →
(3.68)
a) and b) show gluings of two vertices of a 0-region of a 1/1CC-
lattice. c) shows gluing of two edges of a 1-region in a 2/1CC-
lattice.
Remark 70. One can also define higher level higher order
cell gluing where the two glued cells are allowed to have cells
of their lower link in common. E.g., consider the following
level 1 gluing of two neighbouring edges of a 2/1CC-lattices:
→ (3.69)
3.2.6 Thickened higher order cell complexes
Geometric intuition
Informal definition 25. A Thickened higher order cell com-
plex is a higher order cell complex where some of some d-
regions are thickened, in the following sense: Instead of x-cells
from x = 0 to x = d it consists of x-cells from x = i to
x = d + i, for some fixed d. Apart from this the complex
has similar structure: E.g. imagine a 1-region embedded into
a 2-region, and i = 1. Then this 1-region is represented by a
sequence of faces instead of a sequence of edges. In contrast to
ordinary higher order cell complexes two such sequences can
be directly parallel to each other, only separated by a sequence
of edges of the 2-region.
Example 90. Consider the following examples for thickened
higher order cell complexes, together with the corresponding
backgrounds (under all higher order bi-stellar flips from the
next section):
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
f) →
g) →
(3.70)
a) and b) are examples for a 1-thickened 0-region. c) has a 2-
thickened 0-region. e) has a 1-thickened 1-region. d), f) and g)
have a 1-thickened 1-region and a 1-thickened 0-region.
Combinatorial definition
Definition 153. A higher order cell complex is a cell complex
whose cells are divided into different regions, where a d-region
contains x-cells for 0 ≤ x ≤ d. In a thickened higher order
cell complex there can also be i-thickened d-regions. In this
case the region contains x-cells for i ≤ x ≤ d+ i instead (such
that ordinary regions in ordinary higher order cell complexes
are 0-thickened).
Definition 154. The unthickening of a thickened higher or-
der cell complex with respect to a i-thickened d-region is a
thickened higher order cell complex where this region is 0-
thickened. It is obtained by letting x run from i to d + i and
replacing every x-cell of the d-region by the stellar cone of its
lower link. Thereby the central vertex is assumed to belong
to the d-region itself. The unthickening is a lattice mapping.
When applied to a cell complex (with a single region), the un-
thickening of that region equals the barycentric subdivision.
The unthickening of all (thickened) regions alltogether yields
an ordinary higher order cell complex.
Definition 155. A thickened higher order cell complex type
is the same as a higher order cell complex type. A thickened
higher cell complex of a given type is one whose unthickening
is a higher order cell complex of the according type. Thick-
ened oth order n-dimensional cell complex of a fixed type are
commonly referred to as n/oCCt-lattices.
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Definition 156. The thickening of a n/oCCt-lattice with re-
spect to a 0-thickened d-region is a n/oCCt-lattice where this
d-region is (n−d)-thickened. To this end we let x run from d to
0 and replace every x-cell of the d-region by the cone product
of its upper and lower link. The thickening is a lattice map-
ping. When applied to a cell complex (with a single region),
the thickening equals the thickening of the cell complex.
Moves and gluings
Higher order bi-stellar flips can be defined analogously to the
non-thickened case. Also higher order cell gluing can be de-
fined analogously: For a i-thickened x-region this gluing hap-
pens at the x+ i-cells.
Example 91. Consider the following examples for gluings of
cells of thickened regions:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(3.71)
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Chapter 4
Phases of matter
Phases of matter are families of models with the same quali-
tative properties. For the notion of phase that we aim for, those
models need to have the following properties:
1. They must feature a thermodynamic limit, a
2. statistical description,
3. locality, and
4. homogeneity.
1. Phases are all about scaling properties, so a model cannot
be just a single physical system, but is has to be a sequence of
systems of increasing size, i.e., in this sequence there need to be
models with an arbitrarily high number of degrees of freedom.
2. Different phases correspond to different global pattern of
how the individual degrees of freedom are correlated with each
other. In order to be able to talk about correlation, the kind of
predictions that we make with our models need to be of a sta-
tistical nature. This is the case for classical statistical physics,
as well as quantum physics.
3. Phases are equivalence classes of models under local
changes on the microscopic degrees of freedom that leave cer-
tain global properties invariant. So locality is a key ingredient
for the definition. To this end, one usually distributes degrees
of freedom over some regular grid, and regards something as
local if it only involves degrees of freedom inside a patch of the
grid, whose size is independent of an eventual thermodynamic
limit. Then for classical statistical or quantum mechanical sys-
tems to be local, the classical/quantum Hamiltonian has to be a
sum of local terms.
4. The most general way in which one could constructively
write down a thermodynamic limit sequence of physical sys-
tems would be an algorithm that constructs systems of larger
and larger size. However, for such an algorithm there is no
guarantee that the systems at different sizes have anything to
do with each other. One could construct things that look like
a rectangle with boundary which looks like a toric code on the
left half and like a trivial phase on the other half at one size, and
at the next size like the transverse-field Ising model with peri-
odic boundary conditions, and so on. To rule out such things
we need some notion of homogeneity, i.e., the systems have
to locally look alike at different sizes, and at different places
within every system of a fixed size. The most common way of
having homogeneity is translation invariance: The systems are
defined on regular periodic grids of arbitrary size and the phys-
ical laws (i.e., Hamiltonian terms) are just repeated everywhere
in the grid. We will generalize this by imposing that the sys-
tems live on some local combinatorial structure (i.e., a lattice
type) and that the physical laws can only depend on how this
combinatorial structure looks like locally.
In Section (4.1) we will demonstrate how different kinds of
models with the above properties can be represented by tensor
networks. Examples include (trotterized) real and imaginary
time evolutions of local quantum Hamiltonians with or with-
out a physical boundary, classical partition functions and cor-
relation functions. In Section (4.2) we adapt the notion of TL
phase developed in Section (2.3) such that it can be used for
actual realistic physical models, i.e. models with finite corre-
lation length, and compare it to other definitions of phases of
matter known in the literature. The tensor-network construc-
tions from Section (4.1) as such corespond to TLs without any
basic moves, but in many instances they can be extended to TLs
with non-trivial basic moves. This concept of extendibility in-
troduced in Section (4.3) makes our formalism applicable to the
classification of phases of matter. In Section (4.4) we show that
TLs on different backgrounds can model various physical situ-
ations, e.g., topological or symmetry-breaking fixed point mod-
els with boundaries, domain walls and defects. In addition they
can be used to represent and/or calculate various characteristic
quantities of a phase as, e.g., local order parameters or modular
matrices. At last we consider how the concept of (C)TL map-
pings can be used to describe various constructions of interest
such as the fusion of defects or taking the Drinfel’d double.
4.1 Many-body systems as tensor net-
works
Observation 37. The imaginary time evolution of any (d +
1)-dimensional translation-invariant many-body local quantum
Hamiltonian defines a TL on (d+1)-dimensional regular grids.
At least this is the case when we perform a Trotter decompo-
sition of the corresponding exponential of the Hamiltonian and
are willing to neglect a small error arising from this Trotteriza-
tion. E.g., for a nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian in 1 + 1 dimen-
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sions, we get
e−βH. . . . . . ≈
e−H e−H e−H e−H e−H
e−H e−H e−H e−H e−H
e−H e−H e−H e−H e−H e−H
e−H e−H e−H e−H e−H e−H

β

double-
layers
(4.1)
where on the left side there is the imaginary time evolution op-
erator as a tensor and the right side is the corresponding tensor
network.
Note, however, that the tensor network on the right as such
does not converge to any meaningful TL on a square lattice:
First of all the tensors e−H all converge to the identity opera-
tor for → 0. Second, the correlation length in imaginary time
direction is a constant when measured in the actual time, so it
increases like 1/ when measured in units of the tensor net-
work. So simply taking the limit of the tensor network on the
right side is clearly not a sensible way to discretize imaginary
time.
A procedure that does converge to a valid tensor network
discretization is the following: Consider a fixed finite (small)
time interval, and some lattice sites in spatial direction as a
unit cell. Within this unit cell consider the Trotterized imag-
inary time evolution with smaller and smaller time steps , and
block this patch of tensor network into one tensor. With a naive
blocking we have to cutO(1/) tensors/indices along the time-
like boundary of the tensor network patch in the unit cell, so
the bond dimension will grow exponentially in 1/. However,
what one typically observes is that one can massively truncate
those indices to a much smaller bond dimension D. Most im-
portantly the error of the truncation does not depend on , or
more precisely it converges to a finite value η when we decrease
. Additionally η decreases exponentially with increasing D.
(This is just what we observe in numerical algorithms perform-
ing imaginary or real time evolution of a state with a tensor-
network parametrization, such as iTEBD [30, 31, 32, 33]: The
growth of entanglement entropy does not essentially depend on
the chosen Trotterization step.)
Observation 38. Also the real time evolution defines a ten-
sor network in the same way. However, classifying quantum
phases of matter corresponds to classifying the imaginary time
evolution, not the real-time evolution.
Observation 39. A time evolution under a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian also defines a tensor network like above. Such a
tensor network is an interesting mixture between real-time and
imaginary time evolution: The tensors in the Trotterization are
neither Hermitian nor unitary. Also, the evolution of density
matrices under a local Lindbladian yields a tensor network in
the same form [34]. The only difference is that all indices are
composites of a ket and a bra part.
Observation 40. The partition function of every n-
dimensional translation-invariant many-body classical
statistical system defines a TL on n-dimensional regular
grids [35, 36]. In conventional language the partition function
is given by
Z =
∑
c
W (c) =
∑
c
e−βH(c) =∑
c
e−β
∑
iHi(c) =
∑
c
∏
i
e−βHi(c),
(4.2)
where the sum over c is a sum over all configurations of classi-
cal statistical degrees of freedom on a regular grid. The Hi are
real functions for different places i that only depend on the con-
figuration of the degrees of freedom inside a small patch around
i. We can rewrite the above expression as a tensor network in
the following way: First replace every degree of freedom by
a delta tensor with the basis set equal to the set of its config-
urations and with one index for each Hi involving this degree
of freedom. Second replace all of the places i with the Boltz-
mann weight tensor e−βHi that has one index for every degree
of freedom it depends on. Now we have one Boltzmann weight
tensor index and one delta tensor index for every pair of place
i and degree of freedom that is involved in the corresponding
Hi. Finally, we contract all those pairs of indices.
E.g., for a classical model in two spatial dimensions with
degrees of freedom on all vertices and one Hamiltonian term
for each plaquette that only depends on the degrees of freedom
at the four corners of the plaquette, we get the following tensor
network:
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
e−βH
(4.3)
Observation 41. The discretized imaginary-time path integral
of a local quantum (d+ 1)-dimensional Lagrangian is formally
the same as a (d + 1)-dimensional classical statistical system.
So according to Observation (40) this yields yet another way to
represent a quantum system by a TL.
Again one might think there are problems with the discretiza-
tion as the correlation length stays constant when measured in
the distance and thus increases with the discretization when
measured in the distance within the discretized tensor network.
We can apply the same argument as in Observation (37), just
now in all directions and not only time direction: Instead of
considering smaller and smaller unit cells we fix a size of the
unit cell and then make smaller and smaller discretizations
within that unit cell. Then we block the tensor network within
this unit cell and find that we can truncate it with an error that
is independent of the time/space step of the discretization, and
decreases exponentially in the chosen bond dimension.
Observation 42. Consider a translation-invariant local quan-
tum Hamiltonian with a physical boundary. The imaginary time
evolution of such a system defines a TL on regular grids with
boundary. E.g., in 1 + 1 dimensions with a nearest-neighbour
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bulk Hamiltonian and a 2-body boundary term, we get:
:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
y
y
y
(4.4)
where x and y are a local imaginary time evolution Trotter step
of the bulk Hamiltonian and the boundary Hamiltonian, respec-
tively. Note that in the depicted tensor network, the left side is a
real physical boundary of the tensor network, whereas the other
sides are cut off and thus have open indices. The left side shows
a sketch of the geometry of the tensor network: in each differ-
ently coloured region the tensor network can look different.
Observation 43. Another configuration is given by two differ-
ent bulk Hamiltonians separated by a domain wall. Here the
geometry of the tensor network in, e.g., 1 + 1 dimensions looks
like:
(4.5)
Observation 44. Another example is an imaginary time evo-
lution starting from some tensor network state. Here the geom-
etry in 1 + 1 dimensions looks like:
(4.6)
Observation 45. Yet another geometry of tensor network is
given by the following physical situation: Consider a 2 + 1-
dimensional system with a point-like defect. Then the 3-
dimensional imaginary time evolution tensor network is differ-
ent from the rest around the line that the defect point defines
along time direction.
Observation 46. If we want to obtain the ground state expec-
tation value of a local observable O in a quantum system we
have to calculate Tr(ρO), where ρ is the ground state projector.
This amounts to inserting the operator O into the imaginary
time evolution tensor network. E.g., in 1 + 1 dimensions the
situation could look like:
:
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
x
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
O (4.7)
To actually get the expectation value we still have to normal-
ize by the evaluation of the tensor network without O inserted.
If we want to calculate the probability vector of a POVM in-
stead of an expectation value we can insert the POVM projec-
tions which would result in evaluating a tensor network with
one open index.
Observation 47. Also the imaginary time n-point correlation
functions (including ground state correlators if they have the
same time coordinates) correspond to the evaluation of a tensor
network, just that we have to insert local operators at n differ-
ent space-time coordinates instead of a single one as for local
expectation values. E.g., in 1 + 1 dimensions with a 2-point
function the geometry of the tensor network would look like:
(4.8)
Remark 71. Tensor networks of the above geometries can also
describe boundaries, domain walls, local expectation values or
correlation functions of classical statistical models. In this case
there is no distinction between the space and time directions.
4.2 Physical TL phases
Definition
In the previous section, we have recapitulated notions of phases
of matter and have described several important physical sit-
uations in terms of tensor networks. What is more, in Sec-
tion (2.3), we have already defined a natural equivalence rela-
tion as “being in the same phase” for TLs. For realistic physical
models, however, this is not a meaningful equivalence relation,
as it would be unlikely for two models to be in the same phase.
In order to get a sensible definition we take into account the
following two points:
1. Circuit tensor-network moves can only correlate/decorrelate
the microscopic degrees of freedom arbitrarily within a fixed
sharp locality. But for realistic physical models we typically
observe the following: In addition to the long-distance be-
haviour (which is constant or zero for gapped/topological sys-
tems), we have a part of the 2-point correlations that decays
exponentially with the distance, the decay rate being known as
correlation length. Two realistic physical models can only be
mapped onto each other by circuit tensor-network moves with
fixed locality if we cut off those exponentially small tails. So
for two realistic physical models to be in the same phase we
should also be allowed to truncate a small part of the tensors,
such that the effect of the truncation becomes exponentially
small in the size of the patches on which we compare the two
TLs.
2. We have said that the models we look at yield statistical pre-
dictions, and found in Observation (46) that the probabilities or
expectation values for such predictions are given by the evalua-
tion of a tensor network. However, in order to get actual proba-
bilities we still have to normalize by the evaluation of the tensor
netowork without probabilities or expectation values. Thus, if
two tensor networks only differ by a normalization they make
the same statistical predictions and should be regarded as the
same model.
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In order to make sense of the “exponential tail” we need a
quantitative measure of locality. Note that this is not a quan-
titative measure in the sense that we can compare different lo-
calities in different situations, but only in the sense that we can
look at the scaling properties of other quantities depending on
the locality.
Definition 157. The locality of a tensor-network move is the
maximum distance of two tensors in the subset, measured in
the number of contractions it takes to get from one to another.
The locality of a TL is the maximum locality of the tensor-
network moves that correspond to its basic move. The locality
of a parallel tensor-network move is the maximal locality of the
single tensor-network moves. The locality of a circuit tensor-
network move is the sum of the localities of the contained par-
allel tensor-network moves.
Definition 158. A physical tensor-network move of error 
is a tensor-network move where Eq. (2.49) holds only up to
normalization and an error . More precisely, the evaluations
A and B of the cut-out and pasted patches of a tensor network
fulfil
d
(
A
‖A‖ ,
B
‖B‖
)
≤ . (4.9)
Here ‖ · ‖ is some norm and d(·, ·) is some measure of distance
that we do not specify here. A physical circuit tensor network
move is a circuit tensor network move consisting of physical
tensor-network moves of error .
Comment 11. Let us have one more word on the norm and
distance function used in Definition (158). In the case of clas-
sical statistical physics or quantum physics (when we work on
the density matrix level) every index of the TL is equipped with
a *-algebra structure, and all TL tensors are positive elements
with respect to this *-algebra structure. Then a natural choice
would be to take for ‖·‖ the overlap with the *-algebra unit
element, and for d(·, ·) the relative entropy for the *-algebra
structure, as the latter precisely measures how well two models
can be distinguished by statistical observations. On the other
hand it might be the case that the choice of norm and distance
above does not matter to some extent, as 1) we only care for the
very rough scaling properties of the distance and 2) the norm
and distance are only applied to the vector space associated to
the boundary of local patches (of increasing size though), and
never to the whole many-body Hilbert space.
Definition 159. Two TLs A and B are said to be in the same
physical phase if there is a sequence Ml of physical circuit
tensor-network moves of locality l and error l mapping A into
B, such that:
∃ α, β ∈ R+ : l ≤ αe−βl. (4.10)
The equivalence classes of TLs under being in the same physi-
cal phase are called physical TL phases.
Example 92. Consider a TL type on a square lattice with a
tensor on each plaquette, such that the tensors on neighbouring
plaquettes are contracted. Take the tensors of the following two
TLs A and B with a 2-element basis set:
A
a
c
b d = 0|0|0|0 : 1
B
a
c
b d =
0|0|0|0 : 1,
1|1|1|1 : 1
2
(4.11)
Physically those correspond to the trivial 2-dimensional clas-
sical model and the classical Ising model with non-zero local
field at zero temperature. Consider cutting out a patch P of
l × l tensors. The evaluations of the TLs on such a patch are:
P [A] = 0|0| . . . |0 : 1,
P [B] = 0|0| . . . |0 : 1, 1|1| . . . |1 : 2−l2 .
(4.12)
So we have
d
(
P [A]
‖P [A]‖ ,
P [B]
‖P [B]‖
)
. e−l. (4.13)
Thus, replacing one patch by the other defines a physical
tensor-network move of an error that vanishes exponentially
with l. We can build a physical circuit tensor-network move out
of those, mapping A to B. So A and B are in the same physi-
cal TL phase. This matches conventional definitions of phases,
due to which the Ising model becomes trivial immediately after
adding a perturbation that explicitly breaks the symmetry.
Remark 72. The exponential scaling in Eq. (4.9) might seem a
bit ad hoc. Our motivation behind it is the following: With
CE measurements we can extract the probability or expec-
tation value of an observable in a real-world experiment to
an accuracy  ∼ 1/√CE . I.e., the experimental complexity
CE for extracting the probability/expectation value is CE ∼
poly(1/) ∼ exp(nd) where nd is the number of digits of the
probability/expectation value.
On the other hand, the vector space corresponding to the
boundary of a patch of locality l has dimension D ∼ exp(l).
Any operation that involves evaluating such a patch necessarily
needs a computational complexity CC ∼ D ∼ exp(l). So if
we set 1/ ∼ exp(l) we get CE ∼ CC . So with the exponen-
tial scaling we find that the computational/numerical effort for
testing if two models are physically equivalent is of the same
order as the experimental effort it takes to distinguish the two
models by measurements.
Comparison to other definitions
Let us now see how the above definition of a physical TL phase
relates to common definitions of phases of matter. There are
several such definitions that are all more or less equivalent.
Like our definition, all of them define a phase of matter as an
equivalence class of physical models. Different notions of what
a model is and different equivalence relations yield different
definitions of phases of matter. A number of conditions for
two models being in the same phase have been considered in
the literature. They follow largely the logic of the subsequent
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list. The following discussion is deliberately kept not entirely
precise; it will be made precise again when we connect these
notions of phases with our formalism of TL phases.
1. There is a path (in the space of all models) connecting the
two models along which the expectation values of all local
observables change analytically.
2. There is a path along which the gap in the Hamiltonian
does not close.
3. There is a constant-time evolution under a local Hamilto-
nian connecting the ground states.
4. There is a constant-depth local generalized unitary circuit
connecting the ground states.
1. This is the notion of phase commonly used for classical sta-
tistical systems. This definition is very phenomenological and
does not reveal why phases of matter are such a fundamental
concept. Also it is very unconstructive, i.e., there is no way
to make this definition a numerical algorithm deciding whether
two models are in the same phase. In order to determine this
one would have to check for all paths in the huge space of all
models, and check all local observables along this path. And
even then, analyticity is algorithmically not a very natural prop-
erty, and it is not so easy to decide whether a sequence of curves
at larger and larger finite system sizes, with only a finite reso-
lution, describes something analytic or not.
2. This is the definition most commonly used in quantum me-
chanical systems. One could also use it for classical statistical
systems by looking at the gap of the transfer matrix instead of
the Hamiltonian. It is much more restricted than our definition
of a phase: First, it only works for gapped models. A serious
obstacle here is that one cannot decide whether a given model
has a Hamiltonian gap in the first place [37]. Specifically, there
only a few tools known that lower bound gaps for frustration-
free models [38, 39], and for generic models one would be un-
able to provide such a bound, This is also why the discussion in
Ref. [2] is restricted to frustration-free parent Hamiltonians of
matrix product states. Second, to distinguish symmetry break-
ing phases we will need to add further technicalities, as in a first
order phase transition to a symmetry-breaking phase there is a
gap all along the path, but the ground state degeneracy changes
abruptly. Also we cannot distinguish 0 + 1-dimensional phases
of matter, including 0 + 1-dimensional topological defects, as
those cannot be scaled in the spatial dimension and so we can-
not define a gap. Also this definition hides away that phases are
all about local operations preserving global properties.
3. This definition makes the importance of locality for phases
very apparent: The constant-time evolutions under a local
Hamiltonian are exactly the local changes in the microscopic
degrees of freedom that preserve global properties. However,
it has the following caveat: If we view phases as equivalence
classes of ground states, we have to define what “a ground
state” could be. Taking any thermodynamic limit sequence of
translation-invariant states does not make any sense, as the vast
majority of the states in an exponentially growing many-body
Hilbert space are completely unphysical. The only real solution
to this is to say that “a ground state” is by definition the ground
state of a local translation-invariant Hamiltonian. So we can
only seemingly forget about the Hamiltonian and work on the
level of ground states. Also, if we have a non-trivial ground
state degeneracy we have to specify which ground states we
mean as for topologically ordered systems not even the differ-
ent ground states of the same model are related by a constant-
time evolution of a local operator. Also, for models that are not
gapped, the “ground state in the thermodynamic limit” is not a
very well-defined object.
4. This is the discrete-time version of the previous definition.
It provides an even clearer picture for the role of locality by
disregarding continuum technicalities. Though it suffers from
the same problems as the definition before.
The different definitions are all more or less equivalent. It
is common knowledge that all local observables behave in an
analytic way if the gap does not close, so 2) implies 1). Further-
more, if two models have the same ground state, then the linear
interpolation λH1 + (1 − λ)H2 provides such a gapped path,
so gapped quantum phases can in principle be viewed as equiv-
alence classes of ground state spaces. It was shown via the
quasi-adiabatic continuation [40] that a gapped path between
H1 and H2 corresponds to a constant-time evolution under a
local (time-dependent) Hamiltonian, so 2) implies 3). By Trot-
terizing the time evolution we can approximate it by a short
range local unitary circuit [1, 41], so 3) implies 4). Also, if we
have a local unitary circuit or a local-Hamiltonian time evolu-
tion between two models, we can perform it slowly to get a path
on which the gap does not close, so 3) or 4) implies 2). Let us
now see how our definition of physical TL phases compares to
those conventional definitions of phases of matter. Let us start
with a small subtlety that we need to take care of:
Remark 73. The above construction for tensors networks for
quantum mechanical and classical systems does not actually
take the quantum/classical Hamiltonian as an input, but a de-
composition of this Hamiltonian as a sum of local parts. Dif-
ferent such decompositions will yield different tensor networks.
However, the conventional definitions of phases above are a
property of the Hamiltonian alone and do not depend on its de-
composition into local parts. So in order to agree with conven-
tional definitions of phases, the different tensor networks aris-
ing from different decompositions of the Hamiltonian should in
the same phase according to our definition. This is indeed the
case.
In the classical case this can be seen in the following way:
Each two decompositions of a classical Hamiltonian can be
connected by 1) adding and subtracting the same local termHi:
H = H+Hi−Hi 2) combining two neighbouring local terms
Hx andHy intoHz = Hx+Hy: H˜+Hx+Hy = H˜+Hz . Both
operations do not change the TL evaluated on a patch when per-
formed inside this patch, so they correspond to tensor-network
moves.
In the quantum case, the same is true up to a small error
connected to the Trotterization. We have
e−(H1+H2) = e−H1e−H2 +O(2) (4.14)
so local Hamiltonian terms can be freely combined in the limit
of small .
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Relation to the short-range circuit definition
The constant-depth local generalized unitary circuit definition
of phases of matter is the closest to our formulation. We will
first give a quick recap of the former and then show how it is
related to the latter.
Definition 160. Consider a sequence of ground state vectors
|φ〉s of a translation-invariant local gapped quantum Hamilto-
nian for larger and larger system sizes s (with periodic bound-
ary conditions). Each of the ground states is a large complex
tensor with one index for every site of the system. A general-
ized local unitary of locality l is an operator U acting on the
indices of the ground states on this grid inside a patch of size l,
with the following property:
U†U |φ〉s = |φ〉s ∀s, (4.15)
e.g., in 1 + 1 dimensions the above equation looks like
φs
U
U
= φs (4.16)
As shown, U can change the number of indices and their
basis sets. For an approximate generalized local unitary,
Eq. (4.16) holds only up to an error  that is independent of
s (we do not specify the measure of distance here).
Remark 74. The generalized local unitaries differ from ordi-
nary local unitaries in two ways: First, the unitarity is only
probed in one direction: There is no restriction to UU†, only to
U†U . So a generalized local unitary can isometrically embed
the space it acts on into an arbitrary larger space. This way it
can, e.g., add arbitrary unentangled degrees of freedom to the
state. Second, the unitarity is only probed acting on the state
vector |φ〉, i.e., U†U = 1 only has to hold in the subspace of
the indices of the patch that is locally supported by |φ〉. This
way, we can, e.g., get rid of arbitrary unentangled degrees of
freedom of |φ〉.
Definition 161. A (approximate) parallel generalized local
unitary of locality l (and error ) is a product of many (ap-
proximate) generalized local unitaries of locality l (and error
) whose support regions do not overlap such that they can be
applied in parallel.
Definition 162. A (approximate) circuit generalized local
unitary (of error ) is a product of a small number of (approx-
imate) parallel generalized local unitaries (of error ). Its lo-
cality l is given by the sum of the localities of the individual
parallel generalized local unitaries. It can also be interpreted
as a finite-depth local circuit made from generalized unitaries.
E.g., a circuit generalized local unitary in 1 + 1 dimensions can
look like:
U U U U U
U U U U U
U U U U U U (4.17)
where each single U is a generalized local unitary.
Definition 163. Two sequences of ground state vectors of
gapped local Hamiltonians |φ〉s and |ψ〉s are said to be in the
same phase, if there is a sequence of approximate circuit gen-
eralized local unitaries of locality l and error (l) that map |φ〉s
onto |ψ〉s, such that  decreases exponentially with l, indepen-
dent of s. The equivalence classes of sequences of ground states
under being in the same phase are called gapped quantum
phases of matter.
Remark 75. Consider a local gapped Hamiltonian, i.e., with
a constant number of eigenstates (called the thermodynamic
limit ground states) that are separated by a gap from the rest
of the spectrum that stays uniformly constant in the thermody-
namic limit. Further assume that the energy difference among
the thermodynamic limit ground states vanishes exponentially
in the system size s, which is the generic behaviour for such
Hamiltonians. Classifying gapped quantum phases of matter
means classifying the thermodynamic limit ground state spaces
of such gapped local Hamiltonian.
In principle, we can get the projector onto the thermody-
namic limit ground state space by taking the (normalized)
imaginary time evolution operator e−βH for β → ∞. This
will converge exponentially quickly to the thermodynamic limit
ground state space, as the latter is separated from the rest of the
spectrum by a constant gap. However, at each fixed system
size the thermodynamic limit ground states are generically not
exactly degenerate. So the imaginary time evolution operator
will converge to the projector onto one unique thermodynamic
limit ground state that happens to be the exact lowest energy
eigenstate at this system size.
However, for below some threshold value of β we will not re-
solve the separation between the different thermodynamic limit
ground states. As this separation is assumed to vanish expo-
nentially with s, this threshold value increases linearly with s.
So if we scale both imaginary time β and system size s simul-
tanously in a fixed ratio s/β (that has to be high enough) we
get the thermodynamic limit ground state projector.
So exactly the fact that we are looking at ground states (and
not finite-temperature density matrices) means that we have to
scale both the time and spatial directions in the imaginary time
evolution. This is exactly what we do in our TL definition of
phases when scaling up the locality of circuit tensor-network
moves.
We will now demonstrate that applying a circuit general-
ized local unitary to the ground states can be implemented via
tensor-network moves in the imaginary time evolution tensor
network.
Observation 48. By performing a tensor-network move, we
can insert a pair of local unitary U and its Hermitian conjugate
into an imaginary time evolution tensor network. E.g., for a
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local unitary acting on two indices of the tensor network:
→
U
U
=
U
U
(4.18)
Observation 49. We can also insert a pair of any generalized
local unitary U and its Hermitian conjugate into the imaginary
time evolution tensor network by performing a tensor-network
move.
To this end we have to assume that a generalized local unitary
as defined in Eq. (4.16) is not only an isometry when restricted
to the locally supported subspace of the global ground state, but
already when restricted to the locally supported subspace by a
local patch of the tensor network representing the ground states.
This assumption is very plausible for gapped systems: Due to
the gap, if we contract the imaginary time evolution tensor net-
work in time direction we filter out everything that is not in the
ground state space exponentially quickly. Usually one has the
same situation also when contracting the tensor network in the
spatial direction (in fact this corresponds to what is known as
an area law [42]). So it seems natural to assume that Eq. (4.16)
holds already on a small patch of φ up to an error that is expo-
nentially small in the diameter of this patch.
Now if we regard the insertion of UU† as tensor-network
move acting a patch of locality l around the insertion, then the
cut-out and pasted patch of the tensor network are indeed equal
(up to an error that is exponentially small in l). E.g., for a
nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian in 1 + 1 we have
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
x
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
U
U
≈
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
x
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x
(4.19)
Here x is short for e−∆βH .
Observation 50. By applying a circuit tensor-network move
we can insert pairs of UU† into the imaginary time evolution
tensor network at periodic time steps, where U is a circuit gen-
eralized local unitary. E.g., in 1 + 1 dimensions:
x x x x x
x x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x x
U
U
U
U
(4.20)
To this end we insert UlocU
†
loc (where Uloc is a generalized
local unitary) by parallel tensor-network moves of the form
Eq. (4.19) on non-overlapping patches. With this we can in-
sert one pair UlocU
†
loc per volume V of the patch. So in order
to insert the whole UU† at all time steps we need O(V n) lay-
ers of parallel tensor-network moves, where n is the number of
layers of U .
We still need to argue that we cannot do anything with circuit
tensor-network moves that cannot be done with circuit general-
ized local unitaries.
Remark 76. Circuit tensor-network moves are formally more
powerful than circuit generalized local unitaries, as they can
transform an imaginary time evolution tensor network into a
tensor network that does not directly represent an imaginary
time evolution any more. In essence, the difference is that we
can change the geometry of the tensor network arbitrarily, and
that we can insert SS−1 for arbitrary invertible S instead of
UU† for unitary U . However, if we want to transform one
imaginary time evolution tensor network into another via a cir-
cuit tensor-network move we cannot change the geometry, and
the single tensors have to stay Hermitian, such that we are left
with circuit tensor-network moves inserting UU†.
Remark 77. Usually different TL phases can be distinguished
by invariants, which are just evaluations of the imaginary time
evolution tensor network on different backgrounds. However,
it is clear that tensor-network moves can by construction not
change those invariants.
So we have seen that up to technical details the two defini-
tions of phases are equivalent.
4.3 Extendibility
TLs of a type with a large/powerful set of basic moves are re-
stricted by a large/powerful set of consistency conditions. For
many such types the TLs modulo gauge tansformations form
discrete sets (up to maybe a few continuous parameters). All
we need to do then is to give labels to the elements of this dis-
crete set and we are done with the classification. The only thing
that is left to check is whether two elements of the discrete set
represent the same phase or not. In the former case one can
often find a simple circuit tensor-network move relating them.
In the latter case one can often proof this by calculating invari-
ants, i.e., the numbers obtained by evaluating the TL on dif-
ferent backgrounds. On the other hand, if a TL type does not
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have any basic moves then the formalism of TLs/CTLs is rather
useless for practically classifying phases of matter.
Unfortunately, when we write down a physical model on a
lattice we usually do not restrict it by any consistency condi-
tions coming from basic moves. I.e., the corresponding TLs
are exactly of this useless types. For models coming from
condensed matter physics those lattice types are typically n-
dimensional regular grids with translation invariance in differ-
ent directions. Those do not even allow for any local changes
of the lattice.
In order to be able to use the formalism of TLs for classi-
fying phases of matter we introduce the concept of extension.
A TL of one type A (with a small/no/non-powerful set of ba-
sic moves) is extendible if it can be interpreted as a TL of type
B (with a large/powerful set of basic moves) via a TL map-
ping from B to A. Even if classifying the TLs of type A was
intractable, the classification of the TLs of type B might be
tractable. In this case we can classify the (physical) TL phases
of type B instead: If two TLs of type B are in the same phase
then also their mappings (of type A) are in the same phase.
We already defined extension for TLs. As for physical TL
phases, in order for such an extension to be possible for a re-
alistic model we have to take care of exponential tails and nor-
malizations.
Definition 164. A physical TL is a generalization of a TL
where the move axiom only holds approximately and up to
normalization. More precisely for every basic move there is
a sequence Pl of patches of locality l such that exchanging
the tensor networks on Pl before and after this basic move is
a physical tensor-network move of error , and  vanishes ex-
ponentially with l.
Definition 165. A TL A of some typeA physically extends to
another type B, if there is a physical TL B of type B together
with a TL mapping from B to A that maps B to A.
Comment 12. Saying that a TL A physically extends to a TL
type B is equivalent to saying that A is in the same physical TL
phase as some A′ such that A′ (exactly) extends to B. Though
physical extendibility has a much more direct picture: It says
that one can directly generalize the definition of the model to
a more flexible lattice type in a way that is consistent with the
basic moves of that lattice type.
For extensions to be a useful tool, it has to be a rather
generic feature of models (on translation-invariant grids) to be
extendible to TLs with a powerful set of moves. Perhaps sur-
prisingly this seems to be indeed the case: Models that can be
physically extended in a simple way to lattices with more pow-
erful moves, i.e., models that are effectively restricted by more
consistency equations, seem to be more generic than models
that cannot. I.e., those models seem to be more robust with
respect to small perturbations of the tensors of the model.
Remark 78. It is very generic for models on translation-
invariant lattices to be extendible in a simple manner to a CTL
type with a “topological kind of lattice type”. By the latter
we roughly mean a lattice type with a very powerful set of ba-
sic moves that only preserve topological, homological or ho-
motopical properties of some kind of background. Any model
that has trivial, symmetry breaking or topological order can be
physically extended to that kind of type. A bit less generic are
models that cannot be extended to a lattice type with topologi-
cal but only conformal invariance. Those correspond to critical
systems at a phase transition.
Instead of trying to directly classify all translation-invariant
models, we will instead associate those models to certain
classes of order. Such a class of order is a TL type with a very
powerful set of axioms such that a classification is tractable, to-
gether with a mapping to translation-invariant lattices. A model
is in a class of order if it is extendible to the corresponding TL
type with the corresponding mapping.
Let us consider some examples of how models can be phys-
ically extended to other lattice types and for which physical
situations such an extension might be possible.
Example 93. (1 + 1)-dimensional translation-invariant classi-
cal partition functions or quantum imaginary time evolutions
can usually (if they do not happen to be critical, or inhomoge-
nous in some way) be physically extended to 2-dimensional
simplicial complexes with Pachner moves. I.e., their defini-
tion can be extended from regular grids to irregular ones in a
consistent way. The corresponding lattice mapping consists in
simply interpreting the regular grid as simplicial complex (by,
e.g., dividing each plaquette into two triangles). As a concrete
example consider the TL on square grids that associates to each
plaquette a delta tensor:
(4.21)
Its extension to arbitrary simplicial complexes is the delta TL.
Example 94. (1 + 1)-dimensional translation-invariant classi-
cal or quantum models with a (translation-invariant) physical
boundary can usually be physically extended to 2-dimensional
simplicial complexes with boundary, with Pachner moves in the
interior and boundary attachment moves at the boundary. Phys-
ically this is the case, e.g., for a model with symmetry-breaking
order with a boundary that projects onto one symmetry sector
(or a direct sum of many such irreducible boundaries). After
extending the model can be put onto lattices with a boundary
that can be arbitrarily shaped, and go along any direction (i.e.,
in the quantum case also in the spatial direction).
Example 95. (2 + 1)-dimensional translation-invariant quan-
tum models with points where the Hamiltonian differs from the
rest of the bulk can usually be physically extended to 3/2CC-
lattices with higher order bi-stellar flips, with one 3-region and
one 1-region with a circle upper link. Physically such situations
occur, e.g., for a system with topological order with anyons of
one type. After extending the anyon world line can be shaped
arbitrarily, instead of being a line in spacetime with constant
space coordinates.
Example 96. Consider the tensor network that associates a real
number α to every plaquette of a square lattice, which is a nor-
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malization TL as it does not have any contractions:
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
(4.22)
This tensor network evaluates to αV where V is the volume
of the square lattice measured in the number of plaquettes. It
cannot be exactly extended to a topological lattice type with
the standard mapping as in example (93), as the volume is not
a topological invariant. However, as physical TLs allow drop-
ping normalizations, it can be physically extended to a TL on
topological lattices with this standard mapping. Also it is in
the same physical phase as the mapping of the trivial TL on
topological lattices.
Alternatively, it can be (exactly) extended to a TL on 0-
dimensional cell complexes (i.e., sets of vertices), with the lat-
tice mapping that takes one vertex for each plaquette of the
square lattice. The extended TL associates the number α to
each vertex of the 0-dimensional cell complex and has no basic
moves.
Example 97. Consider a TL on square lattices which asso-
ciates an identity matrix to every vertical edge, and the indices
of nearby identity matrices are contracted. I.e.,
(4.23)
This TL cannot be (physically) extended to a topological lattice
type with the standard mapping as in example (93), as it has
a preferred direction: Information flows in the vertical direc-
tion, but none in the horizontal direction. In other words, if we
evaluate the tensor network on a patch with boundary, then the
degrees of freedom with the same horizontal component will
be correlated with each other, but there will be no correlation
between parts of the system that are horizontally separated.
Physically this tensor network corresponds to a classical 2-
dimensional Ising-like model at zero temperature with coupling
only in the y-direction, or a 1 + 1-dimensional quantum qu-d-it
system with Hamiltonian 0. It is not a gapped system as there
is an exponential ground state degeneracy.
However, we can (physically) extend this TL to a topolog-
ical lattice type with another mapping: Namely to 2/1CC-
lattices with higher order bi-stellar flips, with one 2-region and
one 1-region, in other words, lattices on 2-manifolds with co-
dimension 1 defects. The corresponding lattice mapping inter-
prets a square lattice as a 2/1CC-lattice where every vertical
edge corresponds to the 1-region, i.e., with stacked vertical de-
fect lines everywhere.
Alternatively this TL can be extended to 1-dimensional cell
complex, with the corresponding lattice mapping given by tak-
ing one edge of the 1-dimensional cell complex for each verti-
cal edge of the square lattice.
We can tilt this example such that the lines run in any direc-
tion. Also we can construct this stripe-tensor network in any
other dimension.
Example 98. Similar to the previous examples, consider a TL
on 3-dimensional cubic grids consisting of one independent 2-
dimensional TL (say the delta tensor TL from example (93))
inside each horizontal layer of the grid. This TL cannot be ex-
tended to 3-dimensional cell complexes with the standard map-
ping, because of its apparent inhomogeneity. However, as in the
example before, we can extend it to a TL on 3/1CC-lattices by
a lattice mapping that puts defect membranes everywhere along
the embedded slices, or alternatively directly to 2CC-lattices.
In general covering a translation-invariant tensor network in
n dimensions with d-dimensional slices (with d < n) each of
which carries a d-dimensional TL in a non-trivial phase yields
a TL in n dimensions that cannot be extended to topological
lattices with the standard mapping, but can However, be ex-
tended with a mapping involving defects. The above three ex-
amples were of that type with d = 0, n = 2, d = 1, n = 1 and
d = 2, n = 3.
One can also construct models that have some underlying
slicing, but where the slices interact with each other in a non-
trivial way. This is what happens for fracton phases [43], which
also clearly cannot be extended to topological lattices with the
standard mapping, however, they can be extended to lattices
with defects.
Example 99. Consider the following TL on 1-dimensional reg-
ular grids: On every edge there is a 2 × 2 Pauli-x matrix, and
neighbouring matrices are contracted:
x x x x , x =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(4.24)
Physically this corresponds to a 1-dimensional anti-
ferromagnetic Ising model at zero temperature.
Evaluation of this TL on circle with n edges does not only
depend on the topology, but also on the parity of n, even in the
thermodynamic limit: For n even it yields 2, otherwise 0. That
is why we cannot extend this TL to 1-dimensional cell com-
plexes with Pachner moves using the standard mapping. How-
ever, we can extend it to 1-dimensional cell complexes with the
following 3→ 1 move preserving the parity of n:
→ (4.25)
This moved lattice type is also of a topological kind: It is in the
same class as 1-dimensional cell complexes with a combinato-
rial 0-chain on them, i.e., with aZ2-element on every vertex and
an additional move that flips theZ2-elements at the two vertices
of an edge. The continuum picture for this are 1-manifolds with
an element of their 0th Z2 homology group.
Remark 79. Every TL on a square lattice can be extended to a
TL on 2/2CC-lattices with horizontal and vertical defect lines,
and points where horizontal and vertical defect lines intersect.
I.e., instead of square lattices those lattices look like a coarse
square grid refined by an arbitrary irregular cellulation. How-
ever, such an extension is useless for classification purposes, as
this TL type has a continuum of gauge-inequivalent TLs. De-
termining which of those TLs are in the same phase after the
mapping to the original type is not easier than the original clas-
sification problem.
Remark 80. So the natural question is, are there any easy to
check conditions under which TLs on regular grids can be ap-
proximately extended to topological lattice types? We do not
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know a precise answer to this question. However, it seems rea-
sonable to conjecture the following: If a TL on n-dimensional
regular grids is such that all mappings that coarse-grain by go-
ing to a new unit cell can be undone by a circuit tensor-network
move, then it can be extended to a lattice type with n-manifolds
as background. Those mappings involve all rotations and scal-
ings, so at least this condition rules out all the above counter
examples.
Example 100. The real-time evolution of a translation-
invariant many-body local quantum Hamiltonian also defines
a TL on regular grids that usually cannot be extended to topo-
logical lattices with the standard mapping. This is because the
real-time evolution usually has some kind of light cone struc-
ture, which distinguishes the space and time directions. So
2-point expectation values between points that are separated
by a space-time line whose velocity is larger than the Lieb-
Robinson velocity are uncorrelated, whereas otherwise there
can be non-trivial correlations. It is an interesting question
though if real-time evolution tensor networks can also gener-
ically be extended to a CTL type with more powerful moves.
So the question on how the imaginary- and real-time evo-
lution tensor networks relate to each other is an interesting
perspective on thermalization. For example one could slowly
Wick rotate from the imaginary time evolution tensor network
to the real-time evolution tensor network and ask at which point
a phase transition occurs. For more details see Section (6.2.2).
Example 101. For any λ ∈ R, consider the TL on 2-
dimensional cell complexes that associates λ to each face, λ−1
to each edge and λ to each vertex. The evaluation of this tensor
network for a lattice yields λ to the power of the Euler charac-
teristic of the background manifold. So each λ is in a different
phase. However, if we restrict the TL to square lattices, we
can at each plaquette combine λ from this plaquette, λ4·(1/2)
from the 4 surrounding edges, and λ4·(1/4) from the 4 corners
of the plaquette to 1. So we find a circuit tensor network move
that transforms the TL to the trivial one. Thus, as TLs on regu-
lar grids they are all in the same phase. We cannot distinguish
them by their invariants as with regular grids we can only form
global tori which have 0 Euler characteristic.
4.4 Physical quantities in and situations
modelled by (C)TLs
In this section we will give a few examples for what kinds of
physical systems can be described by what kinds of TLs/CTLs
and what physical interpretations the different objects of the
CTL/TL have. Thereby we will concentrate on CTLs com-
ing from TLs on lattice types of a topological kind with
real/complex tensors.
Physical situations modelled by (C)TLs
Remark 81. Classical statistical models are described by
TLs/CTLs with real tensors. However, not any TL with real
tensors has to directly give rise to a valid classical statistical
model: The TLs arising from statistical systems consist of ten-
sors with only non-negative entries. There are TLs for which
there exists no gauge transformation after which the TL ten-
sors have this property. This does not directly imply that there
cannot be any valid statistical (perhaps non-fixed point) model
that is in the same physical TL phase as this TL. On the other
hand, if the TL evaluates to a negative number on some back-
ground, then there cannot be any other non-negative TL in the
same (exact) TL phase.
Comment 13. In this work, we do explicitly not pay too much
attention to the stability (or robustness) of phases. A phase is
robust if it does not change under arbitrarily small perturbations
of the model, i.e., , the phase is an open set in the space of all
models. Robustness is an important property of a phase, yet we
find that one can talk about phases without caring for robust-
ness. Examples for non-robust phases include any reducible
phase, i.e., any model that is a direct sum of other models. If
we add an arbitrarily small perturbation that prefers one (or a
subset) of the direct sum components, we will immediately end
up in the phase corresponding to this (subset of) component(s).
Irreducible phases in 2 + 1 dimensions (known as the standard
topological order) have been shown to be robust in turn [44].
Another example for non-robust phases are critical models, as
they occur at transitions between other phases. For the related
but slightly more general concept of robustness of TLs, see Sec-
tion (6.2.1). (Conventional robustness of phases is robustness
of TLs on regular grids).
Remark 82. TLs on n-manifolds (and the correspond-
ing CTLs) correspond to fixed point models of topologi-
cal/symmetry breaking (gapped quantum) phases.
Definition 166. TLs on n/1-manifolds with the following cen-
tral link (and the corresponding CTLs with the same boundary
central link):
(4.26)
(i.e., n-manifolds with boundary) correspond to topolog-
ical/symmetry breaking phases with topological/symmetry
breaking (i.e., gapped) boundaries. We will also refer to them
as physical boundaries.
Definition 167. TLs on n/1-manifolds with the following cen-
tral upper link (and the corresponding CTLs):
(4.27)
correspond to topological/symmetry breaking phases with
topological/symmetry breaking (i.e., gapped) domain walls.
We will also refer to them as domain walls.
Definition 168. TLs on framed n/o-manifolds with a central
upper link consisting of a single (o − 1)-sphere, and with a
framing of the central region with respect to the surround-
ing n-region (and the corresponding CTLs) correspond to co-
dimension o defects. Thus, we will also call them like that.
An example are TLs on framed 3/2-manifolds with a circle as
central link
(4.28)
i.e., TLs living on 3-manifolds with embedded ribbons. Those
correspond to anyons.
Definition 169. Codimension n defects (for n-manifolds) cor-
respond to ground states of models with topological/symmetry
breaking order, as we will see in Observation (54). More gener-
ally, TLs on central n/n-manifold types are states in the ground
state space of a system with defects, where the defect pattern is
given by the central link of the n/n-manifold type.
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Example 102. Consider a TL on a rather complicated 2/2-
manifold type that allows for the following background:
h H
g
f
x
y
z
w
d
d
a b
c
(4.29)
The picture shows a model with three different bulk phases
coloured orange, yellow and olive that each have their own
physical boundary. There are three domain walls labelled blue,
purple and green that separate all different pairs of those bulk
phases. There is one additional bulk phase coloured gray area
labeled by H , that does not have a physical boundary, together
with a domain wall to the orange bulk phase. Also there is a
domain wall between the yellow bulk phase and itself, in other
words a co-dimension 1 defect, coloured black and labelled by
g. Then there is a 1-dimensional bulk phase labelled by f that
intersects with the olive phase at two points, which physically
corresponds to having a pair of maximally entangled qu-d-its at
those points. All those phases are constrained by consistency
equations due to the topological moves, and the solutions to
those form discrete sets. This is no longer true for the parts of
the TL associated to 0-dimensional regions of the higher order
manifold, like a, b, c, d, x, y, w, or z above: The solutions to
the consistency equations for such points form a vector space,
and this vector space is exactly the ground state space of the
model on an index lattice with a background that is the upper
link of the 0-region. I.e., y can be labelled by any ground state
of the olive phase on a circle.
Definition 170. A unitary domain wall is a TL of a type
that extends the TL type describing domain walls between to
CTLs A andB by adding further moves. Those moves allow to
change the embedded sub-manifolds representing the domain
wall in certain topologically non-trivial ways. To this end de-
fine the x-burger with respect to regionA as the following cut-
out piece of the corresponding n/1-manifolds: Take an n-ball
coloured by A, and embed an x-ball such that the boundary of
the x-ball is a sphere contained in the boundary of the n-ball.
Cut out the tubular neighbourhood of that x-ball in the n-ball
and fill in the same piece coloured by B, and let the two dif-
ferently coloured n-regions be separated by the (n− 1)-region
representing the domain wall. Note that the x-burger with re-
spect to A has the same cutting boundary as the (n−x)-burger
with respect toB. Now the domain wall x-surgery move is an
operation that acts on the corresponding n/1-manifolds by cut-
ting out the x-burger with respect to A and pasting the (n−x)-
burger with respect to B.
Example 103. Consider the following cut-out and pasted
pieces corresponding to different domain wall surgery moves:
a) ←→
b) ←→
c) ←→
(4.30)
a) shows a domain wall 0-surgery move on 1/1-manifolds with
respect to the purple region (being equal to the domain wall
1-surgery move with respect to the blue region). b) shows a
domain wall 0-surgery move on 2/1-manifolds and c) shows a
domain wall 1-surgery move for the latter.
Comment 14. Unitary domain walls are usually called invert-
ible domain walls in the literature. This suggests that an equiva-
lent definition should be “there exists another domain wall that,
together with the considered domain wall, fuses to the trivial
domain wall”. This follows from the unitarity condition above,
but not necessarily vice versa.
Remark 83. With the help of unitary domain walls we can for-
mulate being in the same phase for TLs/CTLs in an alternative
way: Two TLs/CTLs on n-manifolds/boundary n-manifolds
are in the same phase if there exists a unitary domain wall be-
tween them.
Remark 84. When describing defects, domain walls, anyons
or the like, we are usually interested in the phase relative to all
non-trivial sub-types. This yields a finer classification than the
overall phase. For example the rough and smooth boundary of
the toric code are in the same phase globally, but are different
phases relative to the bulk toric code: Going from one to the
other involves applying a duality symmetry everywhere in the
bulk and cannot be achieved by a transformation at the bound-
ary alone. By the same argument the e andm anyon in the toric
code are globally the same phase but different relative to the
bulk toric code.
Physical quantities in (C)TLs
A lot of the CTL tensors of CTLs like the ones described above
have a very direct physical interpretation. Examples include
• ground states,
• isometric mapping from the “topological code space” to the
physical ground state space,
• local Hamiltonian terms,
• RG-flows,
• data describing fusion and braiding of anyonic excitations,
• ribbon operators creating pairs of anyonic excitations,
• order parameters for classical symmetry-breaking order,
• modular matrices,
• ground state projectors,
• ground state degeneracies,
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• zero-temperature density matrices,
• partition functions evaluated on different topological mani-
folds,
• TQFTs corresponding to the model,
• PEPS tensors representing the ground states and their virtual
symmetries, and
• operators moving around domain walls.
Observation 51. Consider a TL on manifolds and the corre-
sponding CTL on boundary manifolds with boundary surgery
gluing. For a given space lattice X , we can construct the CTL
background X × [0, 1] whose extended background is the ex-
tended background of X times the interval, and whose index
lattice is two copies of X . Consider the CTL tensor associated
to this background and interpret is as a linear map P from all
indices associated to one copy of X to all indices of the other
copy. E.g., in 2 dimensions for a index lattice X with circle
extended background we get X twice on the boundary of an
annulus:
X = → Pab = a b (4.31)
Due to the symmetry axiom, P is a symmetric (self-adjoint in
the complex case) operator. E.g.
a b = b a ⇒ P = PT (4.32)
Due to the gluing axiom, P is a projector:
a b = a b
⇒ P 2 = P
(4.33)
In the context of quantum physics, P is nothing but the ground
state projector, and its support is the ground state space, and
the tensors in the support the ground states on the index lattice
X: The corresponding TL is the imaginary time evolution on
X × [0, 1], and because we have a fixed point model we do not
need to take the limit of infinite imaginary time.
For classical statistical models, P is known as the heat ker-
nel, and corresponds to the projector onto the eigenstates of the
transfer matrix with the eigenvalues of the largest magnitude.
For classical symmetry breaking models the support of P is
spanned by the different symmetry broken sectors.
Observation 52. Consider a TL on a n/o-manifold type and
the corresponding CTL on the corresponding boundary n/o-
manifold type with gluing at the boundary regions. For every
index lattice X we can consider the background X × [0, 1],
whose index lattice consists of X twice. Analogously to Ob-
servation (51) we find that the associated CTL tensor is again
a symmetric (i.e., self-adjoint) projector. E.g., for 1 + 1-
dimensional systems with a co-dimension 1 defect, and an in-
dex lattice X with an extended background consisting of a cir-
cle with one defect, the corresponding operator would be:
X = → Pab = a b (4.34)
P is again some kind of ground state projector, but this time
it projects onto “ground states” that have a specific pattern of
defects (given by X). It is also known as the topological vector
space. E.g., consider TL on a framed boundary 3/2-manifold
type with one 3-region and three embedded 1-regions, with a
framing of each 1-region with respect to the 3-region, which
physically could represent a 2+1-dimensional phase with three
types of anyons. Now consider the corresponding CTL and the
index background X consisting of a 2-ball with three embed-
ded points representing the boundary 0-regions corresponding
to the three bulk 1-regions:
(4.35)
The corresponding supported space of the ground state projec-
tor for this X is exactly the fusion space of the three anyon
types.
Assume for a moment that the n/o-manifold type is such
that there is a single boundary (n− 1)-region, and all other re-
gions can be interpreted as sub-manifolds embedded into this
boundary (n − 1)-region. Then we can for any index lattice
X consider the index lattice X˜ with all the embedded sub-
manifolds removed. In principle one can embed the Hilbert
space of X into the Hilbert space of X˜ . Then one can inter-
pret the “ground states” on X in terms of the Hamiltonian on
X˜ . Then one would find that those “ground states” on X are
“excitations” on X˜ , localized at the embedded sub-manifolds.
Though there is no guarantee and no need that those “excita-
tions” are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian on X˜ . Also the em-
bedding of the one Hilbert space into the other is very unnatural
and non-canonical and does not fit into the mindset of phases of
matter. We will thus rather interpret anyons as 1-dimensional
defect ribbons in a 3-dimensional space-time, which means that
they are points in space where the Hamiltonian is different from
the bulk Hamiltonian such that it locally projects onto a non-
trivial topological sector.
Observation 53. In the previous observation we saw that the
ground state projector on a index lattice X is the CTL tensor
associated to X × [0, 1]. If we want to calculate the ground
state degeneracy on X we have to take the trace of the ground
state projector. Due to the CTL axioms, this trace is equal to
the CTL tensor associated to X × S1 (where S1 is the circle).
This background has an empty index lattice, so this CTL tensor
is just a real number. E.g.
X = → Paa = (4.36)
where the background on the right hand is a torus with an em-
bedded non-contractible loop. In a quantum mechanical model,
the trace of the ground state projector is nothing but the ground
state degeneracy. We saw that it only depends on the topol-
ogy (but not on the size) of X . This also implies that quantum
mechanical models described by (C)TLs on manifolds (with
boundary) are necessarily gapped.
Another way to see this is the following: One can find a
“hour glass shaped” lattice representative of X × [0, 1] such
that one only needs to cut a constant number of connections in
the interior to separate the two copies of X in the index lattice
of X × [0, 1]. Constant means that this number is independent
of the size of X . This implies that the projector associated to
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X × [0, 1] has a constant rank when interpreted as linear map
between the two copies of X .
Observation 54. Consider again a TL on (higher order) mani-
folds, and the corresponding CTL on (higher order) manifolds
with boundary. For any background ΦX with index lattice X ,
the corresponding CTL tensor φX is a ground state on X . This
follows from the gluing axiom of the CTL by observing the
following: Glue the whole index lattice of ΦX to one of the
two copies of X that form the index lattice of X × [0, 1] from
Observation (51). This yields the same background again. E.g.
X = → X × [0, 1] =
ΦX = , =
⇒ Pφx = φx
(4.37)
For a given X , every choice of ΦX yields a ground state on
X . There is However, no guarantee in general that the ground
states obtained from different ΦX themselves are different, or
linear independent.
If we have another TL/CTL containing the original TL/CTL
as a sub-type, then we can find new backgrounds of this new
CTL that still have X as their index lattice. Those new back-
grounds correspond to new ground states. E.g., for the above
X , if we introduce a new CTL that also allows for endpoints
of the black bulk 1-regions inside the bulk 2-region, another
background would be the following:
ΦX = (4.38)
Physically the purple points are ground states on a circle with
one defect (which is the upper link of that 0-region), so the con-
struction builds a ground state with two defects from a ground
state with one defect on a circle. So in this case we already get
continuously many ground states by the construction instead of
single ones. In the most extreme case we can take a new TL
with a 0-region whose upper link is just X . E.g.
ΦX = (4.39)
For CTLs of this type, the basic lattices have the extended back-
ground of ΦX and the basic axioms are of the form Eq. (4.37)
with this ΦX . So the TLs/CTLs of this type are exactly the
ground states, and the construction yields exactly all ground
states.
Remark 85. Consider a TL type on a central n/n-manifold
type and the corresponding CTL type, representing ground
states on the central link. Now add another basic gluing that
on the level of backgrounds corresponds to gluing the central
0-region, and an index associated to every point of the 0-region
that are contracted when glued. E.g., in the example above
we have gluings like the following (in addition to gluing at the
boundary regions):
→ (4.40)
Note that this new CTL type does not correspond to a TL type.
Consider a CTL lattice which has the central link of the orig-
inal TL as extended background (Eq. (4.39) in our example).
The index lattice consists of a part X living on the boundary
regions as well as a part living on the central 0-region. We can
interpret the corresponding CTL tensor as a linear map U from
the index associated to the central point to all remaining indices
distributed over the boundary regions. I.e., in our example we
have schematically:
Uxa = x a (4.41)
Due to the gluing axiom and the local support convention, this
linear map U is an isometry:
= ⇒ UU† = P
= ⇒ U†U = 1
(4.42)
where P is the ground state projector on X . U maps vectors in
some abstract ground state space (known as code space in the
topological codes community) to the actual ground states in the
physical many-body Hilbert space associated to X . We will
thus call it the ground space embedding tensor of X . U is
only defined up to an arbitrary orthogonal/unitary gauge trans-
formation acting on the index associated to the central vertex.
Note that, unlike the tensor ground state projector, the ground
space embedding tensor is in general not symmetric under the
index permutations corresponding to the symmetries of X . For
lattices on (higher order) manifolds this is, e.g., the case for
symmetries that have non-trivial homotopy (i.e., modular trans-
formations on a torus), and yields a representation of the map-
ping class group on the code space.
In symmetry breaking order of classical statistical models,
the ground space embedding tensor gives a full set of order pa-
rameters. As we have seen in Remark (47), expectation values
of local operators correspond to embedded points where the
tensor network differs from the rest. If we have an additional
open index at this point, this corresponds to a collection of lo-
cal observables. We can choose a basis such that each of those
observables detects whether we are in one particular symmetry
broken sector.
Observation 55. For some TL types on (higher order) mani-
folds and the associated CTL type, we find the following prop-
erty: There exists a set of pairs of place types in the index lattice
and small lattices called local projector lattices, such that:
• There is a way of gluing each local projector lattice to every
place of the according type in a lattice, such that every back-
ground remains unchanged under such a gluing.
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• The local projector lattice is symmetric under a reflection
that exchanges the part that is glued to lattices with the other
part.
• Imagine gluing the same local projector lattice twice to one
place of the according type. Thereby the two local projector
lattices are glued on top of each other. Now glue just the two
local projector lattices on top of each other. We impose that this
yields a lattice with the same background as the local projector
lattice again.
• Imagine gluing local projector lattices to two places of some
lattice of the according types that are near each other, such that
they are partly glued on top of each other. Now glue just the
two local projector lattices on top of each other in this way. We
impose that the order of the gluing does not matter, i.e., both
orders yield the same background.
• Imagine gluing the local projector lattices to all places of the
associated types in a lattice. Thereby the local projector are
glued in fact on top of each other, if the places of where they
are glued overlap. Now take just the local projector lattices and
glue them in this way. The resulting lattice depends only on
the index lattice X of the original lattice. We impose that its
background equals X × [0, 1].
The above properties are not independent and usually are ful-
filled all together.
Now consider the CTL-tensors associated to the local pro-
jector lattices. When glued to lattices, some of their indices are
contracted with the indices of the lattice. Thus, we can interpret
them as linear maps from those contracted indices to all other
indices. Those linear maps have the following properties:
• According to the third property above, the linear maps are
projectors.
• According to the second property above, the linear maps are
symmetric (self-adjoint).
• According to the fourth property above, the linear maps all
commute with each other, when applied to different places of
an index lattice.
• According to the fifth property above, the product of all lin-
ear maps when applied to all places of some index lattice yields
the ground state projector for this index lattice.
• According to the first property, the product of the ground
state projector for some index lattice with such a linear map
applied to any place yields the ground state projector again. So
the linear maps leave every ground state on every index lattice
invariant, when applied to any place.
If we interpret the TL as a quantum system, then we can use
those local linear maps Pp for different places p on a index lat-
tice X to define a Hamiltonian whose ground states are exactly
the ground states of the TL/CTL:
HX :=
∑
p∈places ofX
(1− Pp), (4.43)
where the offset of 1 normalizes the ground state energy to 0.
This Hamiltonian is a sum of strictly local terms by construc-
tion. According to the properties above, it is a self-adjoint,
frustration-free, commuting projector Hamiltonian. This im-
plies that it is also gapped.
The way of representing that ground state projector as a
product of local Hamiltonian projectors directly yields that the
ground state projector is a TL operator.
Example 104. Consider a CTL type whose lattices are 3CCb-
lattices, moves are bi-stellar flips in the interior, the index lat-
tice is given by the boundary, gluing happens at the bound-
ary faces, one index is associated to each boundary face, and
when two faces are glued the corresponding indices are con-
tracted. Such a CTL type has the properties described in Ob-
servation (55): For each vertex in the index lattice consider the
faces around that vertex. For every possible configuration of
faces, we can define a local projector lattice whose index lat-
tice consists of two copies of the faces around the vertex. E.g.
→ (4.44)
If we glue all faces to the back layer of the local projector lattice
to the faces around a vertex in another lattice, the background
of this lattice remains unchanged. E.g.
=
(4.45)
Now the CTL tensor associated to these projector lattices are
linear maps that yield a local commuting-projector Hamilto-
nian.
Remark 86. The CTL-tensor on a manifold with empty bound-
ary is a number. Physically this is what is known as the parti-
tion function of the model on the manifold.
Observation 56. Consider a TL on n-manifolds, together with
a physical boundary for this TL. Now, as we have seen in Ob-
servation (54), every background with a given index lattice X
defines a ground state on X . Now, we can consider the back-
ground X× [0, 1] where X×1 is identified with X , and X×0
is identified with the physical boundary. E.g., for n = 2 on the
level of extended backgrounds we have for the background of
X being a circle:
→ (4.46)
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Or, for n = 2 and X being a torus, we get a hollow solid
torus, whose outer boundary corresponds to the boundary part
2-region whereas the inner boundary part is the bulk 2-region
corresponding to the physical boundary:
→ (4.47)
Now the TL on this CTL background that evaluates to the CTL
tensor has open indices on the boundary 2-region, but none at
the bulk 2-region (the physical boundary). As the thickness of
the [0, 1] direction can be kept small/constant, independent of
the size of X , this TL has the same dimensionality as X . Such
a tensor-network representation for a (ground) state is known as
tensor-network state, or projected entangled pair state (PEPS)
[45], or matrix product state [46] (MPS) in one dimension.
So in our framework, (topological, gapped) physical bound-
aries yield tensor-network representations of ground states.
Chiral phases, which by definition do not admit a gapped
boundary, also do not have this kind of tensor-network repre-
sentation for their ground states. It is unclear, however, whether
there are meaningful PEPS representations of some ground
states that are not of this kind, and correspond to gapless bound-
aries with some restricted deformability (e.g., conformal). For
more discussion see Section (6.1.5).
Non-chiral 2 + 1-dimensional topological phases have been
intensely studied via their tensor-network representations [3, 5,
4, 11]. In our framework we see that for a given model there
is not only one such PEPS representation but a whole family of
topologically different PEPS for (potentially) different ground
states, corresponding to the different physical boundaries.
Observation 57. As in the previous observation, consider a
TL on n-manifolds, together with a physical boundary, this
time for n = 3. Now also consider defects within this phys-
ical boundary, i.e., lines embedded into this 2-dimensional sur-
face. Now take the background from the previous observation,
e.g., Eq. (4.47), together with defect lines on the inner, phys-
ical boundary. The TL on such a background looks like the
2-dimensional PEPS away from the boundary defects, and is
different at the boundary defects. So the evaluation of the TL
(i.e., the CTL tensor which is a ground state) does only depend
on the background, i.e., it is invariant under moving around the
boundary defects. Thus, the boundary defect lines along which
the PEPS is modified can be moved around arbitrarily.
This phenomenon is known as virtual symmetry of the PEPS,
and the consistency condition arising from local deformations
of the boundary defect is called pulling-through.
Observation 58. Consider a TL on n-manifolds and the corre-
sponding CTL on n-manifolds with boundary. With the help of
the extended moves we can arbitrarily deform the index lattice.
Those extended moves consist in gluing small lattices to the in-
dex lattice. E.g., consider the following patch of the boundary
of a 3CCb-lattice with gluing at faces, which changes by gluing
a small lattice with ball extended background:
=
(4.48)
We can view the CTL tensors associated to the small lattices
as linear maps from all the indices that are contracted during
the gluing to all other indices. In the above example, if there
is one index for each face, this would be a linear map from the
6 indices on the back to the 10 indices on the front layer. So
the index lattice can be deformed locally by locally contracting
with a tensor. With many extended moves we can fine or coarse
grain the lattice, by applying a TL operator. Such a TL operator
is known as renormalization group flow (RG flow). The invari-
ance of models under such a RG flow is the origin of the name
fixed point models.
For commuting-projector CTLs, we can directly invert every
extended move by gluing the same small lattice a second time,
but this time gluing the opposite part of the index lattice of the
small lattice. For real/complex tensors, gluing the lattice in the
opposite way corresponds applying to the transpose (adjoint)
linear map. So we find that the product of the linear map and its
transpose/adjoint leaves every ground state on that index lattice
invariant. So the linear map is an isometry when restricted to
the locally supported subspace of the ground states, in other
words a generalized local unitary. So for commuting-projector
CTLs the RG flow is a generalized local unitary circuit.
Note that this indicates that there might be non commuting-
projector CTLs that do also not have an RG flow that can be
decomposed into generalized local unitaries.
Physical examples of (C)TL mapping/fusion
Remark 87. For every TL type on n-manifolds there is a TL
mapping to a TL type describing co-dimension o defects con-
taining the original type. What this lattice mapping does is just
using the bulk TL along the embedded sub-manifolds. There-
fore we will call it the trivial defect. The corresponding lattice
mapping takes a lattice of the resulting type (with defect sub-
manifold) and maps it to a lattice of the original type (without
defect sub-manifold) by replacing the lattice around the sub-
manifold by a piece of bulk lattice. The tensor-network map-
ping consists of interpreting the bulk TL tensors as defect ten-
sors.
Remark 88. Consider a TL type describing co-dimension 1
defects of TLs on n-manifolds. For every such TL type there is
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a fusion from twice this TL type to this TL type by taking the
joint type over the two contained TL types on n-manifolds, and
then applying a TL mapping. The effect of this fusion is what
is commonly understood under the fusion of two co-dimension
1 defects, namely stacking them on top of each other and in-
terpreting them as one single defect. The corresponding lattice
mapping takes every lattice of the original type and maps it to
a lattice of the joint product type by simply replacing the one
defect (n−1)-sub-manifold in a lattice of the original type by a
thin double-layer of the two defects of the joint product type. In
which order we place the two defects next to each other within
the double-layer can be determined by the framing of the one
resulting defect.
Remark 89. The above fusion of co-dimension 1 defects can
also be done for arbitrary co-dimension, such that the lattice
mapping in the last step consists in replacing one sub-manifold
by two sub-manifolds directly next to each other. Again how
we put the two sub-manifolds next to each other depends on
the framing. For example consider co-dimension 2 defects in
3-manifolds, i.e., anyons. We can fuse two anyons by replacing
one ribbon by two ribbons, such that those ribbons are located
on the two margins of this ribbon.
Example 105. Consider a CTL type on 3-manifolds with
boundary with gluing at the boundary. There is the follow-
ing CTL mapping from this type to another CTL type on 3-
manifolds with embedded 1-manifolds and gluing at those 1-
manifolds: The lattice mapping replaces the 1-region by a thin
narrow tunnel (or tube) by cutting out a tubular neighbourhood,
yielding a lattice on a 3-manifold with boundary. The lattice
mapping just blocks the indices at one tube segment to yield
the indices at one line segment. Those mappings are consis-
tent with gluing and contraction. This CTL mapping is closely
connected to what is known as the Drinfel’d double for fusion
categories or weak Hopf algebras in the conventional algebraic
language. The resulting CTL type is not a CTL coming from
a TL. A concrete lattice implementation of such a CTL would
yield algebraic structures related to braided fusion categories or
quasi-triangular Hopf algebras.
Example 106. Start with a physical boundary of an TL on 3-
manifolds. Consider the following TL mapping to a TL type
on 2-manifolds: The lattice mapping consists in replacing the
2-manifold by a thin layer of 3-manifold everywhere that is
sandwiched by a physical boundary on both sides. The tensor-
network mapping consists in blocking the tensors along the di-
rection perpendicular to the thin layer. As we have seen, a
topological boundary yields a PEPS representation for a ground
state of the model, so the result of the above mapping is the 2-
dimensional tensor network obtained by taking the overlap of
this PEPS representation with itself.
We can also get a physical boundary for this TL on 2-
manifold by another TL mapping: The lattice mapping is as
above for the interior of the 2-manifold, and at the boundary
we just “fold over” the physical boundary of the 3-manifolds
from one side of the thin layer to the other.
Example 107. Start again with a physical boundary for a TL
type on 3-manifolds. Consider the following TL mapping to a
TL type on 3-manifolds with embedded line-like defects (e.g.,
anyons): The lattice mapping consists in replacing the embed-
ded 1-region by a thin tube by cutting out a tubular neighbour-
hood, like in example (105). Just that now the boundary of
the tube consists of the physical boundary of the TL manifold,
and not of the index boundary of a CTL manifold. The tensor-
network mapping consists in blocking the tensors of the tube
around each line segment. It does not yield open indices along
the line, in contrast to example (105).
Physical boundaries correspond to holes in a topologically
ordered model, which can be made arbitrarily large. The map-
ping above shrinks those holes to point-like punctures, i.e.,
anyons.
Example 108. Start with a physical boundary of a TL type A
on n-manifolds together with a TL typeB on (n−1)-manifolds.
Consider the following fusion of A and B to A: The lattice
mapping consists in taking the lattice of A as it is (using the
identity mapping) and mapping the lattice at the boundary of
the n-manifold into a lattice of type B on the corresponding
(n − 1)-manifold. The tensor-network mapping is the identity
mapping in the interior of the n-manifold and at the boundary
blocks together the boundary tensors of B and the tensors ofA.
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Chapter 5
Concrete (C)TL types
In this section we will study different concrete (C)TL types
with real tensors on topological lattice types on different
(framed) n/o-manifold types. For each of those types we will
give a combinatorial definition, determine the basic tensors and
basic axioms, give some families of solutions and/or concrete
examples, discuss their properties and relation to other types,
state their relation to established algebraic/categorial structures
and give the physical context in which those models appear.
Almost all CTL types described in this section come from TL
types. We will use the language of CTLs though, as they pro-
vide us with the possibility to speak about tensors associated
to different lattices in a more concrete way without having to
specify which cutting boundary of a patch of TL we consider.
Overview
We will give CTLs of different types names like “X-
CTL”, where “X” is some string of letters describing
the different ingredients of the type. “X” will start
with “n/o” if the CTL is defined on a boundary n/o-
manifold type. The following table summarizes the
different types with their basic lattices, closely related al-
gebraic/categorial structures, and their physical context.
(C)TL type basic lattices algebraic structures type of phases
0cV-CTLs single vertex number 1 trivial
1V-(C)TLs single edge symmetric projector 1D classical symmetry breaking
(zero temperature),
0 + 1D Hamiltonian with exact degeneracy,
qu-d-it EPR pair
1/1cVV-CTLs stellar cone of
some vertices
isometry 0 + 1D ground state collection,
1D classical order parameter collection
2E-(C)TLs triangle *-algebra classical/quantum 2- or
(1 + 1)-dimensional symmetry breaking order
(with/without time-reversal symmetry)
2/1EE-(C)TLs prism of stellar
cone of some vertices
*-algebra
representation
domain walls, line-like defects,
boundaries (of multi-layer system)
in 2D symmetry-breaking order
2/2cEV-CTLs 1-edge-boundary disk isometry 1 + 1D ground state collection,
2D classical order parameter collection
2/2cEEV-CTLs stellar cone of
n-gon
isometry collection of 1 + 1D quantum
states with defects,
collection of 2D classical order parameters
3FE-(C)TLs tetrahedron unitary multi-fusion
category
Topological or symmetry-breaking
order in 2 + 1 dimensions
3E-(C)TLs pillow, banana weak Hopf *-algebra Topological or symmetry-breaking
order in 2 + 1 dimensions
3/1EE-(C)TLs EE-pillow,
EE-banana
? Domain walls, membrane-like defects,
boundaries (of multi-layer system)
in 2 + 1 dimensions
3/2EE-(C)TLs snake, bellow representation of
Drinfel’d double
anyons
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5.1 0cV-CTLs
Definition
0cV-CTLs are a very trivial CTL type in 0 dimensions. “cV”
stands for “central glued, vertex” as there is a basic gluing for
the “central” vertices even if they are not part of a boundary,
and indices are associated to vertices. Because of the gluing
0cV-CTLs are a CTL type that does not correspond to a TL
type.
Backgrounds
The backgrounds are given by 0-manifolds, i.e., sets of points.
There is one background gluing, namely surgery gluing. I.e.,
each pair of points of a 0-manifold can be glued and during the
gluing they disappear.
Lattices
The lattices are 0CC-lattices, i.e., sets of vertices without any
further structure. There are no basic moves (bi-stellar flips on
0CC-lattices are trivial). The index lattice of a lattice is the
whole lattice. There is one basic gluing, namely cell gluing,
i.e., two vertices can be glued and disappear.
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors (containing complex ones via reali-
fication) with one index type. The index prescription associates
one index of this type to every vertex. When two vertices are
glued the two associated indices are contracted.
5.1.1 Basic tensors and axioms
The lattice consisting of a single vertex forms a set of basic
lattices. Every lattice can obtained by copies of this basic lattice
by disjoint union alone already. Thus, the whole CTL is already
determined by the associated basic tensor:
T1) Fa := a (5.1)
The tensor associated to a lattice with x vertices is just a tensor
product of x times this vector F .
All CTL axioms follow the single following basic axiom (see
Remark (12), Remark (10) and Remark (8)):
A1) a a =
⇒ |F |2 = FaFa = 1
(5.2)
Consider the lattice with two vertices. It can be glued to
any other lattice with one of the vertices without changing that
lattice. Thus, according to the local support convention we set
the corresponding tensor to be the identity matrix:
A2) a b = a b = δa,b (5.3)
This convention can only be fulfilled if the basis is the trivial
1-element set and Fa is the number 1. So the only 0cV-CTL is
the trivial CTL.
5.1.2 Alternatives
Alternatively one can consider another CTL type called 0-
CTLs that uses the same lattice type. In contrast to 0cV-CTLs
the former do not have any basic gluing and no indices, such
that all CTL tensors are numbers. The only constraints to those
numbers arise from the disjoint union axiom. The single ver-
tex is still a basic lattice. So the whole CTL is determined by
the corresponding basic tensor, the number F . This F can be
arbitrary, and the number associated to a lattice consisting of n
vertices is Fn.
0-CTLs come from the TL type that associates one number
to each vertex. Each single F ∈ R corresponds to a different
gauge family and TL phase.
5.1.3 Physical interpretation
Physically 0cV-CTLs correspond to 0-dimensional classical
statistical models or 0-dimensional quantum systems at finite
temperature. In such systems the concepts of locality and ther-
modynamic limit become trivial, so there are no non-trivial
phases. For 0V-CTLs different numbers correspond to differ-
ent TL phases, which However, belong to a single physical TL
phase, as they are all normalization TLs.
5.2 1V-(C)TLs
5.2.1 Definition
1V-CTLs are a rather trivial CTL type coming from a TL type
for cell complexes on 1-manifolds. The “V” stands for “vertex”
as this is where indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
The backgrounds of the TL type are 1-manifolds, thus the
extended backgrounds of the CTL are boundary 1-manifolds.
There is one background gluing, namely boundary surgery glu-
ing.
Lattices
The lattices are given by 1CCb-lattices, i.e., collections of loops
and intervals composed of line segments. The index lattice con-
sists of the 0CC-lattice (i.e., the set of vertices) formed by the
boundary of the 1CCb-lattices. The basic move consist of split-
ting an edge into two and vice versa:
←→ (5.4)
The basic gluing is boundary cell gluing, as shown in examples
a) and b) of (83).
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors (containing complex ones via reali-
fication) with one index type. The index prescription associates
one index of this type to each vertex of the index lattice, i.e.,
each boundary vertex. When two boundary vertices are glued
together, the associated indices are contracted.
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5.2.2 Basic tensors and axioms
A set of basic lattices is given by the single lattice consisting of
a single edge:
(5.5)
Thus, the whole CTL is already determined by the correspond-
ing basic tensor:
T1) Fab := a b (5.6)
There is a set of basic axioms, one of which is the following
axiom that is directly related to the basic move Eq. (5.4) of the
(C)TL type:
A1) a c = a c
⇒ FabFbc = Fac
(5.7)
In order to see this in the CTL language, we can consider the
following history mapping: Replace every edge of a lattice by
the basic lattice above, and replace every vertex in the interior
by a basic gluing of the according two vertices of the basic
lattices nearby. E.g.
→ (5.8)
For every lattice, this history mapping yields an axiom that we
can view as a definition of the associated CTL tensor in terms
of the basic tensor. Those defining axioms already imply the
disjoint union axioms and gluing axioms of the CTL. Together
with the axiom A1) they also imply the move axioms.
In order to also imply the symmetry axioms we have to add
another basic axiom coming from the reflection symmetry of
the basic tensor (which is already implicitly implied by the no-
tation):
A2) a b = b a
⇒ Fab = Fba
(5.9)
5.2.3 Properties and classification
According to two basic axioms A1) and A2), the basic tensor
Fab interpreted as a linear map from a to b is a symmetric (self-
adjoint in the complex-real case) projector. According to the
local support convention we can set F to the identity matrix.
The only free choice is the cardinality d of the basis set. 1V-
CTLs are classified by this dimension d.
5.2.4 Physical interpretation
In the world of classical statistical physics, 1V-CTLs describe
1-dimensional symmetry-breaking order at zero temperature.
The corresponding fixed point model is equivalent to the 1-
dimensional d-state Potts model at zero temperature (i.e., the
Ising model for d = 2). Those models (for d > 1) have long-
range correlations which are However, not robust under pertur-
bations (such as adding temperature), even if they do not break
the symmetry.
In the world of quantum physics, 1V-CTLs correspond to
the (0 + 1)-dimensional models with an exact ground state de-
generacy. The fixed point model is equivalent to the qu-d-it
Hamiltonian 0. Arbitrary (0 + 1)-dimensional Hamiltonians
with an exact d-fold ground state degeneracy are also in the
same phase. When cooling down (i.e., performing imaginary
time evolution) the system preserves its state within this de-
generate subspace and thus transports this part of information
through imaginary time. The CTL tensor on an interval is at the
same time the ground state projector and the zero-temperature
density matrix (up to normalization). Another interpretation of
the CTL tensor on an interval when the endpoints are at equal
time but separated in space is as a EPR pair (up to normaliza-
tion).
In both worlds, non-trivial 1V-CTLs are non-robust (accord-
ing to Com. (13)), as they are reducible. Moreover they are
also unstable to essentially any permutations, even if they do
not break the symmetry between the different direct sum com-
ponents, namely all perturbations that lift the exact degeneracy
between the largest eigenvalues of the TL matrix.
5.3 1/1cVV-CTLs
5.3.1 Definition
By 1/1cVV-CTLs we mean a collection of different CTL types
that model point-like intersections of 1V-CTLs. “cVV” stands
for “central glued, vertex, vertex”, because there is an addi-
tional basic gluing for the central 0-region, and indices are as-
sociated to two kinds of vertices. Because of this additional
gluing, 1/1cVV-CTLs do not come from a TL type.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds of different 1/1cVV-CTL types are
boundary 1/1-manifolds of a central type with an arbitrary 0/0-
manifold as boundary central link. E.g.
a) b) c) d) (5.10)
1/1cVV-CTLs contain one 1V-CTLs as sub-type multiple
times, once for each 0-region of the boundary central link. a)
corresponds to 1V-CTLs with additional endpoints, b) corre-
sponds to meeting points between two different 1V-CTLs, c)
includes co-dimension 1 defects for a 1V-CTL, and d) incldes
points where three different 1V-CTLs can meet.
There are two kinds of background gluings: First, there is
surgery gluing for each of the boundary 0-regions, and second,
surgery gluing for the central bulk 0-region (see examples a)
and b) in (50), for the boundary central link d) in Eq. (5.10)).
Lattices
The lattices are 1/1CC-lattices living on the corresponding
1/1-manifolds. E.g., a lattice for the boundary central link d)
in Eq. (5.10) can look like:
(5.11)
The index lattice is the 0/0CC-lattice corresponding to the
boundary 0-regions and to the central bulk 0-region. For each
1-region there is one basic move, namely the higher order bi-
stellar flip for this 1-region. Those moves are just the basic
moves for the sub 1V-CTLs. For each boundary 0-region there
is one basic gluing, namely cell gluing for this boundary region,
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just as for the corresponding sub 1V-CTL. There is one addi-
tional basic gluing, namely cell gluing for the central 0-region
(see example a) in (73), for the boundary central link d)).
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors (containing complex ones via real-
ification) with one index type for each boundary 0-region, and
one index type for the central bulk 0-region. The index pre-
scription associates one index of a given type to each vertex of
the corresponding boundary or bulk 0-region. At all basic glu-
ings of two vertices (of any boundary or the bulk 0-region), the
two corresponding indices are contracted.
5.3.2 Basic tensors and axioms
A set of basic lattices is given by the basic lattices of all the
sub 1V-CTLs together with the following lattice: There is one
edge for each point of the boundary central link, coloured by
the corresponding 0-region of that point. All those edges are
joint together at one vertex of the central bulk 0-region. I.e., for
the boundary central link d) in Eq. (5.10) we get the following
basic lattices:
a) b) c) d) (5.12)
Here b), c) and d) are the basic lattices of the sub 1V-CTLs, and
a) is the 1/1cVV basic lattice.
The 1/1cVV-CTL is fully determined by the corresponding
basic tensors. For the boundary central link d) in Eq. (5.10)
we have the following 1/1cVV basic tensor (in addition to the
basic tensors of the sub 1V-CTLs.
T1) Gxbcd :=
a
b
c
x (5.13)
A history for a given lattice can be obtained by the following
defining mapping: For every edge take one copy of the 1V basic
lattice for the corresponding 1-region, and for every vertex of
the central bulk 0-region take one copy of the 1/1cVV basic
lattice. Then glue all the basic lattices according to how they
are located. This does not directly yield the original lattice as
there are additional edges around every vertex of the central
0-region. To obtain the original lattice we have to add basic
moves that fuse pairs of edges next to the vertices of the central
0-region into single edges.
In addition to the basic history moves for all the sub 1V-
CTLs, there is the following additional basic history move: On
the one hand there are two copies of the 1/1cVV basic lattices
glued at the central vertices, and on the other hand there is the
disjoint union of one of the 1V basic lattices for each point of
the boundary central link. This 1/1cVV basic history move
yields a basic axiom. E.g., for the boundary central link d) in
Eq. (5.10) we get the following axiom:
A1)
a d
b e
c f
=
a d
b e
c f
⇒ GxabcGxdef = δadδbeδcf
(5.14)
This can be seen as follows: The defining history above is
trivially consistent with disjoint unions and gluing at the 1V
index vertices. Together with the basic history move A1) (and
the 1V basic history move) it is also consistent with the gluing
at the 1/1cVV vertices. As it is consistent with the defining
histories for all the sub 1V-LTAs, it is also consistent with the
1V basic moves.
In addition to the basic axioms arising from the basic history
moves we have the basic axioms arising from symmetries of the
basic lattice. Those are only non-trivial when there are regions
with more than one point in the boundary central link. E.g.,
for the boundary central upper link c) in Eq. (5.10) we have the
following axiom (already implied by the notation):
A2) a b
x = b a
x (5.15)
5.3.3 Basic properties and classification
Consider the lattice consisting of two 1/1cVV vertices of the
central 0-region connected to one common edge for every point
of the boundary central link. E.g.,
(5.16)
Gluing one 1cVV vertex of this lattice to any other lattice does
not change the background of the latter, i.e., it can be undone
by basic moves. So according to the local support convention
we can set the associated tensor to the identity matrix. E.g.,
x y = x y = δx,y (5.17)
This yields another axiom for the basic tensor T1). E.g.,
A3) x y = x y = yx
⇒ GxabcGyabc = δx,y
(5.18)
which together with the basic axiom A1) yields that Gxabc in-
terpreted as a linear map from a, b and c to x is an orthogonal
map. By a gauge transformation on the index x we can set it
to the identity map. The basis set of x is then the cartesian
product of the basis sets of a, b and c. So given all the sub
1V-CTLs, there is only one possible 1/1cVV-CTL, up to gauge
transformations:
a
b
c
(x, y, z) =
x
a
y
b
z
c
G
(x,y,z)
abc = δx,aδy,bδz,c
(5.19)
5.3.4 Alternatives
Alternatively one can consider another CTL type called 1/1V-
CTLs that uses the same lattice type, but without the basic
gluing and without indices associated to the 2/1cVV vertices.
The set of basic lattices is still the same, as the defining his-
tory didn’t make use of the basic gluing at the 2/1cVV vertices.
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The whole CTL is already determined by the corresponding ba-
sic tensor, together with the basic tensors of the sub 1V-CTLs.
E.g.,
T1) Gbcd :=
b
c
d
(5.20)
A set of basic axioms is given by the axioms of the sub 1V-
CTL, together with the following additional basic axiom for
each region of the boundary central link: On the left hand there
is the 1V basic lattice of the according region glued together
the 1/1V basic lattice, and on the right hand there is the 1/1V
basic lattice alone. E.g.,
A1) a
c
d
=
a
c
d
Gbcdδd,a = G
acd
(5.21)
Given that the 1V basic tensors are identity matrices according
to the local support convention, this axiom is fulfilled for an
arbitrary tensor G. So the 1/1V-CTLs for a given set of sub
1V-CTLs form a vector space. Also the set of gauge families
is in general labeled by continuous parameters. E.g., for the
boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.10) consisting of a single
point, G is an arbitrary vector (a tensor with one index) and the
norm of this vector is constant under gauge transformations.
Every different norm corresponds to one gauge family. When
there are regions in the boundary central link represented by
multiple points, we also need symmetry axioms, analogously
to the axiom A2) for 1/1cVV-CTLs.
In contrast to 1/1cVV-CTLs, 1/1V-CTLs do come from a
TL type on the 1/1-manifold type whose central link is the
boundary central link of the CTL.
5.3.5 Physical interpretation
In the context of classical statistical physics, 1/1V-CTLs with
boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.10) are topological bound-
aries of (zero-temperature) symmetry-breaking order in 1 di-
mension. Those boundaries correspond to an arbitrary super-
position of symmetry-broken sectors. The corresponding fixed
point model is the d-state zero-temperature Potts model with an
arbitrary Boltzmann weight at the boundary. For the boundary
central link b) they are co-dimension 1 defects within this Potts
model, and in general they correspond to points where multiple
different Potts models meet. Those are However, equivalent to
multiple boundaries. 1/1cVV-CTLs represent the whole col-
lection of such boundaries/defects/meeting points.
In the context of quantum mechanics, complex-real 1/1V-
CTLs with boundary central link a) correspond to ground states
of the exactly d-fold degenerate imaginary time evolution given
by the sub 1V-CTLs. 1/1cVV-CTLs are isometries from some
abstract ground state space into the many-body Hilbert space
(which is trivial as the latter Hilbert space does not grow). In
general they describe the ground states of the tensor product of
one system for each point of the boundary central link.
5.4 2E-(C)TLs
5.4.1 Definition
2E-CTLs are a CTL type on 2-dimensional lattices coming
from a TL type. The “E” stands for “edge” as this is where
indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds of the CTL type correspond to
boundary 2-manifolds, and the backgrounds of the TL corre-
spond to 2-manifolds. There is one background gluing, namely
boundary surgery gluing (see example c), d) and e) in (34)).
Lattices
The lattices are 2CCb-lattices with the following decoration:
Each boundary edge has an orientation. The index lattice con-
sists of the 1CC-lattice formed by the boundary (together with
the edge orientations). The basic moves are bi-stellar flips in
the interior (see example c) in (70)). The basic gluing is (higher
level) boundary cell gluing (see examples c) and d) in (83) and
a) in (84)), where we have to take care of the edge orientations:
If two edges are glued we have to identify their lower links such
that the orientations match. E.g., the following gluing yields a
Mo¨bius strip, whereas it would yield an annulus if we would
reverse one of the edge orientations (see Remark (3)):
→ (5.22)
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors (containing complex ones via reali-
fication) with one index type. The index prescription associates
one index to each boundary edge. When two edges are glued,
the two associated indices are contracted.
5.4.2 Basic tensors and axioms
A set of basic lattices is given by the following single lattice:
(5.23)
We can get a defining history for a given lattice in the follow-
ing way: Perform a barycentric subdivision of the underlying
2CCb-lattice (i.e., replace every cell by a vertex), except for
the boundary edges. This yields a 2SCb-lattice. The orienta-
tion for all edges in the interior is canonically determined from
the barycentric subdivision, and the orientation of the boundary
edges is the one given by the original lattice. Now glue together
all basic lattices according to how they are located. This yields
a lattice that is connected to the original lattice by basic moves.
The whole 2E-CTL is determined by the associated basic
tensor:
T1) F abc :=
a b
c
(5.24)
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There is the following set of basic history moves (yielding
basic axioms): 1) 3 basic axioms directly related to a 2-Pachner
move, (or the according bi-stellar flip) corresponding to the
three choices of opposite edges of the 3-simplex representing
the pairs of glued edges:
ab
dc
=
b
c
a
d
(5.25)
2) 4 basic axioms directly related to a 3-Pachner move (or the
according bi-stellar flip) corresponding to the 4 vertices of the
3-simplex corresponding to the vertex in the middle on the right
side:
a b
c
=
ab
c
(5.26)
The defining history above is automatically consistent with
disjoint union. Together with the basic history moves above it
is also consistent with gluings and moves (as the basic history
moves directly correspond to basic moves).
Remark 90. Consider the lattice consisting of a single 2-gon
face with non-cyclic edge orientation. Gluing one of the edges
of this lattice to other lattice does not change the background of
the latter. By the symmetry and gluing axioms, the associated
tensor interpreted as a linear map from one edge to the other is
a symmetric (Hermitian in the complex-real case) projector:
b
a
=
a
b
=
a
b
. (5.27)
So by the local support convention we can set it to the identity
matrix:
a
b
=
b
a
(5.28)
Remark 91. We can reduce the number and complexity of the
basic axioms by adding the 2-gon face with cyclic edge ori-
entation to the set of basic lattices, such that we can use the
associated basic tensor as some kind of auxiliary variable:
T2)
a
b
(5.29)
Now the following 5 axioms involving both basic tensors T1)
and T2) are equivalent to the basic axioms above together with
the local support convention in Eq. (5.28).
A1)
ab
dc
=
b
c
a
d
A2)
a
b
=
a
b
=
b
a
A3)
a
b
=
a
b
=
b
a
A4)
a b
c
=
a b
c
A5)
a b
c
=
a b
c
(5.30)
On the one hand the axioms A1) to A5) clearly follow from
the CTL axioms and thus are implied by the basic axioms
Eqs. (5.25, 5.26).
On the other hand A1) is equal to Eq. (5.25 for one particular
edge orientation. Using A2) we can bring any of the triangles
from the left side of A1) to the right in order to obtain Eq. (5.26)
for one particular edge orientation. Then we can use A4) and
A5) to invert the orientation of any of the non-glued edges on
both sides of any axiom, whenever this does not lead to cyclic
orientations of the triangles. Using A4) and A5) together with
A3), we can also invert the orientation of the two glued edges
on one side of any axiom. Using that we get all the axioms in
Eqs. (5.25, 5.26) from the ones for one particular edge orienta-
tion.
So we have reduced the 7 rather complicated axioms
Eqs. (5.25, 5.26) together with the local support convention
Eq. (5.28) to 5 much simpler axioms.
5.4.3 Solutions
Delta tensors
For any finite basis set B, the delta 2E-CTL (see Observa-
tion (20)) is given by
F abc := δa,b,c, where a, b, c ∈ B. (5.31)
The tensor associated to an arbitrary lattice is just the tensor
product of one delta tensor for each connected component, with
as many indices as needed. E.g.,
d
a
b
c = a
b
c
d
(5.32)
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Groups
Every (finite) group G, the group 2E-CTL has G as basis set
and the following basic tensor:
F abc =
(
|G|−1/2
)
δab,c =
{
|G|−1/2 if ab = c
0 otherwise
, (5.33)
where a, b, c label group elements and δ is the delta tensor
on the set of group elements. So the basic tensor is just the
normalized, linearized version of the group multiplication, i.e.,
the tensor representing the product of the group algebra.
The tensor associated to an arbitrary lattice with disk ex-
tended background has entry 1 for a configuration of group
elements whose product going counter-clockwise around the
edges of the index lattice yields the identity group element,
and 0 otherwise. If the corresponding edge is oriented clock-
wise instead of counter-clockwise one has to take the inverse
group element instead of the group element. Note that whether
the product yields the group identity does not depend on what
“counter-clockwise”, so no orientation is actually needed. We
also have to include a normalization factor of |G| to the power
of 1 minus half the number of edges. E.g.
d
a
b
c =
(
|G|1−4/2
)
δa−1bcd−1,1 (5.34)
where 1 denotes the identity group element. The gluing axiom
of the CTL follows by the associativity of the group multipli-
cation.
The following two tensors represent the linearized identity
and inverse operation of the group:
a = δa,1
b
a
= δa,b−1 (5.35)
Double-line tensors
For any set B the double-line 2E-CTL has as basis set B ×B
and the following basic tensor:
F
(aa)(bb)
(cc) =
(
|B|−1/2
) aabb
c c
(5.36)
where a, a, b, b, c, c ∈ B. The basic tensor F (when read as op-
erator from the two upper composite indices to the lower com-
posite index) represents the (normalized version of the) product
in the algebra of |B| × |B| matrices. The two non-overlined
(overlined) components of each index represents the columns
(rows) of the matrices:
(XY )cc = XciYic = XbbYaaδb,cδb,aδac (5.37)
The tensor associated to a general lattice with disk extended
background has the same double-line structure as Eq. (5.36).
For each edge the order of the overlined and non-overlined
component of the associated index is determined from the ori-
entation. The normalization factor is |B| to the power of 1 mi-
nus half the number of edges. E.g.
(dd)
(aa)
(bb)
(cc) =
(
|B|1−4/2
)
a
a
bb
c
c
d d
(5.38)
The tensors associated to the following two lattices represent
the transposition operation and the identity element of the ma-
trix algebra:
(aa) =
(
|B|1/2
)
a
a
(bb)
(aa)
=
b a
b a
(5.39)
Complex numbers
The complex number 2E-CTL (see Definition (88)) has as ba-
sis set {1, i} and the following basic tensor:
F abc := C
{in,in,out}
abc , with a, b, c ∈ {1, i} (5.40)
The tensor associated to a general connected lattice is also the
complex number tensor with as many indices as needed. The
complex arrow orientations are determined by the (clockwise
or counter-clockwise) orientation of each edge. This defini-
tion does not actually need an orientation on the lattice because
of the arrow reversal property of the complex number tensors.
E.g.,
d
a
b
c = ac
b
d
(5.41)
The tensors associated to a single 1-gon or 2-gon face with
cyclic edge orientations represent the identity and complex con-
jugation operation:
a = Ca
b
a
= Cab (5.42)
Quaternions
The quaternion 2E-CTL has a 4-element basis set and the fol-
lowing basic tensor:
F abc :=
(
1
2
)
0 : 1 1 : 1 2 : 1 3 : 1
1 : 1 0 : −1 3 : 1 2 : −1
2 : 1 3 : −1 0 : −1 1 : 1
3 : 1 2 : 1 1 : −1 0 : −1
 (5.43)
where a, b, c ∈ {0,1,2,3}where a and b correspond to the row
and column, and c is given in sparse notation (see Remark (15)).
The basic tensor interpreted as a linear map from the indices a
and b to c are the (normalized version of the) product of the
4-dimensional real division algebra known as quaternions.
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The tensor associated to the 2-gon face with non-cyclic edge
orientation represents some sort of conjugation for the quater-
nion algebra:
a
b
=

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (5.44)
Direct sum of double-line tensors
As some kind of combination of the double-line 2E-CTL and
the delta 2E-CTL above one can consider a direct sum of many
double-line 2E-CTLs with different basis sets Bi for each ele-
ment i of a set I .
F
(αaa)(βbb)
(γcc)
:=
a
a′b
b′
c′ c
αβ
γ
w
wα = |Bα|−1/2
(5.45)
where α,β,γ will be referred to as irrep indices and
a,b,c,a′,b′,c′ as block indices. The basis set of the block in-
dices Bα depends on the value of α = β = γ of the irrep
indices (see Remark (14)). One whole composite index has di-
mension
∑
α |Bα|2.
5.4.4 Properties and classification
Remark 92. As we are using real tensors, gauge transforma-
tion are orthogonal maps G as described in Observation (4).
E.g.
d
a
b
c →
d
a
b
c
a a
b b
c c
d d
G
G
G
G
(5.46)
2E-CTLs have a simple classification:
Proposition 4. Every 2E-CTL A is equivalent to a direct sum
of CTLs up to gauge transformations:
A =
⊕
i∈I
Ai (5.47)
where each Ai is a stacking of a double-line 2E-CTL as in
Eq. (5.36) and either 1) nothing/the trivial CTL, 2) the com-
plex number 2E-CTL or 3) the quaternion 2E-CTL. We will re-
fer to this gauge as the standard form of 2E-CTLs. In tensor
network notation the standard form is denoted as
F
(αα′aa)(ββ′bb)
(γγ′cc) :=
a
a′ b
b′
c′c
β
α
γ
β′
α′
γ′
w
x
wα = |Bα|−1/2
(5.48)
where x can be the basic tensor of either the trivial, the complex
number or the quaternion 2E-CTL, depending on the value of
the index α = β = γ.
We do not give an explicit proof here, but the above statement
is just a direct translation of the following fact to our language:
Each finite-dimensional real C*-algebra is isomorphic to a di-
rect sum of matrix algebras over a) the reals, b) the complex
numbers or c) the quaternions [47].
Observation 59. According to Prop. (4), the gauge families of
2E-CTLs form a discrete set labeled by three lists of increas-
ing positive integers. The integers are the dimensions of the
double-line 2E-CTLs in the direct sum and the three lists corre-
spond to the parts with the trivial, complex number, and quater-
nion 2E-CTLs.
Example 109. Consider the group 2E-CTL for the group Z3.
It is gauge equivalent to a direct sum of the trivial CTL and
the complex number 2E-CTL (times the trivial double-line 2E-
CTL). The gauge transformation that takes it from the basis
spanned by group elements into its standard form is the follow-
ing:
Gα,α
′
i

1√
3
1√
3
1√
3
0 1√
2
−1√
2
2√
6
−1√
6
−1√
6
 (5.49)
where i ∈ Z3 labels the columns. The rows correspond to the
values (0,1), (1,1) and (1, i) of (α, α′) in Eq. (5.48), whereas
the indices a and a′ are trivial (i.e., one dimensional).
For complex-real 2E-CTLs, the classification becomes even
simpler:
Proposition 5. For complex-real 2E-CTLs the standard form
does only contain the complex number 2E-CTL (instead of the
trivial and quaternion 2E-CTL), i.e., it equals the complexifi-
cation of a direct sum of double-line 2E-CTLs. In this case
the gauge transformation that brings it into standard form is the
realification of a complex-linear map, see Remark (29).
We do not give an explicit proof for this statement here, but
it corresponds to the fact that each finite-dimensional complex
C*-algebra is isomorphic to a direct sum of full matrix algebras.
The connection will become clear in Section (5.4.6).
Observation 60. According to Prop. (5) gauge families of
complex-real 2E-CTLs form a discrete set labeled by an in-
creasingly ordered list of positive integers. Those integers are
the dimensions of the double-line 2E-CTLs in the direct sum.
Remark 93. The complexifications of two 2E-CTLs can be
gauge equivalent (i.e., have the same standard form) even if
they are themselves not gauge equivalent. For example the
complexification of the complex number 2E-CTL is gauge
equivalent to the complexification of the direct sum of two triv-
ial 2E-CTLs, or the complexification of the quaternion 2E-CTL
is gauge equivalent to the complexification of the double-line
2E-CTL over a 2-element basis set.
Comment 15. Consider the complexification of a group 2E-
CTL Eq. (5.33), i.e., the stacking with the complex number 2E-
CTL. The gauge transformation that takes it into the standard
form is the realification of a complex-linear map known as the
Fourier transform of the group. Note that the standard form of
the complexified group 2E-CTL can look quite different from
the standard form of the group 2E-CTL: For example the stan-
dard form of the complexified Z3 group 2E-CTL is a direct sum
of three times the complex number 2E-CTL in contrast to the
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direct sum of complex number 2E-CTL and trivial 2E-CTL in
example (109).
Observation 61. Consider the real number that the delta 2E-
CTL with basis set B associates to a lattice X with empty in-
dex lattice (or better, the corresponding background). If X is
connected, the corresponding history yields a connected tensor
network of delta tensors. Such a tensor network evaluates to
T [X] =
∑
b∈B
= |B| (5.50)
If X consists of x connected pieces, we get the product of the
single numbers:
T [X] = |B|x (5.51)
This shows that the delta 2E-CTLs for different |B| are really
in different TL phases.
Observation 62. Consider the number that the double-line 2E-
CTL associates to a lattice X with empty index lattice. Con-
sider the tensor network corresponding to the defining history
of a lattice X: For each basic lattice in the history we get a
factor of |B|−1/2, and for each vertex of the history where the
corners of multiple basic lattices come together we get a closed
loop, yielding |B| when evaluated. So in total we get a weight
of
T [X] = |B| #vertices ofX |B|−1/2 #triangles ofX
= |B| #vertices ofX− #edges ofX+ #faces ofX = |B|χ(X)
(5.52)
where χ(X) is the Euler characteristic of the cell complex X .
This shows that those CTLs for different |B| are really in dif-
ferent TL phases.
Observation 63. Consider the number that a direct sum of
double-line 2E-CTLs with basis sets Bi associates to a lattice
X with empty index lattice. Let us start with a sphere back-
ground:
= = =
∑
i∈I
|Bi|2 (5.53)
Next let’s consider a torus background:
=
x
x
yy =
w
=
∑
i∈I
|Bi||Bi|1−4/2 = |I|
(5.54)
For a general connected surface as background we get the sum
over one term of the form Eq. (5.52) for every i ∈ I:
T [X] =
∑
i∈I
|Bi|χ(X) (5.55)
And products thereof for multiple connected components.
Observation 64. Consider the number that the complex num-
ber 2E-CTL associates to a lattice with empty index lattice. Let
us start with a connected, orientable surface as background.
The tensor network corresponding to a history for such a lat-
tice is a connected network of complex number tensors, whose
arrow directions are all consistent (due to the orientability, see
Definition (88)). According to the fusion property of the com-
plex number tensors, this tensor network evaluates to 2:
T [X] = 2 (5.56)
For an orientable surface with x connected pieces we thus get
T [X] = 2x (5.57)
On the other hand, if the background is a non-orientable sur-
face, the tensor network corresponding to a history contains
at least one cycle with non-matching complex arrow orienta-
tions. According to the arrow obstruction property of the com-
plex number tensors this tensor network evaluates to 0 (see also
Definition (88)). For example, for the cross-cap we find:
T [cross cap] = =
= Tr
(
1 0
0 −1
)
= 0
(5.58)
Also every 2E-CTL that is the complexification of another one,
and in general every complex-real 2E-CTL evaluates to 0 on
non-orientable surfaces.
Observation 65. Consider the number that a group 2E-CTL
associates to lattices with empty index lattice X , for some se-
lected backgrounds. For X having sphere background, we get:
T [X] = = |G| (5.59)
For X having the background of a torus, we get:
T [X] = =
x
x
yy =
∑
g∈G
|C[g]| (5.60)
Here C[g] is the centralizer of g, i.e., the subset of all elements
that commute with g (which is also a subgroup).
As a third example consider a lattice X with cross-cap back-
ground:
T [X] = =
Tr([·]−1) = [#g ∈ G : g2 = 1]
(5.61)
Observation 66. Consider the tensor corresponding to an an-
nulus whose boundary consists of two 1-gons:
ab = a b (5.62)
It is a symmetric (or self-adjoint in the complex-real case) pro-
jector when interpreted as map from one edge to the other:
a b = a b
a b = b a
(5.63)
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After this projector is applied to any index of a CTL tensor
corresponding to a disk with arbitrary space, this index can be
freely permuted with others. E.g.,
a
b
c
= a b c
=
b
c
b
(5.64)
Comment 16. The projector in Eq. (5.62) is the projector onto
the commutative part of the CTL, i.e., that subspace in which
F abc = F
ba
c (5.65)
holds. In the conventional algebra language (see Sec-
tion (5.4.6)) this subspace is known as the centre of a *-algebra.
5.4.5 Alternatives
With normalizations
Definition 171. Let us consider another CTL type using the
same tensor type, lattice type and index prescription, but a dif-
ferent contraction prescription that uses normalizations. We
will refer to CTLs of this type as 2En-CTLs, where the “n”
stands for “normalization”. For a level 1 boundary cell gluing
(i.e., gluing together two neighbouring edges such that the ver-
tex in between disappears from the index lattice), we contract
the associated indices via one of two normalization matrices
C− orC+. Which one of those two we use depends on whether
the two edge orientations point towards or away from the vertex
in between. E.g.,
a
b
c
=
a
b
c
=
a
b
c
x
y
C+
y
x
(5.66)
The normalization matrices C− and C+ have to be symmetric
due to the symmetry axiom of CTLs.
Remark 94. Along the lines of Remark (35), 2En-CTLs can be
transformed into a CTL type without normalizations by adding
decorations to the index lattice. To this end add to each index
vertex a flag 0 or 1 that indicates whether the normalization ma-
trix C has already been incorporated or not. The new CTL ten-
sor equals the old CTL tensor where we contract the matrix C
to one neighbouring edge of each of the index vertices flagged
by 1. The decoration restricts the gluing in the following way:
1) Two edges cannot be glued if the fused vertices are both
flagged 1, otherwise the flags are added. 2) Two neighbouring
edges can only be glued if the vertex separating them is flagged
1. The last rule ensures that we have included a normalization
matrix every time two neighbouring edges are glued.
Remark 95. The following choice of CTL tensors and normal-
ization matrices defines a 2En-CTL:
F
(αα′aa′)(ββ′bb′)
(γγ′cc′) =
a
a′ b
b′
c′c
β
α
γ
β′
α′
γ′
w
x
C±(αα′aa′)(ββ′bb′) = α βa b
a′ b′α
′ β′
v
vα = |Bα|−1w−2α
(5.67)
where x is the basic tensor of the complex number, the quater-
nion, or the trivial 2E-CTL, depending on the value of the index
α = β = γ. We will call this the standard form of 2En-CTLs.
Proposition 6. Every 2En-CTL can be brought into the stan-
dard form by gauge transformations. For complex-real 2En-
CTLs, x is always the complex number 2E-CTL, and the gauge
transformation is the realification of a complex-linear map.
Remark 96. One particularly simple example of an 2En-CTL
is the following one where all basis sets are trivial:
F = α−1/2 C = α (5.68)
corresponding to an 2En-CTL in its standard form with only
one trivial block of dimension 1 and w = α−1/2.
The number associated to the background of a lattice X with
empty index lattice is:
T [X] = α #vertices ofXα−1/2 #triangles ofX
= α #vertices ofX− #edges ofX+ #faces ofX = αχ(X)
(5.69)
where χ(X) is the Euler characteristic of the cell complex X .
Remark 97. The (C)TLs from the previous remark for differ-
ent α are all in different TL phases, as the corresponding invari-
ants are different. So we see that there is at least one continu-
ous parameter necessary to label the different TL phases. On
the other hand the tensor products of the CTLs with α = α1
and α = α2 will result in the CTL with α = α1α2. So for each
CTL with α the tensor product with the CTL for α−1 yields the
trivial phase. So those phases have inverses under stacking.
Also all those different (C)TLs are in the same physical TL
phase, as they are just normalization TLs.
Without orientations
Let us see what happens if we drop the edge orientations of the
index lattice but leave everything else the same. We still have a
single basic tensor, namely the tensor associated to the triangle
(without edge orientations). The triangle will become invariant
under arbitrary flips and rotations, thus the corresponding basic
tensor F will be invariant under arbitrary index permutations.
So if we look at the standard form of 2E-CTLs, double-line
2E-CTLs with a non-trivial basis set, as well as quaternion 2E-
CTLs drop out, as they are non-commutative. Also the complex
number 2E-CTLs drop out as we need the edge orientations to
determine the complex arrow orientations. So the delta 2E-CTL
is the only solution that survives.
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5.4.6 Connection to *-algebras
Definition 172. A (finite-dimensional unital C)*-algebra over
a complex vector space with basis set B is given by three
linear/anti-linear maps:
unit η : C1 −→ CB [η(1) = 1]
involution t : CB −→ CB [t(a) = a∗]
product µ : CB×B −→ CB [µ(a, b) = ab]
(5.70)
such that the axioms Eqs. (5.77, 5.79, 5.81, 5.83, 5.85) hold. η
and µ are linear whereas t is anti-linear.
Remark 98. We will think of the three linear/anti-linear maps
as the realifications of the tensors given by their coefficients in
the canonical basis of CB , as described in Remark (41).
ηi = i (5.71)
tij = i j (5.72)
µijk = k
i
j
(5.73)
We will omit the complex arrow orientations in the future.
Proposition 7. For every complex-real 2E-CTL the complex
tensors underlying the basic tensors define a *-algebra. The
tensors η, t and µ are given by
ηi = i (5.74)
tij =
i
j
(5.75)
µijk =
i j
k
(5.76)
We will show this by giving a list of all *-algebra axioms in the
conventional form as well as for the corresponding tensors as
described in Remark (41) in tensor-network notation. Then we
show that the axiom holds for the CTL tensors Eq. (5.74) by
giving the corresponding CTL axiom:
1. The identity is left invariant by the *-operation:
1∗ = 1 t ◦ η = η = (5.77)
a = a (5.78)
2. The *-operation is an involution by
(a∗)∗ = a t ◦ t = 1 = (5.79)
a
b
=
a
b
(5.80)
which holds if we impose the local support convention
Eq. (5.28).
3. The identity property is given by
a · 1 = a = 1 · a µ ◦ (1⊗ η) = 1 = µ ◦ (η ⊗ 1)
= =
(5.81)
b
a
=
a
b
=
b
a
(5.82)
which again holds if we impose the local support convention.
4. The *-property is given by
(ab)∗ = b∗a∗ t ◦ µ = µ ◦ (t⊗ t) ◦ Swap
=
(5.83)
c
ba
=
c
ba
=
c
b a
(5.84)
where Swap is the operation that exchanges the two arguments.
5. Associativity is given by
(ab)c = a(bc) µ ◦ (µ⊗ 1) = µ ◦ (1⊗ µ)
=
(5.85)
ab
dc
=
c d
ab
=
b
c
a
d
(5.86)
Now let us see to what extent the reverse of this statement is
true.
Remark 99. A *-algebra cannot directly yield a 2E-CTL via
the reverse identification Eq. (5.74). This is because *-algebras
have a richer set of gauge transformations compared to 2E-
CTLs: The indices of the *-algebra tensors are divided into
input and output indices (which we indicated by an “arrow of
time” from left to right), such that input indices are only con-
tracted with output indices. So if we apply an arbitrary invert-
ible linear map G to all input indices and at the same time G−1
to all output indices this will leave the *-algebra axioms invari-
ant. E.g., the product changes as
−→
G
G
G−1 (5.87)
For the corresponding CTL tensor only orthogonal/unitary
transformations G would be allowed such that G−1 = G†.
Remark 100. As a consequence of Remark (99) there are some
2E basic axioms that are not invariant under gauge transforma-
tions for the *-algebra tensors: Whereas the basic axioms A1)
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and A3) are gauge invariant as equations for the *-algebra ten-
sors, the other basic axioms A2), A4) and A5) are not, as input
and output indices are contracted or equated:
A2)⇒ =
A4)⇒ =
A5)⇒ =
(5.88)
So whether those equations hold or not change when applying
a gauge transformation to the *-algebra.
Proposition 8. Each *-algebra is equivalent to a complex-real
2E-CTL. I.e., there exists an invertible linear map G such that
after gauging with G as in Eq. (5.87), Eq. (5.88) hold.
This follows from the well-known statement that every
(finite-dimensional unital C)*-algebra is gauge equivalent to a
direct sum of full matrix algebras, whose multiplication corre-
sponds to the tensor Eq. (5.67) with ωα = 1∀α. We can further
bring it into the standard form for complex 2E-CTLs with the
following gauge matrix G:
S
(αij)
(βkl) = α β
i k
j l
v
, with vα = |Bα|1/2 (5.89)
Remark 101. We can construct the gauge transformation S
from Prop. (8) in the following way. Define the following ma-
trix X:
X
j
i
:=
i
j (5.90)
X is Hermitian as we can shift the involution from the j-leg to
the i-leg with Eqs. (5.79, 5.83).
If we apply a gauge transformation S to the *-algebra, X
changes as
X −→ X
S
S
(5.91)
If we want to use the *-algebra tensors as 2E-CTL tensors
we have
X
j
i
=
i
j
=
i
j
=
j
i
(5.92)
So we have to find S such that
SXS† = 1 ⇒ X = S−1(S−1)† (5.93)
For this to be possible, X has to be a positive matrix. Then if
X = UΛU† is the eigenvalue decomposition of X , S is given
by
S = V (Λ)−1/2U (5.94)
for an arbitrary unitary V .
Observation 67. It is in particular the symmetry axioms of
the CTL tensors that do not hold for the according *-algebra
tensors if we do not fix the correct (non-orthogonal part of the)
gauge. E.g., we have
a
b
=
b
a
(5.95)
but not
a b = b a (5.96)
and we have
b a
c
=
c b
a
(5.97)
but not
a
b
c
= b
c
a
(5.98)
Remark 102. Similarly, every 2E-CTL (that is not necessar-
ily complex-real) defines a real (unital finite-dimensional C)*-
algebra, i.e., the equivalent set of tensors over a real vector
space (where the involution is not complex anti-linear but just
real linear), obeying the equivalent axioms. Those algebras are
classified by a direct sum of matrix algebras over the reals, the
complex numbers, or the quaternions, which are all examples
of 2E-CTLs, so the correspondence goes in both directions.
5.4.7 Physical interpretation and connections to
known models
2E-CTLs are essentially equivalent to the 2-dimensional lat-
tice TFTs introduced in Ref. [24]. However, there are big dif-
ferences in our way of presenting them and in various tech-
nical details. E.g., our framework makes it clear that instead
of geometry pure combinatorics is all we need and that there
is no orientation needed. Also the real (non-complex) case is
included as well.
Classical statistical physics
The delta 2E-CTLs represent a classical 2-dimensional Ising
model (for |B| = 2, otherwise |B|-state Potts model) at zero
temperature and magnetic field. So they are fixed point models
for symmetry breaking order. The tensor network that the TL
associates to a patch of square lattice looks like:
(5.99)
The transfer matrix for this tensor network is directly a projec-
tor (here as a map from the bottom to the top indices):
(5.100)
Every tensor of the form
v = α0 |. . . , 0, 0, 0, . . .〉+ α1 |. . . , 1, 1, 1, . . .〉+ . . . (5.101)
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is a fixed point of this transfer operator. The solutions with
αi = 0 for all i apart from a single one correspond the sym-
metry broken sectors of the model. The symmetry-preserving
fixed point with α0 = α1 = . . . is a classical analogue to the
quantum GHZ state [48], and has long-range correlations.
The double-line 2E-CTLs are fixed point models for the triv-
ial phase: The tensor network that the TL associates to a patch
of square lattice consists of disconnected parts:
(5.102)
Here we omitted normalization factors. Due to the disconnect-
edness it is in the same TL phase as a normalization TL and
therefore in the trivial physical TL phase.
The complex number 2E-CTL is an example of a CTL that
does not directly describe a classical statistical model (see Re-
mark (81)): There is no gauge transformation after which all
entries of the basic tensor are non-negative. However, if we
consider for example the direct sum of the trivial CTL with
the complex number CTL, we do get one: This direct sum is
gauge equivalent to the group CTL of Z3 (as seen in example
(109)) whose basic tensor has entries of 0 and 1 only. Simi-
larly, all other group 2E-CTLs define valid classical statistical
models that are gauge-equivalent to some non-trivial direct sum
containing complex number or quaternion CTLs. It is unclear
what physical meaning those new non-symmetry-breaking TL
phases have, as they cannot be detected via long-range corre-
lations of local observables (they can however, if we introduce
defects).
Also the quaternion 2E-CTL has negative entries in any
gauge. Additionally, they evaluate to negative numbers on
some backgrounds, e.g.,−2 for the real projective plane. So the
whole TL phase given by the quaternions cannot correspond to
a classical statistical model.
Quantum many-body physics
In the world of quantum physics, complex-real 2E-CTLs de-
scribe (1 + 1)-dimensional fixed point models for quantum
symmetry-breaking phases. There is a local commuting pro-
jector Hamiltonian: To each pair of neighbouring edges of the
index lattice of a lattice we can glue a lattice consisting of a
single 4-gon face without changing its background. E.g.,
= (5.103)
Thus, each ground state is invariant under applying this CTL
tensor interpreted as (the realification of) a complex-linear map
from the two contracted indices to the two remaining indices:
P abcd =
a b
c d
=
a b
c d
(5.104)
This map is a symmetric (self-adjoint) projector due to the glu-
ing and symmetry axiom. Now the overall Hamiltonian is given
by
H =
∑
i
(1− P (i)) (5.105)
where i runs over all vertices of the index lattice, and P (i) is
the projector acting on the pair of edges around the vertex i.
For a complex-real 2E-CTL in its standard form, the global
Hamiltonian projector looks like (omitting normalizations and
complexification):
(5.106)
The symmetry-preserved ground state looks like (again omit-
ting normalization and complexification):
(5.107)
which is also known as the isometric form for (non-injective)
MPS [2]. It consists of a GHZ state and one EPR pair shared
by each pair of neighbouring edges of the space. Apart from
normalizations, we can get rid of those EPR pairs by a gener-
alized local unitary circuit. So complex-real 2E-CTLs model
quantum systems with long-range entanglement of GHZ type.
2E-CTLs also have an interpretation in the non complex-
real case: They correspond to fixed point models of (1 + 1)-
dimensional quantum phases protected by time-reversal sym-
metry. For quantum spin systems a time-reversal symmetry is a
local anti-unitary operation that squares to identity (where local
means that it is representable as a TL operator, or in other words
a co-dimension 1 defect, which is unitary and non-framed). We
can always find a local basis such that such an anti-unitary op-
erator is just complex conjugation in this basis. So fixed point
models with time-reversal symmetry are described by general
(non complex-real) CTLs. The complexification of this CTL
yields a complex-real CTL that is symmetric under complex
conjugation.
Using our framework we find that there are three irreducible
time-reversal symmetric phases in 1 + 1 dimensions, corre-
sponding to the trivial, the complex number and the quaternion
2E-CTLs.
In the group cohomology classification [49] there are two
SPT phases protected by time-reversal symmetry. The trivial
SPT phase corresponds to the trivial 2E-CTL. The non-trivial
phase corresponds to the quaternion 2E-CTL. A fixed point
model for the non-trivial SPT phase is known to be the fol-
lowing 1-dimensional cluster Hamiltonian [50]:
H =
∑
i
−Xi−1ZiXi+1, T = K
⊗
i
Z (5.108)
Here i labels the lattice sites, X,Y, Z are the Pauli operators, T
is the anti-unitary operator representing the time-reversal sym-
metry, and K is complex conjugation in the Z basis. After a
change of basis we get to a form where time-reversal is only
complex conjugation, and the Hamiltonian is a real tensor:
H =
∑
i
Yi−1ZiYi+1 = −(XZ)i−1Zi(XZ)i+1, T = K
(5.109)
The local ground state projector on three neighbouring qubits
is given by
P = (1−XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ)/2 (5.110)
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If we block pairs of neighbouring sites into one double-qubit,
the local ground state projector becomes the product of two
ground state projectors above, acting on two double-qubits:
Pblocked = (1−XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ ⊗ 1)
(1− 1⊗XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ)/4
= (1−XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ ⊗ 1− 1⊗XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ
−XZ ⊗X ⊗X ⊗XZ)/4
(5.111)
On the other hand we can think of the 4-element basis set of
the quaternion 2E-CTL as 2× 2. One can easily see that
a
b
c
= (1⊗ 1,1⊗XZ,XZ ⊗ Z,XZ ⊗X) /2
a
b
c
= (1⊗ 1,−Z ⊗XZ,−XZ ⊗ 1, X ⊗XZ) /2
(5.112)
Here the index a corresponds to the list entry, and b and c are the
ingoing and outgoing indices on the double qubit Pauli prod-
ucts, respectively. Using Eq. (5.104) we get:
P = (1− 1⊗XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ −XZ ⊗ Z ⊗XZ ⊗ 1
−XZ ⊗X ⊗X ⊗XZ)/4
(5.113)
This is exactly equal to the projector Pblocked above. So the
quaternion 2E-CTL is exactly this time-reversal protected SPT
phase.
The complex number 2E-CTL does not correspond to a SPT
phase from the literature, as it is not in the trivial phase when we
remove the symmetry: Removing the symmetry means taking
the complexification of the complex number 2E-CTL without
enforcing the complex conjugation symmetry. Now stacking
the complex numbers with the complex numbers yields a di-
rect sum of twice the complex numbers, i.e., the complexifica-
tion of the (2-element) delta 2E-CTL. So without the symmetry
the model is in the ordinary Z2 symmetry-breaking phase. We
should thus consider this novel phase to be a SET rather than a
SPT phase.
We can also perform the gauge transformation to obtain the
complexified (2-element) delta 2E-CTL when we do enforce
the symmetry. However, then we have to transform the sym-
metry representation in the same way: In the new basis the
representation is given by XK where X is the flip between
the symmetry-broken sectors and K is complex conjugation.
This is in a different phase than the same model with just K
as symmetry representation: They can be distinguished by in-
variants. For example we can put the models on a Klein bot-
tle with a symmetry defect winding around the orientation-
preserving loop: The model with only K yields 4 as the parity
flip around the Klein bottle and the time-reversal defect cancel
out, whereas the model with XK yields 0 as there is a closed
loop with a single X flip.
Also in the non-complexified formulation the complex num-
ber 2E-CTL and the (2-element) delta 2E-CTL can be distin-
guished by invariants: Whereas the complex number 2E-CTL
yields 0 on all non-orientable manifolds, the delta 2E-CTL
yields 2C where C is the number of connected components,
even on non-orientable manifolds.
Note that the role of the symmetry in this new SET phase
is quite interesting: Conventionally a symmetry can play
two roles in the classification of phases: First, in symmetry-
breaking phases imposing the symmetry makes the phase ro-
bust to perturbations (in 2 or more dimensions), but is not im-
portant for the definition of the phase: A symmetry-breaking
model cannot be transformed to a trivial one even when break-
ing the symmetry. In SPT phases the symmetry is what makes
the phase non-trivial, however, those phases do not need any
symmetry for robustness. In the SET phase corresponding to
the complex number 2E-CTL, the complex-conjugation sym-
metry takes both roles at the same time: It makes the phase dif-
ferent from the ordinary symmetry-breaking phase, and at the
same time it makes it robust to perturbations (i.e., irreducible).
5.5 2/1EE-(C)TLs
5.5.1 Definition
By 2/1EE-CTLs we actually refer to a collection of different
CTL types coming from TL types. “EV” stands for “edge, ver-
tex”, as this is where indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds for the different CTL types are
given by boundary 2/1-manifolds with any 0/0-manifold as
boundary central link. The backgrounds of the correspond-
ing TL types are 2/1-manifolds with the same 0/0-manifold
as central link. E.g.,
a) b) c) d) (5.114)
Each 2/1EE-CTL type contains 2E-CTLs multiple times as
sub-type, namely once for each 0-region of the boundary cen-
tral link. a) corresponds to a physical boundary of that sub
2E-CTL, b) to a domain wall between the two sub 2E-CTLs, c)
to a defect line within the sub 2E-CTL and d) a line where the
three sub 2E-CTLs meet.
If one region of the boundary central link has more than one
point then we can also consider adding a framing of the cen-
tral 1-region with respect to this region. Alternatively one can
also consider a complete ordering of the points in the boundary
central link.
Example 110. Consider the following examples for extended
backgrounds (see Remark (3) for example d)).
a) , ,
b) , ,
c) ,
d) ,
(5.115)
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a) to d) show different backgrounds for the boundary central
links a) to d) in Eq. (5.114). If we had a framing or an ordering
of the points within one region of the boundary central link,
then the bulk 1-region in c) would have little arrows pointing
perpendicular to that region.
The index background is the 1/1-manifold forming the
boundary of the boundary 2/1-manifolds.
Example 111. Consider, e.g., the following extended back-
grounds (left) together with their index background (right):
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(5.116)
The background gluings are surgery gluings for all boundary
regions of the boundary 2/1-manifolds. In the case a) and c)
there are 2, in case b) there are 3, and in case d) there are 4 such
regions that have a gluing: One boundary 1-region for each 0-
region of the boundary central link and the central boundary
0-region.
Example 112. Consider, e.g., the following examples of 0-
surgery gluings:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
e) →
(5.117)
a) and b) correspond to the boundary central link a) in
Eq. (5.114), whereas c), d) and e) correspond to b), c) and d),
respectively.
Lattices
The lattices are based on 2/1CCbt-lattices living on the ex-
tended backgrounds: The central boundary 0-region is 2-
thickened. The edges of the boundary 1-regions carry orienta-
tions, just as the corresponding sub 2E-CTLs. The index lattice
of a lattice is given by all the 2E edges and 2/1EE edges of
the 1/1CC-lattice forming the boundary. The basic moves are
given by higher order bi-stellar flips for all bulk regions.
In order to distinguish the 2/1EE edges from the other edges
we will draw them fat.
Example 113. Consider the following examples for extended
backgrounds (left) with lattices representing them (middle) as
well as the corresponding index lattices (right):
a) ← →
b) ← →
c) ← →
(5.118)
where a), b) and c) correspond to the central boundary links a),
c) and d) in Eq. (5.114), respectively.
For boundary 1-region there is one basic gluing, namely
higher order cell gluing at this region (respecting the edge ori-
entation), just as for the sub 2E-CTLs. Additionally there is
higher order cell gluing for the boundary 0-region, i.e., pairs of
2/1EE edges can be glued.
Example 114. Consider the following examples for gluings:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(5.119)
The gluings a), b) and c) represent the background gluings a),
c), and d) in Eq. (5.117), respectively. Note that if the bound-
ary central link has a region consisting of multiple vertices,
there are different identifications of the adjacent 2/1EE edges
that yield different gluings. E.g., in d) one can either obtain a
Mo¨bius strip as shown, but another gluing of the same 2/1EE
edges would yield an annulus.
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors with one index type for every re-
gion of the boundary central link, referred to as 2E indices, and
one additional index type referred to as 2/1EE indices. The in-
dex prescription associates one 2E index of each type to each
edge of the corresponding boundary 1-region. Additionally it
associates one 2E index to every edge of the central boundary
0-region.
When two 2E edges or two 2/1EE edges are glued, the two
associated indices are contracted.
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5.5.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Observation 68. A set of basic lattices is given by the basic
lattices of all sub 2E-CTLs together with the following lattice:
The index lattice consists of two 2/1EE edges connected to 2E
vertices which are pairwisely separated by one 2E edge each.
The orientations for all those edges are aligned. The extended
background is the 1-sphere completion of the boundary central
link. Consider, e.g., the following basic lattices (middle), their
extended backgrounds (left) and index lattices (right):
a) ← →
b) ← →
c) ← →
d) ← →
(5.120)
Here a), b), c) and d) correspond to the boundary central links
a), b), c) and d) from Eq. (5.114), respectively.
A defining history for a given lattice can be obtained in the
following way: Within every bulk 2-region, apply the defining
history for the corresponding sub 2E-CTL (via the barycentric
subdivision). For every edge of the central bulk 1-region take
one copy of the basic lattice above. The edge orientations can
either be chosen arbitrarily, or by performing a barycentric sub-
division before. In the end glue all basic lattices according to
how they are located.
Observation 69. According to Observation (68) the whole
2/1EE-CTL is already determined by the basic tensors of the
sub 2E-CTLs and the basic tensor associated to the basic lat-
tice above. E.g., for the boundary central link b) in Eq. (5.114)
we get the following tensor (where we only draw the index lat-
tice and assume the interior topology of the background, see
Remark (1)):
T1) Gxyab :=
b
a
x y (5.121)
Proposition 9. A set of basic history lattices is given by the ba-
sic history lattices of all sub 2E-CTLs and the additional basic
history lattice consisting of 3 2/1EE basic lattices and one 2E
basic lattice for each point of the boundary central link. E.g.,
a)
x y
x
z z
y
b)
x y
a
x
z
b
z
y
c
a
b c
(5.122)
Here again a) and b) are for the boundary central links a) and
b) from Eq. (5.114), respectively.
A defining history for a given history lattice is the following
procedure: History lattices are in the same class as 3/1CCb-
lattices with the same boundary central link as the 2/1EE-CTL
itself. (The volumes (tetrahedra) of the bulk 3-regions corre-
spond to basic moves of the corresponding sub 2E-CTL, and
the faces (triangles) are the basic moves acting on the bulk 1-
region of the original CTL lattices.) For every volume of each
bulk 3-region take one 2E basic history lattice, and each face of
the bulk 2-region by the 2/1EE basic history lattice. Then his-
tory glue all those basic history lattices according to how they
are located. The remaining 2E basic lattices at the faces of the
boundary 2-regions and 2/1EE basic lattices at the edges of the
boundary 1-region form the desired history lattice.
Observation 70. According to Remark (24), the bi-partitions
of the basic history lattices are a good candidate for basic his-
tory moves/axioms. All such bi-partitions have two of the
2/1EE basic lattices on one side and one on the other side. The
2E basic lattices can be arbitrarily on both sides. Those axioms
look like e.g.:
a)
a b
x y
=
a
x
b
y
b) x y
a
=
x y
a
c)
a b
c d
x y =
a
c
x
b
d
y
(5.123)
a) and b) correspond to the boundary central link a) in
Eq. (5.114), whereas c) corresponds to the boundary central
link b).
All those bi-partitions with all different edge orientations in-
deed define a set of basic history moves. The defining history
above is already consistent with disjoint union and gluing. To-
gether with the 2E basic history moves it is also consistent with
the 2E moves. Together with the 2/1EE basic history lattices it
is also consistent with the 2/1EE moves.
The basic history moves yield a full set of basic axioms
which imply all the CTL axioms, except for the symmetry ax-
iom. To this end we have to add axioms corresponding to all
symmetries of the basic lattice (which are only non-trivial if
there are regions in the central boundary link with more than
one point).
Remark 103. The number and complexity of axioms can be
significantly reduced by using the additional basic tensor T1)
together with the axioms A1) to A5) for all the sub 2E-CTLs.
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Then we get the following equivalent set of axioms:
A1)
a b
c d
x y =
a
c
x
b
d
y
A2)
a
b
x y =
a
b
x y
A3)
b
a
x y =
a
b
x y
(5.124)
A1) is the basic axiom from Eq. (70) where all the 2E basic
lattices are on the side with only one 2/1EE basic lattice, for
one particular edge orientation. A2) is the axiom coming from
the fact that gluing the 2E basic tensor T2) to all 2E edges
of the 2/1EE basic lattice reverses all the edge orientations.
Both are exemplarily shown for the boundary central link b) in
Eq. (5.114). A3) is the basic axiom coming from the symme-
tries of the 2/1EE basic lattice (which is actually already im-
plied by our notation). It is exemplarily shown for the boundary
central link c), as for a), b) or d) it would be trivial.
Together with the 2E axiom A2) we can bring any of the 2E
basic lattices in A1) above to the right side. Together with the
2E axioms A4) or A5) and the axiom A2) above we can invert
the orientations of any non-glued edge in A1) above. With the
2E axioms A4) or A5), and A3) and the 2/1EE axiom A2) we
can invert the orientation of any glued edge in the 2/1EE ax-
iom above. So A1) to A3) together with the 2E axioms A1)
to A5) for all sub 2E-CTLs imply all the basic axioms from
Observation (70).
Remark 104. Alternatively one can use a larger set of sim-
pler basic lattices: For each region of the boundary central link
take the lattice consisting of one 2E edge (of the correspond-
ing region) and two 2/1EE edges. The vertices to which the
2/1EE edges are connected are the same except for the ones
connected to the 2E edge. E.g., for the boundary central link b)
in Eq. (5.114) we get the two basic lattices:
T1) T2) (5.125)
For the associated basic tensors we get axioms similar to
A1) and A2) above: e.g., for the boundary central link b) in
Eq. (5.114) we have the following axioms A1) and A2:
A1)
a b
x y
=
a b
x y
A2)
a
x y
=
a
x y
(5.126)
and the same for the purple region instead of the blue region.
The symmetry axiom A3) above is not needed any more. Ad-
ditionally we get consistency axioms for the basic tensors cor-
responding to the different regions. E.g.,
a
b
x y =
b
a
x y =
a
b
x y
(5.127)
5.5.3 Solutions
Standard physical boundary
For every 2E-CTL there is a 2/1EE-CTL with a single point
as boundary central link, which has this 2E-CTL as the corre-
sponding sub CTL. The 2/1EE indices have the same basis set
as the 2E indices. The 2/1EE basic tensor is given by
x y
a
:=
a
x y (5.128)
With this choice the 2/1EE axioms reduce to the 2E axioms.
Trivial defect line
For every 2E-CTL there is a 2/1EE-CTL with boundary central
link c) in Eq. (5.114). The basis set for the vertex indices is the
same as that of the edge 2E indices. The 2/1EE basic tensor is
defined as
b
a
x y :=
b
a
x y (5.129)
This is just a realization of a trivial defect.
Group homomorphism
Consider two group 2E-CTLs for groupsG andH , and a group
homomorphism
α : G→ H (5.130)
giving rise to a tensor
α
h
g
= δh,α(g) (5.131)
which can be used to define a domain wall between the two
2E-CTLs. In order to have a basic tensor fulfilling all axioms
we have to supplement it with a trivial defect of G (let the blue
2E-CTL be the one of H and purple the one of G):
g
a
x y :=
h
a
x y α
h
g
(5.132)
Projective group representations
Definition 173. A projective representation of a group G
over some vector space with basis set B is given by two
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complex-real tensors
ρ˜
g
a b
, Hg h
with g, h ∈ G, a, b ∈ B
(5.133)
Actually, it suffices if only the indices a and b are realified. The
following axioms must hold:
ρ˜
g
h
a b
= H
ρ˜ ρ˜
g h
a b
i.e., ρ˜(gh) = H(g, h)ρ˜(g)ρ˜(h)
(5.134)
H
H
hg = g h
i.e., |H(g, h)| = 1 ∀g, h ∈ G
(5.135)
For each (complexified) double-line 2E-CTL as in Eq. (5.36)
with basis set B and each finite group and projective represen-
tation over B there is a 2/1EE-CTL whose basis set for the
2/1EE indices is given by the set of group elements G times
B ×B. The basic tensor is given by
(b, b′)
(a, a′)
(g, x, x′) (h, y, y′) :=
ρ˜
ρ˜
g h
x
b
y
b′
y′
a′
x′
a
(5.136)
If we restrict the representation to a fixed group element g we
get a matrix ρ˜(g). This matrix for any g (just like any orthogo-
nal/unitary matrix) also defines a 2/1EE-CTL by
(b, b′)
(a, a′)
x, x′ y, y′ := ρ˜(g
) ρ˜
(g
)
x
b
y
b′
y′
a′
x′
a
(5.137)
However, such a 2/1EE-CTL is directly gauge equivalent to the
trivial defect by a gauge transformation on the 2/1EE indices.
So also the 2/1EE-CTL in Eq. (5.136) is gauge equivalent to a
direct sum of |G| trivial defects.
Comment 17. This solution reminds one to the setup for SPT
phases in 1 + 1 dimensions in Ref. [3]: The tensors Eq. (5.36)
are nothing but the canonical isometric form of injective MPS
where the physical symmetry action equals the virtual one.
However, we found that those symmetries are topologically
trivial as co-dimension 1 defects. So, unlike for some SET
phases, we cannot classify such SPT phases as TL phases of
invertible defects. In Section (6.1.3) we will outline how those
SPT phases also fit into our framework.
Double-line physical boundary
For each set B there is a 2/1EE-CTL with a single point as
boundary central link whose sub 2E-CTL is the double-line 2E-
CTL forB. The basis set for the 2/1EE indices isB (in contrast
to B × B for the 2E indices). The 2/1EE basic tensor is given
by
x y
(a, b) :=
(
|B|−1/2
)
x
a
y
b
(5.138)
Complex numbers
For an arbitrary boundary central link and a set of one arrow di-
rection for each of its vertices the complex number tensors de-
fine a 2/1EE-CTL whose sub 2E-CTLs are the complex num-
ber 2E-CTL. The 2/1EE basic tensor is the complex number
tensor, whose arrow directions for the 2E indices are the cho-
sen arrow directions for the vertices of the boundary upper link:
e.g., for a boundary central link with three points correspond-
ing to three different regions, ingoing arrow directions for the
purple point, and outgoing orientations for the blue and purple
points, we get:
a
b
c
x y
= x y
c
a
b
(5.139)
Quaternions and complex numbers
Consider boundary central link and choose for each of its re-
gions either the trivial, the complex number or the quaternion
sub 2E-CTL. Then for all points that have the complex number
2E-CTL choose one arrow direction. For this setup, a 2/1EE-
CTL can be constructed in the following way: We have to dis-
tinguish two cases: either there is an even or an odd number of
points of the boundary central link that have the quaternion sub
2E-CTL.
Let us start with the case when the number of such points is
even. Pair up all points of the boundary central link that have
a quaternion sub 2E-CTL. Now for each pair of points take the
trivial defect between the corresponding quaternion 2E-CTLs.
For the remaining quaternion 2E-CTL (if there is one) take the
standard boundary. For all points that have a complex num-
ber sub 2E-CTL, take the complex number 2/1EE-CTL for the
boundary central link restricted to those points, and the chosen
arrow directions. For all points that have a trivial sub 2E-CTL,
take the standard (trivial) boundary. Now fuse all those 2/1EE-
CTL for parts of the boundary central link together to obtain
one 2/1EE-CTL for the total boundary central link.
Now consider an odd number of points in the boundary cen-
tral link that have the quaternion sub 2E-CTL. Again pair up
the points with the quaternion sub 2E-CTL, and take the trivial
defects between all those pairs. This time there is one remain-
ing point. For this point and all the points that have the complex
number sub 2E-CTL choose the following 2/1EE-CTL with a
4-element basis set for the 2/1EE indices: The basic tensors
in the form of Eq. (5.125) are given by the following: For the
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point with the quaternion sub 2E-CTL it is given by the stan-
dard physical boundary for the quaternion 2E-CTL:
a
x y =
x y
a
(5.140)
For points with the complex sub 2E-CTL it is given by e.g.:
a
x y =

1 : 1 i : −1
1 : 1 i : 1
i : −1 1 : 1
i : 1 1 : 1
 (5.141)
where x and y label the row and column of the matrix, and a is
presented in sparse form, see Remark (15). If the arrow direc-
tion is outgoing instead of ingoing, we have to add a complex
conjugation to the a index.
Now fuse together all the trivial 2/1EE-CTLs for the points
with trivial sub 2E-CTL, the trivial defects for all pairs of points
with quaternion sub 2E-CTL and the 2/1EE-CTL described
above for the selected remaining quaternion point and all com-
plex number points. This yields a 2/1EE-CTL for the boundary
central link with the given sub 2E-CTLs that we will refer to as
complex-quaternion 2/1EE-CTL.
Delta projection
For every set B with an element b ∈ B there is a 2/1EE-CTL
that is a physical boundary for the delta 2E-CTL for B. The
basis set for the 2/1EE indices is trivial (a one-element set),
and the basic tensor is given by
x y
a
=
b
a
(5.142)
and x and y are trivial. The vector b has entry 1 for a = b
and entry 0 otherwise, i.e., ba = δb,a. Consider an arbitrary
boundary central link and for each region one delta sub 2E-
CTL, together with an element of the according basis set B for
each point in the region. We can consider the 2/1EE-CTL for
this setup by fusing all the physical boundaries like above for all
the points in the boundary central link with the corresponding
set elements. To such a 2/1EE-CTL we will refer to as a delta
projection 2/1EE-CTL.
5.5.4 Properties and classification
Remark 105. Consider the background with only two 2/1EE
edges and no 2E edges. E.g.,
a) b) c) (5.143)
where a), b) and c) correspond to the boundary central links a),
b) and d) in Eq. (5.114).
This lattice is symmetric under reflection at the vertical axis.
Gluing two copies at one 2/1EE edge each yields another copy,
and gluing it to any 2/1EE edge of any lattice does not change
its background. So the associated CTL tensor is a symmet-
ric (self-adjoint) projector when interpreted as linear map from
left to right. So we can set it to identity by the local support
convention. E.g.,
x y := x y (5.144)
Observation 71. The gauge transformations for 2/1EE-CTLs
consist of applying one independent orthogonal/unitary matrix
for all index types, i.e., one for every region of the boundary
central link, and one for the 2/1EE indices.
Proposition 10. Consider a 2/1EE-CTL such that all sub 2E-
CTLs are either the trivial, the complex number, or the quater-
nion 2E-CTL. Every such 2/1EE-CTL can be turned into a
complex-quaternion 2/1EE-CTL for some complex arrow ori-
entations by a gauge transformation acting only on the 2/1EE
indices. All such complex-quaternion 2/1EE-CTLs with the
same complex arrow orientations (but different pairings of the
quaternion points) are gauge equivalent. Also simultaneously
flipping the complex arrow orientations for all points can be
achieved by a gauge transformation on the 2/1EE indices. If
we also allow for gauge transformations on the 2E indices of
a region, we can also simultaneously flip the complex arrow
orientations of all points of that region.
Proposition 11. For every 2/1EE-CTL A we can bring all the
sub 2E-CTLs in the standard form by gauge transformations
on the 2E indices. In this form the 2E-CTLs are a direct sum
whose components are the tensor product of a double-line 2E-
CTL and the trivial, complex number, or quaternion 2E-CTL.
Now by further gauge transformations on the 2/1EE indices
we can bring it in direct sum form A =
⊕
i∈I Ai, where each
Ai is the tensor product of a delta projection 2/1EE-CTL, a
double-line 2/1EE-CTL, and complex or a complex-quaternion
2/1EE-CTL. We will refer to the latter CTLs as in the stan-
dard form. E.g., for the boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.114)
the 2/1EE-CTL basic tensor can be denoted in generalized
tensor-network notation as
(u, v, w) (x, y, z)
(a, b, c, d)
:=
a
xu
b
v y
c
z
d
w µ
(5.145)
where the basis sets of the blue fat index type, the black index
type and the black dotted index type all depend on the index
value of the black fat index. The tensor µ is the linearized ver-
sion of a function that associates to every element of the basis
set of the black fat index type one element of the corresponding
basis set of the fat blue index type. The x-tensor is either the
trivial tensor, the complex number tensor or quaternion tensor,
depending on the value of the black fat index.
As another example consider the boundary central link b) in
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Eq. (5.114):
(e, f, g, h)
(a, b, c, d)
(u, v, w, t) (x, y, z, s) :=
a
e
xu
b
f
v y
c
z
d
w
g
s
h
t
µ
ν
(5.146)
Now both µ and ν are linearized functions from the basis set of
the black fat index type to the blue and purple fat index types.
The x-tensor depends on whether a and e are trivial, complex
number, or quaternionic blocks: If one of them is trivial, then
it is the trivial, complex number or quaternion tensor with one
index for the non-trivial side, as in Eq. (5.145). If both are
complex number or quaternion blocks, then it is the complex
number or quaternion tensor, with one index for both sides.
For the quaternions, the arrow directions have to point both
outwards, whereas for the complex numbers, they can point
either both inwards (both outwards) or one inwards and one
outwards. The last case is when one block is complex num-
bers and the other block quaternions. In this case we choose
a product of the quaternion standard boundary Eq. (5.140) and
the 4-dimensional physical boundary of the complex numbers
Eq. (5.141). The order of the product is irrelevant as the two
representations commute.
Remark 106. For complex-real 2/1EE-CTLs, all sub 2E-
CTLs are complex-real, so their standard forms are a direct
sum of tensor products of the double-line and complex number
CTLs. So if we put the 2/1EE-CTL into the standard form all
of the complex-quaternion 2/1EE-CTLs will be just complex
number 2/1EE-CTLs.
5.5.5 Mappings and fusions
Observation 72. Every 2E-CTL can be mapped to the trivial
co-dimension 1 defect for that 2E-CTL, as already shown in
Eq. (5.129).
Observation 73. 2/1EE-CTLs with the empty manifold as
boundary central link are directly equivalent to 1V-CTLs.
Observation 74. We can fuse a pair of 2/1EE-CTL and 1V-
CTL to another 2/1EE-CTL by putting the 1-manifold on
which the 1V-CTL lives along the defect line of the 2/1EE-
CTL. Concretely we can get the basic tensor of the new 2/1EE-
CTL by the tensor product of the old 2/1EE-CTL and 1V basic
tensors, where we take as the new 2/1EE indices composites
of the old 2/1EE indices and the 1V indices.
Observation 75. Consider a 2E-CTL together with two
physical boundaries (which are 2/1EE-CTLs of type b) in
Eq. (5.114)). Then we can restrict to backgrounds that con-
sist of thin stripes of 2E-CTL framed by those physical bound-
aries. This yields a CTL effectively living on 1-manifolds with
boundary, which are all equivalent to 1V-CTLs. I.e., we can
fuse any pair of physical boundaries of a 2E-CTL to a 1V-CTL.
Observation 76. To generalize the previous observation con-
sider a 1st order 1-manifold M whose 1-regions are labeled
by 2E-CTLs and whose 0-regions are labeled by 2/1EE-CTLs
with their upper link as boundary central link. Now we can re-
strict to backgrounds that are M times some 1-manifold with
boundary and think of them as effectively 1-dimensional tube-
like structures. This again yields a CTL on 1-manifolds with
boundary.
Observation 77. For every set of 2E-CTLs there is a fusion
that yields a 2/1EE-CTL for the separate 2E-CTLs and the
stacking fusion of all of them. To this end replace the 2-region
corresponding to the stacked 2E-CTL by a stack of all CTLs,
replace the central 1-region by a line where the 2-regions of the
separate 2E-CTLs join together to a stack.
Observation 78. Every 2/1EE-CTL can be fused to a physi-
cal boundary for the stack of all the sub 2E-CTLs. Conversely,
from the previous observation we see that every set of 2/1E-
CTLs together with a physical boundary of the stacked CTL can
be fused to a 2/1EE-CTL with the 2E-CTLs as sub CTLs. So
instead of searching for 2/1EE-CTLs with complicated bound-
ary central link we can search for physical boundaries of the
stacked CTLs formed by one CTL for each of the points in
the boundary central link. Note that however, the division into
gauge families and phases is different for both cases. On the
other hand again, the gauge families and phases relative to all
the sub 2E-CTLs are equal for both cases.
5.5.6 Connection to *-algebra representations
In this section we will discuss the relation between 2/1EE-
CTLs and known algebraic structures. According to Obser-
vation (78) we focus on 2/1EE-CTLs with a single point as
boundary central link, i.e., physical boundaries.
Definition 174. A representation of a (finite-dimensional uni-
tal C)*-algebra with basis set B is given by some vector space
with basis set R and a linear map
ρ : CB×R −→ CR (5.147)
such that the axioms Eqs. (5.149, 5.150) hold. We will think of
ρ as the realification of a complex tensor:
ρaxy =
ρ
a
x y
, a ∈ B, x, y ∈ R (5.148)
We will omit the complex arrow orientations in the future.
Now the axioms are given by
•
ρ(a)ρ(b) = ρ(ab) ρaxy ρ
by
z = µ
ab
c ρ
cx
z
ρ ρ
a b
x z
=
ρ
b
a
x z
(5.149)
•
ρ(1) = 1 ρaxy ηa = δ
x
y
ρx y
= x y
(5.150)
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Proposition 12. Every complex-real 2/1EE-CTL (with a sin-
gle point as boundary central link) defines a representation
of the *-algebra corresponding to the sub 2E-CTL via Sec-
tion (5.4.6). The corresponding tensor ρ is given by
ρ
a
x y
:=
x y
a
(5.151)
To demonstrate the validity of the proposition we will now
write down the axioms for ρ as a representation and the cor-
responding CTL axiom.
• Eq. (5.149) corresponds exactly to the 2/1EE basic axiom
A1).
• Eq. (5.150) holds due to the following CTL axiom and the
local support convention in Remark (105).
x y
= x y = x y (5.152)
Remark 107. A *-algebra representation cannot directly yield
a 2/1EE-CTL via the reverse identification Eq. (5.151). This
is because *-algebra representations have a larger set of gauge
transformations compared to 2/1EE-CTLs: The *-algebra rep-
resentation tensor has one ingoing algebra index, one ingoing
representation index, and one outgoing representation index.
The *-algebra representation axioms only involve contractions
of outgoing with ingoing indices. So if we apply an arbitrary in-
vertible linear map H to all representation input indices and at
the same timeH−1 to all representation output indices this will
leave the *-algebra representation axioms invariant. Addition-
ally we can apply a gauge transformationG for the *-algebra as
in Remark (99), which then also has to act on the algebra index
of the representation.
ρ
a
x y
→
ρH H−1
Ga
x y
(5.153)
For the corresponding CTL tensor only orthogonal/unitary
transformations G and H would be allowed.
Proposition 13. For every *-algebra representation there are
gauge transformations G and H as in Remark (107) such that
the representation tensor (together with the *-algebra tensors)
form a 2/1EE-CTL.
This follows from the known fact that every representation
of a *-algebra is gauge equivalent to a direct sum of irreducible
representations, each with some multiplicity. So we can first
bring the *-algebra into its block diagonal form via a gauge
transformation G on the algebra indices, as in Remark (99).
Then we can apply another gauge transformation H on the rep-
resentation indices to bring the representation into the follow-
ing form:
ρH H−1
G
v y
αa b
u x
w z
=
v y
α
b
x
a
u
w z
(5.154)
for some invertible matrix H . The wiggly line is called mul-
tiplicity index, its dimension can depend on the value of the
irrep index and is known as the multiplicity of the respective
irrep. We can write the right hand side in the following alterna-
tive form, where the wiggly and the fat index types are blocked
together and the realification is explicitly spelled out:
a
xu
b
v y
c
z
d
w µ
(5.155)
which is nothing but the standard form for a complex-real
2/1EE-CTL.
5.5.7 Alternatives
Similar to 2En-CTLs, one can introduce normalizations, such
that if two glued 2/1EE edges are connected to a common 2E
vertex, then we have to use a normalization matrix C for the
contraction. This way we can replace the double-line 2E-CTLs
with their double-line physical boundaries by the continuous
family of euler-characteristic 2En-CTLs with boundary.
5.5.8 Physical interpretation
Classical statistical physics
In the context of classical statistical physics, 2E-CTLs corre-
spond to 2-dimensional models with 1-dimensional boundaries,
or lines where multiple 2-dimensional classical models inter-
sect. The delta projection 2/1EE-CTLs are physical boundaries
that fix one of the symmetry broken sectors for the symmetry-
breaking model that the sub 2E-CTL describes. The double-
line 2/1EE-CTL is in the trivial physical TL phase: Just as the
double-line sub 2E-CTL the corresponding TL is equivalent to
an euler-characteristic normalization. The physical boundaries
for the complex number or quaternion CTLs do not directly
represent classical statistical systems (see Remark (81)), just as
the corresponding sub 2E-CTLs. However, e.g., the standard
physical boundary of a group 2E-CTL has non-negative tensor
entries only and is gauge equivalent to a direct sum of the triv-
ial, complex number, and quaternion CTLs and their physical
boundaries.
Quantum physics
In the quantum world complex-real 2/1EE-CTLs describe 1 +
1-dimensional quantum spin systems with a 0 + 1 (or 1 + 0)-
dimensional physical boundary. General 2/1EE-CTLs corre-
spond to quantum spin systems with a local anti-unitary (i.e.,
time-reversal) symmetry.
According to Observation (56) 2/1EE-CTLs (with a single
point as boundary central link) also yield tensor network rep-
resentations of ground states of the sub 2E-CTLs. The corre-
sponding MPS tensor is simply the 2/1EE-CTL basic tensor:
a1 a2 a3
=
a1 a2 a3 (5.156)
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For the standard physical boundary 2/1EE-CTL, this tensor
network representation also corresponds to the tensor network
arising from the stellar tiling of an index lattice:
→
→
(5.157)
Note, however, that there is no actual lattice allowing for those
tilings for arbitrarily big index lattices, as the central vertex
then obviously has to allow an infinite amount of possible local
features of some type.
For a complex-real 2E-CTL in its standard form this tensor
network looks like:
(5.158)
which is the same as the isometric form of MPS in Eq. (5.107)
apart from the delta-line at the bottom which yields a loop giv-
ing a normalization when we have periodic boundary condi-
tions.
5.6 2/2cEV-CTLs
5.6.1 Definition
By 2/2cEV-CTLs we refer to a collection of different CTL
types on different types of boundary higher order manifolds,
that contain 2E-CTLs as a sub-type. “c” stands for “central
glued” as there is an additional gluing at the central bulk 0-
region. “EV” stands for “edge, vertex” as this is where indices
are associated to.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds are boundary 2/2-manifolds, with
an arbitrary 1-manifold as boundary central link, i.e., an arbi-
trary number of loops. E.g.
a) b) c) (5.159)
However, the case a) is trivial and all cases with more than one
loop like c) can be obtained from the single loop b) by fusion
as we will see later. So we can restrict to the case b) for now.
Example 115. Consider the following examples of back-
grounds:
a) b) (5.160)
a) shows a disk with two embedded points. b) shows a disjoint
union of an annulus with three embedded points, two disks, one
sphere and one torus.
2E-CTLs are a sub-type by restricting to backgrounds with-
out embedded points.
There are two kinds of background gluings: 1) Surgery glu-
ing at the boundary 1-region as for the sub 2E-CTL, and 2)
surgery gluing at the central bulk 0-region (i.e., the embedded
points).
Example 116. Consider the following examples for surgery
gluing at the central bulk 0-region (see Remark (3):
a) =
b) =
(5.161)
a) shows gluing a background consisting of two disks with one
embedded point each, yielding an annulus. b) shows gluing
two out of three points embedded into a sphere, yielding a torus
with one embedded point.
Lattices
The lattices are based on 2/2CC-lattices living on the back-
grounds. Thereby we will restrict the upper link of the vertices
of the central bulk 0-region (referred to as 2/2cEV vertices) to
a 1-gon (which can be extended to arbitrary n-gons, we do not
gain anything essential from this). There are two kinds of dec-
orations: 1) The edges of the boundary 1-region (referred to as
2E edges) have orientations as decoration, just as for the sub
2E-CTL. 2) The 2/2cEV vertices have a chirality, which we
will indicate by lines pointing clockwise or counterclockwise.
Note that there is no underlying orientation, so after a flip the
chirality changes but we still have the same lattice. Combi-
natorially this chirality can be modelled by choosing a favorite
vertex-edge-relation-cell of the 1-gon upper link of the 2/2cEV
vertex.
Example 117. Consider the following example for a patch of
a lattice:
(5.162)
The index lattice consists in taking the boundary 1CC-lattice
including the edge orientations (just as for the sub 2E-CTL)
plus taking one disconnected vertex for each 2/2cEV vertex.
One basic gluing is cell gluing at the 2E edges, just as for
the sub 2E-CTL. The other basic gluing is cell gluing at the
2/2cEV vertices. Thereby the chiralities have to match. Con-
sider the following example for gluing at the 2/2cEV vertices:
→ (5.163)
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors with two index types, that we will
refer to as 2E indices and 2/2cEV indices. The index prescrip-
tion associates one 2E index to every 2E edge, just as for the
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sub 2E-CTL. Additionally it associates one 2/2cEV index to
every 2/2cEV vertex.
If two 2E edges or two 2/2cEV vertices are glued, the asso-
ciated indices are contracted.
5.6.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Observation 79. A set of basic lattices is given by the basic
lattice of the sub 2E-CTL and the following additional basic
lattice (with the corresponding index lattice on the right):
→ (5.164)
Its index lattice consists of a 1-gon and a single 2/2cEV vertex.
Its extended background is a disk with an embedded point.
This is easily seen by giving an according history mapping:
For a given lattice replace every 2/2cEV vertex by the basic
lattice above, and then perform the barycentric subdivision as
for the sub 2E-CTL. Gluing all those basic lattices according to
how they are related and performing a circuit move yields the
desired lattice.
Observation 80. The whole CTL is already determined by the
2E-CTL basic tensor and the following additional basic tensor:
T1) Gxa := a
x
(5.165)
Proposition 14. A set of basic history lattices consists of the
basic history lattice of the sub 2E-CTL, together with the fol-
lowing history lattice:
a
a
x x
(5.166)
This can be seen in the following way: History lattices are in
the same class as 3/2CCb-lattices with the same boundary cen-
tral link as the CTL lattices: A history lattice can be obtained
from a 3/2CCb-lattice by replacing every face of the bound-
ary 2-region by a 2E basic lattice, every vertex of the boundary
0-region by a 2/2cEV basic lattice, every volume of the bulk 3-
region by a 2E basic move, and every edge of the bulk 1-region
by a move involving the 2/2cEV vertices.
Replacing every volume of the bulk 3-region by a 2E basic
history lattice and every edge of the bulk 1-region by a 2/2cEV
basic history lattice, and gluing all basic lattices according to
how they are located, yields a history mapping for the history
lattices.
Remark 108. Consider the following lattice (with the extended
background of a sphere with two embedded points):
(5.167)
It can be glued to any 2/2cEV vertex of any lattice without
changing the background of the latter. So according to the lo-
cal support convention we can set the associated tensor to the
identity matrix:
x y = x y (5.168)
Proposition 15. According to Remark (24) the bi-partitions of
the basic history lattice are good candidates for a set of basic
axioms. There are two kinds of such bi-partitions. First there
is a bi-partition with the two 2/2cEV basic lattices on one side
and the two 2E lattice on the other side, yielding the following
axiom:
a b =
c
c
a b (5.169)
Second there is a bi-partition with one of the 2/2cEV basic
lattices on one side and the rest on the other side, yielding the
following axiom:
c
c
a
x
= a
x
(5.170)
Third there is a bi-partition with one 2/2cEV basic lattice and
one 2E basic lattice on each side, yielding the following axiom:
a
cx
=
a
c
x (5.171)
These axioms do indeed define a set of basic axioms: The
defining history mapping from Observation (79) yields a defin-
ing axiom for every CTL tensor. Then the disjoint union,
symmetry and gluing axioms of the CTL follow already from
those defining axioms. Together with the 2/2cEV basic axioms
above and the 2E basic axioms, the defining axioms also imply
the move axioms for the basic moves involving the 2/2cEV
vertices and the 2E basic moves.
Remark 109. The number and complexity of basic axioms can
be strongly reduced. The following set of axioms (together with
the 2E basic axioms A1) to A5) is equivalent to the basic ax-
ioms above together with the local support convention:
A1)
yx
= x y = x y
A2) a b =
c
c
a b
(5.172)
The axiom A2) is precisely the basic axiom in Eq. (5.169). We
can glue one 2/2cEV basic lattice to both sides of A2) and use
A1) to obtain the basic axiom Eq. (5.170). On the other hand,
we can glue a 2E basic lattice to the index b and a 2/2cEV
basic lattice to the index a on both sides of A2). After applying
A1), the left hand side of A2) becomes the left hand side of
Eq. (5.171). On the right side we can apply the 2E basic axioms
A1) to A5), and Eq. (5.170) to obtain the right hand side of
Eq. (5.171). Thus, the three basic axioms Eqs. (5.169, 5.170,
5.171) follow from the axioms A1) and A2).
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5.6.3 Solutions
Double-line CTL
For each double-line 2E-CTL there is the following 2/2cEV-
CTL: The basis set for the 2/2cEV indices is the trivial one-
element set. The 2/2cEV basic tensor is given by
(a, a) :=
a
a
(5.173)
Complex number CTL
The complex number 2/2cEV-CTL with the complex number
sub 2E-CTL is defined by the following 2/2cEV basic tensor:
a
x
:= a x (5.174)
Quaternion CTL
The following 2/2cEV-CTL has the quaternion sub 2E-CTL:
The basis set of the 2/2cEV indices is the trivial one-element
set, and the basic tensor is given by
a := a (5.175)
Delta CTL
The delta 2/2cEV-CTL with the delta sub 2E-CTL is defined
by the following basic tensor:
a
x
:= a x (5.176)
5.6.4 Classification
Observation 81. According to Observation (66) the right hand
side of the axiom A2) is a symmetric projector P . If we read
the basic tensor Gxa as a linear map from x to a then the axioms
A1) and A2) read
GTG = 1 GGT = P (5.177)
Thus, G is an isometry, i.e., an orthogonal map when restricted
to the support of P on the index a. Such an isometry is unique
up to a gauge transformation G → GO for an orthogonal map
O.
So for a fixed sub 2E-CTL there is only one 2/2cEV-CTL up
to gauge transformations.
Remark 110. For a 2/2cEV-CTL we can bring the sub 2E-
CTL into its standard form via a gauge transformation on the
2E indices. Then the 2/2cEV-CTL is fixed up to a gauge trans-
formation on the 2/2cEV indices. So by such a gauge transfor-
mation we can bring the 2/2cEV basic tensor into the following
form:
a
x
:=
α χ
a
a
b y
µ
(5.178)
Here we used generalized tensor-network notation: The basis
setBα of the a index depends on the value of the α index. µα =
|Bα|−1/2 and the x-tensor equals the 2/2cEV basic tensor of
the trivial, complex number or quaternion 2/2cEV-CTL. Note
that both in the trivial and quaternion case the basis of the y
index is trivial.
Comment 18. According to Com. (16), the support of the pro-
jector P is exactly the centre in the *-algebra language. The
*-algebras of the delta and complex number 2E-CTLs are com-
mutative, so the centre is the full space (thus the 2/2cEV ba-
sis equals the 2E basis). The *-algebras corresponding to the
double-line and quaternion 2E-CTLs on the other hand are non-
commutative and have a trivial centre consisting of only the
identity element of the *-algebra (thus the 2/2cEV basis is triv-
ial).
5.6.5 Subtypes, mappings and fusions
Observation 82. There is a mapping from 2E-CTLs to
2/2cEV-CTLs with a single loop as boundary central link: The
lattice mapping cuts out a small disk around each point of
the central bulk 0-region, adding a small circle of boundary
1-region. Then tensor mapping blocks the 2E indices associ-
ated to each such small circle and uses this composite index as
2/2cEV index of the corresponding point of the central bulk
0-region. The 2/2cEV-CTL obtained in this way is the (up to
gauge transformations) unique 2/2cEV-CTL with the original
2E-CTL as sub CTL.
Observation 83. For every 2/2cEV-CTL type A with x loops
as boundary central link there is a CTL mapping from the
2/2cEV-CTL type B with a single loop as boundary central
link to A: The lattice mapping replaces every point of the cen-
tral 0-region of A (with x loops as upper link) by x points of
the central 0-region of B (with a single loop as upper link). The
tensor mapping takes the x indices associated to the x points
and blocks them together to one composite index associated to
original single point. The lattice mapping at the boundary 1-
region is trivial. Gluing two such points of A is equivalent to
pairwisely gluing the corresponding groups of x points of B
after the lattice mapping.
Observation 84. Conversely, there is the following mapping
from B to A: The lattice mapping replaces the bulk 2-region
and boundary 1-region of B by x layers of the 2-region and
boundary 1-region ofA. The points of the central bulk 0-region
of B are replaced by one point of the central bulk 0-region ofA
where all x layers are joined together. The tensor mapping con-
sists in blocking the x indices on the x different layers at each
place of the boundary 1-region of B and block them together to
one single index associated to this place.
Observation 85. Consider the 2/2cEV-CTL type with the
empty 1-manifold as boundary central link. Its extended back-
grounds are disjoint unions of boundary 2-manifolds and a set
of isolated vertices. I.e., the trivial 1cgV-CTLs and 2E-CTLs
are both sub-types of this type, or better, this type is the prod-
uct of the latter two types. Accordingly there are mappings
from both sub-types to this type and vice versa.
Observation 86. We can restrict ourselves to lattices with
empty boundary 1-region. E.g., the extended background of
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such a lattice could look like:
(5.179)
representing a torus with 4 embedded points.
This defines a mapping (which is even a sub-type) to a CTL
type on 2-manifolds with embedded points, and gluing at those
points. Such an CTL type is closely related to what is called an
axiomatic TQFT, as outlined in Section (6.1.7).
5.6.6 Physical interpretation
Classical statistical physics
2/2cEV-CTLs do not come from a TL type, thus they do not
directly yield tensor networks for the partition function. Con-
sider the boundary central link being a single circle. Those
CTLs yield a tensor network in the form of Observation (46),
where at the embedded points we do not only have one single
local observable, but a collection of local observables labeled
by open 2/2cEV indices. For the delta 2E-CTL as sub CTL this
collection is spanned by one observable for each symmetry bro-
ken sector which projects onto this sector. So the 2/2cEV-CTL
corresponds to a complete collection of local order parameters.
The CTL tensor for a lattice with empty boundary 1-region and
x points of the central bulk 0-region (like Eq. (5.179)) repre-
sents x-point correlators for those order parameters.
In the case for multiple loops as boundary central link we get
the same thing for multiple stacked copies of the system.
Quantum physics
Consider a complex-real 2E-CTL and the corresponding quan-
tum mechanical model. Now for a given 2E index lattice X
consider a 2/2cEV-CTL with the background of X as bound-
ary central link. Now consider the 2/2cEV lattice that hasX as
index lattice and whose extended background is the stellar cone
of X . The tensor associated to this lattice can be interpreted as
a linear map from the 2/2cEV index at the single point of the
central bulk 0-region to the 2E-indices on X . This linear map
takes vectors in some abstract ground state space to the actual
ground states in the physical Hilbert space.
For a single circle as boundary central link, the CTL ten-
sors for lattices with empty boundary 1-region can also be in-
terpreted as imaginary time n-point correlation functions for a
collection of local observables.
5.7 2/2cEEV-CTLs
5.7.1 Definition
By 2/2cEEV-CTLs refer to a collection of different CTL
types. They contain 2/1EE-CTLs as well as 2E-CTLs as sub-
types, potentially multiple times. “c” stands for “central glued”
and “EEV” for “edge, edge, vertex”, as this is where the indices
are associated to.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds are boundary 2/2-manifolds with
a boundary central link consisting of one loop that is divided
into x segments where each segment forms its own 1-region,
separated by x points where each point forms its own 0-region.
E.g.
a) b) c) (5.180)
There is a sub 2E-CTL for each 1-region and a sub 2/1EE-CTL
for each 0-region of this boundary central link. The boundary
central link of the sub 2/1EE-CTL is the upper link of the cor-
responding 0-region.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between 2/2cEEV-
CTLs of arbitrary boundary central link with x sub 2/1EE-
CTLs and the boundary central link a) with one sub 2/1EE-
CTL which is the stacking fusion of the x former 2/1EE-CTLs.
Formally this one-to-one correspondence comes from a CTL
mapping, see Observation (90). Thus, for finding CTLs we
could restrict to the type a). However, the gauge families and
also the phases for those two types are different. Only the
phases relative to all the sub 2/1EE-CTLs are in one-to-one
correspondence.
Example 118. Here are some examples for extended back-
grounds of the different types:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
(5.181)
Examples a), b), c), d), e) and f) show backgrounds of type a),
b), c), a), c), b) from Eq. (5.180), respectively. a), b) and c) are
the stellar cone of the respective boundary central link.
There are multiple background gluings: There is surgery glu-
ing for every boundary 1-region and every boundary 0-region,
just as for the sub 2/1EE-CTLs. Additionally, there is surgery
gluing at the central bulk 0-region.
Example 119. Consider the following examples for back-
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ground gluings involving the central bulk 0-region:
a)
a a
=
b)
a
a
=
(5.182)
where the examples a) and b) correspond to the boundary cen-
tral links a) and c) in Eq. (5.180), respectively. a) shows a
disk with an embedded interval and gluing the two endpoints
of this interval, yielding a disk with a handle and a loop wind-
ing around one of its non-contractible loops.
The sub 2E-CTL for a 1-region of the boundary central link
is obtained by restricting to lattices where only the according
bulk 2-region and boundary 1-region of the lattices are non-
empty. The sub 2/1EE-CTL for a 0-region of the boundary
central link is obtained by restricting to lattices where only the
according bulk 1-region and boundary 0-region of the lattices,
and all regions in their upper links, are non-empty.
Lattices
The lattices are 2/2CCbt-lattices on the backgrounds. Just as
for the sub 2/1EE-CTLs, the boundary 0-regions are thickened.
Just as the sub 2E-CTLs, the edges of the boundary 1-regions
carry orientations. Additionally the vertices of the central bulk
0-region carry a chirality, which can be omitted if the boundary
central link consists of more than two line segments.
One could without loss of generality restrict to a single al-
lowed upper link for the vertices of the central bulk 0-region,
namely the boundary central link interpreted as a 1/1CC-
lattice.
Example 120. Consider the following examples for extended
backgrounds and lattices representing those backgrounds:
a) ←
b) ←
(5.183)
a) and b) correspond to the central boundary links c) and b) in
Eq. (5.180). For a) we do not need to indicate the chirality of
the vertices of the central bulk 0-region, as there is no mirror
symmetry.
The index lattice consists of the 1/1CCt-lattice forming the
boundary (including the edge orientations) as well as the iso-
lated vertices of the central bulk 0-region (without the chiral-
ity). From now on we will mostly draw the index lattice only
and assume that the rest of the background is clear from the
context.
Example 121. Consider the following examples for extended
backgrounds (left), the according index backgrounds (middle)
and index lattices with this index background (right):
a) → ←
b) → ←
c) → ←
(5.184)
a), b) and c) correspond to the boundary central links a), c) and
a), respectively.
The basic gluings include cell gluing at the edges and ver-
tices of the boundary 1-regions and 0-regions, just as for the
sub 2E-CTLs and sub 2/1EE-CTLs. Additionally one basic
gluing is given by cell gluing of the vertices of the central bulk
0-region.
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors, with one index type for each 0-
region and each 1-region of the boundary central link and one
additional index type. There is one index of the according type
associated to the 2E edges and 2/1EE edges of each boundary
0-region and boundary 1-region, just as for the corresponding
sub-types. There is one index of the additional type associated
to every vertex of the central bulk 0-region.
When two 2E edges or two 2/1EE edges are glued, the asso-
ciated indices are contracted, just as for the sub 2E-CTLs and
sub 2/1EE-CTLs. Also when two vertices of the central bulk
0-region are glued, the associated indices are contracted.
5.7.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Proposition 16. A set of basic extended backgrounds is given
by the 2E and 2/1EE basic extended backgrounds, together
with the stellar cone of the boundary central link. Furthermore
a set of basic lattices is given by the 2E and 2/1EE basic lattices
together with the following basic lattice representing the basic
extended background: Each boundary 0-region is represented
by a single face, the boundary 1-regions consist of a single ver-
tex, each bulk 2-region has a 4-gon face, and the bulk 1-regions
are single edges connected to one vertex representing the cen-
tral bulk 0-region.
e.g., consider the following basic lattices (middle), together
with their basic extended backgrounds (left), and index lattices
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(right):
a) ← →
b) ← →
c) ← →
(5.185)
where a), b) and c) correspond to the boundary central links a),
b) and c) in Eq. (5.180), respectively.
A corresponding history mapping goes as follows: First ap-
ply a lattice mapping to obtain a lattice where all faces have
triangle lower link and all vertices of the bulk 0-region have
the standard upper link. Replace every face of each bulk 2-
region by the corresponding 2E basic lattice, every edge of each
bulk 1-region by the corresponding 2/1EE basic lattice and ev-
ery vertex of the bulk 0-region by the 2/2cEEV basic lattice
above. Gluing all basic lattices according to how they are lo-
cated yields the desired lattice.
Observation 87. Each 2/2cEEV-CTL is fully determined by
the 2E and 2/1EE basic tensors together with the tensor corre-
sponding to the 2/2cEEV basic lattice Eq. (5.185). E.g.
a) Hxα := αx
b) Hxyzα :=
z
yx α
(5.186)
where a) and b) are for the boundary central links a) and c) in
Eq. (5.180), respectively.
Proposition 17. A set of basic history lattices is given by the
2E and 2/1EE history lattices together with the 2/2cEEV ba-
sic history lattice consisting of two 2/2cEEV basic lattices, and
one 2/1EE basic lattice for each 0-region of the boundary cen-
tral link. Consider, e.g., the following 2/2cEEV basic history
lattices:
a)
a
a
α α
b)
x y
a
x
z
b
z
y
c
a
b cα α
(5.187)
where a) and b) correspond to the boundary central links a) and
c) in Eq. (5.180). This can be seen as follows: History lattices
are in the same class as 3/1CCb-lattices with the same bound-
ary central link as the lattices. We can replace every volume of
the bulk 3-regions by a 2E basic history lattice, replace every
face of the bulk 2-regions by a 2/1EE-CTL basic history lattice,
and replace every edge of the bulk 1-region by the 2/2cEEV
basic history lattice above.
Observation 88. According to Remark (24) a good candidate
for basic axioms are those arising from bi-partitions of the basic
history lattice Eq. (5.187). First, there is one decomposition
with the two 2/2cEEV basic lattices on the left hand and all the
2/1EE basic lattices on the right. This yields e.g., the following
axioms:
a) x y
α α
= x y
a
a
b)
d
e f
a
b cα α
=
x y
d
a
x
z
e
b
z
y
f
c
(5.188)
where a) and b) correspond to the boundary central links a) and
c) in Eq. (5.180).
Second, there are bi-partitions with one of the 2/2cEEV ba-
sic lattices on every side, and all the 2/1EE basic lattices arbi-
trarily on the left or right side. This yields e.g., the following
axioms:
a)
a
a
α
x =
α
x
b)
b c
x y
a
α
=
a
x
z
b
z
y
c
α
(5.189)
Those axioms are a full set of basic axioms: The history map-
ping above yields a defining axiom for every lattice. The dis-
joint union, symmetry and all 2E and 2/1EE gluing axioms di-
rectly follow from those defining axioms. The 2/2cEEV gluing
axioms and the 2/2cEEV move axioms follow from the defin-
ing axioms together with the basic axioms above.
Remark 111. Consider the 1-ball completion of the boundary
central link and some lattice with this extended background.
This lattice can be glued to every 2/2cEEV vertex of any lattice
without changing the background of this lattice. Thus, accord-
ing to the local support convention we can set the associated
tensor to the identity matrix. E.g.,
a)
α β
= α β
b)
z
yx α
z
yx β
= α β
(5.190)
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Remark 112. All the axioms in Eq. (5.189) already follow
from the axiom Eq. (5.188) together with the local support con-
vention Eq. (5.190). So we have e.g.:
A1)
α β
= α β
A2) x y
α α
= x y
a
a (5.191)
for the boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.180).
All the axioms in Eq. (5.189) are implied in the following
way: Bring one of the 2/2cEEV basic lattices in Eq. (5.188) to
the right side by gluing a 2/2cEEV basic lattice to both sides
and applying Eq. (5.190) to the left side. Then glue the desired
selection of 2/1EE basic lattices to both sides. Use the 2/1EE-
CTL basic axioms to invert this selection on the right side. Then
use Eq. (5.189) and Eq. (5.190) on the right side to obtain the
desired axiom.
5.7.3 Solutions
Double-line CTL
Consider a collection of double-line 2E-CTLs and tensor prod-
ucts of two double-line 2/1EE-CTLs as 2/1EE-CTLs between
them. For this configuration of sub CTLs there exists the fol-
lowing double-line 2/2cEEV-CTL. The basic tensor is e.g., for
the boundary central link c) in Eq. (5.180):
(c, c)
(a, a)(b, b)
α
:=
(
|B1|−1/2|B2|−1/2|B3|−1/2
)
a
ab
b
c c
(5.192)
where B1, B2 and B3 are the basis sets of the three sub 2E-
CTLs.
Complex number CTL
Consider a collection of complex number 2E-CTLs with com-
plex 2/1EE-CTLs between pairs of them. Each of the 2/1EE-
CTL can either preserve or invert the complex arrow orienta-
tions. We can consider two cases: 1) There is an odd number of
2/1EE-CTLs where the complex arrow orientation is inverted.
In this case there is no 2/2cEEV-CTL with this configuration
of sub CTLs, or more precisely there is only the zero CTL,
where the 2/2cEEV indices have the empty basis set. 2) There
is an even number of 2/1EE-CTLs where the complex arrow
orientation is inverted. In this case there is the complex num-
ber 2/2cEEV-CTL with the basic tensor given by the complex
number tensor with only outgoing arrow directions. E.g.,
z
yx α :=
yx
z
α
(5.193)
Delta projection CTL
Consider a collection of delta 2E-CTLs and tensor products of
delta projection CTLs as 2/1EE-CTLs between them. In this
case all the 2/1EE indices have trivial basis. So choosing the
2/2cEEV indices to also have trivial basis and the 2/2cEEV
basic tensors to be trivial defines a 2/2cEEV-CTL with the de-
sired sub CTLs.
5.7.4 Classification
Observation 89. The right hand side of the axiom A2) is a
symmetric projector P . If we read the basic tensor Hx(a1,...) as
a linear map from x to (a1, . . .) then the axioms A1) and A2)
read
HTH = 1 HHT = P (5.194)
Thus, H is an isometry, i.e., an orthogonal map when restricted
to the support of P on the index (a1, . . .). Such an isometry is
unique up to a gauge transformation H → HO for an orthogo-
nal map O.
So for fixed sub 2E-CTLs and sub 2/1EE-CTLs there is only
one 2/2cEV-CTL up to gauge transformations.
5.7.5 Subtypes, mappings and fusions
Remark 113. There is a mapping from 2/2cEEV-CTLs by re-
stricting to lattices whose boundary 1-regions and boundary 0-
regions are all empty. The CTL type that this mapping targets
only has one background gluing, namely surgery gluing of the
central bulk 0-region. CTLs of this type are very similar to
what is known as a TQFT with defects, see also Sec. (6.1.7)
(However, we do not strictly have only defects but possibly also
domain walls between different phases). More precisely such
a CTL corresponds to a defective TQFTs restricted to only a
finite set of boundary components. So every 2/2cEEV-CTL
gives rise to such a defective TQFT. There is no fundamental
topological argument why the converse should be true, how-
ever, it seems to be the case that this actually happens to be
true.
Observation 90. For every 1-region of a 2/2cEEV-CTL type
with a boundary central link with n segments, there is a map-
ping to a 2/2cEEV-CTL with a boundary central link consisting
of only one segment. The sub 2E-CTL of the new 2/2cEEV-
CTL is the old sub 2E-CTL associated to the selected 1-region.
The sub 2/1EE-CTL of the new 2/2cEEV-CTL stacking fusion
of sub 2/1EE-CTLs of the original 2/2cEEV-CTL. The lattice
mapping is like the stacking fusion, just that we also replace
every point of the bulk 0-region where the single bulk 1-region
ends by a point where the n layers of 1-regions meet. For ex-
ample consider the lattice mapping from a 2/2cEEV-CTL of
type c) in Eq. (5.180) applied to some extended background:
→ (5.195)
The tensor mapping uses the old 2/2cEEV index as the new
2/2cEEV index. The mapping of the 2E and 2/1EE indices is
the same as for the stacking fusion.
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Observation 91. There is a CTL mapping from 1/1cVV-CTLs
to 2/2cEEV-CTLs. The boundary central link of the 1/1cVV-
CTL consists of only the 0-regions of the boundary central link
of the 2/2cEEV-CTL. The according lattice mapping takes only
the boundary 0-regions, bulk 1-regions and the central bulk 0-
region and forgets about the rest. The tensor mapping asso-
ciates the trivial basis to all 2E indices, and takes the 1V indices
as 2/1EE indices and the 1/1cVV indices as 2/2cEEV indices.
5.7.6 Alternatives
Similar to 2/2EV-CTLs we can consider 2/2EVV-CTLs which
are 2/2cEEV-CTLs except that there are no indices and gluing
at the central bulk 0-region. 2/2EVV-CTLs do come from a
TL in contrast to 2/2cEEV-CTLs. The 2/2EVV basic lattices
are the same as the 2/2cEEV basic lattices, just that the asso-
ciated basic tensors do not have the 2/2cEEV index. There
is one basic axiom, namely the one in Eq. (5.189) with all
2/1EE basic lattices on one side and none on the other side
(just that there are no 2/2cEEV indices). Every vector in the
image of the 2/2cEEV basic tensor interpreted as an isometry
yields the basic tensor of a 2/2EVV-CTL with the same sub 2E
and 2/1EE-CTLs. So the different 2/2EVV-CTLs with a fixed
configuration of sub CTLs form a vector space. Those differ-
ent 2/2EVV-CTLs are also in different TL phases relative to all
sub CTLs.
5.7.7 Physical interpretation
Classical statistical physics
In the context of classical statistical models, 2/2cEEV-CTLs
are collections of local observables located at meeting points
of defects/domain walls. Thereby local observables that are
only microscopically different but globally equivalent are rep-
resented by the same observable in the collection.
Quantum physics
Consider a complex-real 2/2cEEV-CTL and the joint product
of all its sub 2E-CTL and sub 2/1EE-CTLs. Now consider a
2/2cEEV lattice whose extended background is the stellar cone
of the boundary central link with index lattice X . The tensor
associated to this lattice can be interpreted as a linear map from
the 2/2cEEV index at the single point of the central bulk 0-
region to the 2E indices and 2/1EE indices on X . X is also an
index lattice of the joint product of sub CTLs. So the linear map
takes vectors in some abstract ground state space to the actual
ground states in the physical Hilbert space of the joint product
of sub CTLs. 2/2EVV-CTLs are individual ground states.
2/2cEEV-CTL tensors for backgrounds whose index lattice
consists of 2/2cEEV vertices only can also be interpreted as
imaginary time n-point correlation functions of collections of
observables at the meeting points of different defects/domain
walls.
5.8 3FE-(C)TLs
5.8.1 Definition
3FE-CTLs are a CTL type on 3-dimensional lattices coming
from a TL type. The “FE” stands for “face, edge”, as this is
where indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds of 3FE-CTLs correspond to bound-
ary 3-manifolds, and the backgrounds of the TLs are 3-
manifolds. There is one background gluing, namely boundary
surgery gluing (see example f) and g) in example (34)).
Lattices
The lattices are based on 3CCb-lattices. The index lattice is
given by the 2CC-lattice forming the boundary of the 3CCb-
lattice. There are two kinds of decorations: First, every index
edge carries an orientation. Second, for every index face we
specify a favorite connected index edge. We will indicate the
orientation by an arrow and the favorite edge by placing a small
half circle at the respective edge at the side of the respective
face. E.g., consider the following patch of an index lattice:
(5.196)
The lower edge is the favorite edge of the middle face. We
will only work on the level of backgrounds and according to
Remark (1) draw only the index lattice and describe the rest
in words if unclear. If the face shape (together with the edge
orientations) has no permutation or reflection symmetries, then
the favorite edge can be fixed for this particular face shape, such
that we can omit drawing it.
Remark 114. One can without loss of generality restrict to
3CCb-lattices whose volumes have a tetrahedron as lower link.
Further one can restrict to index edge orientations that are non-
cyclic (such orientations are known as branching structures).
As the non-cyclic triangle does not have any symmetries, the
favorite index edge can be fixed to be, e.g., the one that is ori-
ented oppositely to the other two edges.
The basic gluings are given by (higher order) cell gluing, see
d) and e) in example (73) or b) in example (74). Thereby the
index edge orientations and the favorite index edges have to
match when identifying the two glued index faces.
Tensors
The tensors are of a mixed type: They are real tensors with
two index types one of which is equipped with a preferred ba-
sis. Also the tensors are generalized tensors in the sense of
Remark (32).
There is one edge index with basis set BE associated to ev-
ery index edge and one face index with basis set BF associ-
ated to each index face. The edge indices are equipped with a
preferred basis. BF depends on 1) the upper link of the face
together with the edge orientations and favorite edge and 2) the
values of the edge indices in the preferred basis. I.e., the total
basis set B for the tensor associated to a complete index lattice
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X is given by a disjoint union:
B[X] =
⊕
ia,ib,...∈BE
for a,b,...∈E[X]
⊗
f∈F [X]
BFif1,if2,... (5.197)
where E[X] is the set of edges of X , F [X] is the set of faces
of X , and f1, . . . are the boundary edges of f .
When a cell gluing of two index faces is performed, the in-
dices are contracted in the following way: The edge indices
around the glued faces are contracted pairwisely with the 3-
index delta tensor, such that we have one remaining index for
each pair of indices. This makes sense as there is one remaining
edge for each pair of edges around the glued faces, to which we
can associate this remaining index. Also the two face indices
are contracted, which is well defined according to Remark (32)
as all the indices on which their basis set depends are also con-
tracted. E.g., gluing of two triangle faces is given by
b
c
a =
y
z
x α
z z
c
y y
b
x x
a
α α
y
z
xα
(5.198)
There are normalizations that we have to include into the
contraction prescription for higher level cell gluing: Those are
a tensor Ci with one edge index i, and a number D. First con-
sider gluing two index faces that share a common edge, which
disappears during the gluing. In this case we have to contract
the corresponding edge index with the tensor Ci such that it
disappears. E.g.
b
c
= x
z
y
z
y
α α
z z
b
y y
c
x
α α
C
(5.199)
Second consider gluing two faces that share two common edges
connected to the same vertex such that this vertex disappears.
In this case, we need to multiply with the numberD (in addition
to using the previous rule twice for the two disappearing edges).
5.8.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Definition 175. For any polygon P with oriented edges and fa-
vorite edge, define the pyramid with respect to P as the back-
ground whose index lattice has one bottom face that looks like
P , and one tip vertex that is connected via one edge to each
vertex of the bottom face. All of those edges are oriented to-
wards the tip and yield triangles with non-cyclic edge orienta-
tion between them. E.g., consider the following pyramids for a
1-gon and a 4-gon:
a) →
b) →
c) →
(5.200)
The pyramid with respect to the triangle c) with non-cyclic edge
orientations is called the basic tetrahedron.
Observation 92. A set of basic lattices is given by the set of
pyramids with respect to all P that are allowed as index faces
(together with the basic tetrahedron if not already included).
A defining history for a given lattice can be obtained by the
following procedure: Performing a barycentric subdivision in
the interior yields a simplicial complex, with pyramid-like vol-
umes at the boundary. Replace every simplex in the interior
with the basic tetrahedron, and every pyramid-like volume at
the boundary with the according pyramid. Then glue all basic
lattices according to how they are located.
Definition 176. For every polygon P with oriented edges and
favorite edge, define the face-pillow with respect to P as a lat-
tice whose index lattice has two faces with the shape of P (one
of which reflected). E.g.
→ (5.201)
Remark 115. Gluing one face of the face-pillow with respect
to some P to a face of a lattice with shape P does not change
its background. The associated tensor can be interpreted as
a linear map from the bottom to the top face index that is
parametrized by the edge indices. We can impose the local sup-
port convention by setting it to the identity matrix for all edge
index values. E.g., for P being a triangle we get:
a
b cα β =
a
b
c
α
β
= 1 ∀a, b, c (5.202)
Observation 93. The tensor associated to the pyramid with
respect to P can be interpreted as a linear map UI from the
bottom face index to the edge and face indices on the top part
(parametrized by the edge indices I of the boundary edges of
the bottom face). E.g.
I1
I2
I3
I4
w
x
y
z
α
β
γ
δ  = U
(I1, I2, I3, I4)

α, β, γ, δ
w, x, y, z
(5.203)
If we take two copies of the pyramid and glue together all
their faces on the top part we get the face-pillow with respect
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to P . Together with the local support convention this implies
that the linear map U is an isometry (parametrized by the edge
indices of the bottom face):
U
U
I

µ
=
µ

I
U†IUI = 1 ∀I
(5.204)
Definition 177. For any 2E index lattice P with oriented edges,
define the double-pyramid with respect to P as the back-
ground whose index lattice has two tip vertices, one belt edge
for every edge of P , and one belt vertex that connects two belt
edges and two edges from this vertex to each of the two tip
vertices, for every vertex of P . All edges are oriented towards
the tips. E.g., consider the double-pyramid for the following
4-gon:
−→ (5.205)
Note that the double-pyramid for P does not depend on a
choice of favorite edge of P , whereas the pyramid for P does.
For 2E index lattices P that are the disjoint union of multiple
components of ball-like background, we can define the double-
pyramid with respect to P as the disjoint union of the double-
pyramids of all components.
Proposition 18. The tensor associated to the pyramid is al-
ready determined by the tensor associated to the double-
pyramid (with respect to the same P ), up to a gauge transfor-
mation on the index at the bottom face of the pyramid.
This is easy to see: 1) Gluing the bottom and top part of two
copies of the double-pyramid yields a double-pyramid again,
and the double-pyramid is symmetric under reflections at the
equator plain. Thus, the associated tensor is a symmetric pro-
jector PI when interpreted as a linear map from the indices at
the bottom half to the indices a the top half, parametrically de-
pending on the irrep values I of the belt edges. (Actually we
also have to deal with the normalizations correctly.)
2) The double-pyramid can be obtained from gluing together
two copies of the pyramid at their bottom faces. So the isom-
etry UI from Observation (93) fulfills PI = UIU
†
I , or more
precisely:
a
b
c
d
w
x
y
z
w
x
y
z
α
α
ββ
γ
γ
δ δ
=
a, b, c, d
α, β, γ, δ
w, x, y, z
α, β, γ, δ
w, x, y, z
U U
(5.206)
Such an isometry is unique up to a orthogonal gauge transfor-
mationUI → UIOI on the index at the bottom face of pyramid.
Remark 116. Each double-pyramid with respect to a polygon
P can be glued together from copies of the basic tetrahedron: A
simplicial complex representing the double-pyramid can be ob-
tained by adding one edge from the bottom to the top tip of the
double-pyramid, and for every “equator” edge adding a tetrahe-
dron spanned by this edge and the added edge between the tips.
Replacing every such tetrahedron by a copy of the basic tetra-
hedron and gluing them accordingly yields the double-pyramid.
=
α β
γδ
α β
γδ
(5.207)
Thus, the whole 3FE-CTL is already determined by the ten-
sor associated to the basic tetrahedron:
T1) F abcd
eαβ
fγδ :=
ba
f
c
e
d γ
αβ
δ
(5.208)
Remark 117. History lattices are in the same class as 4CCb-
lattices (or more specifically 4SCb-lattices): The 4-cells (4-
simplices) of the bulk represent bi-stellar flips (or more specifi-
cally Pachner moves), the boundary volumes (tetrahedrons) are
copies of the basic tetrahedron and the boundary faces repre-
sent basic gluings. A set of basic history lattices is given by the
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following single history lattice:
a
xy
d
d
ef
w
a
bc
w
c
y
z
f
bx
z
e
(5.209)
This is just a decomposition of a 4-simplex into 5 tetrahedra.
A defining history for a given history lattice can be obtained by
the following procedure: Replace every 4-simplex of the 4SCb-
lattice by one copy of the basic history lattice, then history glue
all pairs of basic tetrahedra that are shared by neighbouring 4-
simplices according to how they are located. The tetrahedra at
the boundary 3SC-lattice remain unglued and form the desired
history lattice.
Remark 118. According to Remark (24) the bi-partitions of
the basic history lattice Eq. (5.209) are good candidates for ba-
sic history moves (yielding basic axioms). There are two kinds
of such bi-partitions: First, there are 10 bi-partitions with 2 ba-
sic tetrahedra on the left and 3 on the right side, corresponding
to 10 different choices of the edge that is shared by all 3 tetra-
hedra one the right side. E.g., for one particular choice of edge
orientations we get:
a
bc
w
d
ef
w
=
a
xy
d
c
y
z
f
bx
z
e
(5.210)
Second, there are 5 different bi-partitions into one basic tetra-
hedron on the left and 3 on the right, corresponding to the 5
different choices of the tetrahedron on the left. E.g., for one
particular edge orientation we get:
a
bc
w
=
a
xy
d
d
ef
w
c
y
z
f
bx
z
e
(5.211)
Those 15 history moves define indeed a set of basic history
moves: The defining history above is already consistent with
the disjoint union and basic gluings. Together with the 15 basic
history moves above it is also consistent with basic moves (note
that the two kinds of axioms are directly related to the 2 → 3
and 1→ 4 Pachner move).
Remark 119. The above 15 basic axioms are quite numerous
and complex. We can drastically reduce the complexity and
number of axioms by introducing the following auxiliary ten-
sors:
T2) a
b
c dα β
γ
T3) a
b
c dα β
γ
(5.212)
Then the following axioms are equivalent to the 15 basic ax-
ioms above plus the local support convention:
A1)
a
bc
w
d
ef
w
=
a
xy
d
c
y
z
f
bx
z
e
A2) αβ
γ
αδ
γ
=
a
b c
δ β = a
b
c
β
δ
A3) αβ
γ
αδ
γ
=
a
b c
δ β = a
b
c
β
δ
A4)
a
bx
d
c
x
w
=
a
xc
d
b
x
w
A5)
a
bx
d
c
x
w
=
a
xc
d
b
x
w
A6)
a
bx
d
c
x
w
=
a
xc
d
b
x
w
A7)
x
yz
α
x
yz
β
=
a
b c
α β = a
b
c
β
α
(5.213)
So instead of 15 axioms all involving 5 of the complex basic
tensors T1) we have a single axiom involving two copies of
T1) and 6 additional axioms involving at most two copies of
T1) and at most two copies of the simpler auxiliary tensor T2).
This can be seen in the following way: A1) is one of the
axioms Eq. (5.210) for one particular edge orientation. The ax-
ioms A2), A3), A4), A5) and A6) can be used to change the
edge orientations: The basic tensor T2) can be glued to any
face of a basic tetrahedron (yielding an additional 2-gon face).
With A2) or A3) we can add or remove two copies of T2) to
one single tetrahedron face. With A4), A5) or A6) we can slide
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one of the copies of T2) over to another neighbouring face of
the tetrahedron, thereby inverting the orientation of the edge
in between. If we want to invert the orientation of one of the
edges that occur at both sides of the axioms Eq. (5.210) we can
add the same two copies of T2) on both sides to the two neigh-
bouring faces. Then we slide one copy over to the other face
and remove the two copies of T2) at one face, thereby inverting
the edge orientation. This way we get the 9 other axioms in
Eq. (5.210). We also get all variants of A7) for different edge
orientations. Finally we can use those variants of A7) to bring
one of the two basic tetrahedra on the left side of Eq. (5.210)
over to the right side, which yields all 5 axioms in Eq. (5.211).
5.8.3 Solutions
Delta tensors
For every finite setB there is the delta 3FE-CTL: The basis set
for the edge indices is trivial and BF = B. The basic tensor
and normalizations are given by
α
βγ
δ
=
α
βγ
δ
C = 1 D = 1
(5.214)
Alternatively one could have encoded the delta tensor into
the edge indices: To this end we take the basis set of the face
indices to be 1 if all the edge index values at the adjacent edges
are equal, and 0 otherwise. So the basic tensor equals the num-
ber 1 if all edge index values are equal, and does not have any
entry otherwise.
Complex numbers
The complex number 3FE-CTL is defined as follows: The
basis set for the edge indices is the trivial one-element set. The
basis set for the face indices is {1, i}. The basic tensor is the
complex number tensor:
α
βγ
δ
=
α
βγ
δ
C = 1 D = 1
(5.215)
Double-line tensors
For every set B there is the following double-line 3FE-CTL:
The basis set for the edge indices is the trivial one-element set,
and BF = B × B × B. The basic tensor and normalizations
are given by
(a, b, c)
(d, e, f)(g, h, i)
(j, k, l)
= k
a
l
d
j
g
b
e
fi
h
c
C = |B|−1 D = 1
(5.216)
Groups
For each finite group there is the following group 3FE-CTL.
The basis set of the edge indices is given by the set of group
elements. The basis set for the face indices is 1 if the product
of group elements around the face equals the identity element
of the group. In the product, one has to replace each group
element by its inverse, depending on weather the corresponding
edge orientation is clockwise or counter-clockwise. E.g.:
|BF (
a
b
c
d )| = δab−1cd,1 (5.217)
So the basic tensor is given by
ba
f
c
e
d
=
1 if
ae = d ∧ fc = d∧
bc = e ∧ ab = f
Ø otherwise
Ci = i D = |G|−1
(5.218)
Group cocycles
For every finite group G with U(1) group 3-cocycle ω there it
the twisted group 3FE-CTL. The basis sets of the edge and
face indices is the same as for group 3FE-CTLs. The basic
tensor is determined by the cocycle ω:
ba
f
c
e
d
=
ω(a, b, c) if
ae = d ∧ fc = d∧
bc = e ∧ ab = f
Ø otherwise
,
Ci = i , D = |G|−1.
(5.219)
Now the basic axiom A1) reduces to the cocycle equation for
ω:
ω(a, b, c)ω(a, bc, d)ω(b, c, d) = ω(ab, c, d)ω(a, b, cd).
(5.220)
Groupoids
Definition 178. A (finite) groupoid over a source/target set X
with one set Bxy for x, y ∈ X is given by a unit 1x ∈ Bxx,
an inverse (·)−1(xy) : Bxy → Byx and a product µxyz : Bxy ×
Byz → Bxz , such that those maps obey axioms similar to the
group axioms.
Every groupoid defines a 3FE-CTL in a very similar way
that groups do: The basis set for the edge indices is the set of
groupoid elements, and the basis set of the face indices is 1 if
the groupoid elements on the surrounding edges multiply to 1.
Note that to this end for groupoids also the sources and targets
of adjacent edges have to match. E.g.
|BF (
a
b
c
d )|
= δT [a],T [b] δS[b],S[c] δT [c],S[d] δT [d],S[a] δab−1cd,1
(5.221)
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Here S and T are the source and target of the groupoid ele-
ments, respectively.
5.8.4 Basic properties
Observation 94. Let us have a look at the possible gauge trans-
formations for 3FE-CTLs. First, the edge indices are equipped
with a preferred basis, so gauge transformations on them are
not general orthogonal matrices but only permutation matrices.
Second, the basis of the face indices depends on the shape of
the face and on the values of the indices at the adjacent edges.
Therefore, the gauge transformations on those indices are or-
thogonal matrices GI depending on the shape and on the val-
ues I of the surrounding edge indices. As for every contraction
of a pair of face indices also the adjacent edge indices are con-
tracted, such a gauge transformation leaves the CTL axioms
invariant. E.g.,
y
z
x
y
z
xα α
x, y, z x, y, z
a, b, c
α αG G
=
y
z
x α
z z
c
y y
b
x x
a
α α
y
z
xα
(5.222)
Observation 95. In addition to the gauge transformations
above there is another ambiguity involving both the CTL ten-
sors and the normalizations. We can rescale
F −→ αF,
Ci −→ α−1Ci,
D −→ αD,
(5.223)
by an arbitrary α ∈ R. This leaves the basic axioms invari-
ant: The additional factors α, α−1 and α associated to the F -
tensors, internal edges and internal vertices on both sides of the
2 → 3 and 4 → 1 moves cancel out exactly. CTLs related
in this way are in the same phase, as the factors α alone as an
3FE-CTL with trivial indices is in the trivial phase (they cal-
culate the euler characteristic of the lattice which is trivial in 3
dimension). If we reformulate the 3FE-CTLs without normal-
izations (as is vaguely described in Remark (35)), this ambigu-
ity disappears automatically.
Remark 120. The local support convention assures that the in-
dices around one face are fully supported. We can go one step
further and impose that the indices around two adjacent faces
are fully supported. To this end we take a lattice that can be
glued to a pair of faces of any other lattice without changing
it. Then we interpret the associated tensor as a linear map from
the indices on the glued side to the remaining indices and set
this linear map to the identity matrix (apart from some normal-
ization). E.g.,
a b
c d
e fαβ γδ =
α
β
γ
δ
e
f
C−1
a
b
c
d
= 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 ∀a, b, c, d
(5.224)
Note that unlike the local support convention we might loose
something by imposing this condition. Indeed the delta 3FE-
CTL violates it. However, we can also implement the delta
3FE-CTL via the edge indices, and it seems that we can still
get models for the same phases after imposing the condition
above. For complex-real 3FE-CTLs we can impose an adapted
condition by taking the complexification of the right hand side
in Eq. (5.224)
Remark 121. Take the basic tetrahedron and associate two of
its faces to a back layer and the other two to a front layer. Now
regard the corresponding basic tensor as a linear map from the
back to the front layer. Gluing the back layers of two copies of
the basic tetrahedron yields one of the lattices that were set to
the identity matrix by the condition in Remark (120). E.g.,
x b
ya
x c
yd
= c
a
d
b (5.225)
Thus, the linear map corresponding to the basic tetrahedron is
orthogonal (unitary in the complex-real case), up to normaliza-
tion.
Observation 96. |BF | does not depend on the favorite edge of
the face F . To see this consider the lattice whose index lattice
consists of two copies of F , with different favorite edges. E.g.,
the following lattices for a 2-gon and a 4-gon:
a)
a
b
α β b)
a
b
c
d α β (5.226)
Gluing two copies of such a lattice together at the same face
yields a face-pillow (whose favorite edge depends on which
faces we glue). According to the local support convention
the tensor associated to any face-pillow is the identity matrix,
which implies that the tensor associated to one of the lattices
above is orthogonal. This implies (again together with the lo-
cal support convention) that the dimension of the face indices
cannot depend on the favorite edge of the face.
Observation 97. Assume that we impose the condition in Re-
mark (120). |BFa,b,...| can be interpreted as an (non-negative)
integer valued tensor with indices a, b, . . . (for different face
shapes F ). Consider two adjacent faces F1 and F2 sharing one
edge and the face F1,2 obtained from removing the edge in be-
tween the two faces. The tensors for the different F fulfill:
|BF1,2a,b,...,x| = |BF1a,...,x||BF2b,...,x| (5.227)
Here x labels the index of the edge in between F1 and F2 and
is summed over (see Remark (10)).
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This can be seen in the following way: Consider the lattice
whose index part consists of F1 and F2 on the front layer and
F1,2 on the back layer. E.g., for F1 and F2 being triangles and
F1,2 being a 4-gon we get:
a
b
c
d eα
γ
β
(5.228)
We can interpret the associated tensor as a linear map from the
back layer to the front layer. If we glue two copies of this lat-
tice at the front layer we get the face-pillow for F1,2 to which
the associated tensor is the identity linear map according to the
local support convention. If we glue two copies of this lat-
tice at the back layer we get a lattice to which the associated
tensor is the identity linear map according to the condition in
Remark (120). Thus, the linear map above is orthogonal, so
the overall dimensions on the front and back layer have to be
equal. For the overall dimension of the front layer we need to
sum over the index on the edge between F1 and F2, yielding
Eq. (5.227).
Consider a 2-gon face with non-cyclic edge orientations. If
we put this face as F2 adjacent to some face F1, the resulting
face F1,2 equals F1 again. So according to Eq. (5.227) we must
have
|BF

a
b
 | = δa,b (5.229)
Consider the 2-gon face with non-cyclic edge orientations.
If we take this face for both F1 and F2, then F1,2 is the 2-gon
face with non-cyclic edge orientations above. Thus, accord-
ing to Eq. (5.227) the corresponding integer valued tensor is
an involution when interpreted as a map from one edge to the
other. Integer valued involutions are nothing but bijective maps
∗ : I → I with ∗ ◦ ∗ = Id, i.e., for each edge index basis ele-
ment a there is one “inverse” element a∗ such that a = a∗∗. So
we have
|BF

a
b
 | = δa,b∗ . (5.230)
If we work with complex-real 3FE-CTLs with the adapted con-
dition in Rem(120) we still get Eq. (5.227), for |BF | being half
of the dimension of the actual realified tensors (what would be
conventionally called the dimension of an index of a complex
tensor).
Comment 19. Consider the tensor a) in Eq. (5.226). Accord-
ing to Observation (97) it consists of one number for every pair
of a and a∗ (or a complex phase in the complex-real case). Be-
cause of the cyclic symmetry of the face the bases of the two
face indices are the same if a = a∗, so for this case this num-
ber is invariant under gauge transformations. In the language
of unitary fusion categories, this complex number is known as
the Frobenius-Schur indicator. The numbers associated to lat-
tices that shift the favourite edge of a cyclic n-gon by one, for
all edge indices having identical value a, are known as n-th
Frobenius-Schur indicator.
5.8.5 Subtypes, mappings and fusions
Observation 98. Taking the double-pyramid with respect to a
2E index lattice defines a lattice mapping from 2E index lat-
tices to the 3FE index lattices that can be extended to a map-
ping of the two glued, moved lattice types. For every edge of
P there are two triangular faces of the double-pyramid: Gluing
two edges of a 2E lattice corresponds to gluing the two corre-
sponding pairs of faces. E.g.,
→
→
(5.231)
Copying each of the indices of the edges connected to the
tips, and then block together all 7 indices around the pair of
faces defines a tensor mapping. This yields a CTL mapping
from 3FE-CTLs to 2E-CTLs.
Definition 179. For every 2E lattice P , define the face-banana
for P as the lattice whose index lattice has two vertices, one
edge connecting them for every index vertex of P and one 2-
gon face between those edges for every index edge of P . The
edge orientations are chosen such that all edges are oriented
towards the same vertex and the favourite edge of each face
is chosen to be the edge that corresponds to the vertex towards
which the associated index edge of P is oriented. E.g., consider
the face-banana for the following 4-gon:
a
b
c
d →
d
c
a
b
(5.232)
The face-banana for a 2E lattice whose index lattice consists of
multiple disconnected components is the disjoint union of the
face-bananas for the connected pieces.
Remark 122. Taking the face-banana can be formalized as a
lattice mapping. Gluing two edges of a 2E lattice corresponds
to gluing the associated faces of the face-banana. We can copy
each of the edge indices of a face-banana and block every face
index with one copy of the adjacent edge indices. Associat-
ing this blocked index with the corresponding edge of the 2E
lattice defines a tensor mapping. Together with the lattice map-
ping this defines a CTL mapping from 3FE-CTLs to 2E-CTLs
(actually 2En-CTLs, as we have to take care of the normaliza-
tions).
Comment 20. Take the tensors associated to the face-bananas
and fix the same basis element i for all edge indices. The TL
mapping from Remark (122) restricted to this fixed element i
also yields a 2E-CTL, whose index is not the 3FE face index
alone. E.g., for the delta 3FE-CTL and the only basis element
i this yields the delta 2E-CTL. According to Observation (97),
the condition in Eq. (120) forces this 2E-CTL to be trivial (the
number one), or the complex numbers in the complex-real case.
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In the language of *-algebras and unitary fusion categories, this
2E-CTL is known as automorphism algebra of the simple ob-
ject i. For ordinary topological order in 2 + 1 dimensions (i.e.,
without symmetry breaking order) this automorphism algebra
is indeed trivial. But it is existing if we have GHZ-like entan-
glement in our system. (Also if we use fermionic tensors with
spin structure lattices it can be non-trivial, see Ref. [51].)
5.8.6 Alternatives
By 3F-CTLs we refer to a CTL type that is very similar to
3FE-CTLs. The lattices, index lattices, moves and gluings are
the same. However, the tensors are just plain real tensors with
one index type. There is one index associated to every index
face. As for 3FE-CTLs the basis set of the index depends on the
shape, edge orientations and favourite edge of the face. There is
no dependency on values of edge indices however. When two
faces are glued, the associated indices are contracted. If two
faces next to each other are glued such that the edge connecting
them disappears, we have to contract with some normalization
matrix instead of the trace. This matrix depends on the shape
of the glued face and on the location of the disappearing edge
within this face.
3FE-CTLs and 3F-CTLs are in the same class, i.e., there are
invertible CTL mappings in both directions. The lattice map-
pings are trivial. The tensor mapping in one direction simply
takes the face indices of the 3F-CTL as face indices of the 3FE-
CTL, together with trivial edge indices. The tensor mapping in
the other direction copies each of the edge indices. Then for
each face block the face index with one copy of all the edge
indices surrounding the face. E.g., for some local patch of the
index lattice:
χ  =
a
c
d b
e
f
α β
a
a1 a2
b
b1 b2
c
c1 c2
d
d1 d2
e
e1 e2
f
f1 f2
where ξ = (α, a1, b1, c2, d2),  = (β, b2, e1, f2).
(5.233)
The advantage of 3F-CTLs is that the index distribution and
contraction is simpler. In particular, the new face indices are
all independent, and we do not have a direct-sum structure as
for 3FE-CTLs. On the other hand, we now need a larger in-
dex dimension of the new face indices compared to 3FE-CTLs.
3FE-CTLs are a bit more explicit: We need much less numbers
to write down the basic tensor (associated to the tetrahedron),
as the dependency of the face index basis on the edge indices
already poses a lot of constraints.
5.8.7 Connection to unitary multi-fusion cate-
gories
Definition 180. A unitary multi-fusion category consists of
some discrete data, namely: A finite set I whose elements are
called (isomorphism classes of) simple objects, sets of non-
negative integers Nabc ∀a, b, c ∈ I called fusion dimensions,
Nab∀a, b ∈ I called the inversion, and Na∀a ∈ I called the
unit. Those have to obey a few equations,∑
c
Nabc N
cd
e =
∑
c
N bdc N
ac
e , (5.234)∑
x
ExN
ax
b = δa,b, (5.235)
Naa
∗
x = Ex, (5.236)∑
b
NabN bc = δa,c. (5.237)
The last equation says that Nab associates to each a a unique
b. The corresponding involution is usually denoted by b =
a∗. The actual algebraic data is given by a complex tensor
[F˜ abcd ]
eαβ
fγδ (where we put the tilde to differentiate it from the
3FE basic tensor) with α ∈ N bce , β ∈ Naed , γ ∈ Nabf and
δ ∈ Nfcd , satisfying the following set of equations∑
δ
[F˜ fcde ]
lδν
gβγ [F˜
abl
e ]
kλµ
fαδ =
∑
hσψρ
[F˜ abcg ]
hσψ
fαβ [F˜
ahd
e ]
kλρ
gσγ [F˜
bcd
k ]
lµν
hψρ,
(5.238)∑
fγδ
[F˜ abcd ]
eαβ
fγδ [F˜
abc
d ]
gµν
fγδ = δe,gδα,µδβ,ν . (5.239)
Proposition 19. Every complex-real 3FE-CTL defines a uni-
tary multi-fusion category when we impose the local support
convention and the complex-real version of the condition in Re-
mark (121). This multi-fusion category is given by
I := BE ,
Nabc := |BF
(
a b
c
)
|,
Nab := |BF
(
a
b
)
|,
Na := |BF
(
a
)
|,
(5.240)
[F˜ abcd ]
eαβ
fγδ := F
abc
d
eαβ
fγδ
√
Ce
√
Cf . (5.241)
Note that there is no summation over e and f in the last equa-
tion.
This is easily verified: The axioms Eq. (5.234) follow im-
mediately from Observation (97). Eq. (5.238) with Eq. (5.241)
is immediately equivalent to the axiom Eq. (5.210), where the
edge orientations are such that the edge 1 − 4 of the overall
4-simplex is the one in the middle on the right side (due to the
branching structure the vertices of the 4-simplex can be labeled
by 0 to 4 such that the edge orientations point towards the ver-
tex with higher number). Eq. (5.239) follows directly from the
complex-real case of Remark (121), where the back (or front)
layer is given by the faces 0− 1− 2 and 0− 2− 3.
Comment 21. In the context of fusion categories, the Ci are
usually denoted di and are called the quantum dimensions.
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Remark 123. Consider the following condition that we con-
jecture to hold for all multi-fusion categories: There exist real
non-zero Ci (for i ∈ I) such that also the following equations
hold:∑
cαδ
[F˜ abcd ]
eαβ
fγδ [F˜
gbc
d ]
eαµ
fνδ
Cc√
CeCf
= δa,gδβ,µδγ,ν ,
∑
bαγ
[F˜ abcd ]
eαβ
fγδ [F˜
abc
g ]
eαµ
fγν
Cb√
CeCf
= δd,gδβ,µδδ,ν .
(5.242)
Any multi-fusion category fulfilling this condition yields a
3FE-CTL.
This can be seen in the following way: The conditions above
are equivalent to Remark (121) for any choice of back and front
layer. On the other hand the basic axiom Eq. (5.210) for one
particular choice of edge orientations follows from Eq. (5.238).
Starting from there we can use Remark (121) to bring basic
tetrahedra from the left to the right side and vice versa. This
way we obtain Eq. (5.238) for all other edge orientations and
also Eq. (5.239) for all edge orientations.
So if the conjecture above is true then there is a one-to-one
mapping between unitary multi-fusion categories and complex-
real 3FE-CTLs fulfilling the condition in Remark (120
Comment 22. The condition Eq. (5.242) is immediately true
if we impose that the basic tensor F that we would obtain from
F˜ according to Eq. (5.241) has the following property: The ori-
entation of every edge can be changed by replacing the simple
object label by its inverse. This results in an invariance of the
tensor F˜ under the full tetrahedral symmetry group, generated
by
[F˜ abcd ]
eαβ
fγδ = [F˜
b∗a∗d
c ]
eβα
f∗γδ = [F˜
fb∗e
d ]
cαδ
aγβ
√
dedf
dcda
= [F˜ a
∗fc
e ]
dδβ
bγα
√
dedf
dddb
.
(5.243)
Those are the kind of F˜ -tensors used in Ref. [17].
However, F -tensors with this form of tetrahedral symmetry
are only a genuine subset of unitary fusion categories as well as
of 3FE-CTLs. For example the twisted group 3FE-CTLs (and
the corresponding unitary fusion categories) are in general not
of this form.
5.8.8 Physical interpretation and connection to
existing models
Classical statistical systems
In the context of classical statistical physics, the delta 3FE-
CTLs correspond to fixed point models for symmetry-breaking
order in 3 dimensions. Also other 3FE-CTLs with non
symmetry-breaking correlations correspond to classical statis-
tical models (not necessarily all of them however). It is unclear
to us in which sense those models are in a different phases in
the conventional language.
Quantum physics
In the context of quantum physics, complex-real 3FE-CTLs
correspond to fixed point models for non-chiral topological or-
der in 2 + 1 dimensions. They also include symmetry-breaking
order and mixes of symmetry-breaking and topological order.
Observation 99. Let us construct a Hamiltonian for 3FE-CTLs
following Observation (55). The minimal possible covering of
a given index lattice by local projector lattices is the following:
For every vertex consider all the surrounding faces. Take the
lattice whose index lattice has a back and front layer that both
look like all those surrounding faces. The CTL tensor associ-
ated to such a local projector lattice is a projector (up to nor-
malizations). E.g., for a vertex that is surrounded by 5 triangles
we get the following local projector lattice:
ab
c
d
e
→
a
b
c
d
f
a
b
c
d
f
(5.244)
Gluing together all those local projector lattices for all vertices
of an index latticeX yields a lattice with backgroundX×[0, 1].
Note that if there was one single vertex for which not at least all
surrounding faces are included in some local projector lattice,
this would not work anymore, as this vertex would be part of
both X×0 and X×1. In order to make the associated tensor a
projector we have to normalize by D−1 once and by C−1/2i for
every of the indices at the edges within the back or front layer.
Remark 124. Technically, the vector spaces of the CTL ten-
sors are not even many-body quantum state spaces, as they do
not have a tensor product structure, but more a direct sum struc-
ture. There is a simple work-around for this that is usually as-
sumed in first place in the literature: For any shape of face F
determine the maximal basis set BF of the face index depend-
ing on the values of the edge indices. Then, if the basis set
of face indices is smaller for particular edge index values, em-
bed the vector space spanned by the smaller set into the one
spanned by the maximal set. Of course, such an embedding
cannot be chosen in a canonical way. After embedding, the ba-
sis set of face indices does not depend any more on the values
of the edge indices and the total vector space is a simple tensor
product again.
With the connection to fusion categories in Section (5.8.7),
the physical models or manifold invariants defined by 3FE-
CTLs are essentially equivalent to the Turaev-Viro state-sum
construction originally introduced in Ref. [12] for the quantum
subgroups of sl2(C) and later generalized to arbitrary spher-
ical fusion categories by Barrett and Westbury [13]. A more
recent introduction can be found in Ref. [52]. The Turaev-Viro
state-sum on a triangulation equals the evaluation of the tensor
network that the TL behind a 3FE-CTL associates to a lattice.
Turaev-Viro invariants were later put in the context of topo-
logical order with a Hamiltonian formulation under the name
“string-nets” by Levin and Wen [17, 53]. The string-net ground
states on a trivalent grid are given by the ground states of the
corresponding 3FE-CTL on the index lattice which is the dual
of this grid (which is a triangular lattice then). The string-
net Hamiltonian corresponds to our local Hamiltonian projector
from Observation (99).
All those known models are only roughly equivalent but dif-
fer in various technical details of the algebraic structures that
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are put into the constructions. In our construction the algebraic
structures emerge directly from topological invariance, so the
technical assumptions of those algebraic structures are by con-
struction those that are necessary and sufficient for topological
quantum models.
For example, in Ref. [17] they imposed an explicit tetrahe-
dral symmetry of the F -symbols (i.e., that the edge orientations
can be inverted by simply inverting the corresponding simple
object labels), which yields a canonical local anti-unitary (i.e.,
time-reversal) symmetry. However, such a tetrahedral symme-
try is not necessary for topological invariance or unitarity of the
resulting physical models. 3FE-CTLs do not have it and thus
also cover the twisted quantum double models from Ref. [54] or
the non-tetrahedral symmetric generalizations of abelian string-
nets in Ref. [55]. We believe that they also cover examples of
string-net models with non-abelian fusion that lack tetrahedral
symmetry.
Our models are very directly connected to the Turaev-Viro
models and make the connection between this state-sum con-
struction and the Hamiltonian (string-net) formulation very ap-
parent. A very similar approach can be found in Ref. [23].
Our models also include GHZ-like entanglement (symmetry
breaking order) as the delta 3FE-CTLs show. They also allow
for non-trivial mixtures between GHZ-like order and genuine
2+1-dimensional topological order, as the groupoid 3FE-CTLs
show. We believe that this amounts to using multi-fusion cat-
egories instead of fusion categories in the usual Turaev-Viro
construction.
Our models come with a very natural way of extending the
models to arbitrary cell complexes (not just triangular ones).
While this does of course not yield any new models or even
phases, it provides us with a nice interpretation of different al-
gebraic constructions in terms of CTL tensors for non-standard
lattices, as for example the (higher order) Frobenius-Schur in-
dicators or the endomorphism algebra of simple objects.
Non complex-real 3FE-CTLs correspond to quantum models
protected by a local anti-unitary (i.e., time-reversal) symmetry.
5.8.9 Concrete examples
Example 122. Consider the following twisted group 3FE-CTL
for the group Z2. The normalizations are given by Ci = 1∀i
and D = 2. The basic tensor has the full tetrahedral symmetry
and all Z2 elements are self-inverse, thus the edge orientations
can be ignored. There are only 3 edge index configurations
to specify the tensor entries for, which we will represent by
drawing the edges with the trivial group element black, and the
edges with non-trivial group element red:
= 1 = −1 = 1 (5.245)
This CTL is equivalent to the simplest non-trivial twisted quan-
tum double model [54], also known as double-semion model.
The example also can be found in Ref. [17].
Example 123. As an example with multiple fusion channels
(i.e.,Nabx 6= 0 for more than a single x for some a, b), consider
an 3-FE-CTL with 2 irreps, 1 and τ . N1 = N11 = Nττ =
N111 = Nττ1 = Nτττ = 1, and all other fusion dimensions
except for cyclic permutations of those are 0. The quantum
dimensions are given by v1 = 1,
vτ =
√
φ =
√
1 +
√
5
2
, (5.246)
1 + φ = φ2. As in the Z2 twisted example, the irreducible
representations are self-inverse and the tetrahedron tensor with
entries independent of the edge orientations. There remain five
configurations to specify
= 1 = v−1τ = v
−2
τ
= v−2τ = −v−4τ
(5.247)
5.9 3E-(C)TLs
5.9.1 Definition
3E-CTLs are a CTL type on 3-dimensional lattices coming
from a TL type. The “E” stands for “edge” as this is where
indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
Just as for 3FE-CTLs, the extended backgrounds are given by
3-manifolds with boundary. There is one background gluing,
namely boundary surgery gluing.
Lattices
The lattices are based on 3CCb-lattices. The index lattice is
given by the 2CC-lattice forming the boundary of the 3CCb-
lattice. There are the following decorations: Every index edge
carries an orientation and a dual orientation, i.e., for every edge
we specify one favorite adjacent vertex and one favorite adja-
cent face. The index lattices have a very easy implementation
of Poincare´ duality: When exchanging vertices with faces we
also interchange orientations with dual orientations. The basic
moves are bi-stellar flips in the interior, i.e., the backgrounds
are determined by the index lattice plus an abstract label for
the topology of the interior. We will mostly work on the level
of backgrounds by drawing the index lattice and describing the
interior topology in words if ambiguous.
We will indicate the orientations and dual orientations of the
index edges by putting a half arrow pointing along the orienta-
tion on the side where the dual orientation points to. I.e., the
following edge:
(5.248)
has the face above and the vertex to the right as its favourite
face and vertex.
There is one basic gluing. The gluing locations are pairs of
index edges. Intuitively one can imagine gluing of two edges as
bringing the edges together such that their orientations and dual
orientations match, until they touch each other and then “pop-
ping up” the line where they touch, i.e., removing the edges
and fusing the two newly neighbouring faces at each side of
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this line together. E.g.,
a) →
b) →
(5.249)
a) Shows a lattice with the extended background of two 3-balls
glued to a single 3-ball. b) shows gluing two edges of a lat-
tice with the extended background of a single 3-ball yielding a
lattice with the extended background of a solid torus.
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors with one index type. One index is
associated to every index edge.
When two index edges that are well separated from each
other are glued together, the associated indices are contracted.
In rather degenerate cases when they are near each other we
have to slightly modify the contraction using the following
three different normalizations: A tensor C with two indices,
and two numbers D and E. First, when we glue two index
edges that are connected to a common face and a common ver-
tex, we have to contract the associated indices using the matrix
C:
= =
a
b
C+−
a
b
(5.250)
More precisely we need 4 different matrices C−− , C
−
+ , C
+
− and
C++ . The superscript indicates whether the orientation of the
glued edges point towards the common vertex or not and the
subscript whether the dual orientations of the glued edges point
towards the common face or not. Often all matrices are the
same in which case we omit the sub- and superscripts. All those
matrices have to be symmetric as by the symmetry axiom there
is no way to determine which index to connect to which edge.
Second, when we glue two edges that share a connected face
and both connected vertices such that this face in between dis-
appears, we additionally have to multiply by D:
= =
a
b C
−
−
C+−
a
b
D
(5.251)
Third, when we glue two edges that share a connected vertex
and both connected faces such that this vertex in between dis-
appears, we additionally have to multiply by E:
= =
a b
C+−
C++
a
b
E
(5.252)
5.9.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Basic lattices and tensors
Definition 181. For every 2E background X , define the pillow
with respect to X as the following 3E background Y : The ex-
tended background of Y equals the extended background of X
times the interval, where X times each of the endpoints is con-
tracted to a point each. If X has multiple disconnected pieces
then Y also has (according to the definition before they would
all touch at two points, but the precise combinatorial formu-
lation of the lattices will not be sensitive to that). For every
connected component of X , the index lattice of Y consists of 2
faces that both have the shape of the connected component. I.e.,
for every edge ofX there is one edge of Y . One might visualize
this as taking X , fixing its index lattice, and inflating the inte-
rior part into 3 dimensions. The dual orientations are chosen
such that they all point to the same face. E.g., consider the fol-
lowing 2E backgrounds (left) and their corresponding pillows
(right):
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(5.253)
a) shows the standard case with disk extended background ofX
yielding a 3-ball extended background of Y . b) shows an annu-
lus extended background of X yielding a solid torus extended
background of Y . c) shows a sphere extended background of
X yielding a 3-sphere extended background of Y (which has an
empty 2-skeleton, so unfortunately the corresponding drawing
is empty). d) shows an extended background of X consisting
of two disks, yielding an extended background of Y consisting
of two 3-balls.
Definition 182. For every 2E background X , define the ba-
nana with respect to X as the following 3E background Y :
The extended background is the same as for the pillows, but
now the index lattice of Y has 2 vertices (for every connected
component) and one edge that connects them for every edge of
X with 2-gon faces in between. The dual orientations of those
edges match the orientations of the edges of X . The orienta-
tions are chosen such that all point towards the same vertex.
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E.g., consider the following 2E background (left) and the cor-
responding banana (right):
a
b
c
d →
a
d
c
b
(5.254)
Observation 100. The pillow and the banana with respect to
the same P are Poincare´ duals to each other.
Observation 101. Taking the pillow of a 2E background com-
mutes with symmetries, disjoint union and gluing. E.g., con-
sider the following gluing of 2E backgrounds (above) and the
corresponding gluing of the associated pillows (below):
ab
dc
=
c d
ab
ab
dc
=
c d
ab
(5.255)
Taking the pillow can be formalized as a mapping from 2E lat-
tices to 3E lattices. The same statement holds for the bananas
by Poincare´ duality.
Observation 102. Every background can be glued together
from pillows and bananas.
We can obtain a history for a given lattice in the following
way: Choose one favourite adjacent volume for every face and
one favourite adjacent vertex for every edge in the interior of
the 3CCb-lattice. Replace each face of this decorated lattice
by the pillow with respect to the lower link of this face. Du-
ally, replace each edge in the interior of the 3CCb-lattice by the
banana with respect to the upper link of this edge. For edges
in the index lattice the upper link is a (decorated) 1CCb-lattice
with an interval background. We can close this 1CCb-lattice to
a 1CC-lattice by one edge whose orientation is given by that
of the original index edge. We replace every edge in the index
lattice by the banana of this closed upper link.
So in the interior, each banana at each edge of the 3CCb-
lattice has one edge for each connected face, and each face in
the interior has one edge for each connected edge. So at each
pair of connected face and edge in the interior there is a pair
of edges of the respective pillow and banana that can be glued
together. The bananas corresponding to the edges at the bound-
ary have one edge that is not glued and that yields the edge of
the index lattice lattice in the end. So we found a history for the
desired lattice.
Observation 103. Due to the pillow (banana) mapping from
Observation (101) we see that every pillow (banana) can be
glued together from copies of the pillow (banana) with respect
to the 2E basic lattice. Combined with Observation (102) we
see that the pillow and the banana with respect to the 2E basic
lattice form a set of basic lattices. So the whole 3E-CTL is
already determined by the associated basic tensors:
T1) F abc :=
c
ab
T2) Gabc :=
a
b
c
(5.256)
We also need the normalizations C and D or E.
Basic history moves and axioms
Definition 183. With the pillow mapping we can transform ev-
ery 2E history X into a 3E history that we call the pillow his-
tory of X . E.g.,
x
b
y
c
c
b
→
x
b
y
c
c
b
(5.257)
Analogously we can define the pillow history lattice of a 2E
history lattice. All pillow history lattices can be history glued
from the pillow history lattice of the 2E basic history lattice:
aa
b
b c
c →
aa
b
b c
c
(5.258)
Dually we can define the banana history of a 2E history
and the banana history lattice of a 2E history lattice, and ev-
ery banana history lattice can be history glued from the banana
history lattice of the 2E basic history lattice.
Definition 184. For every pair of 2E lattices P and Q, define
the pillow-banana history lattice of P and Q as the history
lattice that consists of a copy of the banana with respect to Q
for each edge of P and a copy of the pillow with respect to P
for each edge of Q. So for each pair of edges of P and Q there
is one edge of a banana and one edge of a pillow. Each such
pair of edges is glued together. E.g., for P and Q both being
the basic triangle:
(
,
)
→
a
b c
d
e f
g
h i
a
b c
d
e f
g
h i
(5.259)
Proposition 20. Every history lattice can be history glued
from pillow history lattices, banana history lattices and pillow-
banana history lattices.
A history for a given history lattice X can be obtained in the
following way: History lattices are in the same class as 4CCb-
lattices. Replace each volume of the 4CCb-lattice by the pil-
low history lattice of its lower link. Also replace each edge by
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the banana history lattice of its upper link. Also replace every
face by the pillow-banana history lattice of its upper and lower
link. For the edges/faces at the boundary of the 4CCb-lattice
we complete the upper link by a single face/edge. Now in the
interior there is one pair of pillows for each pair of connected
volume and face, and one pair of bananas for each pair of edge
and connected face. We can history glue at all those pairs of
pillows and bananas. At the boundary of the 4CCb-lattice we
get unglued pillows and bananas yielding the desired X .
Observation 104. For some 2E lattice P let P ′ be the lat-
tice obtained after gluing two edges of P . Then for any Q the
pillow-banana history lattice with respect to Q and P ′ can be
obtained from the pillow-banana history lattice with respect to
Q and P by history gluing the two bananas corresponding to
the two glued edges of P . So each pillow-banana history lat-
tice with respect to some Q and P can be history glued from
pillow-banana history lattices with respect to Q and the (trian-
gle) 2E basic lattice.
Dually, each pillow-banana history lattice with respect to
someQ and P can be history glued from pillow-banana history
lattices with respect to the 2E basic lattice and P . So in total
all pillow-banana history lattices can be history glued from the
pillow-banana history lattice with respect to twice the 2E basic
lattice shown in Eq. (5.259).
Observation 105. According to Remark (24) the bi-partitions
of the basic history lattices are good candidates for basic history
moves (yielding basic axioms). There are three kinds of bi-
partitions of the pillow-banana history lattice Eq. (5.259).
First there are 9 bi-partitions into one banana and one pil-
low on the right and two bananas and two pillows on the left,
corresponding to the 3 different choices for the banana and 3
different choices of the pillow on the right. E.g.,
ab
d
c
=
b a
c
d
(5.260)
Second, there are 3 bi-partitions into one single pillow on the
right and the rest on the left, corresponding to the three different
choices of the pillow on the right. E.g.
d
e f
g
h i
a
b c
d
e f
g
h i
=
a
b c
(5.261)
Third, there are the 3 dual bi-partitions to the second ones:
One banana on the right and the rest on the left.
There are two kinds of bi-partitions of the pillow gluing lat-
tice corresponding to the two kinds of bi-partitions of the 2E
basic gluing lattice. Dually there are two kinds of bi-partitions
of the banana gluing lattice.
Remark 125. The axioms from the observation before indeed
form a complete set of basic history lattices (yielding basic ax-
ioms): The defining history given in Observation (102) is al-
ready consistent with disjoint union and basic gluing. We still
need to show that the defining history of a lattice after a basic
move can be obtained by applying basic history moves to the
defining history before the move.
To demonstrate this we restrict to lattices whose underlying
3CCb-lattices look like 3SCb-lattices in the interior, and show
that the Pachner moves can be accomplished by a sequence of
basic history moves. We keep in mind that history lattices for
3SC-lattices (without gluing) are 4SC-lattices, where each 4-
simplex represents a Pachner move. Such a 4SC-lattice can be
history glued from one pillow history lattice for each volume,
one banana history lattice for each edge and one pillow-banana
gluing lattice for each face of the 4SC-lattice as described in
Prop. (20). So a Pachner move corresponding to a 4-simplex
can be accomplished by applying the basic history moves aris-
ing from bi-partitions of the basic history lattices associated to
the volumes, edges and faces that are part of the 4-simplex. We
just need to find an ordering of the basic history lattices such
that each history gluing represents a valid history move. Such
orderings exist for both Pachner moves, e.g., we can replace
the following 1 → 4 Pachner move replacing the tetrahedron
(0123) with four other tetrahedra with sequence the pillow, ba-
nana and pillow-banana gluing moves corresponding to the vol-
umes, edges and faces below:
0 1
2
3
4
(012), (0124), (123), (12), (124), (1234),
(234), (24), (024), (0234), (02), (23), (023)
(5.262)
Here e.g., (012) corresponds to applying the basic history move
arising from a bi-partition from the pillow-banana history lat-
tice associated to the face (012).
Simplification of the axioms
The procedure above yields a large number of rather complex
axioms. In the following we show how to obtain a simpler set
of equivalent axioms.
Observation 106. The pillow mapping can be made a CTL
mapping from 3E-CTLs to 2En-CTLs. The corresponding ten-
sor mapping takes the 3E edge index as the 2E index at the
corresponding edge. E.g., for the 2En basic lattice:
c
ab
=
c
ab
(5.263)
During a gluing of edges, the indices of 2En-CTLs are con-
tracted, just as the indices of the corresponding pillows. Just
that for the pillows we have to include normalizations when we
glue neighbouring edges. Thus, the 3E-CTL restricted to the
pillows yields a 2En-CTL, with the normalizations given by
C2En
±a b =
C3E
±
− C3E
±
+a b
E
(5.264)
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The dual statement holds for the bananas. The only differ-
ence for the normalizations is that we have to use the number
D instead of E and combine different superscripts of C with a
fixed subscript.
Remark 126. Consider the pillow for the 2-gon with non-
cyclic edge orientations. Gluing one of its edges to any edge
of any lattice does not change the background of the latter. So
according to the local support convention we can set the asso-
ciated tensor to the identity matrix:
a
b
= a b (5.265)
Observation 107. According to Observation (106) we can take
the simplified set of tensors T1) and T2) and axioms A1) to A5)
for 2E-CTLs from Section (5.4.2) and apply the pillow map-
ping to get a simplified set of 3E basic tensors and axioms,
which are equivalent to the axioms arising from bi-partitions
of the basic pillow history lattice together with the local sup-
port convention. Thereby we get the following auxiliary basic
tensor:
T3)
a
b
(5.266)
With this auxiliary tensor we have the following axioms:
A1)
ab
dc
=
b
c
a
d
A2)
a
b
=
a
b
=
b
a
A3)
a
b
=
a
b
=
b
a
A4)
a b
c
=
a b
c
A5)
a b
c
=
a b
c
(5.267)
Dually we can use the banana mapping to get a simplified set
of tensors and axioms that is equivalent to the axioms arising
from bi-partitions of the basic banana history lattice:
T4)
a
b
(5.268)
A6) b a cd = c b da
A7) a x bx = a b =
b
a
A8) a b = a b =
b
a
A9) a b c = a b c
A10) a b c = a b c
(5.269)
Further, we have the following consistency axioms between the
pillows and bananas,
A11)
a b
c
=
a b
c
A12) x bc ax = c a b
(5.270)
With those axioms we only need one of the axioms arising from
the decompositions of the pillow-banana history lattices:
A13) ab
d
c
=
b a
c
d
(5.271)
For any equation between bananas and pillows we can contract
the tensor T3) to both sides and use A4) or A5) to invert the
orientation of any non-glued edge of any pillow on each side.
Analogously we can contract the tensor T4) to both sides and
use A9) or A10) to invert the dual orientation of all non-glued
edges of every banana. We can use A8) together with A9) or
A10) and A11) to invert the dual orientations of all edges of
any pillow together with the dual orientations of the edge of any
banana that is glued to this pillow. Analogously we can use A3)
together with A4) or A5) and A12) to invert the orientations of
all edges of any banana together with the orientations of the
edge of any pillow that is glued to this banana.
Applying this to A13) we get all the 9 basic axioms in
Eq. (5.260). Also we can glue a pillow to both sides of A13)
and use A2) on the right side to obtain one of the 3 axioms in
Eq. (5.261). We can again use the axioms as in the previous
paragraph to obtain the other 2 axioms in Eq. (5.261). Analo-
gously we can glue a pillow to both sides of A13) and use A7)
on the right side to obtain one of the axioms dual to Eq. (5.261),
and from this get also the other 2 axioms.
Thus, all the basic axioms together with the local support
convention follow from the axioms A1) to A13) above.
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5.9.3 Solutions
Delta tensors
For every (finite) set B, the delta 3E-CTL (see Observa-
tion (20)) with the basis set of edge indices given by B are a
solution to the axioms. The basic tensors and normalizations
are given by
F ijk := δi,j,k,
Gijk := δi,j,k,
C := 1,
D := 1,
E := 1.
(5.272)
Observation 108. The 2En-CTL formed by the bananas and
the one formed by the pillows is the delta 2E-CTL.
The tensor T [X] associated to an arbitrary lattice is deter-
mined by the following property: For a given configuration of
set elements at the index edges, the tensor entry is given by
• 1, if for all set elements in each connected component of
the lattice are the same.
• 0, otherwise.
Groups
For every (finite) group G, the group 3E-CTL is a 3E-CTL
with the basis set of edge indices given by the set of group
elements. The basic tensors and normalizations are given by
F ijk := δij,k,
Gijk := δi,j,k,
C := 1,
D := 1,
E := |G|−1.
(5.273)
Observation 109. The 2En-CTL formed by the bananas is the
delta 2E-CTL. The 2En-CTL formed by the pillows is the group
2E-CTL, apart from the missing normalization factor.
The tensor T [X] associated to an arbitrary lattice (up to some
normalization factor) is determined by the following property:
For a given configuration of group elements at the edges, the
tensor entry is given by
• 1 if for all faces of X , the product of group elements as-
sociated to the edges around the face in cyclic order is
the group identity. In the product we have to take the in-
verse of the group element instead of the group element
if the edge orientation points against the chosen cyclic or-
der. For a lattice with non-ball extended background, also
the products of group elements along any bounding path
of index edges (i.e., one that is the intersection of some
membrane in the interior with the boundary) have to yield
the group identity.
• 0 if the configuration violates one of the constraints above.
Complex numbers
The complex number 3E-CTL (see Definition (88)) is a 3E-
CTL with the basis set of edge indices equal to {real, imag}.
The basic tensors and normalizations are given by
F ijk := 2
−1/2Cijk ,
Gijk := 2
−1/2Cijk ,
C := 1,
D := 1,
E := 1.
(5.274)
For a general lattice X the associated tensor is just a ten-
sor product of one complex number tensor for each connected
component of X , with one index for each index edge. Because
of the permutation property of the complex number tensors, it
does not matter which index we associate to which edge. The
complex arrow orientation depends on whether the dual orien-
tation of the edge points to the left or to the right when looking
along the orientation of the edge. Note that there is no orien-
tation, so what is “left” or “right” can only be non-canonically
chosen for each connected component. This is still consistent
because of the arrow reversal property of the complex number
tensors.
Quadruple-line tensors
For each (finite) set B the quadruple-line 3E-CTL is a 3E-
CTL with the edge index basis set equal to B4. The basic ten-
sors and normalizations are given by
F
(a1a2a3a4)(b1b2b3b4)
(c1c2c3c4)
:=
a1
a2b1
b2
c2 c1
a3
a4b3
b4
c4 c3
G
(a1a2a3a4)(b1b2b3b4)
(c1c2c3c4)
:=
a1
a3b1
b3
c3 c1
a2
a4b2
b4
c4 c2
C := 1|B|−1,
D := 1,
E := 1,
(5.275)
where a1,. . .,c4 ∈ B.
For a general latticeX the associated tensor (up to an overall
normalization) can be constructed as follows: For each pair of
connected index vertex and index face take one identity matrix
and associate one of its two indices to each of the two edges that
are connected to both the vertex and face. Each edge is con-
nected to two neighbouring vertices and faces that form four
connected vertex-face-pairs in total, so each edge index gets
four B-indices that way. We can order those via the orienta-
tion and dual orientation of the edge. The CTL tensor does not
depend on the interior topology of the background apart from
normalization.
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Observation 110. Both the 2En-CTLs of bananas and pillows
are given by a tensor product of twice the double-line 2E-CTL.
Just that the indices are grouped in a different way (namely
(1, 2), (3, 4) vs. (1, 3), (2, 4), and that we have a normalization
C2En = |B|−2.
Delta-double-line tensors
For each (finite) set B the delta-double-line 3E-CTL is the
3E-CTL with the edge index basis set equal to B × B. The
basic tensors and normalizations are given by
F
(aa)(bb)
(cc)
:=
a
ab
b
c c
G
(aa)(bb)
(cc)
:=
ab
c
ab
c
C := 1,
D := 1,
E := |B|−1,
(5.276)
where a,. . .,c ∈ B.
The tensor corresponding to an arbitrary lattice X can be
constructed in the following way (up to a potential normaliza-
tion): Put a delta tensor on every index face of X with one
index for each edge adjacent to that face. Then associate to
each edge the composite of the two indices coming from the
two faces connected to it. The tensor does not depend on the
interior topology of a background, except for a potential nor-
malization.
Observation 111. The 2En-CTL of bananas is the double-line
2E-CTL (where the normalization is put to C), and the 2En-
CTL of pillows is given by two copies of delta 2E-CTL.
Groupoids
For every (finite) groupoid G there is the groupoid 3E-CTL
with the basis set of edge indices given by the disjoint union
of all Bxy . So we can write each index formally as a triple
(xyi), x, y ∈ X, i ∈ Bxy where the dimension/type of the i-
index depends on the value of the x and y indices as described
in Remark (32). The basic tensors and normalizations are given
by
F
(uvi)(wxj)
(yzk)
:= δv,wδu,yδx,zδij,k
=
x
wv
u
y z
ji
k
G
G
(uvi)(wxj)
(yzk)
:=
wu
y
v xv
z
v ji
k
C+± (uvi)(wxj) :=
v x
u w
i j
w
C−± (uvi)(wxj) := v x
u w
i j
w
D := 1,
E := 1,
vy = (
∑
z∈X
|Byz|)1/4,
wy = (
∑
z∈X
|Byz|)−1/2.
(5.277)
Remark 127. It turns out that in general one cannot normal-
ize the F and G tensors such that the normalization matrices
become both trivial. Groupoid 3E-CTLs are the first of the so-
lutions so far for which this is not possible.
For a general lattice, the corresponding tensor (up to normal-
ization) can be constructed as follows: For any configuration of
triple-indices, the tensor entry is 1 if
• For each vertex, the sources/targets of the surrounding
edges are all the same. We have to take the source or tar-
get depending on whether the corresponding edge points
inwards or outwards.
• For every face, the groupoid elements/inverse groupoid el-
ements of the surrounding edges multiply to an identity
of the groupoid. Note that this product is always defined
when the previous point holds.
• The item before also holds for bounding cycles of edges
and 0 otherwise.
Observation 112. Groupoid 3E-CTLs can be seen as a gener-
alization of both of delta-double-line 3E-CTLs and group 3E-
CTLs: A group is just a groupoid with X being the trivial 1-
element set. The delta-double-line tensors are a groupoid with
Bij being the trivial one-element set for all i, j and the product
of two elements being the only element with the correct source
and target. Also the delta 3E-CTL corresponds to a groupoid
CTL with X being the delta tensor basis set and Bij being the
empty set if i 6= j and the trivial one-element set if i = j, i.e.,
the groupoid with only identity elements.
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5.9.4 Basic properties
Observation 113. In addition to gauge transformations we
have the following ambiguity: We can rescale the CTL tensors
and normalizations by
F −→ α−1F,
G −→ β−1G,
C −→ αβC,
D −→ α−2D,
E −→ β−2E,
(5.278)
for arbitrary α, β ∈ R without changing the CTL axioms.
Those could be used to e.g., set D and E to 1. General pil-
lows and bananas are rescaled by
T [pillow] −→ α2−#edgesT [pillow],
T [banana] −→ β2−#edgesT [banana]. (5.279)
Observation 114. Let us look at where the normalizations oc-
cur in a the tensor network corresponding to a history. Such a
history associates pillows and bananas to the faces and edges
of a 3CCb-lattice as described in Observation (102). At every
vertex in the interior we get one factor ofD, no matter in which
order we glue together the basic lattices. Dually we get a factor
E at every volume. At every 0, 3-relation-cell (corner) of the
3CCb-lattice there is a loop of contractions. At one index of
this loop we have to insert a normalization matrix C, the exact
position does not matter.
Now take the trivial 3E-CTL and rescale it as in Eq. (5.278)
with α = 1 and some β. Then the number associated to a
gluing lattice coming from a 3CC-lattice X is:
T [X] = β2#1−#1/3β−2#0β#0/3 =
β(#2/3−#1/3+#0/3)+(−#2/3+2#1−2#0) =
β(
∑
x∈3-cells #2x−#1x+#0x)+(−2#2+2#1−2#0) =
β2#3−2#2+2#1−2#0 = β2χ(X) = 1
(5.280)
where #i is the number of i-cells, #i/j is the number of i, j-
relation-cells and #ix is the number of i-cells in the lower link
of x. We used that the lower link of every 3-cell has ball-like
background and therefore its (2-dimensional) Euler character-
istic is 2. χ(X) is the Euler characteristic ofX which is always
0 in odd dimensions due to Poincare´ duality.
This indicates that the rescaled trivial CTL is still in the triv-
ial phase and rescaling does not change the phase of the CTL.
The dual statements hold for rescalings with β = 1 and some
α.
5.9.5 Subtypes, mappings and fusions
Doughnut CTL
Definition 185. For a given 2E background X define the
doughnut with respect to X as the following 3E background
Y : The extended background of X is the extended background
of Y times the 1-sphere, where we identify the extended back-
ground of X with one special point of this 1-sphere. The index
lattice ofX is obtained in the following way: Replace every 2E
edge with a 3E edge. The orientations of the 3E edges match
the orientations of the 2E edges, and the dual orientations of
the 3E-CTL edges all point in the same direction. For every
2E edge there is an additional 3E edge starting and ending at
the vertex where the orientation of the 2E edge points to and
winding once around this vertex times the 1-sphere. The ori-
entations of those 3E edges are chosen to match the dual ori-
entations of the other kind of 3E edges. The dual orientations
are chosen to match the orientations of the corresponding 2E
edges. In the end, each edge of the 2E background corresponds
to a pair of edges of the corresponding doughnut. E.g., consider
the following 2E backgrounds and the doughnuts with respect
to them:
a) →
b) →
c) →
d) →
(5.281)
In the cases a), b) and c) the 2E backgrounds are meant to have
a disk extended background, thus the corresponding doughnuts
have a solid torus as extended background (hence the name).
d) shows a 2-sphere that is mapped to a 3-torus, both having an
empty index lattice.
Observation 115. Gluing two edges of a 2E-CTL background
commutes with gluing the corresponding pair of edges in the
corresponding doughnut. E.g., the following shows one 2E glu-
ing and the corresponding 3E gluing below:
a b
= a b
x
x′
x
x′ =
(5.282)
In fact, taking the doughnut can be extended to a lattice map-
ping from 2E lattices to 3E lattices. On the other hand one can
define a tensor mapping from the 3E tensors to the 2E tensors
by taking the composite of the two indices at the two 3E edges
corresponding to a 2E edge as the 2E index. Contracting two
2E indices corresponds to contracting both pairs of 3E indices
in the composite, just as gluing two 2E edges corresponds to
gluing both associated 3E edges. So combining both mappings
we get a CTL mapping from 3E-CTLs to 2E-CTLs.
E.g., the 2E-CTL tensor associated to a triangle by the
mapped 2E-CTL is obtained in the following way from the 3E-
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CTL tensor associated to the corresponding doughnut:
(a, d) (b, e)
(c, f)
= de fa c
b
(5.283)
This implies that all doughnuts can be glued from the dough-
nut associated to the 2E basic lattice.
Equivalence to 3FE-CTLs
In this section we will demonstrate that 3FE-CTLs and 3E-
CTLs are equivalent.
First we will quickly demonstrate that if we forget about the
normalizations, then the two CTL types are in the same class.
To this end we will give a CTL mapping C from 3FE-CTLs to a
3E-CTL a CTL mapping D from 3E-CTLs to 3FE-CTLs, such
that both C ◦ D and D ◦ C are exact.
The lattice mapping of C is the following. For a given 3E
lattice X the corresponding 3FE lattice Y looks the same in
the interior. The index lattice of Y is obtained from the 2CC-
lattice by adding a vertex to the centre of every face of the index
lattice of X , and adding edges between this central vertex and
all other vertices of the face. The orientations of those inserted
edges are chosen such that they all point towards the central
vertex. The favourite edge for each triangle is chosen to be the
old edge of the 3E lattice. The following picture shows a patch
of a 3E index lattice and its mapping to a 3FE index lattice:
→ (5.284)
Now let’s consider the tensor mapping of C. We first take two
copies of each of the indices at the newly introduced edges. For
each 2E index edge there are two 3FE index faces. So we can
associate to each 3E index edge the composite of the following
7 indices: 1) The index at the old edge in the middle of the two
faces, 2) one of the copies of the indices at the four new edges
adjacent to the two faces, and 3) the two indices at the two
faces. The ordering of the single indices within the composite
is determined by the orientation and dual orientation of the 3E
index edge, i.e., when one reverses the dual orientation, the
indices corresponding to the left and right triangle of E are
interchanged. Of course, the actual order of indices is a pure
matter of convention, the ordering just has to be done consistent
with the orientations everywhere.
This indeed defines a CTL mapping: Gluing two edges is
consistent with gluing the two pairs of corresponding faces,
and contraction of the composite index is consistent with the
copying and contraction of the individual indices.
The lattice mapping of D is given by replacing every edge
by two edges connected to the same vertices and separated by a
2-gon face. The orientations of the 3E index edges are chosen
to match those of the 3FE index edge. The dual orientations are
taken to point towards the 2-gon face in between. E.g.,
→ (5.285)
The tensor mapping of D associates the trivial basis set to the
3FE edge indices. To every 3FE index face the composite of
all the 3E edge indices is adjacent to that face. The ordering
within the composite is determined by the orientations of the
3FE index edges and the favourite edge of the 3FE index face.
This indeed defines a CTL mapping: Gluing two faces of
a 3FE lattice is consistent with gluing all the associated edges
of the corresponding 3E lattice and contracting two 3FE face
indices is consistent with contracting all the individual indices
in the composite.
The above mapping is obscured by the normalizations. Be-
cause of them we cannot give formal CTL mappings between
3E-CTLs and 3FE-CTLs. However, one can still construct for
each 3E-CTL a 3FE-CTL that is in the same phase and vice
versa. Let us start with the construction of a 3E-CTL from a
3FE-CTL.
We can use the same lattice mapping as above, but we have to
include normalization factors into the tensor mapping: We have
to multiply the 3FE indices at the old edges (those in between
the pairs of triangles) by the square root of the 3FE normaliza-
tion C. The following picture shows how the tensor mapping
includes normalizations and how the 3E normalizations can be
obtained from the 3FE normalizations as
(a, b, c, d, e, µ, ν)
= a
′
b′
d′
c′
e′
µ
ν
a′
a
v
b′
b
c′
c
d′
d
e′
e
vi := (Ci)
1/2
C−+ (a,b,c,d,e,µ,ν),(a′,b′,c′,d′,e′,µ′,ν′) =
a a′
b b′
c c′
d d′
e e′
µ µ′
ν ν′
C
D3E = D3FE,
E3E = D3FE.
(5.286)
We have only shown one of the 3E C normalizations exem-
plary. For the other 3EC normalizations the 3FE normalization
C has to be added to different indices: c for C++ , e for C
+
− , b
for C−+ and d for C
−
− .
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Constructing a 3FE-CTL from a given 3E-CTL is a bit more
complicated. Here we do not take the lattice mapping above,
but simply transform a 3FE lattice into a 3E lattice by taking the
same underlying 3CCb-lattice, with the orientations of the 3E
index edges matching the orientations of the 3FE index edges
and the dual orientations chosen arbitrarily.
For each shape of a 3E index face with surrounding edges we
can consider the following lattice: It has one vertex for every
vertex of the face, two faces with the shape of the face, and for
every edge of the face two edges with a 2-gon face in between.
E.g., for a 4-gon face:
→ . (5.287)
Gluing together all the lower edges of one copy of this lattice
together with all upper edges of another we get the same lat-
tice again. Also the lattice is symmetric under reflections in-
terchanging the lower and upper half. So if we include one
normalization factor C on each upper edge the associated ten-
sor interpreted as linear map from the lower to the upper edges
is a symmetric projector P . The lattice can be glued from one
pillow and one banana for each edge. E.g.,
a
a′
bb′
c
c′
d d′ =
a′
b′
c′
d′
a
b
c
d (5.288)
If we perform a gauge transformation that brings the 2En-
CTL of bananas into the standard form of 2En-CTLs then this
equation reads:
P
a
w
α1
α2
b
x
β1
β2
. . .
. . .
. . .
= P˜
a
b
w
xβ2
α2α1
β1
x
. . .
. . .
. . .
(5.289)
Here P˜ is the CTL tensor associated to the corresponding pil-
low, apart from the following normalizations: On every edge
there is one normalization matrix C from the original projector
P and one factor wa (where a is the value of the correspond-
ing edge index), coming from the pillow tensor in its standard
form.
Note that in general x is the algebra of reals, complex num-
bers, or quaternions depending on the irrep label. For complex-
real CTLs x can only be the complex numbers. Different dual
orientations of the edges of the face F correspond to different
orderings of the composite indices. In our example inverting
the dual orientation will interchange the labels α1 ↔ α2 and
β ↔ β2.
The projector P acts trivially on one of the block indices
for each edge (in our case, α2 ↔ β2, for other dual orienta-
tions α1 ↔ β1). It does not change the value of the irrep label
(a = b) and acts on the real/complex/quaternionic index just
by real/complex/quaternionic multiplication. It only acts arbi-
trarily on the second block index (γ in our case). One can thus
regard the tensor P˜ for a fixed set of irrep labels as a mixed
real/complex/quaternionic self-adjoint projector acting on the
block and real/complex/quaternionic indices (for complex-real
CTLs it is just the realification of a complex projector). For ev-
ery irrep label configuration we can find an isometry U that
maps the block and real/complex/quaternionic indices to in-
dices another type (with potentially smaller basis), such that
P˜ = UU†. The type of the second index of U will be the type
of the 3FE face indices:
P˜
a
w
w
α
α
x
. . .
. . .
. . .
=
U U
a, . . .
α, . . . α, . . .
w, . . . w, . . .
U U
a, . . .
µ ν
=
µ ν
a, . . .
(5.290)
We get one such orthogonal/unitary root U for each (type of)
face. If the face will have a rotation or reflection symmetry, the
projector must also have the corresponding symmetry. That is,
it is invariant under the tensor product d ⊗ d of one symmetry
d on each side of the projector. d is the representation of the
full reflection/rotation symmetry group D of the oriented face
that acts by the corresponding index permutation. D is a sub-
group of the full dihedral symmetry group Dn of a face with n
non-oriented edges. So we have dgUIU
†
I d
†
g = UIU
†
I . But we
cannot always choose UI such that dgUI = UI , we can only
ensure that dgUIcg = UI for some representation c of D act-
ing on the fusion index. As U does not have rotation/reflection
symmetry it must also depend on a choice of a favourite edge
of the face.
With this preparation we are able to construct the TL opera-
tor that maps the 3E-CTL tensors to the 3FE-CTL tensors. We
start by applying a gauge transformation such that the 2En-CTL
of bananas is in the standard form. Now every edge index be-
comes a composite of one irrep, one real/complex/quaternionic
and two block indices. We then make three copies of the
irrep index via the delta tensor and include irrep-dependent
factors w and v from Eq. (5.67). Also we duplicate the
real/complex/quaternionic index by using the corresponding
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real/complex/quaternionic algebra tensor:
a, (a1, x1, α1)
(a2, x2, α2)
=
a, x, α1, α2
a
a1 a2
a
x
x1 x2
xw
v
(5.291)
We can now associate the indices a1, x1, α1 to the face on one
side of the edge and a2, x2, α2 to the face on the other side.
Which of the two a, x and α indices we associate to which side
can be decided based on the dual orientation of the edge (actu-
ally it does not matter for the a indices, and also not for the x
labels if x is not the quaternions which are non-commutative).
Finally for each face of X we take all indices associated to
the face via its edges and feed them into the isometry U for
this shape of face. The remaining index of U becomes the fu-
sion index of the 3FE-CTL and the third copy if the irrep index
becomes the edge index of the 3FE-CTL. At this step we also
need the favourite edge of the face.
a
b
c
d µ =
a, (a1, w1, α1)
(a2, w2, α2)
b,
(b
2
,x
2
,β
2
)
(b
1
,x
1
,β
1
)
c, (c2, y2, γ2)
(c1, y1, γ1)
d
,(
d
2
,z
2
,δ
2
)
(d
1
,z
1
,δ
1
)
√
D
U
a2, b1, c1, d1
w2, x1, y1, z1
α2, β1, γ1, δ2
µ
Ca = |Ba|v2aD = w−2a
D3FE = E3E
(5.292)
Imagine gluing two faces of a 3FE lattice. The same op-
eration for the corresponding 3E lattice can be achieved by
connecting each pair of the adjacent edges via a 3-edge ba-
nana. Each banana contains a factor of w, we get one factor
of v at every edge coming from the 2En normalization C (see
Eq. (5.67)), and in the end we get once the 3E normalization
D. On the other hand consider the contraction of indices of
the 3FE tensor Eq. (5.292) when gluing two 3FE faces: The
isometries U cancel each other and we get twice the factor of√
D. Moreover two 3FE edges fuse into a single one, so we
end up with remaining factors w and v from Eq. (5.291) at ev-
ery edge. So we see normalization factors we get from the two
contractions are consistent.
5.9.6 Connection to involutive weak Hopf *-
algebras
Definition 186. A finite-dimensional unital associative co-
algebra over a complex vector space with basis set B is given
by 2 linear maps:
co-unit
 : CB −→ C1
co-multiplication
∆ : CB −→ CB×B [∆(a) = a(1) ⊗ a(2)]
(5.293)
that satisfy the axioms Eqs. (5.296, 5.297). We will think of
the 2 linear/anti-linear maps as tensors via the realification of
their coefficients in the canonical basis of CB as described in
Remark (41).
i = i (5.294)
∆kij = k
i
j
(5.295)
Then the axioms can be written as
• Co-identity property:
(a(1))⊗ a(2) = a(1) ⊗ (a(2)) = a
(1⊗ ) ◦∆ = (⊗ 1) ◦∆ = 1
= =
(5.296)
• Co-associativity:
(a(1))(1) ⊗ (a(1))(2) ⊗ a(2) = a(1) ⊗ (a(2))(1) ⊗ (a(2))(2)
(∆⊗ 1) ◦∆ = (1⊗∆) ◦∆
=
(5.297)
Observation 116. If we make the identification
i ←→ i
k
i
j
←→ k
i
j
(5.298)
with the tensors in Eq. (5.71), the axioms Eqs. (5.296, 5.297)
and Eqs. (5.81, 5.85) become identical. So in the language of
tensors, the notions of (unital associative finite-dimensional) al-
gebra and co-algebra are identical.
Definition 187. An involutive weak Hopf (finite-dimensional
C)*-algebra over a complex vector space with basis set B is
given by 6 linear/anti-linear maps:
unit
η : C1 −→ CB [(1) = 1]
multiplication
µ : CB×B −→ CB [µ(a, b) = ab]
co-unit
 : CB −→ C1
co-multiplication
∆ : CB −→ CB×B [∆(a) = a(1) ⊗ a(2)]
antipode
S : CB −→ CB
involution
t : CB −→ CB [t(a) = a∗]
(5.299)
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such that the axioms Eqs. (5.302, 5.304, 5.307, 5.309, 5.311,
5.313, 5.315) hold. η, µ, , ∆ and S are linear whereas t is
anti-linear.
Remark 128. We will think of the three linear/anti-linear
maps as tensors via the realifications of their coefficients in the
canonical basis of CB as described in Remark (41).
ηa = a
µabc = c
a
b
a = a
∆cab = c
a
b
Sab = a b
tab = a b
(5.300)
Proposition 21. Every complex-real 3E-CTL defines a invo-
lutive weak Hopf *-algebra, which has as underlying basis set
just the basis set for the edge indices of the CTL (without the
complex index), and whose 6 defining tensors are equal to the
CTL tensors in the following way:
ηa = a′ C++
−1
a′ a
µabc =
c
ba′
C++a
′ a
a = a
∆cab =
c
a
b
Sab =
a
b
tab =
a
b
(5.301)
To demonstrate the validity of the proposition we give a list
of all involutive weak Hopf *-algebra axioms in the conven-
tional form as well as for the corresponding tensors as de-
scribed in Remark (41) in tensor-network notation (see Re-
mark (11). Then we show that the axiom holds for the CTL
tensors Eq. (5.301) by giving the corresponding gluing axiom.
Note that those two equations are not exactly equal in some
cases, but equal after adding the same normalizations C to both
sides.
1. The unit, involution and multiplication form a (finite-
dimensional unital C)*-algebra, see Section (5.4.6).
This holds for the tensors given in Eq. (5.301): The pillows
form a 2En-CTL as we have seen in Observation (101). The
CTL tensors corresponding to η, µ and t are just the pillows
associated to the 2En-CTL tensors corresponding to η, µ and t
in Eq. (5.74). As we have seen in Section (5.4.6), those tensors
define a (finite-dimensional unital C)*-algebra for every 2En-
CTL.
2. The co-unit and co-multiplication form an co-associative co-
unital algebra, see Definition (186). This holds for the tensors
given in Eq. (5.301): The bananas form a 2En-CTL as we have
seen in Observation (101). The CTL tensors corresponding to
 and ∆ are just the bananas associated to the S-2-CTL tensors
corresponding to η and µ in Eq. (5.74). As we have seen in
Section (5.4.6) those tensors define a unital associative algebra
for every 2E-CTL. So, according to Observation (116),  and ∆
satisfy the equivalent axioms of a co-algebra.
3. Multiplicativity of the co-multiplication says that the co-
multiplication is an algebra morphism (from the algebra to two
copies of the algebra) and is also the main axiom that holds for
bi-algebras
(µ⊗ µ) ◦ (1⊗ swap⊗ 1) ◦ (∆⊗∆) = ∆ ◦ µ
=
(5.302)
ab
d
c
=
b a
d
c
=
b a
c
d
(5.303)
4. Weak multiplicativity of the co-unit:
 ◦ µ ◦ (µ⊗ 1) = (⊗ ) ◦ (µ⊗ µ) ◦ (1⊗∆⊗ 1)
= (⊗ ) ◦ (µ⊗ µ) ◦ (1⊗ (τ ◦∆)⊗ 1) (5.304)
= = (5.305)
where τ is the operator exchanging two components of a tensor
product.
c
a
b
= c b a
= b
a
c
(5.306)
5. Weak co-multiplicativity of the unit:
(∆⊗ 1) ◦∆ ◦ η = (1 ◦ µ ◦ 1) ◦ (∆⊗∆) ◦ (η ⊗ η)
= (1 ◦ (µ ◦ τ) ◦ 1) ◦ (∆⊗∆) ◦ (η ⊗ η)
= =
(5.307)
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ab
c
=
a
b
c
=
b
x a
c
x
(5.308)
6. The standard Hopf algebra axiom is weakened to:
µ ◦ (1⊗ S) ◦∆ =
(⊗ 1) ◦ (µ⊗ 1) ◦ (1⊗ τ) ◦ (∆⊗ 1) ◦ (η ⊗ 1)
=
(5.309)
b
a
=
ab
= b
a
(5.310)
7. Another axiom involving the antipode:
S = µ ◦ (µ⊗ 1) ◦ (S ⊗ 1⊗ S)
◦(∆⊗ 1) ◦∆
=
(5.311)
a b = x
a
y
b
y
x (5.312)
8. The compatibility condition between the star operation t and
the co-multiplication:
∆ ◦ t = (t⊗ t) ◦∆
=
(5.313)
a
b
c
=
c
a
b
=
c
x
b
x
a
(5.314)
9. The involutivity of the antipode:
S ◦ S = 1
=
(5.315)
a
b
=
a
b
(5.316)
which is true with the local support convention.
Let us see to what extent the reverse direction of the above
proposition holds.
Remark 129. Involutive weak Hopf *-algebras have a differ-
ent set of gauge transformations than 3E-CTLs: The tensors
have a distinction between input and output indices such that
input indices are only contracted with output indices. Gauge
transformations consist of applying an invertible linear map S
to all input indices and S−1 to all output indices, in contrast
to an orthogonal/unitary linear map applied to all indices for
3E-CTLs.
Therefore we cannot simply invert the identification
Eq. (5.301) to get CTL tensors from weak Hopf *-algebra ten-
sors and hope to get a 3E-CTL. The question has to be: For a
given involutive weak Hopf *-algebra, does there exist a gauge
transformation S and normalization matrices C, such that after
gauging with S the CTL tensors obtained via Eq. (5.301) yield
a valid 3E-CTL?
Proposition 22. It is known that for any (finite-dimensional)
weak Hopf *-algebra the co-unit and co-multiplication also
form a (co-)*-algebra with the involution given by
= (5.317)
See for example [18].
Remark 130. The 3E basic axioms A11), A12) and A13) di-
rectly follow from the weak Hopf *-algebra axioms Eq. (5.313),
the dual equation to this that holds according to the proposition
above, and Eq. (5.302). The other 3E basic axioms do not di-
rectly follow from the weak Hopf *-algebra axioms, as they
partly depend on the correct choice of gauge. However, we
know from Section (5.4.6) that there is a gauge transformation
for the *-algebra part of the Hopf algebra such that the 3E basic
axioms A1) to A5) hold. Dually we now that there is a gauge
transformation for the co-*-algebra part in which the 3E basic
axioms A6) to A10) hold. However, it is not clear whether one
can find a single gauge transformation for both the *-algebra
and the co-*-algebra such that A1) to A5) and A6) to A10)
hold simultaneously. If this is possible then every involutive
weak Hopf *-algebra yields a 3E-CTL. Is seems that this actu-
ally might be the case, though we do not have a proof.
Remark 131. The involutivity of the antipode is important:
There exist weak Hopf *-algebras that are not involutive. As
the involutivity is a gauge-independent property, those non-
involutive weak Hopf *-algebras cannot yield 3E-CTLs.
5.9.7 Physical interpretation and connection to
existing models
In classical statistical physics 3E-CTL correspond to 3-
dimensional classical models in a topological phase. We do
not know however, whether there are existing classical systems
that can describe such a phase.
In quantum physics complex-real 3E-CTLs are quantum
fixed point models for topological order in 2 + 1 dimen-
sions. They are essentially equivalent to the well-known quan-
tum double models that were originally introduced as gener-
alizations of the toric code [8] to arbitrary groups (see also
Ref. [56]). As anticipated by the original paper, they were later
generalized to Hopf C*-algebras in Ref. [18] and then to weak
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Hopf algebras in Ref. [25]. 3E-CTLs are very similar to the
latter generalizations as becomes apparent in Section (5.9.6).
Note, however, that they differ in many technical details, and
that our basic axioms A1) to A13) are directly derived from
the topological invariance at a physical level, and should thus
be sufficient and necessary to yield a meaningful microscopic
model for topological order.
It is known that the weak Hopf algebra models yield mod-
els equivalent to string-net models [17]. This equivalence was
also demonstrated in Ref. [25]. Via the equivalence of 3FE-
CTLs and 3E-CTLs we give a very simple graphical proof of
this equivalence in our setting.
Remark 132. One can construct a frustration-free local
commuting-projector Hamiltonian for 3E-CTLs, following Ob-
servation (55). A sufficient set of local projector lattices is
given by taking for each face and each vertex the lattice that
can be glued to all the edges adjacent to this face or vertex
without changing the background. E.g., consider the following
local projector lattices for a face and a vertex with 4 adjacent
edges each:
a
b
c
d →
a
a
bb
c
c
d d
a
b
c
d →
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
(5.318)
For the associated tensors to become actual projectors we have
to add one normalization C to each edge, and one overall nor-
malization D for faces or E for vertices.
One can explicitly show that a neighbouring face and ver-
tex projector, overlapping at two edges, commute by the CTL
axioms:
a’
b’
c
c’
d
d’
b
a c
d
c’
d’
=
a’
b’
c
c’
d
d’
b
a c
d
c’
d’
= a
b
c
c’
d
d’
c
db’
a’
c’
d’
(5.319)
5.10 3/1EE-(C)TLs
5.10.1 Definition
By 3/1EE-CTLs we refer to a collection of different CTL
coming from TL types on 3-dimensional lattices with 2-
dimensional defects. The “EE” stands for “edge, edge” as this
is where indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
Their extended backgrounds are given by framed boundary
3/1-manifolds with an arbitrary higher order 0-manifold as
boundary central link. E.g.
a) b) c) d) (5.320)
a) corresponds to a physical boundary of a 3E-CTL, b) to a
domain wall between different 3E-CTLs, c) a co-dimension
1 defect within one 3E-CTL and d) a membrane where three
3E-CTLs meet. The bulk 2-region has a framing with respect
to each of the bulk 3-regions. For the boundary central links
above, this framing is only non-trivial for c). In this case the
framing means that the co-dimension 1 defect has an orienta-
tion within the surrounding bulk.
The backgrounds of the corresponding TL type are 3/1-
manifolds with the same higher order 0-manifold as central
link.
3/1EE-CTLs contain 3E-CTL as a sub-type once for each
0-region of the boundary central link, by restricting to back-
grounds where only the corresponding bulk 3-region and
boundary 2-region are non-empty. We will therefore refer to
lattice or tensor parts associated to those regions or sub-type by
the prefix 3E, and refer to things associated to the bulk 2-region
or boundary 0-region by the prefix 3/1EE.
Example 124. Consider the following examples for extended
backgrounds of 3/1EE-CTLs (where we only draw the 1-
regions and 2-regions, see Remark (3)):
a)
b)
c)
d)
(5.321)
where a), b), c) and d) correspond to the boundary central links
a), b), a) and b), respectively. a) shows a 3-ball (the bulk 3-
region) whose boundary is divided by a 1-sphere (the boundary
1-region) into two 2-balls (the bulk 2-region and the bound-
ary 2-region). b) shows a 3-ball that is split into two 3-balls
(the bulk 3-regions) by a sphere (the bulk 2-region). Also its
boundary 2-sphere is divided into two 2-balls (the two bound-
ary 2-regions) by a 1-sphere (the boundary 1-region). c) shows
a 3-ball (the bulk 3-region) whose boundary 2-sphere is split
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into three 2-balls (the bulk 2-region) and the remaining sur-
face (the boundary 2-region) by three 1-spheres (the boundary
1-region). d) shows a solid torus that is split into two parts
(the bulk 3-regions) along the torus by an annulus (the bulk 2-
region). Also the boundary 2-torus is split into two annuli (the
boundary 2-regions) by two 1-spheres (the boundary 1-region).
The background gluings are surgery gluing for all bound-
ary regions (i.e., for the different boundary 2-regions and the
boundary 1-region).
Lattices
The lattices are based on 3/1CCb-lattices on the extended
backgrounds. The index lattice is given by restricting to the
2/1CC-lattice forming the boundary of the 3/1CCb-lattice.
There are the following decorations: The 3E index edges carry
orientations and dual orientations, just as the 3E sub-type. Also
the 3/1EE edges carry an orientation, but no dual orientation.
To distinguish them better from the 3E edges we will draw them
with a thicker line style.
Example 125. Consider the following examples for index lat-
tices (right) and the corresponding index backgrounds (left):
a) ←
b) ←
(5.322)
a) and b) correspond to the boundary central links a) and b) in
Eq. (5.320), respectively. a) shows an annulus with physical
boundary. b) shows a patch of a domain wall in a bigger lattice.
The basic moves are region bi-stellar flips for the bulk 3-
regions and the bulk 2-region.
The basic gluing is gluing of two 3E index edges (in the same
region), just as for the sub 3E-CTLs. Additionally the 3/1EE
edges can be glued. Gluing two 3/1EE edges is the same as
gluing two 3E edges. The only difference is that the former do
not have dual orientations that would have to match.
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors with one 3E index type for each
region of the boundary central link, and one additional 3/1EE
index type. One 3E index is associated to each 3E index edge,
which are contracted when the edges are glued, just as for the
sub 3E-CTL. One 3/1EE index is associated to every 3/1EE
index edge. Also those indices are contracted when the accord-
ing edges are glued.
We should also introduce normalizations: When two 3/1EE
index edges that share one vertex are glued, such that this vertex
disappears, then we have to contract via the 3E normalization
matrix C and an additional normalization matrix B. However,
we won’t be entirely strict about forgetting this normalization
matrix in this section.
5.10.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Basic lattices and tensors
Definition 188. For any 2E background X , define the EE-
pillow with respect toX as the 3/1EE background whose index
lattice consists of an upper and a lower face whose lower link
is given by the index lattice of X . Its extended background is
given by the extended background of X times the interval. So
it can be pictured as X inflated to a pillow. E.g.
→ (5.323)
Definition 189. For any 2/1EE background X , define the EE-
banana with respect toX as the following 3/1EE background:
Its index lattice consists of two 3/1EE vertices that are con-
nected by 3E edges and 3/1EE edges. The upper link of the
3/1EE vertices is equal to the index lattice of X . The orien-
tations of the 3E edges and 3/1EE edges all point towards the
same 3/1EE vertex. The dual orientations of the 3E edges are
equal to the orientations of the 2E edges of the index lattice of
X . E.g.,
a) →
b) →
(5.324)
where a) and b) correspond to the boundary central links a) and
b) in Eq. (5.320). The extended background the EE-banana
with respect to X equals the background of X times the in-
terval. If X consists of multiple connected components, then
the EE-banana with respect to X is the disjoint union of the
EE-bananas with respect to each component.
Observation 117. Every 3/1EE background can be glued to-
gether from copies of the 3E basic lattices, EE-bananas and
EE-pillows.
We can get a defining history for a given lattice in the fol-
lowing way: Consider the underlying 3/1CCb-lattice. Replace
every 3E face by a pillow and every 3E edge by a banana, just in
the history mapping for 3E-CTLs from Observation (102). Re-
place face of the bulk 2-region by the EE-pillow with respect
to the lower link of that face. Replace every edge of the bulk
2-region by the EE-banana with respect to the upper link of the
edge. Finally, we glue together all pillows, bananas, EE-pillows
and EE-bananas according to how they are located within the
3CCb-lattice.
Observation 118. Taking the EE-pillow with respect to a 2E
background commutes with symmetries, disjoint union and
gluing. E.g.
ab
dc
→
c d
ab
ab
dc
→
c d
ab
(5.325)
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It can be extended to a lattice mapping from 2E lattices to
3/1EE lattices. Using the 3/1EE indices as 2E indices defines
a tensor mapping from the 3/1EE tensors to the 2E tensors,
yielding a CTL mapping from 3/1EE-CTLs to 2E-CTLs. I.e.,
the EE-pillows form a 2E-CTL.
This implies that every EE-pillow can be glued from copies
of the EE-pillow with respect to the 2E basic lattice Eq. (5.24).
Observation 119. Taking the EE-banana with respect to a
2/1EE background commutes with symmetries, disjoint union
and gluing. E.g.
→
→ (5.326)
It can be extended to a lattice mapping from 2/1EE lattices to
3/1EE lattices. Using the 3/1EE indices as 2/1EE indices and
the 3E indices as 2E indices defines a tensor mapping from the
3/1EE tensors to the 2/1EE tensors, yielding a CTL mapping
from 3/1EE-CTLs to 2/1EE-CTLs, i.e., the EE-bananas form
a 2/1EE-CTL.
This implies that all EE-bananas can be glued from copies
of the EE-banana with respect to the 2/1EE basic lattice
Eq. (5.121).
Observation 120. According to Observation (117, 118, 119) a
set of basic lattices is given by 3E basic lattices, the EE-pillow
with respect to the 2E basic lattice and the EE-pillow with re-
spect to the 2/1EE basic lattice.
So the whole CTL is already determined by corresponding
basic tensors
T1) Habc :=
a b
c
,
T2)
a) Iabx = ba x ,
b) Iabxy = ba x y ,
c) Iabxyz = ab zyx ,
(5.327)
where the examples a), b) and c) correspond to the boundary
central links a), b) and d) in Eq. (5.320). Note that there are
no faces between the 3E-CTL edges of the different regions:
Each edge lives in its own boundary 2-region. For b) we tried
to indicate this by moving one of the edges to the back layer,
which does However, not work for c) any more.
Basic history moves and axioms
Definition 190. We can use the EE-pillow mapping to trans-
form every 2E history latticeX into a 3/1EE history by replac-
ing every 2E-CTL basic lattice by the corresponding EE-pillow,
yielding what we call the EE-pillow history lattice with re-
spect to X . E.g.,
a
b
a
c
c
b
→
a
b
a
c
c
b
(5.328)
Definition 191. For every 2/1EE-CTL history lattice X (with
the same boundary central link), define the EE-banana history
lattice with respect to X as the history lattice where each each
2E basic lattice of X is replaced by the corresponding banana
and each 2/1EE basic lattice of X is replaced by the corre-
sponding EE-banana. E.g.,
a)
aa
d d
→ d dx y x ya a ,
b)
a
a
b
c
d
e
db
c e
→ ff
a
a
ed cb
d c
e b
(5.329)
where a) and b) correspond to the types a) and b) in Eq. (5.320).
Definition 192. For every pair of a 2E background X and a
2/1EE background Y (with the same boundary central link)
define the EE-pillow-banana history lattice with respect toX
and Y as the following 3/1EE history lattice: For every edge
of X take one copy of the EE-banana with respect to Y . For
every 2E edge of Y take one copy of the pillow with respect to
X , and for every 2/1EE edge of Y take one copy of the EE-
pillow with respect to X . Then for every pair of edges x and y
of X and Y , we glue the edge x of the copy of the (EE-)pillow
corresponding to y to the edge y of the copy of the EE-banana
corresponding to x. E.g.
a) , →
ab c a b c
b) , →
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
a d g j m b e h k n c f i l o
(5.330)
Observation 121. Every history lattice can be history glued
from copies of pillow history lattices, banana history lattices,
pillow-banana history lattices, EE-pillow history lattices, EE-
banana history lattices and EE-pillow-banana history lattices.
History lattices are based on 4/1CCb-lattices (with the same
boundary central link): The basic lattices and gluings are liv-
ing on the 3/1CC-lattice forming its boundary as described in
Prop. (117). The cells of the bulk regions correspond to basic
moves. A history for a given history lattice can be obtained
in the following way: Within the bulk 4-regions, replace every
edge by a banana history lattice, every volume by a banana-
pillow history lattice and every face by a banana-pillow history
lattice, just as for the sub 3E-CTL. Within the bulk 3-region,
replace every volume by the EE-pillow basic lattice with re-
spect to its lower link, every edge by the EE-banana history
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lattice with respect to its upper link and every face by the EE-
banana-pillow history lattice with respect to its lower link and
its upper link. Then glue the history lattices at the basic lat-
tices according to how they are located in the 4/1CCb-lattice.
The basic lattices remaining unglued at the boundary form the
desired history lattice.
Observation 122. Using the EE-pillow mapping, every EE-
pillow history lattice can be history glued from the EE-pillow
history lattice with respect to the 2E basic history lattice:
w y
v z
v
u
w
z
u
y
(5.331)
Observation 123. Every EE-banana history lattice can be his-
tory glued from the EE-banana history lattice with respect the
2/1EE basic lattice. E.g.
a)
a b c
ba c
x x
b)
a b c
ba c
d e f
ed f
x x
(5.332)
Observation 124. Every EE-pillow-banana history lattice can
be history glued from the EE-pillow-banana history lattice with
respect to the 2E basic lattice and the 2/1EE basic lattice. E.g.
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
a d g b e h c f i
(5.333)
For the boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.320).
Observation 125. According to Observation (121, 122, 123,
124), a set of basic history lattices is given by the EE-pillow
history lattice, the EE-banana history lattice and the EE-pillow-
banana history lattice Eqs. (5.331, 5.332, 5.333).
Observation 126. According to Remark (24) the bi-partitions
of the basic history lattice are a good guess for a set of basic
axioms.
The bi-partition of the EE-pillow basic history lattice and
the EE-banana basic history lattice are completely analogue to
the bi-partitions of the basic 2E history lattice and of the basic
2/1EE history lattice (Remark (70)).
There are 4 kinds of bi-partitions of the basic EE-banana-
pillow history lattice. First, there 6 are bi-partitions with one
EE-pillow and one EE-banana on the right side, and the rest on
the left side. The 6 choices correspond to which of the 2 EE-
pillows and which of the 3 EE-bananas are on the right side.
E.g., for the boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.320) one such
bi-partition is:
ab
d
c
=
b a
c
d
(5.334)
Second there are bi-partitions with one EE-banana and one
pillow on the right side, and the rest the left. There is one
such bi-partition for each 0-region of the boundary central link,
determine which of the pillows is on the right. E.g., for the
boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.320) there is only one such
bi-partition:
ab
d
c
=
b a
c
d
(5.335)
Third there are 2 bi-partitions with one single EE-pillow on
the right side, and the rest on the left side. The 2 choices cor-
respond to which of the two EE-pillows is on the right side.
E.g., for the boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.320) one such
bi-partition is the following:
ab
c
c
d
=
b a
d
(5.336)
Fourth there are 3 bi-partitions with one single EE-banana on
the right side and the rest on the left side. The 3 choices corre-
spond to the 3 choices of the EE-banana on the right. E.g., for
the boundary central link a) in Eq. (5.320) one such bi-partition
is the following:
ab
d
c
b a
e
=
e
c
d
(5.337)
The above bi-partitions do indeed form a full set of basic ax-
ioms.
Simplified set of axioms
Remark 133. We can impose the local support convention for
the 3/1EE indices, by setting the EE-pillow with respect to the
non-cyclic 2-gon to the identity matrix:
a b = a b (5.338)
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Observation 127. Analogously to 2E-CTLs we can add the
following auxiliary tensor:
T3)
a
b
(5.339)
Then the 7 axioms arising from bi-partitions of the EE-pillow
basic history lattice together with the local support convention
are equivalent to the following axioms: and the following addi-
tional axioms:
A1)
a
b
=
a
b
=
b
a
A2)
a
b
=
a
b
=
b
a
A3)
a b
c
=
a b
c
A4)
a b
c
=
a b
c
A5)
ab
dc
=
b
c
a
d
(5.340)
Observation 128. Analogously to 2/1EE-CTLs all the axioms
arising from bi-partitions of the EE-banana basic history lattice
together with the local support convention are equivalent to the
following set of axioms (shown here for the boundary central
link a) in Eq. (5.320):
A6) a b x = a bx = b ax
A7) d ex y = d ye x
(5.341)
Observation 129. Instead of Eqs. (5.334, 5.335, 5.336) to-
gether with the local support convention we can take the follow-
ing equivalent axioms (here exemplary for the boundary central
link a) in Eq. (5.320)):
A8) ax a y = x y = x y
A9) x bc ax = c a b
A10) ab
d
c
=
b a
c
d
A11) ab
d
c
=
b a
c
d
(5.342)
Using A9), A2), A3), A4) and the 3E axioms A2), A3) and
A4) we can invert any of the orientations of 3E edges and
3/1EE edges of any axiom involving pillows, EE-pillows and
EE-bananas. Using A6) and the 3E axioms A8) and A11) we
can also invert any of the dual orientations of the 3E edges. So
from A10) and A11) we get all the other axioms in Eqs. (5.334,
5.335). Using the axiom A8) we can move the EE-banana on
the right of A10) to the left, and obtain one of the axioms
Eq. (5.336), and invert orientations to obtain all the other ax-
ioms. Using the 3E axiom A2) we can move the pillow on
the right side of A11) to the left and obtain on of the axioms
Eq. (5.337), and invert orientations to obtain all the other ax-
ioms.
5.10.3 Solutions
Standard physical boundary
There is a lattice mapping from 3E-CTLs to physical bound-
aries for 3E-CTLs, i.e., 3/1EE-CTLs with a single vertex as
boundary central link. The sub 3E-CTL of the latter is the orig-
inal 3E-CTL. Well refer to this 3/1EE-CTL as the standard
physical boundary 3/1EE-CTL. The basic tensors are given
by
x y
z
=
z
yx
ba x = bxa
(5.343)
With this choice of tensors, the 3/1EE basic axioms directly
follow from the 3E basic axioms.
Dual standard physical boundary
There is a second CTL mapping from 3E-CTLs to a physi-
cal boundary for 3E-CTL that is dual to the standard physi-
cal boundary. Again the sub 3E-CTL is the original 3E-CTL.
Well refer to this 3/1EE-CTL as the dual standard physical
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boundary 3/1EE-CTL. The basic tensors are given by
(a, b) (c, d)
(e, f)
=
f
d
cb
a
e
(c, d)(a, b) x = x
c
a
d
b
(5.344)
Again, the 3/1EE basic axioms reduce to the 3E axioms.
Note that 3/1EE-CTLs violate Poincare¨ duality, as the EE-
bananas have 3E edges, but not the EE-pillows. One could con-
struct the dual type of 3/1EE-CTLs where the EE-pillows have
3E edges but not the EE-bananas. Then we can look at the
standard boundary of a 3E-CTL as this dual 3/1EE-CTL. The
above 3/1EE-CTL is just this standard dual 3/1EE-CTL phys-
ical boundary expressed as a non-dual 3/1EE-CTL.
Trivial defect
There is a mapping from 3E-CTLs to co-dimension 1 defects
for 3E-CTLs, i.e., a 3/1EE-CTLs with the boundary central
link c) in Eq. (5.320). The sub 3E-CTL is the original 3E-CTL.
The 3/1EE basic tensors are given by
x y
z
=
z
yx
ba xy = bxya
(5.345)
Group permutation action
Definition 193. A permutation action P of a group G on a
set B is a map
P : G×B → B (5.346)
such that the following axioms axioms Eqs. (5.348, 5.349,
5.350) below hold. We will think of P as a tensor
Pa b
g
= δP (a),b. (5.347)
Now the axioms for P in both conventional and tensor network
language are:
1. P is a function, i.e., as linear map it is a permutations in the
preferred basis that B defines.
P
P
=
P
(5.348)
where the blue and black dot are the delta tensors for the sets G
and B, respectively.
2. P is bijective, i.e.,
∀(g, b) ∈ G×B ∃a ∈ B : P (g, a) = b
P
=
(5.349)
3. P is a representation of the group G, i.e.,
∀(g, h, a) ∈ G×G×B : P (g, P (h, a)) = P (gh, a)
P P
a b
x z
=
P
b
a
x z
(5.350)
For each group G and permutation action of G on a set B,
define the group permutation 3/1EE-CTL as the following
physical boundary of a 3E-CTL, i.e., 3/1EE-CTL with a single
vertex as boundary central link: The sub 3E-CTL is the dual to
group 3E-CTL for G. The 3/1EE basic tensors are the follow-
ing:
(x, a, a′) (y, b, b′)
(z, c, c′)
=
x y
z
ba′
c′
b′a
c
(y, b, b′)(x, a, a′) g =
Px y
ba
b′a′
g
(5.351)
The 3/1EE basic axioms A10) and A11) follow from the ax-
iom Eq. (5.348). The 3/1EE basic axiom A7) follows from the
axiom Eq. (5.350). The 3/1EE axioms A1) to A5) follow from
the fusion property of the delta tensors.
For the regular representation of the group as permutation
action, the group permutation 3/1EE-CTL is equivalent to the
standard physical boundary 3/1EE-CTL for the dual group 3E-
CTL. For the trivial permutation on the trivial one-element set,
the group permutation 3/1EE-CTL is equivalent to the dual
standard physical boundary 3/1EE-CTL for the dual group 3E-
CTL.
Duality switching domain wall
There is a mapping from 3E-CTLs to domain walls between
3E-CTLs, i.e., 3/1EE-CTLs with the boundary central link b)
in Eq. (5.320). The two sub 3E-CTLs are the original 3E-CTL
and its dual 3E-CTL. The 3/1EE-CTL basic tensors are given
by
(x, x′) (y, y′)
(z, z′)
=
x′
xy′
y
z z′
(b, b′)(a, a′) xy =
b′
b
a′
a
y
x
(5.352)
Complex conjugation defect for complex numbers
For the complex number 3E-CTL there are two irreducible co-
dimension 1 defects: The trivial defect above, and the complex
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conjugation defect. The 3/1EE-CTL basic tensors of the latter
are given by
x y
z
=
yx
z
ba xy =
y
x
a b
(5.353)
We see that when going from one side of the defect to the
other (i.e., from the index labeled x to y in the second equation
above), the complex arrow orientations get reversed. So the de-
fect corresponds to complex conjugation along all indices that
cut the defect membrane in the corresponding TL.
5.10.4 Properties
Remark 134. The rescaling Eq. (5.278) does not change the
phase of the 3E-CTL. For a 3/1EE-CTL with a single point
as boundary central link, we can rescale the EE-pillows and
EE-bananas in the same way as the pillows and bananas, and
rescale B → αβ−1B. This does not change the CTL axioms.
Let us work out where the normalizations appear in the cor-
responding TL on 3/1CC-lattices (on 3-manifolds with bound-
ary): At each boundary vertex we get an additional factor of
αβ−1, at each boundary face we get a factor of α−1, at each
boundary edge we get a factor of β−1, and in the interior we
get factors as described in Observation (114). Evaluating the
rescaled trivial TL on a latticeX on some manifold with bound-
ary yields α2χ(X) = αχ(∂X).
So the rescaling with α does change the phase of the 3/1EE-
CTL, whereas there are no indications that rescaling by β does
(and in fact it does not). The rescaling of the 3E-CTL corre-
sponds to fusing the 2En-CTL Eq. (5.68) with α2En = α−13E to
the standard physical boundary.
Observation 130. 3/1EE-CTLs with a single point as bound-
ary central link yield tensor-network representations of ground
states of their sub 3E-CTLs.
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
=
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i (5.354)
e.g., for the standard boundary 3/1EE-CTL the tensor net-
work looks like:
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
(5.355)
5.10.5 Physical interpretation and connection to
existing models
In the world of quantum physics, complex-real 3/1EE-CTLs
are fixed point models 2+1-dimensional topological order, with
co-dimension 1 defects, domain walls, or physical boundary.
Our models are in the same class as the gapped boundaries
presented in Ref. [26], though they have a different microscopic
structure. The latter models could be written as a CTLs with
3FE-CTLs as sub-type: The boundary 1-region is thickened.
Two new index types are associated to the faces and edges of
the boundary 1-region. Again the edge indices have a preferred
basis, and the face indices have a basis set depending on the
value of the edge indices. Gluing happens at the faces. Face
indices are contracted normally and edge indices are contracted
via the delta tensor.
Apart from this we are not aware of any general construction
for gapped boundaries that resembles 3/1EE-CTLs.
5.10.6 Concrete examples
Duality defect of the toric code
The toric code 3E-CTL is self-dual in the sense that it is equal
to its dual CTL up to a gauge transformation. This gauge trans-
formation is just the Fourier transform F for the group Z2, also
known as Hadamard transformation:
Fx y = 2−1/2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
(5.356)
From this fact, we can construct a co-dimension 1 defect, i.e., a
3/1EE-CTL that has as boundary central link a single 0-region
consisting of two vertices. This defect is just the composition of
the duality switching domain wall and the gauge transformation
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given by the Hadamard above:
(x, x′) (y, y′)
(z, z′)
=
x′
xy′
y
z z′
(b, b′)(a, a′) xy =
b′
b
a′
a
y
x
Fx′ x
(5.357)
Such a duality defect exists for all 3E-CTLs whose dual 3E-
CTL is gauge equivalent to the original one. In particular this
is the case for all (complexified) 3E-CTLs arising from abelian
groups, containing all cyclic groups Zn.
5.11 3/2EE-(C)TLs
5.11.1 Definition
By 3/2EE-CTLs we refer to a CTL type coming from a TL
type on 3-dimensional lattices with 1-dimensional embedded
structures. They contain 3E-CTLs as a sub-type. The “EC”
stands for “edge, corner” as this is where indices are associated
to.
Backgrounds
The extended backgrounds of the CTL are framed 3/2-
manifolds with boundary with a circle as boundary central link:
(5.358)
The bulk 1-region has a framing with respect to the surround-
ing bulk 3-region. I.e., we should picture this bulk 1-region as
a thin strip/ribbon instead of a line. The sub 3E-CTL is ob-
tained by restricting to extended backgrounds with empty bulk
1-region and boundary 0-region.
Example 126. Consider the following examples for CTL back-
grounds, without the framing:
a) b)
c) d)
(5.359)
a) shows a ball with two points on the boundary connected by a
line through the bulk. b) shows a solid torus with a line running
through the bulk along the non-contractible loop. c) shows a
ball with two braided loops inside. d) shows a thickened sphere
(ball with a ball removed from the middle) with one point on
each of the two boundary components, connected by one line
through the bulk.
In order to get an actual extended background we have to
replace every line by a ribbon. Then e.g., in c) each of the two
loops can be arbitrarily twisted.
Just as for the sub 3E-CTLs, one background gluing is
surgery gluing at the boundary 2-region. Additionally, another
background gluing is at the boundary 0-region.
Example 127. Consider the following examples of background
gluing at the boundary 0-region:
a) =
b) =
c) =
(5.360)
a) shows gluing two balls with a line through them yielding a
single ball with a line through. b) shows gluing the two points
where a line pierces out of a ball, yielding a solid torus with a
line winding around the non-contractible loop. c) shows gluing
two of the four points where two lines embedded into a ball
pierce out of the ball, yielding a solid torus with a line piercing
through.
Lattices
The lattices are based on 3/2CCbt-lattices living on the ex-
tended backgrounds, where the bulk 1-region and boundary 0-
region are 1-thickened. Thereby the allowed backgrounds of
the upper and lower links are the following: The faces of the
bulk 1-region need an interval lower link and a single point as
upper link. The edges of the boundary 0-region need an inter-
val upper link and a single point as lower link. So the thick-
ened 1-region can be imagined as a ribbon of faces within the
cell complex, where one margin of the ribbon consists of edges
of the bulk 3-region and the other margin is left open. So the
1-thickening already models the framing. There are the decora-
tions inherited from the sub 3E-CTL namely an orientation and
a dual orientation for each 3E index edge. Additionally each
3/2EE bulk edge is decorated a chirality, i.e., one of the two
relation-cells between the connected vertex and face is special.
Comment 23. If the lattice was oriented, the chirality decora-
tion could be used to determine whether a given 3/2EE edge is
“right handed” or “left handed”. Now there is no orientation,
but we can still determine whether two 3/2EE edges on the
same connected component of lattice have equal or opposite
“handedness”.
We will work on the level of backgrounds and only draw the
index lattice. When the interior topology is not clear from the
context we will describe it in words. We will draw the index
lattices in the same way as the 3E index lattices, apart from
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that there are additional edges corresponding to the boundary
0-region. We will draw the “centre” of those edges as a vertex,
and indicate their chirality by lines spiraling left or right. E.g.,
consider the following patch of a index lattice (right) and its
extended background (left):
← (5.361)
There are two basic gluings: First, 3E index edges can be
glued, just as for the sub 3E-CTLs. Additionally two of the
3/2EE index edges can be glued. Thereby the chiralities have
to match. Just as for the 3E index edges this can be pictured as
cutting along each of the edges and then gluing the two pieces
of boundary obtained in this way. Each such edge is in some
corner, i.e., it is connected to exactly one vertex and one face.
During the gluing, those faces and vertices are fused together.
E.g., consider the following gluing of two 3/2EE index edges:
−→ (5.362)
Tensors
The tensors are real tensors with two index types. There is one
3E index associated to every 3E index edge, just as for the sub
3E-CTLs. Additionally there is one 3/2EE index associated to
every 3/2EE corner. When two corners or edges are glued the
associated indices are contracted.
5.11.2 Basic tensors and axioms
Basic lattices and tensors
3/2EE-CTLs inherit many properties from 2/1EE-CTLs.
Whenever we speak of 2/1EE-CTLs in this section we mean
the type with boundary central link consisting of a single point.
Definition 194. For every 2/1EE extended background X , de-
fine the snake as the following 3/2EE extended background:
TakingX times the 1-sphere, and shrink x times the 1-sphere to
a single point for all x of the bulk 1-region and of the boundary
0-region. So the 2/1EE bulk 1-region becomes the 3/2EE bulk
1-region, the 2/1EE bulk 2-region becomes the 3/2EE bulk
3-region, the 2/1EE boundary 0-region becomes the 3/2EE
boundary 0-region, and the 2/1EE boundary 1-region becomes
the 3/2EE boundary 2-region. Consider the following exam-
ples for 2/1EE extended backgrounds and their snakes:
a) →
b) →
c) →
(5.363)
a) demonstrates that a disk whose boundary is formed by the
boundary 1-region is mapped to a solid 2-torus. b) shows a disk
whose boundary consists half of the boundary 1-region and half
of the bulk 1-region, yielding a 3-ball with a line running from
pole to pole through the bulk of the ball. c) shows a disk whose
boundary is formed by the bulk 1-region, yielding a 3-sphere
with an embedded loop.
Definition 195. For each 2/1EE background X define the
snake for X as the following 3/2EE background. Its extended
background is the snake of the extended background ofX . The
index lattice is obtained by replacing every 3E edge by a 3E
edge and replacing every 2/1EE edge by a 3/2EE edge. The
orientations of the 3/2EE edges match the orientations of the
2E edges and the dual orientations of the 3E edges and chiral-
ities of the 3/2EE edges are all chosen to point in the same
direction.
a) →
b) →
(5.364)
Note that taking the snake for a 2/1EE background is a gen-
eralization of taking the pillow for a 2E background.
Definition 196. For each 2/1EE background X define the bel-
lows with respect toX as the following 3/2EE background: Its
extended background is the snake of the extended background
of X . Its index lattice consists of one 3E edge for every 2E
edge of X . For each 2E vertex adjacent to two 2E edges there
is one 2-gon face that has the two corresponding 3E edges as
boundary. The dual orientations of the 3E edges are determined
by the orientations of the 2E edges. The orientations of the 3E
edges and chiralities of the 3/2EE edges are chosen to all point
in the same direction. Then every 2/1E edge is replaced by a
3/2EE edge. If X is connected then the index lattice of its bel-
lows consists of only one vertex. E.g., consider the bellows for
the following backgrounds:
a) →
b) →
(5.365)
Note that taking the bellows for a 2/1EE background is a
generalization of taking the banana for a 2E background.
Observation 131. Every lattice can be glued together from
snakes and bellows.
We can construct a history for a given lattice in the following
way: Choose orientations for all edges of the bulk 3-region and
dual orientations for all faces. Just as for the sub 3E-CTL, re-
place every face of the bulk 3-region by the pillow for its lower
link and every edge of the bulk 3-region by the banana for its
lower link. Now replace every face of the bulk 1-region by the
snake for its lower link and every edge of the bulk 1-region by
the bellows for its upper link.
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Remark 135. Taking the snake can be formalized to a lattice
mapping from 2/1EE lattices to 3/2EE lattices, such that glu-
ing two 2E or 2/1EE edges or the corresponding 3E or 3/2EE
edges commutes with taking the snake.
This implies that all snakes can be glued together from the
snakes associated to the 2/1E basic lattices:
a)
b)
(5.366)
Remark 136. Taking the bellows can be formalized to a lattice
mapping from 2/1EE lattices to 3/2EE lattices, such that glu-
ing two 2E or 2/1EE edges or the corresponding 3E or 3/2EE
edges commutes with taking the bellows.
This implies that all bellows can be glued together from the
bellows associated to the 2/1E basic lattices:
a)
b)
(5.367)
Observation 132. Combining Observation (131) with Re-
mark (135, 136) we find that a set of basic lattices is given
by the 3E basic lattices together with the snake and the bel-
lows for the 3/2EV basic lattice. So the whole CTL is already
determined by the associated tensors:
T1) Hxya =
a
x y
T2) Ixya = a x y
(5.368)
Basic history moves and axioms
Definition 197. We can use the snake mapping to transform
every 2/1EE history lattice X into a 3/2EE history lattice by
replacing every 2/1EE basic lattice by the corresponding snake.
We will call those history lattices the snake history lattice for
X . Consider, e.g., the following snake history lattice:
aa
d d
→
aa
d d
(5.369)
Definition 198. We can use the bellows mapping to transform
every 2/1EE history lattice X into a 3/2EE history lattice by
replacing every 2/1EE basic lattice by the corresponding bel-
lows. We will call those history lattices the bellows history
lattice for X . Consider, e.g., the following bellows history lat-
tice:
aa
d d
→ a axy yx
(5.370)
Definition 199. For every pair of 2/1EE index lattices X and
Y , define the snake-bellows history lattice as the following
3/2EE history lattice. First consider a 3/2EE face xwith upper
link X that is connected to a volume. The lower link of the
face corresponding to x in the lower link of the volume is a
2E index lattice that we will denote D[X]: D[X] has 2 2E
edges for every 2E edge of X , and one additional 2E edge for
every 2/1EE edge of X . Now take for each 2E edge of X the
pillow for D[Y ], and for each 2/1EE edge of X the snake for
Y . Dually take for each 2E edge of Y the banana for D[X] and
for each 3/1EV edge of Y the bellows for X . For each pair
of (2E or 2/1EE) edges of X and Y , there is one (pair of) (2E
or 2/1EE) edge of one pillow or snake, and one (pair of) (2E
or 2/1EE) edge of one banana or bellows of the history lattice.
The edges of the pillows or snakes are glued together with the
corresponding edges of the bananas or bellows. E.g., consider
the following snake-bellows history lattice:(
,
)
→
y w
x z
x
y
z
w
a
a
b
b
c
c
d
d (5.371)
Observation 133. Every 2/1EE history lattice can be history
glued from snake history mappings, bellows history mappings,
and snake-bellows history mappings (together with the 3E basic
history lattices).
History lattices are based on 4/2CCb-lattices with the same
central lower link as the lattices. The cells of the bulk 4- and
2-regions correspond to basic moves, whereas the cells of the
boundary 3- and 1-regions correspond to basic lattices and ba-
sic gluings. A history for a given history lattice can be con-
structed in the following way: Replace
• each volume of the 4/2CCb-lattice by the snake history
lattice for its lower link (for volumes of the bulk 4-regions
those reduce to pillow history lattices).
• each edge of the 4/2CCb-lattice by the bellows history
lattice for its upper link (for edges of the bulk 4-regions
those reduce to banana history lattices).
• each face of the 4/2CCb-lattice by the snake-bellows his-
tory lattice for its upper and lower link (for edges of the
bulk 4-region this reduces to the pillow).
By this we get two bellows for each edge-face-relation-cell
(which are actually a banana of not both the edge and face are
part of the bulk 2-region), and two snakes for each volume-
face-relation-cell (which are actually pillows if not both the
volume and the face are part of the bulk 2-region). Gluing all
those pairs of basic lattices yields remaining basic lattices at the
3/2CC-lattice forming the boundary of the 4/2CCb-lattice that
form the desired history lattice.
Observation 134. Consider the snake-bellows history lattice
for two 2/1EE index lattices X and Y . Gluing two 2E (or
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2/1EE) edges of Y is consistent with history gluing the corre-
sponding two pillows (or snakes) of the snake-bellows history
lattice. Dually gluing two 2E (or 2/1EE) edges of X is consis-
tent with history gluing the corresponding two bananas (or bel-
lows) of the snake-bellows history lattice. Also disjoint unions
in the X or Y component are consistent with disjoint unions
of the snake-bellows history lattice. Thus, all snake-bellows
history lattices can be history glued from the one with X and
Y being the 2/1EE basic lattice (where on the right hand side
we decomposed the 4-gon pillow/banana into two 3E basic pil-
lows/bananas, respectively):
y
x
x
y
a
a
b
b
c
c
d
d
→
y
x
x
y
a
a
b
b
c
c
d
d
(5.372)
Analogously to 2/1EE-CTLs, also all snake history lattices and
bellows history lattices can be history glued from the one for
the 2/1EE basic history lattices.
Observation 135. Combining Observation (133) and Obser-
vation (134) we see that a set of basic history lattices is given
by the snake history lattice and bellows history lattice for the
2/1EE basic lattice, together with Eq. (5.372).
Observation 136. According to Remark (24), the bi-partitions
of the basic history lattices are good candidates for basic history
moves/axioms. For the basic snake history lattice, there are
two kinds of bi-partitions, yielding 6 different history moves in
general, analogous to 2/1EE-CTLs. The same is true for the
basic bellows history lattice.
Let us consider the possible bi-partitions of Eq. (5.372):
There are four kinds of such bi-partitions: First, there can be
one bellow on the right and the rest on the left side. Second,
there are the dual bi-partitions with one snake on the right side.
Third, there are bi-partitions with one snake and one bellows
on the right side, and the rest on the left side. Fourth, there are
bi-partitions with one snake, one bellows, one pillow and one
banana on both sides.
Simplification of the axioms
Remark 137. Consider the background whose index lattice
consists of only two 3/2EE edges separated by a 3E vertex.
Gluing one 3/2EE edge of this lattice to any 3/2EE edge of
any other lattice does not change the background of the latter.
Thus, we can implement the local support convention by setting
the associated tensor to the identity matrix:
x y = x y (5.373)
Observation 137. We can drastically reduce the number and
complexity of axioms. First, analogously to 2/1EE-CTLs, the
following set of axioms is equivalent to those arising from bi-
partitions of the snake basic history lattice:
A1)
a b
x y
=
a b
x y
A2)
a
x y
=
a
x y
(5.374)
Second, analogously to 2/1EE-CTLs, the following set of ax-
ioms is equivalent to those arising from bi-partitions of the bel-
lows basic history lattice:
A3)
a b
x
y
=
b
a
x
y
A4)
a
x
y =
a
x
y
(5.375)
Third, we can introduce the following auxiliary tensor:
T3) x y (5.376)
With this tensor, the following set of axioms is equivalent those
arising from all bi-partitions of the basic snake-bellows history
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lattice together with the local support convention:
A5) x y = x y = x y
A6)
a
x y
=
a
x y
A7)
a
x
y
=
a
x
y
A8)
a a
x y
= x y = x y
A9)
a a
x
y
= x y = x y
A10)
y
z
x
y
b
c
d
d
=
x
z
b
c
(5.377)
Let us see how the axioms arising from bi-partitions of
the basic snake-bellows history lattice follow from the axioms
above: A10) is one of the axioms with one snake and one bel-
lows on the right side. We can use A8) to bring the snake from
the right to the left side to obtain one of the axioms with only a
bellow on the right side. Dually we can bring the bellows from
the right to the left side using A9).
Now we can use A2) together with the 3E axiom A3) to in-
vert the orientation of any 3E edge of any snake in any axiom.
Dually we can use A4) together with the 3E axiom A8) to in-
vert the dual orientation of any 3E edge of any bellows. Also
we can use A5) and A6) to invert the dual orientations of the 3E
edge and chirality of the 3/2EE edges of any snake. Dually we
can use A5) and A7) to invert the orientation of the 3E edge and
the chirality of the 3/2EE edges of any bellows. So we see that
we can arbitrarily change the orientations, dual orientations and
chiralities in any axiom.
Using this all axioms with one snake, one bellows, or one
snake and one bellows on the right side follow from one sin-
gle axiom of that kind, respectively. Also the axiom with one
snake, one bellow, one pillow and one banana on each side be-
comes trivial after changing the orientations, dual orientations,
or chiralities on one side.
5.11.3 Solutions
Cyclic groups
For every positive integer n and 0 ≤ x, y < n, the cyclic group
3/2EE-CTL is the following 3/2EE-CTL: The sub 3E-CTL is
given by the group 3E-CTL for the cyclic group or order n.
The 3/2EE indices have trivial (one-element) basis set, and the
basic snake and bellows are given by
a = e2piixa/n
a = δy,a
(5.378)
Here the elements of the cyclic group were identified with the
numbers from 0 to n− 1.
The snake 2/1EE-CTL corresponds to an irreducible repre-
sentation of the group, whereas the bellows 2/1EE-CTL corre-
sponds to an irreducible representation diagonal *-algebra over
the set of group elements, i.e., projections onto different group
elements.
5.11.4 Subtypes, mappings and fusions
Trivial defect
There is a CTL mapping from 3E-CTLs to 3/2EE-CTL such
that the original CTL is the sub 3E-CTL of the resulting CTL.
We will refer to the 3/2EE-CTL as the trivial defect for the
3E-CTL. The lattice mapping replaces every 3/2EE edges by a
3E edge and a 3E vertex, and the tensor mapping takes the 3E
index as 3/2EE index. E.g., the 3/2EE basic tensors are given
by
a
x y = ax y
a x y = a
x y (5.379)
Anti-particle
There is a mapping from 3/2EE-CTLs to 3/2EE-CTLs such
that the sub 3E-CTLs of the original and the resulting 3/2EE-
CTLs are the same. We will refer to the resulting 3/2-CTL as
the anti-particle of the original 3/2EE-CTL. The lattice map-
ping consists in inverting the chiralities of all 3/2EE edges,
and the tensor mapping is trivial (as the lattice mapping does
not change the index distribution). E.g.,
→ (5.380)
Note that the anti-particle and its original 3/2EE-CTL are in the
same phase (relative to the sub 3E-CTL), though for complex-
real 3/2EE-CTLs the connecting TL operator is anti-unitary.
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Dual CTL
There is a mapping from 3/2EE-CTLs to 3/2EE-CTLs such
that the mapping restricted to the sub 3E-CTL is the dual 3E-
CTL. We will refer to the resulting 3/2EE-CTL as the dual
3/2EE-CTL. The lattice mapping interchanges 3E vertices and
3E faces of the index lattice. The 3/2EE edges connected to a
pair of 3E face and 3E vertex become 3/2EE edges connected
to the associated 3E vertex and 3E face, its chirality is deter-
mined by the same vertex-face relation-cell. The tensor map-
ping is trivial, as the lattice mapping does not change the index
distribution. E.g.
→ (5.381)
The 3/2EE-CTL and its dual are in the same phase, though they
cannot be in the same phase relative to the sub 3E-CTL, as the
two sub 3E-CTLs are different (namely dual to each other).
Anyon fusion
Consider two 3/2EE-CTLs with the same sub 3E-CTL. We can
take the joint type relative to this sub 3E-CTL, and then apply
the following mapping: The lattice mapping consists in replac-
ing every 3/2EE edge by two 3/2EE edges of the two different
input 3/2EE-CTLs. The two 3/2EE edges are connected to the
same vertex and face as the original one, and their order and
chiralities are determined by the chirality or the original one.
The tensor mapping consists in taking the composite of the in-
dices at each pair of 3/2EE edges as the new 3/2EE index.
E.g.,
a
b
c
d
(x, y)
=
a
b
c
d
x
y (5.382)
Caterpillar CTL
Definition 200. Consider 2/1EE-CTLs with a single point as
boundary central link. Define the caterpillar with respect to
a 2/1EE background X as the following 3/2EE background
Y : The extended background of Y is the snake of the extended
background of X . The index lattice of Y is obtained by replac-
ing every 2E edge by two kinds of 3E edges, and every 2/1EE
edge by a 3/2EE edge. The 3E edges of the one kind go along
the snake (along X × {0}), whereas the 3E edges of the other
kind wind around the snake (along {x} × S1). They start and
end at the same vertex that the 3E edge of the first kind is ori-
ented towards. The orientations of the former 3E edges and
the dual orientations of the latter 3E edges are chosen to match
the orientations of the corresponding 2E edges. The dual ori-
entations of the former 3E edges, the orientations of the latter
3E edges, and the chiralities of the 3/2EE edges are chosen to
point all in the same direction.
Consider the following examples for 2/1EE backgrounds
(left) and their corresponding caterpillars (right):
a) →
b) →
(5.383)
Here the extended background of the 2/1EE backgrounds a)
and b) is a disk whose boundary is divided into the boundary
1-region and the bulk 1-region. The corresponding extended
backgrounds of the caterpillars are a 3-ball with a line going
from one pole to the other through the bulk.
Note that the doughnut for a 2E background is a special case
of the caterpillar of a 2/1EE background.
Observation 138. Just as for the doughnuts in Observa-
tion (115), gluing two edges of a 2/1EE background commutes
with gluing the two associated pairs of edges of the correspond-
ing caterpillars. Taking the caterpillar can be extended to a lat-
tice mapping from 2/1EE lattices to 3/2EE lattices. One can
define a tensor mapping by taking as 2/1EE index the corre-
sponding 3/2EE index and as 2E index the composite of the
two 3E indices of the associated two kinds of 3E edges (just as
for the doughnut mapping). Combining both mappings yields
a CTL mapping from 3/2EE-CTLs to 2/1EE-CTLs.
e.g., the 2/1EE basic tensor is determined by the 3/1EC-
CTL in the following way:
(a, d)
x y
= x
ya
d (5.384)
This implies that the every caterpillar can be glued together
from copies of the caterpillar with respect to the 2/1EE basic
lattice shown above.
Observation 139. A set of basic history lattices is given by
the following history lattice, together with the 3E basic history
lattices:
e
b
z
y
d
a
y
x
f
c
z
x
ba c
e f
d
(5.385)
This can be seen as follows: History lattices are based on
4/2b-lattices. The cells of the boundary 1- and 3-region corre-
spond to basic lattices, and the cells of the bulk 2- and 4-region
correspond to basic moves. We can without loss of generality
restrict to triangular faces of the bulk 2-region. We can get a
history for a given history lattice in the following way: Every
triangle of the bulk 2-region is replaced by the basic history
lattice above. Edges, faces and volumes of the bulk 4-region
are replaced by EE-pillow history lattices, EE-banana history
lattices and EE-pillow-banana-history lattices as for 3E-CTLs.
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The basic doughnut on the right side can be glued from 3E
basic lattices in e.g., the following way:
de f
a c
b
=
d
y xx
f
e
y
c
a
b
(5.386)
5.11.5 Connection to the representations of the
Drinfel’d quantum double
Definition 201. For any involutive weak Hopf C*-algebraH =
(η, µ, ,∆, S, t), its dual opposite (H∗)cop = (η˜, µ˜, ˜, ∆˜, S˜, t˜)
is the involutive weak Hopf C*-algebra given by
η˜ = †,
µ˜ = τ ◦∆†,
˜ = η†,
∆˜ = µ†,
S˜ = S†,
t˜ = S ◦ t†,
(5.387)
where τ is the swap operator exchanging two components of a
tensor product. In terms of tensors (the tensors of (H∗)cop are
in blue), one gets
a = a ,
c
a
b
= c
b
a
,
a = a ,
c
a
b
= c
a
b
,
a b = b a ,
a b = b a .
(5.388)
Definition 202. The Drinfel’d double [27] D(H) of an invo-
lutive weak Hopf C*-algebra H (over a vector space with ba-
sis set B) is a involutive weak Hopf C*-algebra with basis set
B×B. In the conventional mathematics language one thinks of
the second component of the vector space CB×B = CB ⊗ CB
as the dual vector space of the first component. That is, one
writes its elements as linear functions such that d(a) for d in
the second and a in the first component yields a number. Then
one equips the first component with the (co-)multiplication of
H and the second component with the (co-)multiplication of
(H∗)cop. In this context the multiplication of D(H) is denoted
by [57]:
(a, d)(b, e) = (b(1)(S(d(1)))b(3)(d(3))ab(2), d(2)e) (5.389)
Translated to our tensor-based language, expressions like b(a)
represent the trace over the two elements. So we get:
(c, f)
(a, d)
(b, e)
=
b
d
f
c
e
a
=
b
d
f
c
e
a
(5.390)
Observation 140. The *-algebra associated to the doughnut
2E-CTL (via Eq. (5.74) equals the *-algebra of the quantum
double of the weak Hopf *-algebra associated to the 3E-CTL
via Eq. (5.301):
(c, f)
(a, d)
(b, e)
=
(a, d) (b, e)
(c, f)
= de fa c
b
=
d
y xx
f
e
y
c
a
b
=
b
d
f
c
e
a
= (c, f)
(a, d)
(b, e)
.
(5.391)
In the third step we used a decomposition of the doughnut cor-
responding to the 2E basic lattice into 3E basic lattices.
Observation 141. Every 3/2EE-CTL defines a representation
of the *-algebra of the quantum double of the weak Hopf *-
algebra associated to the sub 3E-CTL. The representation ten-
sor is given by the caterpillar for the 2/1EE basic lattice:
ρ
(a, b)
x y
:= x
ya
b (5.392)
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This can be seen as follows: According to the previous obser-
vation, the *-algebra of the quantum double of the weak Hopf
*-algebra associated to the sub 3E-CTL is the *-algebra asso-
ciated to the doughnut 2E-CTL. On the other hand caterpillar
2/1EE-CTL has the doughnut 2E-CTL as sub CTL. Thus, the
caterpillar 2/1EE-CTL defines a representation of the *-algebra
associated to the doughnut 2E-CTL.
Remark 138. Conversely, as for 3E-CTLs and weak Hopf *-
algebras, it is not immediately clear that each representation
of the quantum double yields a 3/2EE-CTL. On a rough level
discarding technical details, this is true: An alternative 3/2EE
basic lattice is given by the caterpillar for the 2/1EE basic lat-
tice. Then the main basic axiom is the following:
e
b
z
y
d
a
y
x
= f
c
z
x
ba c
e f
d
(5.393)
This axiom is equivalent to the basic caterpillar being a rep-
resentation of the quantum double. Though in order to get a
complete set of basic axioms we have to add multiple auxiliary
tensors and axioms. Some of those axioms are not invariant
under invertible basis changes which are the gauge transfor-
mations for *-algebra representations (in contrast to orthogonal
maps for 3/2EE-CTLs). Thus, the technical part consists in
finding a gauge in which all the 3/2EE basic axioms hold for
the *-algebra representation tensors.
5.11.6 Physical interpretation and connection to
existing models
Complex-real 3/2EE-CTLs correspond to anyons in the topo-
logically ordered models corresponding to the sub 3E-CTLs,
such as an e or m anyon in the toric code. The ground states
on a given index lattice are states with anyons of one particular
type at all 3/2EE-CTL edges.
Remark 139. Note that as mentioned in Observation (52) we
do not interpret anyons as excitations (i.e., eigenstates of a
Hamiltonian), but rather as points in space (or lines in space-
time) where the Hamiltonian terms (or tensors of the imaginary
time evolution) differ in a topologically non-trivial way (which
might be called a co-dimension 2 defect). In this viewpoint it
is very natural that the presence of anyons at a point leads to
additional degrees of freedom (i.e., a different Hilbert space) at
this point. In the concrete case of 3/2EE-CTLs we indeed have
one additional 3/2EE index for each occurrence of an anyon.
One could add new lattice sites around the excitation, lead-
ing to new bulk degrees of freedom, in which we can non-
canonically embed the additional anyonic degrees of freedom.
Then the states with and without anyon are in the same Hilbert
space. We will of course generically find that the states with
anyons interpreted as states in the model without defects are not
ground states anymore, but violate the local Hamiltonian terms.
As there is a lot of arbitrariness of how to embed the anyon
Hilbert space locally into the bulk Hilbert space, it seems very
plausible that one can find a way such that ground states with
anyons are exactly (higher) eigenstates of the local Hamiltonian
terms of the bulk system. So in some sense the two viewpoints
are equivalent. However, our viewpoint is strictly more general
and as we find much more natural, mathematically beautiful
and well-defined. In particular, the notion of anyons can be
formulated as a simple information-theoretic concept and can
be defined without complicated things like “energy” or “eigen-
states”.
Remark 140. Strictly speaking, 3/2EE-CTLs do not only
cover anyons, but also 1) co-dimension 2 defects projecting
onto one particular symmetry broken sector if the sub 3E-CTL
is reducible (i.e., contains symmetry-breaking character). 2)
They cover arbitrary direct sums of anyons/symmetry-breaking
defects, such as a composite e⊕m-particle in the toric code.
Remark 141. We can also write down a local commuting-
projector Hamiltonian for those physical models with anyons:
Away from the defect points in the index lattice, the Hamilto-
nian is that of the sub 3E-CTL with of vertex and face terms,
see Section (5.9.7). At vertices or faces of the index lattice that
are connected to a 3/2EE edge we have to modify the Hamil-
tonian terms accordingly. E.g., for a vertex/face with a 4-gon
upper/lower link and connected to a 3/2EE edge, we get:
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Where the tensors on the right hand side yield the local ground
state projector when interpreted as linear map from the indices
a, b, c, d, x to the indices a, b, c, d, x, and when the normaliza-
tions are included. A Hamiltonian is given by
∑
P (1 − P ) for
all such local ground state projectors P .
Remark 142. In topologically ordered systems there are op-
erators that move the anyons around that have support in a 1-
dimensional region. Those operators are known as string or
ribbon operators [8, 17]. For the group quantum double mod-
els the explicit form of those ribbon operators was derived in
Ref. [56]. In our language, those ribbon operators are simply
CTL tensors associated to special lattices.
A ribbon is a path of corners (i.e., pairs of connected vertex
and face), where in each step either the vertex or the face moves
to an adjacent vertex or face. Equivalently, it is a sequence of
edges, where at each edge either the connected vertex or the
connected face changes. A ribbon operator creates or annihi-
lates two anyons at the two end corners, or moves an anyon
from one to the other end corner.
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For a given ribbon, the double-ribbon is the following back-
ground: Its extended background is the 1-ball completion of
the stellar cone of the boundary central link (a 3-ball with two
points at the poles connected by a line through the bulk). Its
index lattice has two 3/2EE edges at the start- and end cor-
ner. For each 3E edge of the ribbon the double-ribbon has two
3E edges, that are connected to the same pair of vertices and
to the same pair of faces: For edges of the ribbon where the
vertex changes, both 3E edges of the double ribbon go “along
the snake” and are separated by a 2-gon face. For edges of the
ribbon where the face changes, the two edges of the double-
ribbon both go half “round the snake” in different directions
and meet at one vertex there. We can take one out of each pair
of edges of the double-ribbon to divide its index lattice into a
back and a front layer. Those layers are both copies of the 1-
dimensional patch of the ribbon. So gluing the back layer to the
1-dimensional patch of the ribbon yields the ribbon the same
lattice again, just that there are additional 3/2EE edges at the
start- and end corner of the ribbon. If they were already 3/2EE
edges present at the start- or end corner, we can also glue those
with the 3/2EE edges of the background. In this case existing
3/2EE edges are removed by the gluing. So we see that if we
interpret the tensor associated to the double-ribbon as a linear
map from the back to the front layer, then it is just the ribbon
operator that creates/annihilates/moves anyons. E.g., the fol-
lowing shows how a ribbon operator that moves an anyon from
one corner to another along the ribbon formed by the edges la-
beled by a, h, o, e,m, b:
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The double-ribbon can be glued together from snakes, bel-
lows, bananas and pillows, e.g., for the example above:
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We see that ribbon operators are TL operators on the 1-
dimensional ribbon patches as lattices. In other words they
are what is known as a matrix product operator (MPO) in the
tensor-network community.
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Chapter 6
Outlook
6.1 Other CTL types
6.1.1 Fermionic phases
In this section we will describe how we can use the frame-
work of CTLs/TLs to get fixed point models for fermionic
topological phases. We will have to use both a different lat-
tice and a different tensor type: Per definition working with
fermionic models means using fermionic tensors everywhere.
This definition is the most general and simple definition of what
fermionic means. Now it is perfectly fine to search for “topo-
logical fermionic” fixed point models on simplicial complexes
with Pachner moves, however, we will make the following two
findings: 1) Solutions to the axioms are rather ugly, and there
are hardly any non-trivial ones. 2) Models defined on regular
grids cannot be generically extended to simplicial complexes
with Pachner moves. Those two shortcomings are resolved by
using another “topological” type of lattice: Lattices with a com-
binatorial representation of a spin structure. This suggests that
we use this lattice type instead and that we should better use the
term “topological fermionic order” for models defined on this
lattice type.
We do not have a good understanding why a spin structure is
needed to resolve the two shortcomings above, but the reason
why there are no non-trivial fixed point models without taking
a spin structure into account might be extracted from Ref. [58].
Backgrounds
First, the TL backgrounds are of a different type. Instead of
bare manifolds up to homeomorphism they will be spin man-
ifolds up to spin homeomorphism. The CTL extended back-
grounds are spin manifolds with a boundary. There are contin-
uum descriptions for spin structures. However, we find those
hard to deal with on both an intuitive pictorial and concrete
computational level, so we will only give the combinatorial
formulation below. In our reasoning the combinatorial formu-
lation together with moves will replace the continuum formu-
lation anyways.
Lattices
For CTLs describing fermionic phases, we can use the same
lattices as for the bosonic case, just that we have to add a com-
binatorial, discrete version of a spin structure. Below we will
describe how such a lattice type can look like in any dimension.
We will not give the complete definition though. We start with
nSCb-lattices for the corresponding space-time dimension n.
On such a simplicial complex we can define a discrete version
of homology.
Definition 203. A (Z2) m-chain on a nSCb-lattice is a map
that associates an element of Z2 to every m-simplex of the lat-
tice. The trivial m-chain associates the trivial group element
to all simplices.
Definition 204. The boundary ∂(c) of a m-chain c is the fol-
lowing (m − 1)-chain: The Z2 element of ∂(c) associated to
a (m − 1)-simplex is the Z2 product of the Z2 elements of c
associated to all m-simplices corresponding to the vertices of
the link of the (m− 1)-simplex.
Definition 205. A m-chain whose boundary is the trivial (m−
1)-chain is called a m-cycle. A m-chain that is the boundary
of a (m + 1)-chain is called an exact m-cycle. As the name
suggests, and exact m-cycle is automatically a m-cycle.
The central ingredient for constructing a lattice type describ-
ing spin manifolds is a local prescription (for all n) which for
a given nSCb-lattice X yields an (n − 2)-chain ω(X) on X ,
such that ∂ω(X) = ω(∂X). ω(X) will be called the obstruc-
tion cycle of X . ω (or better the homology class of ω) will
be a discrete combinatorial analogue of what is called Stiefel-
Whitney obstruction class of the manifold described by X .
A concrete local prescription defining the obstruction cycle
ω(X) for n = 2 and n = 3 is given e.g., in Ref. [59]. A general
one is sketched in Ref. [58].
Definition 206. A combinatorial spin structure on a nSCb-
lattice X is an (n − 1)-chain ηX such that ∂ηX = ω(X) ∪
η∂X where η∂X is an (n − 2)-chain on ∂X such that ∂η∂X =
ω(∂X).
Now the lattice type that we need are pairs of a nSCb-lattice
X and a combinatorial spin structure on X . The basic moves
consist of 1) the basic moves for nSCb-lattices (i.e., Pachner
moves) and 2) for each n-simplex of X , flipping ηX on all
(n − 1)-simplices around the n-simplex. The latter moves can
be used to let the combinatorial spin structure fluctuate without
changing its homology. Pachner moves change X and with it
ω(X) and with it the combinatorial spin structure. So they also
have to change the combinatorial spin structure locally. How-
ever, the way in which the spin structure changes does not mat-
ter because different ways are connected by the spin structure
moves anyways.
The combinatorial spin structure also affects the basic glu-
ings: When two boundary (n− 1)-simplices of a nSCb-lattice
are glued, η∂X has to take the same values on the (n − 2)-
simplices around them. I.e., η∂X is also part of the index lat-
tice.
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Tensors
Also the tensor type that we associate to lattices is differ-
ent: We have to use fermionic tensors instead of ordinary
real/complex tensors. The following definitions are equivalent
to using Grassmann variables as e.g., in Ref. [60], however,
our language is boiled down to the essential part: An ordering
bookkeeping.
Definition 207. AZ2-graded tensor is a (complex-)real tensor
where the basis set B is the disjoint union of an even B0 and
an odd part B1, and the entries of the tensor are only non-zero
when the total parity is even. For each index and b ∈ B we will
write |b| = i if b ∈ Bi. So we have
Ti1,i2,... = 0 if |i1|+ |i2|+ . . . = 1 (6.1)
where the sum is in Z2.
Definition 208. An ordered tensor is a tensor together with
an ordering of its indices. Define the fermionic transposition
move acting on two indices ix and iy of an ordered Z2-graded
tensor that are consecutive in the ordering as the following op-
eration: 1) Reverse the ordering of the indices ix and iy . 2)
Multiply the tensor by
Ti1,i2,... −→ (−1)|ix||iy|Ti1,i2,... (6.2)
A fermionic tensor is an equivalence class of ordered Z2-
graded tensors under fermionic transposition moves.
Definition 209. In order to compute the tensor product of two
fermionic tensors, pick one representative (i.e., one particular
order) of each of the fermionic tensors. Then a representative of
the tensor product can be obtained by taking the ordinary tensor
product of the twoZ2-graded tensors and concatenating the two
orderings. I.e., all indices of one tensor come before all indices
of the other tensor, but the ordering within each tensor stays the
same. Which tensor comes first does not matter because of the
Z2-grading of the tensors.
Definition 210. We can contract two indices of a fermionic
tensor in the following way: Choose a representative of the
fermionic tensor such that the two contracted indices are con-
secutive in the order. Then a representative of the contraction
is given by the ordinary contraction of the two indices of the
Z2-graded tensor with the same ordering just that the two con-
tracted indices are erased.
This is all we need to describe fermionic phases of matter:
Take simplicial complexes with spin structure instead of just
simplicial complexes, and fermionic tensors instead of ordinary
real tensors. Then using our formalism one will obtain fixed
point models for fermionic phases.
In 1 + 1 dimensions our framework yields a CTL type that is
closely related to *-super-algebras. Similar to (non-fermionic)
2E-CTLs, those are classified by direct sums of irreducible
blocks. In the fermionic complex-real case there are two kinds
of such irreducible blocks known as even and odd type [61]
(also known as m-type and q-type), in contrast to ordinary
complex-real 2E-CTLs. The blocks can have different sizes,
however, blocks of the same type with different sizes are in
the same phase (up to Euler-characteristic normalization). The
simplest q-type block alone corresponds to a physical model
known as the Kitaev chain (Ref. [62]). The simplest m-type
block corresponds to a trivial (complex-real) phase.
In 2 + 1 dimensions our framework yields a CTL type
that describes all the models given in Refs. [53, 10], as well
as the more general models given in Refs. [51, 11]. If we
use the fermionic analogue to 3FE-CTLs (with combinatorial
spin structure and where the face indices are fermionic), the
(fermionic analogue of) 2E-CTL of face-bananad for a fixed
edge index value is exactly the non-trivial automorphism alge-
bra of the (isomorphism class of the) simple object correspond-
ing to this edge index value. Those can be of m and q type as
mentioned in the section before.
6.1.2 Free fermion phases
For gapped fermionic models which are free (i.e.,
quadratic/non-interacting), a rather complete classifica-
tion of phases is known for a long time [28] (for a more recent
treatment, see, Ref. [63]). However, it is not entirely clear so
far how this classification is connected to a genuine many-body
classification via local unitaries as in Ref. [53]. This is partly
due to the fact that the nature of efficiently solvable models that
are used to classify phases is very different: On the one hand
we have commuting-projector models, and on the other hand
free-fermion models, which are almost disjoint sets (except for
the Kitaev chain). Also, all the models that have been classified
(in e.g., Ref. [51]) by commuting-projector models do have
a gapped boundary, whereas quadratic models (in more than
1 spacial dimension) generically do not allow for a gapped
boundary (which is related to them being called chiral). Thus,
it might seem that there is no way to connect the two worlds.
We believe that such a connection can be established on a
very direct physical level using our framework. First of all,
using a TL type with a more complicated way of associating
tensor networks to lattices we can write down exactly solvable
models without having a commuting-projector Hamiltonian or
a gapped boundary, see Section (6.1.5). This way we can cir-
cumvent known no-go theorems [16] to write chiral models as
commuting-projector models.
Second, restricting to quadratic systems corresponds to us-
ing another tensor type that we will refer to as Gaussian ten-
sors. Gaussian tensors are essentially equivalent to matchgate
tensors [64, 65], just that we will formalize it to fit our needs:
The basis type are finite sets just as for real tensors, but now
the set elements will correspond to different fermionic modes
combined into a single degree of freedom, instead of local con-
figurations of one degree of freedom. A Gaussian tensor with
n indices is an anti-hermitian complex X × X matrix where
X = B × n = B ⊕ B ⊕ B . . .. In the case of only one
mode per index, B is a one-element set and the tensor is rep-
resented by a n × n matrix, known as covariance matrix. One
might also introduce different index types with different ba-
sis sets. X is the direct sum of all those different basis sets:
X = B1 ⊕ B2 ⊕ B3 . . .. The tensor product of two Gaussian
tensors is given by the direct sum of the two matrices. The con-
traction of two indices then corresponds to an operation that
changes the representing matrix and thereby removes two rows
and the equivalent columns.
The relation between free-fermion phases and genuine
many-body phases can be formalized as a tensor mapping from
Gaussian tensors to fermionic tensors: The basis B′ of the
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fermionic tensor is given by bit strings over the basis set B
of the Gaussian tensor: B′ = {0, 1}B , where 0 is even and 1
is odd. The entry of the fermionic tensor for a given ordering
and index configuration can be obtained in the following way:
1) Write the Gaussian tensor as a matrix with the ordering of
rows and columns given by the ordering of the fermionic ten-
sor. 2) The index configuration corresponds to a bit string by
concatenating the bit strings of all individual indices. 3) The bit
string defines a sub-matrix by taking only the rows and columns
with entry 1. 4) The desired tensor entry is the Pfaffian of this
sub-matrix.
One can also define a further tensor type that we will refer
to as particle-number preserving Gaussian tensors. This time
there are ingoing and outgoing indices, and tensors are X × Y
matrices where X (Y ) is the direct sum of ingoing (outgoing)
basis sets. The tensor product is the direct sum of matrices, and
there is another operation for contracting two indices. Again
there is a tensor mapping to fermionic tensors, this time by sim-
ply taking the determinant of the corresponding sub-matrix.
Using (particle-number conserving) Gaussian tensors has the
convenient feature that one can efficiently work with them in
the number of indices: In contrast to real tensors, their storage,
tensor product and contraction is of polynomial complexity in
the number of indices. For fixed point models the number of in-
dices is not a quantity that scales anyways, however, in practice
complicated types of fixed point models might yield equation
with lots of indices, such that solving those equations can be
quite cumbersome. For Gaussian tensors however, it will never
be a problem.
6.1.3 SET/SPT phases
In quantum physics one often imposes symmetries coming
from fundamental laws of nature or arising from effective de-
scriptions. Including symmetries means restricting to models
that are invariant under a representation of a symmetry group.
This changes the classification of phases in two ways: On the
one hand, some phases might disappear as they are not compat-
ible with the kind of symmetry, on the other hand deforming
one model into another will be restricted by the symmetries, so
some phases will split up into multiple subsets.
Perhaps the most important kind of symmetry are on-
site symmetry representations, i.e., the global symmetry rep-
resentation is a tensor product of local representations on
non-overlapping patches. Topological phases with such on-
site symmetries are known as symmetry protected topological
phases (SPT phases) if the system would be in the trivial phase
after discarding the symmetry [1, 49, 3], or symmetry enriched
topological phases (SET phases) otherwise. Such models with
on-site symmetries can be easily described with our framework
by using another tensor type, that we will refer to as symmetric
tensors, see first part in this section below.
One can also imagine symmetries that are not on-site, but
still local in the sense that they are representable by a tensor-
network operator: In topologically ordered systems such sym-
metries are formally the same as co-dimension 1 defects which
are unitary (or better, groups thereof under fusion). We can then
classify the phase of the symmetry as a topological defect. If we
apply this kind of classification to phases with an on-site sym-
metries we will end up with a much coarser classification, as in
many SPT phases the symmetry itself as a topological defect is
trivial. In particular, a trivial phase can never have non-trivial
(irreducible) topological defects. However, in a SET phase, or
in a SPT phase with an anti-unitary symmetry the symmetries
can be in a non-trivial phase. An example would be the time-
reversal or duality defect of the toric code. The classification
of such symmetries can be done with our framework by using
another lattice type, that we will refer to as homology lattices
(see the second part of this section below).
Space-group symmetries such as parity symmetry are a third
kind of symmetry. On regular grids they are simply imple-
mented by choosing a lattice type with the desired symmetries.
In topologically ordered systems the situation is slightly dif-
ferent: Due to the topological deformability of the lattice type
there are local TL operators that perform all possible space-
group transformations. Now one can take an explicit space-
group symmetry and compose it with the TL operator com-
ing from the topological deformability that reverses the space-
group transformation. This yields a local TL operator that
leaves the system invariant. So for topological systems, explicit
space-group symmetries are just ordinary local symmetries im-
plemented by TL operators and we can apply the classification
described in the previous paragraph. Note that by working with
complex tensors via their realifications, space-group symme-
tries involving a parity flip yield anti-unitary TL operator sym-
metries. Such anti-unitary TL operator symmetries are often
called time-reversal symmetry.
Symmetric tensors
To model systems with an on-site symmetry representation we
can use symmetric tensors instead of ordinary real tensors.
Definition 211. A symmetric tensor with respect to a groupG
is a real (or complex) tensor that 1) comes equipped with a rep-
resentationG for every index type, acting on the corresponding
vector space and 2) is in the trivial sector of the representation
of G formed by the tensor product of the representations for
every index. In other words, the tensor is invariant under the
simultaneous action of all the local representations.
Remark 143. When applying a gauge transformation to a sym-
metric tensor we have to both apply the orthogonal map to the
index and conjugate the local representation with it.
Observation 142. Ordinary real/complex tensors are a special
case of symmetric tensors where all the local representations
are trivial. Formally this is captured by a tensor mapping from
real/complex tensors to symmetric tensors.
Remark 144. If we want to assert whether two TLs with sym-
metric tensors are in the same phase, all the tensors involved
in the tensor-network moves have to be symmetric tensors as
well. Also the TL operators that one has to find in order to
show that two CTLs are in the same phase have to consist of
symmetric tensors. It might at first sight seem paradoxical that
one gets a more refined classification by using a more general
tensor type (as real tensors are also symmetric tensors). How-
ever, also the model itself has this additional information on a
choice of symmetry representation. In our viewpoint we can
in principle apply arbitrary transformations to the model, but
we have to transform the symmetry representations in the same
way. So classifying symmetric phases means classifying pairs
of model and symmetry representation.
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Often people think about SPT/SET phases as having a fixed
representation and classifying models with this representation.
If we choose a “time” direction and a fix a symmetry represen-
tation of all indices (depending on whether they are ingoing or
outgoing in the time direction), all the TL operators have to be
symmetric under this fixed representation. So our formalism
contains the viewpoint with a fixed representation as a special
case. However, our setting is much more natural as one can
easily compare models with different local Hilbert spaces, and
arbitrary changes of the microscopic degrees of freedom are the
essence of phases of matter.
It is a common misunderstanding that from writing down a
Hamiltonian alone it makes sense to ask in which SPT phase a
model is. In general one has to explicitly state what the sym-
metry representation is (though a particular representation is of-
ten implicitly assumed in condensed matter models). For SPT
phases where the symmetry itself as a topological defect is in
a trivial phase one can write down one single model that can
be in every single irreducible phase, depending on which sym-
metry representation we choose. Also the question whether a
particular model has a symmetry or not only makes sense if the
symmetry itself has to be in a non-trivial phase, otherwise the
answer is always yes.
Homology lattices
In order to classify the topological sector of the symmetry itself
as a topological defect we can use a CTL type with another lat-
tice type, which we will call homology lattices. The extended
backgrounds are given by n-manifolds with boundary together
with an (n − 1)th G-homology class on the manifold (that re-
stricts to an (n− 2)th G-homology class on the boundary). Let
us give one concrete example of a lattice type that describes
this kind of backgrounds:
Definition 212. A nHSCb-lattice (“HSC” for “homology sim-
plicial complex”) is a nSCb-lattice together with a dual orien-
tation of the (n−1)-simplices and an element g ∈ G associated
to each (n− 1)-simplex, such that: For every (n− 2)-simplex
in the interior, the cyclic product of the group elements of the
(n − 1)-simplices in its link is equal to the identity. More pre-
cisely we take the group element or its inverse depending on
whether the dual orientation matches the cyclic order in which
we take the product or not. Note that if that product is the iden-
tity, then it does not matter where we start and which direction
we go. The (n− 2)-simplices of the boundary also carry a dual
orientation within the boundary, and we can associate to them
the product of the group elements on the (n − 1)-simplices in
their link (which is not identity, but this time the start and di-
rection of the product can be canonically chosen by the dual
orientation of the boundary (n− 2)-simplices).
The Pachner moves are still basic moves, just that now we
also have to transform the group labels accordingly. Addi-
tionally, for every g ∈ G there is another basic move called
group-label move that multiplies all group elements associated
to the (n − 1)-simplices forming the boundary of a n-simplex
with g. Whether we use the left- or right-regular action for
each multiplication depends again on the dual orientation of the
(n− 1)-simplex relative to the n-simplex. The group labels of
the boundary (n− 2)-simplices remain unchanged under local
moves, whereas all other labels can change.
nHSCb-lattices can be glued at their boundary (n − 1)-
simplices. For the gluing to be possible, the dual orientations
of the glued boundary (n − 1)-simplices and their connected
(n − 2)-simplices have to match. Then during the gluing the
group element labels for the (n − 1)-simplices and (n − 2)-
simplices are multiplied as they are fused together.
nHSCb-lattice without boundary also define a lattice type
and are referred to as nHSC-lattices.
The lattices for a TL type describing SET/SPT phases in n
dimensions are given by nHSC-lattices. The lattices for the
corresponding CTL type are nHSCb-lattices, with the index
lattice given by the (n − 1)HSC-lattice forming the boundary
of the nHSCb-lattice. A background consists of the index lat-
tice together with the topology plus the homology class of the
G-labeling in the interior.
Let us quickly sketch a possible CTL type on nHSCb-
lattices: As tensors we can take real tensors with one index
type, and associate one such index to every boundary (n − 1)-
simplex. When two boundary (n − 1)-simplices are glued the
associated indices are contracted.
Definition 213. Define the g-labeled n-dimensional simpli-
cial pillow as the background whose index lattice is given by
two (n− 1)-simplices that are connected to the same (n− 2)-
simplices. The dual orientations of those (n− 2)-simplices all
point towards the same (n − 1)-simplex and they all carry the
same G-label. The extended background is a ball with the triv-
ial homology class.
Observation 143. The CTL associates to each g-labelled n-
dimensional simplicial pillow a 2-index tensor, i.e., a matrix.
Gluing the front face of the g-labelled simplicial pillow with
the back face of the h-labelled simplicial pillow yields the gh-
labelled simplicial pillow. At the same time the two associated
matrices are multiplied. Thus, the collection of those matrices
for all g ∈ G forms a representation of the group G. So we see
that this particular CTL type models an on-site symmetry repre-
sentation. One can also obtain more general symmetries by in-
troducing additional indices at the boundary (n− 2)-simplices.
Observation 144. Consider a nHSCb-lattice where all the
group element labels are trivial. Then glue the g-labelled
n-dimensional simplicial pillow to every boundary (n − 1)-
simplex, for a fixed g. This will not change the background of
the lattice, as the original lattice can be restored by applying the
group-label move for g to all n-simplices of the lattice and per-
forming some Pachner moves near the boundary. On the other
hand we saw that gluing with the g-labelled simplicial pillow
corresponds to acting with a representation of G for the group
element g on the associated CTL tensor. Thus, all CTL tensors
for lattices with trivial group element labels are invariant under
the representation of G. So the CTL restricted to those lattices
yields a CTL with symmetric tensors as in the paragraph be-
fore. However it can be the case that the CTL with homology
lattices is in the trivial phase even when the CTL with symmet-
ric tensors is not.
Remark 145. The g-labelling in the lattices already looks a
lot like a gauge field. Still, in our description the g-labelling is
explicitly part of the combinatorial structure on which the phys-
ical model is defined on, so it is a static background rather than
a dynamical field. However, in our framework the process of
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gauging has a very simple picture: Gauging means promoting
the gauge field from a static background to dynamic degrees
of freedom, i.e., also summing over the different g-label con-
figurations in the state sum. To this end insert into the TL at
each (n− 1)-simplex a tensor implementing the representation
of G applied between the two neighbouring n-simplices. Use
a delta tensor to obtain one copy of the group-element label of
the representation tensor, for each (n− 2)-simplex adjacent to
the (n − 1)-simplex. Additionally we insert at each (n − 2)-
simplex a group multiplication tensor, connected to the indices
coming from its adjacent (n − 1)-simplices. This yields a TL
for the gauged phase.
Remark 146. Homology lattices are also the kind of lattice to
which a lot of models on regular grids can be extended. E.g.,
this is the case when the ground state of a quantum system
breaks translation invariance, or informally speaking, the unit
cell of the ground state is larger than the unit cell of the model.
A consequence of this is that the ground state degeneracy de-
pends on the number of unit cells of the model. One example
would be an anti-ferromagnet, i.e., a model where neighbour-
ing qubits in a chain are forced to have odd parity. A more
non-trivial and non-fixed point example for this is the Kitaev
honeycomb model [66] in the Abelian gapped phase (which is
referred to as weak breaking of translational symmetry).
6.1.4 Non-Hermitian/dissipative phases
In unitary quantum mechanics, the imaginary time evolution
tensor network consists of Hermitian operators. In our realified
language this implies that the tensor-network is invariant under
flipping the time direction. This implies that if we have some
sort of topological invariance then this invariance does not de-
pend on an orientation.
Though fundamental models are usually assumed to be uni-
tary, in open quantum systems one often has effective models
with a dissipative time evolution. If we trotterize such a time
evolution the local tensors are not Hermitian any more. This
does not automatically imply that those models cannot be in a
Hermitian (non-oriented) phase, but it at least leaves the possi-
bility open.
Also classical statistical systems do not have an in-built re-
flection symmetry. I.e., it is possible that there are classical
statistical systems on regular grids that cannot be extended to a
topological lattice type but only to an oriented topological lat-
tice type. However, at the moment we do not have an example
for this, and e.g., all symmtery-breaking systems also do not
depend on an orientation.
Such non-hermitian/dissipative/classical models can be de-
scribed in our language by a TL type with oriented manifolds
as background. To this end we can use a lattice type with a
combinatorial structure similar to the nSCb-lattice with com-
binatorial spin structure for fermionic CTLs. The major dif-
ference is that obstruction cycle ω is now a (n − 1)-cycle in
a nSCb-lattice, i.e., a subset of (n − 1)-simplices with empty
boundary.
The local prescription that defines ω on a given lattice is
rather straight forward: If we imagine the nSCb-lattice embed-
ded in an oriented space we can use the branching structure to
assign to each n-simplex whether it is left- or right-handed. As
we do not have such an embedding there is no way to combina-
torially determine the handedness of a single n-simplex. How-
ever, for two neighbouring (n−1)-simplices one can combina-
torially decide whether they have equal or different handedness.
If the handedness changes then the n− 1-simplex is part of the
obstruction cycle ω.
Now a combinatorial representation of an orientation is given
by a n-chain that has ω as its boundary. Opposed to combina-
torial spin structures the local moves that allow to deform this
n-chain are trivial, so for each homology class of orientations
there is only one representative. For every connected compo-
nent there are always two choices of this n-chain which are
related by swapping all Z2 elements.
The algebraic structures related to CTLs on oriented mani-
folds are similar to the non-oriented case, just that they loose
their notion of “unitarity”, or “*-property”. E.g., in 2 dimen-
sions we would get something like special Frobenius algebras
instead of *-algebras, or in 3 dimensions we would get some-
thing like non-unitary fusion categories instead of unitary ones.
Consider a complex-real CTL arising from a TL on topolog-
ical lattices in n dimensions. By adding a combinatorial orien-
tation to the lattice type we can transform such a complex-real
CTL into a complex one by choosing the complex arrow ori-
entations depending on how some decoration is handed relative
to the combinatorial orientation. Now imagine flipping the lat-
tice: The complex-real CTL lattice does not change and thus
the complex-real tensor is invariant. However, the orientation
of the complex CTL lattice is flipped, and with it our way of
interpreting the complex-real tensors as complex tensors: Flip-
ping all the complex arrow orientations amounts to a complex
conjugation of the complex tensor. So for complex CTLs on
oriented lattices coming from a complex-real CTL on lattices
without orientation, a flip of the orientation corresponds to a
complex conjugation. So tensors associated to lattices that have
a reflection symmetry (without the orientation) are Hermitian
matrices when interpreted as a linear map between the two sides
that are exchanged by the reflection. For CTLs allowing for a
commuting-projector Hamiltonian this implies that this Hamil-
tonian is Hermitian. So we see that in quantum mechanics with
unitary real and thus Hermitian imaginary time evolution, we
never need an orientation when we use the realified language.
6.1.5 Chiral phases
All known (zero correlation-length) fixed point models of topo-
logical order, such as the Levin-Wen model or the Kitaev quan-
tum double allow for a topological (i.e., gapped) boundary.
There is however, a huge class of phases (namely integer or
fractional quantum Hall systems) that do not have this prop-
erty. Such phases are usually referred to as chiral because the
braided fusion categories describing their anyon statistics have
non-zero chiral central charge.
Comment 24. The word “chiral” is used in many different con-
texts with different meanings which often leads to confusion.
E.g., in Ref. [17] it is used for models with a time-reversal
(i.e., local anti-unitary) and parity symmetry (as we saw in
Section (6.1.4) the two are the same in Hermitian topological
models). The models given in Ref. [17] have the unnecessary
constraint of a tetrahedral symmetry of the F -tensor that ex-
actly enforces the existence of a time-reversal/parity symmetry.
In Refs. [54, 55, 67] those restrictions were partly removed to
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also encompass phases without time-reversal symmetries. Con-
sequently those models were referred to as “chiral”. However,
all those models are contained in 3FE-CTLs and thus do allow
for a topological (i.e., gapped) standard boundary, so they are
not chiral in the latter sense.
We believe that our framework is able to describe general
chiral phases of matter. To this end one has to use a more gen-
eral (C)TL type for the same topological lattice type. I.e., we
need a TL type where the prescription of how we associate a
tensor network to lattices locally depends on a larger region
surrounding the place where the tensor is associated to, or a
CTL type where the index lattice has more decorations that are
invariant under basic moves in the interior. In particular we
could take a universal (C)TL type, i.e., a type to which any
other (C)TL type on the same lattice type can be mapped. We
will present such a (C)TL type in a future publication.
All of the CTL types we discussed in Section (5) were not
universal, i.e., the dependence of the tensor networks on the
lattices was too simple. So those CTL types have properties
that are specific for them, and do not exist for general CTL
types on the same lattices.
1. For the (C)TL types in Section (5) one can define a standard
topological (i.e., gapped) physical boundary.
2. Topological physical boundaries directly correspond to
tensor-network representations of the ground states, in the
sense of MPS or PEPS (see Observation (56)). So for the (C)TL
types in Section (5) we automatically have such tensor-network
representations.
3. For the (C)TL types in Section (5) one can define a local
commuting-projector Hamiltonian whose imaginary time evo-
lution is in the same phase.
4. For every general (C)TL on n-dimensional topological lat-
tices consider a background with n-ball extended background,
and a bi-partition of its index lattice into two (n − 1)-ball
patches separated by an (n−2)-sphere region. Now it is always
possible to find a lattice representative for the background and
bi-partition of this lattice that yields the desired bi-partition of
the index lattice, such that: The number of indices that one has
to cut when bi-parting the tensor network on the lattice isO(L)
where L is the size of the (n− 2)-sphere region that biparts the
index lattice, measured in the number of cells in that region. So
the logarithm of the rank of the CTL tensor interpreted as a lin-
ear map between the two sides of the bi-partition of the index
lattice is bounded by the volume of the region that separates the
two parts. Such a behaviour of physical systems is known as an
area law.
5. As have seen in Observation (53), all CTLs on topological
lattices correspond to gapped models.
Our conjecture that universal (C)TL types also describe chi-
ral phases is motivated by two arguments:
The first argument is the following: Chiral phases fulfil the
properties 4) and 5) above that hold for every possible CTL
type, but violate exactly 1), 2) and 3) which are only guaran-
teed to hold for the special CTL types from Section (5): 1) Chi-
ral phases do not have a gapped boundary by (our) definition.
2) It is an open question whether chiral phases admit tensor-
network representations (i.e. MPS or PEPS) of their ground
states. Though there seem to be no practical problem to work
with such tensor-network representations numerically [68, 69],
there are indications that there are problems with those rep-
resentations on a more pedantic and fundamental level. Our
equivalence of PEPS representations and topological bound-
aries shows that at least those well-behaved PEPS representa-
tions arising from topological boundaries do not exist for chiral
phases. It seems questionable to us that a conformal bound-
ary of a topological system can also yield a meaningful PEPS
representation. 3) It is known that there do not exist any local
commuting projector Hamiltonians for chiral phases [16]. 4)
Chiral phase do fulfil the area law, as all topological phases. 5)
Chiral phases are gapped, as all topological systems.
On the other hand it seems highly plausible that there do exist
CTLs of a universal type that violate one of the properties 1), 2)
or 3). If this is the case then those have to correspond to chiral
phases.
Comment 25. For every general CTL type on topological
lattices, every background has a lattice representative with a
hyperbolic tiling in the interior. The tensor network corre-
sponding to this tiling has a structure that looks like a tree
with additional connections between neighbouring branches.
Tensor networks of such a structure can be used to describe
critical/gapless systems [65], and are formally similar to the
multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) [70]
(though the latter obey a light cone structure and are therefore
not topological).
The second argument is more direct: First, the correlation
length of any topological model can be decreased arbitrarily
by blocking. On the other hand, every (chiral or non-chiral)
topological model with zero correlation length is in the same
phase as a CTL of a universal type. So every topological model
is in the same phase as a CTL of a universal type, unless there
are phases whose models can have correlation lengths that are
arbitrarily close to 0 but never exactly reach 0. The latter seems
rather implausible to us.
Remark 147. One might ask what such CTLs are good for if
they do not directly correspond to a quantum model (i.e., a lo-
cal Hamiltonian). We would like to note four things concerning
this question: 1) tensor networks themselves can be viewed as a
more general and simpler approach to quantum mechanics, al-
ternative to a Hamiltonian formulation with a continuous time.
Measurement statistics (i.e., their probability distributions) are
simply given by evaluations of tensor networks and there is no
need to talk about states, Hamiltonians, etc. at any point. 2)
Pedantically speaking, the fixed point model and the Hamilto-
nian are different models as well: The Hamiltonian formula-
tion always has a non-zero correlation length in time direction
whereas the CTL does not. The CTL would correspond to a
Hamiltonian with an infinite energy penalty for states violat-
ing the ground state space projector. 3) The practical use of
fixed point models is to have a classification of phases, and
one blue print for each phase, in which all topological invari-
ants can be computed in an efficient and certified way. CTLs
yield all those things: They give a finite set of equations that
serves as classification and an exactly solvable construction to
calculate invariants. Also they can serve as a comparison for
phase determination algorithms. 4) There might be a continu-
ous extension (see Sec. (6.2.3)) that actually yields a Hamilto-
nian: E.g. one can add continuous variables to the lattice type
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that model angles of corners in the cell complex. We can then
consider a sequence of lattices with a fixed time direction such
that the angles perpendicular to the time direction get smaller
and smaller. This sequence approximates a Trotterized contin-
uous imaginary time evolution. We can now consider the local
projector lattices from the local Hamiltonian construction (in
the non-chiral case) but now with small angles perpendicular
to the time direction. For universal CTL types the associated
tensor will not be a projector in general. Instead we can take
as Hamiltonian the derivative of the associated tensors with re-
spect to the angle, evaluated at angle 0. Note that the Hamilto-
nian obtained in this way is still local but not commuting and
not consisting of projectors any more. A very similar Hamilto-
nian construction is known for critical models fulfilling a Yang-
Baxter equation [71].
6.1.6 Critical/conformal phases
As we have also seen in Observation (53), (C)TLs on topo-
logical lattice types can only classify gapped phases. Gapless
models seem to be less generic, as they usually occur at a phase
transition between different gapped phases. Though, or maybe
exactly because of this, such critical models are very interesting
and important.
We believe that our formalism also has the potential to de-
scribe gapless/critical models. The latter are usually classi-
fied by conformal field theories, i.e., field theories that are in-
variant under conformal transformations. At least in two di-
mensions those conformal transformations are very powerful,
though they are still only a subset of arbitrary homeomorphism.
This suggests that if we want to describe critical models with
TLs we have to search for a lattice type with moves that are
almost but not quite as powerful as the Pachner moves in sim-
plicial complexes, and that are a discrete lattice analogue of
continuum transformations. The Yang-Baxter equation [71] in
integrable critical models look a lot like consistency equations
for the tensors for such a moved lattice type. There exist some
constructions in these directions, based on circle packings or
isoradial graphs [72], but we haven’t found a purely combina-
torial formulation yet.
Unfortunately the connection between the continuum and
discrete (if there exists any) formulation of conformal models
is not that clear: In the topological case the backgrounds of the
lattice type were in one-to-one correspondence with topologi-
cal manifolds up to homeomorphism. Such a one-to-one cor-
respondence is impossible in the conformal case, as the equiv-
alence classes of conformal manifolds under conformal trans-
formations do not form a discrete set.
6.1.7 Axiomatic TQFTs
The mathematical literature about topological phases of matter
is governed by axiomatic TQFTs. Those are not local physical
theories but only describe the n-point functions potentially aris-
ing from such a physical theory. In this section we will sketch
that those can be formalized as CTLs.
Let us start by defining axiomatic TQFTs [22] in a tensor-
network language.
Definition 214. A unitary n-dimensional topological quan-
tum field theory (short unitary TQFT) is a map T that asso-
ciates to each oriented n-manifold with boundary a complex
tensor with one index for each connected component of the
boundary. The type of the index depends only on the topol-
ogy of the corresponding connected (n − 1)-manifold. T has
to obey the following axioms:
• Symmetries of the manifold with boundary M (that per-
mute boundary components) correspond to symmetries of
the tensor T [M ] (by permuting the indices accordingly).
Symmetries that involve changing the orientation come
with an additional complex conjugation (in some prede-
termined basis).
• The tensor associated to the disjoint union of two mani-
folds with boundary is the tensor product of the tensors
corresponding to the two manifolds.
A,B
A⊗B
T [A], T [B]
T [A⊗B] = T [A]⊗ T [B]
T
⊗ ⊗
T
(6.3)
• The tensor corresponding to a manifold where two com-
ponents of the boundary that are equal (up to homeo-
morphism) are glued is the tensor of the original mani-
fold where the two corresponding indices have been con-
tracted.
A
A′
T [A]
T [A′] = T [A]′
T
gluing contraction
T
(6.4)
Remark 148. The TQFT axioms look very similar to the ax-
ioms for a CTL on manifolds with boundary, with the follow-
ing important difference: The indices are not locally distributed
over the boundary (i.e., “index lattice”) of the lattice but there
is only one index for a whole connected component. Also not
only two small lattice elements of the boundary are glued, but
two connected components as a whole.
Unitary TQFTs can be formalized as a CTL. More precisely,
if we select a set of (n − 1)-manifolds, there is a CTL type
that corresponds to a unitary TQFT restricted to those (n− 1)-
manifolds as boundary components.
The CTL extended backgrounds are n/n-manifolds consist-
ing of one n-region into which different 0-regions are embed-
ded. Every one of the selected (n − 1)-manifolds is the upper
link for one of the 0-regions. The background gluings are given
by surgery gluing for each of the 0-regions. In other words we
have n-manifolds with embedded points with different kinds of
singularities, and points with the same kind of singularity can
be glued.
The CTL lattices are n/nCC-lattices on the backgrounds.
The 0/0CC-lattice obtained by restricting to the 0-regions
forms the index lattice. There have to be additional decoration
that allow to associate a chirality to each point of the 0-regions.
The tensors are real tensors with one index type for every
0-region, and for every vertex of each 0-region there is one
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corresponding index. When two index vertices are glued the
associated indices are contracted.
A CTL of this type corresponds to a unitary TQFT in the fol-
lowing way: For a given CTL background, cutting out a small
neighbourhood around every embedded point of every 0-region
yields the TQFT n-manifold with boundary, up to the orienta-
tion. In the other direction forgetting the orientation and gluing
to each boundary component of the TQFT manifold the stel-
lar cone of the corresponding (n− 1)-manifold yields the CTL
extended background. The CTL tensor is the realification of
the TQFT tensor. Thereby the complex arrow orientations are
determined according to whether the chirality decorations are
right- or lefthanded relative to a chosen orientation of the TQFT
manifold. Because of the unitarity property of the TQFT the
CTL tensor does not depend on which orientation we choose
(see also Remark (40)).
It is quite obvious that the gluing axioms of the TQFT are
equivalent to those of the CTL using this translation.
6.1.8 Extended TQFTs
We conjecture that the CTL framework is also capable of de-
scribing extended TQFTs [73]. Ordinary axiomatic TQFTs as-
sociate numbers to n-manifolds and vector spaces to (n − 1)-
manifolds. A d-extended TQFT also associates (higher) cat-
egories to (n − 2)-manifolds (n − 3)-manifolds,.., (n − d)-
manifolds. 0-extended n-dimensional TQFTs correspond to
CTLs on n-manifolds with trivial index lattice and no gluings.
1-extended n-dimensional TQFTs are just ordinary TQFTs
from the previous sections, and correspond to CTLs on n-
manifolds with the index lattice given by embedded points.
This suggests that in general there is the following equiva-
lence: Every d-extended TQFT can be formalized as a CTL
when we restrict to a finite amount of possible (n − x)-
manifolds for 0 < x ≤ d. The CTL extended backgrounds
are higher order manifolds with one n-region and one (x− 1)-
region for each selected (n − x)-manifold of the TQFT. The
upper link of each (x − 1)-region is exactly the correspond-
ing (n − x)-manifold. The index lattice is given by the lattice
restricted to the x-regions for x < n. The gluing is surgery
gluing for all those regions. The CTL axioms will deliver some
algebraic structures that correspond to the categorical structures
associated to the selected (n− x)-manifolds.
For example 3-dimensional 2-extended TQFTs would corre-
spond to CTLs on 3-manifolds with embedded points and a net
of lines connecting these points (one might also take ribbons
instead of lines and small disks instead of points). Let us give
a rough sketch of a combinatorial formulation for such a CTL:
The lattices are 3/3CC-lattices living on those 3/3-manifolds,
the index lattice given by the cells of the 0- and 1-regions. Glu-
ing can be done at the edges of the 1-regions and the vertices
of the 0-regions. Indices are also associated to those edges and
vertices, which are contracted when the edges or vertices are
glued. We find that a set of the basic backgrounds is given
by a tetrahedron of 1-region edges embedded into a 3-sphere
(in the ribbon-disk case we also need a lattice with two disks
connected to 3 ribbons embedded into the 3-sphere). The as-
sociated basis tensors correspond to the F -tensor (and the R-
tensor) of a braided fusion category, and the CTL basic axioms
correspond to the axioms of the braided fusion category. On
the other hand we know that 3-dimensional 2-extended TQFTs
are (modulo technical details) given by the Reshetikhin-Turaev
construction [74] which takes a braided fusion category as in-
put.
Fully extended (i.e., n-dimensional n-extended) TQFTs are
said to correspond to microscopic physical theories. Indeed
there is only one connected (n−n)-manifold, namely the point.
So the corresponding CTLs has an (n−1)-region with a point as
upper link, which is nothing but a boundary for the n-manifold.
So the CTL corresponding to a fully extended TQFT has a CTL
on manifolds with boundary, with gluing and indices at the
boundary as sub-type. Such CTLs are exactly the ones that are
contractions of TLs, i.e., microscopic local physical models.
Given a CTL type on n-manifolds with boundary there is a
mapping to a CTL type corresponding to (arbitrarily) extended
n-dimensional TQFTs: The lattice mapping cuts out a tubu-
lar neighbourhood around each d-region for d ≤ n − 2, and
regards the remaining as a manifold with boundary. The ten-
sor mapping uses the collection of the indices at the boundary
of the tubular neighbourhood near a place in a d-region as the
index associated to this place of the d-region.
6.1.9 3 + 1-dimensional phases
It is not difficult to find (C)TL types on 3-manifolds with
boundary, that correspond to topologically ordered fixed point
models in 3+1 dimensions. The perhaps simplest possibility is
to use 3SC(b)-lattices with one tensor for each 4-simplex that
has one index for each of its 5 boundary 3-simplices. The Pach-
ner moves will yield an axiom involving contractions of three
copies of the basic tensor on each side (together with various
technical axioms for inverting arrow orientatios and so on). In
that sense the classification of 3-dimensional phases is already
done (apart from the fact that we should use a universal TL type
to get the most general phases).
In the literature a “classification” usually means finding an
algebraic structure that classifies all possible phases. We do
not really see the point in doing so, as an algebraic structure
is nothing but a finite set of tensors fulfilling tensor-network
axioms, which we can directly get from the Pachner moves.
There already exist some lattice models in 3 + 1 dimensions,
most notably the Walker-Wang models or Crane-Yetter state
sum construction [75, 76] which take unitary braided fusion
categories as input. Then there are also models by Kashaev [77]
based on abelian groups. Both are unified in Ref. [78]. Those
models are all captured in the simple TL type described above.
We believe that this TL type also has more general solutions
and that by going to a universal TL type we will find again
more solutions, including ones without a topological (gapped)
boundary (see Section (6.1.5)).
6.1.10 Other types of defects
There are lots of other interesting (C)TL types with lattices on
higher order manifolds (with boundary) that we didn’t consider
yet. Let us sketch some of them.
Defects inside a boundary
Consider a (C)TL type on (boundary) 3/2-manifolds with the
following (boundary) central link:
(6.5)
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It describes defect lines within the (1 + 1)-dimensional physi-
cal boundary of a (2 + 1)-dimensional system, which we will
call boundary defects. If the sub TL on 3-manifolds and the sub
TL on 3-manifolds with boundary are irreducible, then the irre-
ducible boundary defects correspond to the simple object labels
of a fusion category whose Drinfel’d centre describes the anyon
statistics of the model (so different boundaries correspond to
Morita equivalent fusion categories). More precisely consider
a CTL type on 3-manifolds with networks of lines and points
embedded into the boundary, and the index lattice consisting of
those points and lines. The algebraic structure corresponding
to such a CTL type is this fusion category.
There is a fusion from physical boundaries times anyons to
boundary defects. The lattice mapping takes the boundary de-
fect lines and moves them into the interior by just a bit. Such
a mapping corresponds to what is known as anyon condensa-
tion in the physics community: If the fusion of an anyon with
a physical boundary is in the same phase as the trivial bound-
ary defect, then the anyon is said to condense at the boundary.
Otherwise it is said to be confined.
There is a mapping from boundary defects to anyons. The
lattice mapping replaces every anyon world line by a thin tube
of physical boundary carrying one boundary defect along.
We have already seen that physical boundaries correspond
to tensor-network representations of the ground states. Now
the boundary defects within a given physical boundary are ex-
actly what is known as the virtual symmetries of the tensor net-
work, i.e., in 2+1 dimensions they correspond to the symmetry
MPOs.
Twists
Consider a (C)TL type on (boundary) 3/2-manifolds with the
following (boundary) central link:
(6.6)
It describes lines in the (2 + 1)-dimensional bulk where co-
dimension 1 defects end. In the physics community those are
known as twists [79].
There is a fusion from anyons times twists to twists. The
lattice mapping inserts an anyon world line next to the twist
world line. The irrep coefficients of this fusion form an integer-
valued representation of the anyon fusion ring.
6.1.11 The colour code as a (C)TL
In this section we sketch an alternative CTL type that contains
the so-called colour-code [19, 80] as one specific solution. We
will refer to CTLs of this type as 3tcF-CTLs where “tc” stands
for “tri-coloured” referring to the decorations, “F” stands for
“face”, as this is where the indices are associated to.
Backgrounds
The backgrounds are 3-manifolds with boundary, with gluing
at the boundary, just as for 3FE-CTLs and for 3E-CTLs.
Lattices
The lattices are 3CCb-lattices with only triangle faces and a
tri-colouring of the vertices as decoration. That is, a map as-
sociating an element of the set {red, green, blue} to each ver-
tex such that the vertices at the endpoints of each edge have
different colours, or equivalently, each triangle has to be con-
nected exactly to one red, one green and one blue vertex. The
index lattice is given by the tri-coloured 2CC-lattice forming
the boundary of the 3CCb-lattice. In order not to break our
convention to use colour for the different regions of CTLs on
higher order manifolds, we use 3 kinds of symbols to draw the
vertices instead of different colours:
red : green : blue : (6.7)
Consider the following example for a patch of the index lattice
(6.8)
Two index faces can be glued just like for 3FE-CTLs, just
that now the colours of the connected vertices have to match
instead of the orientations of the surrounding vertices.
Tensors
The tensors are ordinary real tensors with one index type. One
index is associated to every index face. When two faces are
glued, the corresponding indices are contracted. One might
also introduce normalizations when gluing two neighbouring
triangles sharing the same face, but we won’t go that much into
detail.
Basic tensors
Definition 215. The red/green/blue alternating n-double-
pyramid is the background consisting of 4n triangles and
2n+2 vertices such that: There are two red/green/blue vertices
(the two tips of the double-pyramid) which are each shared by
2n triangles. The rest of the vertices are half green/blue/red
half blue/red/green (and are alternatingly placed at the equator
of the double-pyramid). Its extended background is the 3-ball.
E.g., the following red alternating 3-double-pyramid:
(6.9)
Observation 145. The alternating 2-double-pyramid can be
seen as an octahedron with opposite edges having the same
colour. So the red, green and blue alternating 2-double-
pyramids are equal. We will refer to this background the basic
octahedron.
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Observation 146. Every red/green/blue alternating n-double-
pyramid can be glued together from copies of the alternating
2-double-pyramid, e.g., for n = 3:
a
b
a
b
= (6.10)
Observation 147. All lattices can be glued together from red
alternating double-pyramids. A defining history for a given
lattice can be obtained in the following way: Add one red
vertex to the centre of every volume. For every red vertex
in the lower link of the volume take one red alternating n-
double-pyramid with n equal to the number of blue/green ver-
tices around the red vertex. The two tips of the red alternating
double-pyramid are identified with the latter red vertex and the
red vertex in the centre of the volume. Now glue all red al-
ternating double-pyramids according to how they are located
in the lattice. Of course the construction could be equally done
with the blue/green vertices instead of red. In combination with
Observation (146) we see that a set of basic lattices is given by
basic octahedrons alone. The whole CTL is determined by the
associated basic tensor.
Properties and physical interpretation
Remark 149. One can define 3 types of physical boundaries
for 3tcF-CTLs, one for each colour. For each type there is the
standard physical boundary by removing a vertex of that colour.
Of course one fixed type of boundary can also represent the
standard boundaries for the other two types of boundary. (Note
that those boundaries do not have to be in different phases how-
ever).
Remark 150. For every red/green/blue vertex in a 3tcF-CTL
index lattice there is an alternating double-pyramid that can be
glued with all of its back layer to the faces around this vertex.
This leaves the lattice invariant. So the tensor associated to this
double-pyramid when interpreted as a linear map from back to
the front layer is a local ground space projector. The negative
sum of those local ground space projectors for all vertices of a
index lattice yields a commuting-projector Hamiltonian on this
index lattice.
The colour code as an example
The following choice of basic tensors yields a solution to the
CTL axioms. The basis set for the face indices is a two element
set which we identify with the two elements of Z2.
a
b
e
f
gh
cd
=

1 if
a+ b+ c+ d = 0 ∧ e+ f + g + h = 0∧
a+ c+ e+ g = 0 ∧ b+ d+ f + h = 0∧
a+ b+ g + h = 0 ∧ d+ c+ e+ f = 0
0 otherwise.
(6.11)
Here + means Z2 multiplication. I.e., the tensor entries are
only non-zero if, for every vertex, the parity of the indices of
the faces connected to the vertex is even. The tensor associated
to a general lattice (with the extended background of a 3-ball)
is determined by the same rule.
Now the local Hamiltonian projector for this CTL, i.e., the
tensor associated to an alternating double-pyramid, acts on a
configuration of the indices of the faces around a vertex in
the following way: First, it projects onto the parity even sub-
space for the indices. We can write this projector as P1 =
(1 + z1z2z3 . . .)/2 where zi is the according Pauli matrix act-
ing on the ith index around the vertex. Second, it either leaves
the index configuration invariant, or it flips all of them. In other
words, it projects onto the symmetrized subspace under the ac-
tion of the group Z2 that flips all the index values. We can write
this projector as P2 = (1 + x1x2x3 . . .)/2 where xi is the ac-
cording Pauli matrix acting on the ith index around the vertex.
In total the hamiltonian projector is given by
PH = P1P2 = (1 + z1z2z3 . . .)(1 + x1x2x3 . . .)/4. (6.12)
Every state in the support of the projector has to be an eigen-
vector of both the operators z1z2z3 . . . and x1x2x3 . . . si-
multaneously. An according Hamiltonian is given by H =∑
v∈V −P (v)H , where P (v)H is the local ground state projector
at the red (green/blue) vertex v. Thus, a ground state of the
model has to be invariant under those z and x terms for the
indices around every vertex.
If we go to the dual (index) lattice, then the faces are
coloured red/green/blue and the indices/degrees of freedom live
on the trivalent vertices. So the x and z terms above involve the
vertices around every face. They are exactly the stabilizers of
the stabilizer code known as the colour code.
6.2 General ideas
6.2.1 Robustness
For real tensors (or all tensor types which have a continuous set
of tensors) there is a standard topology on the space of all ten-
sors of fixed shape and bases, and a way to embed tensors with
smaller basis into tensors with larger basis. So for each TL type
with such a tensor type we can define a topology on the space of
all TLs of this type. We can decompose this space of TLs into
different equivalence classes in three different ways: Gauge
families, TL phases and physical TL phases. Gauge families
yield a finer decomposition than TL phases who in turn yield a
finer decomposition of physical TL phases.
If a physical TL phase is an open set in the space of TLs, then
we will call the phase robust. Robustness is a very important
property in physics: As non-robust phases are unstable under
arbitrarily small perturbations one expects to only observe ro-
bust phases in physics. However, robustness is not a defining
property of a phase, and it is perfectly fine to talk about phases
that are non-robust. This can also be important, as e.g., after
a mapping, non-robust phases may become robust. Another
question is about the cardinality of the set of gauge families,
TL phases or physical TL phases: Those sets can be countable
(i.e., discrete) or labeled by finitely many, or even infinitely
many continuous parameters.
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The general heuristics seems to be the following: The more
powerful the basic moves of the lattice type are, the more robust
are the gauge families, TL phases, and physical TL phases, and
the fewer continuous parameters are needed to label them. E.g.,
the TL types from Section (5) were all based on topological
lattice types. For most implementations in Section (5), gauge
families are in one-to-one correspondence with the connected
components of the space of TLs, and thus form a discrete set.
E.g., for 2E-TLs the gauge families are labeled by three non-
negative integers, each gauge family forming its own TL phase.
However, e.g., all double-line 2E-TLs were in the same physi-
cal TL phase (the trivial one). The situation is slightly different
for e.g., 2En-TLs: Their gauge families are parametrized by
one continuous parameter corresponding to the euler character-
istic 2En-TL. Now the stacking of a double-line 2En-TL with
an euler characteristic 2En-TL is in the same TL phase as an
euler characteristic 2En-TL, but the TL phases are still labeled
by one continuous parameter. However, all euler characteristic
2En-TLs are in the same physical TL phase (the trivial one as
they are all normalization TLs).
For 3FE-TLs the discreteness of the gauge families corre-
sponds to what is known as Ocneanou rigidity [81] for unitary
multi-fusion categories.
It would be interesting to study the TL space and the gauge
families, TL phases and physical TL phases therein more sys-
tematically for different TL types. This should be quite straight
forward in our formulation: The TL axioms are equations be-
tween tensor networks, and we can easily calculate the deriva-
tive of those axioms (i.e., left side minus right side, for fixed
basis sets) with respect to the basic tensors, and the kernel of
the corresponding Jacobi matrix. Second we can calculate the
derivative of the basic tensors with respect to the gauge trans-
formations, and the support of the corresponding Jacobi ma-
trix. The latter support will be contained in the former kernel
(for tensors fulfilling the TL axioms). If the two subspaces are
equal then the set of gauge families is discrete. Otherwise the
difference in dimension is the number of continuous parameters
labeling the gauge families.
6.2.2 Real time and dissipative models
Our viewpoint allows comparing the real- and imaginary time
evolution of a quantum system both as tensor networks. We
saw that classifying (ground state) quantum phases corresponds
to classifying the imaginary time evolution. So a very natural
question is: In which physical TL phase is the real-time evolu-
tion? To which lattice type can it be extended? Since a (non-
trivial) real-time evolution has a light-cone structure it cannot
be extended to a topological lattice type. In contrast to topo-
logical field theory, conformal field theory does exist with eu-
clidean and Lorentzian signature. Thus, one might speculate
that if the imaginary time evolution extends to a euclidean-
conformal lattice type, the real-time evolution extends to a
Lorentzian-conformal lattice type. But then, if the imaginary
time evolution is topological, does the real time evolution also
extend to a lorenzian-conformal lattice type, or something sim-
pler?
Another question is, when we slowly Wick rotate the tensor
network, will there be a phase transition and at which point? It
seems plausible to speculate that the imaginary time evolution
stays topological after Wick rotation, until the real-time evolu-
tion is reached.
Another type of system that can be described as TL is a
model with Liouvillian time evolution, and one can ask in
which physical TL phase such a model is. One interesting ques-
tion is, when we start with a doubled (ket plus bra layer) real-
time evolution and add a dissipative noise, in which phase will
we end up? Will it be the phase of the doubled imaginary-time
evolution of the same model? This yields an interesting view-
point on thermalisation.
It also yields another prespective on quantum error correc-
tion: In a topological code, the cycle of fixed point time evolu-
tion, dissipative noise, and decoding defines a (discrete) local
dissipative time evolution (if the decoder is local what it better
should be). Now if the decoder works it should preserve the
logical qubits and discard all the noise. This is exactly what
an imaginary time evolution does. Thus, it is very suggestive
that the decoder works exactly if the corresponding dissipative
TL is in the same physical TL phase as the (doubled) imagi-
nary time evolution of the fixed point topological code model.
So a working decoder can be seen as a (strong) perturbation of
the real-time model that takes the model into the interior of the
imaginary-time evolution.
6.2.3 Continuous extensions
One could think of adding continuous parameters to a lattice
type (such that it is not a lattice type in the actual sense any
more). Those parameters can have the interpretation of a length
scale, such that one can take an actual continuum limit by
choosing smaller and smaller length scales. This way one can
obtain field (or continuum-time quantum) theory versions of
discrete fixed point models.
6.2.4 Numerical algorithm for solving the
(C)TL axioms
(Finitely axiomatized C)TLs are determined by a finite number
of tensors fulfilling a finite number of tensor-network axioms.
So for real tensors (or a similar tensor type) and a fixed basis
set we have a finite set of real numbers (or similar) that fulfil
a finite amount of polynomial equations. One can apply the
Gauss-Netwon method to find the roots of those polynomial
equations. This provides a systematic way of finding (C)TLs,
even if they do not correspond to already well-known algebraic
structures as e.g., for TL types in 3 + 1 dimensions.
Of course such a numerical method of finding all (C)TLs for
a fixed basis set cannot be efficient in the size of that basis set.
In particular in generic cases already the number of different
gauge families scales exponentially with the size of the basis
set. However, the more complicated the fixed point models, i.e.,
the larger the basis set of the TL, the less likely the correspond-
ing phases are to appear in realistic models. For models with
practical importance, i.e., with small enough basis sets finding
TLs with a Gauss-Newton method seems doable.
We have tested the Gauss-Newton method to numerically
find 2E-CTLs up to basis size 5. We indeed found the zero
CTL, the trivial CTL, the 2-dimensional double-line CTL, dif-
ferent delta CTLs, the complex numbers, the quaternions, and
other direct sums. It turns out that the quaternion CTL (which
is somewhat more complicated than the others) is less likely to
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be found depending on the starting point of the Gauss-Newton
method.
6.2.5 Numerical algorithm for phase detection
Our definition of phases with tensor networks and tensor-
network moves could be used to build a numerical algorithm
for testing whether two models are in the same phase: First,
one would represent both models as a tensor network (for field
theories or continuum-time quantum mechanics this is done by
choosing a fixed unit cell size, blocking and truncating as de-
scribed in Sec. (4.1)). Then one variationally optimizes over
a sequence of tensor-network moves transforming one tensor
network into the other. As a first step, one might perform
some blocking to get rid of the correlation length. The re-
sulting algorithm would be quite similar in spirit to the tensor-
entanglement-filtering approach [82]. Though our method does
not (only) involve a blocking, and it would not have the prob-
lem of getting “unwanted” fixed points such as the “corner
double-line (CDL) tensors” in Ref. [82].
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